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SUMMARY

Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) is a serious and debilitating psychiatric illness 

characterised by extreme changes in mood, ranging from depression to mania. BPAD 

is undoubtedly caused by genetic factors, with some contribution from environmental 

influences, and is an inherited disorder. Linkage and candidate gene association tests 

are the two most commonly used techniques employed to try to identify genes that 

contribute to the onset of this disorder. We expect that there are many such BPAD 

susceptibility genes with weak to moderate effects. This thesis aimed to identify 

potential BPAD loci and candidate genes from the Irish population.

The overwhelming focus of this study has been on chromosome 14. Our group 

had previously reported evidence for linkage on this chromosome, and the whole 

genome linkage scan performed in this study on an extended group of affected sib pair 

families seemed to strengthen that result. With suggestive evidence for linkage 

covering a large portion of this chromosome, we initiated a fine mapping linkage and 

association analysis of this linkage peak, with the ultimate aim to identify a BPAD 

candidate gene.

The phase I fine mapping results were enlightening, and a possible BPAD 

candidate gene was uncovered (SIPAILI), but extra investigation was required before 

we could draw any final conclusions. However, in the final anlaysis the evidence for 

SIPAILI as a BPAD susceptibility gene was weak. Before the fine mapping analysis 

was complete an additional possible candidate gene, GALNTLl, was identified and 

tested for association with BPAD in a specific gene association study. Evidence for 

this gene remained suggestive. The phase II fine mapping study of chromosome 14 

concentrated on a very specific 15Mb region with evidence for linkage to BPAD and 

other related psychiatric disorders. In the concluding analysis, four genes (PRKCH, 

RADS 1 LI, RGS6 and PLEKHHl) are worth following up as possible susceptibility 

genes for BPAD but the most compelling evidence established PRKCH as the focus 

for further work.

GCHl was one of the first genes from chromosome 14 associated with BPAD 

in our trio sample; however, as the evidence was limited to a single marker 

association we investigated further. With suggestive evidence indicating a role for 

GCH1 in the onset o f BPAD localised specifically to the promoter and first intron of
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the gene, we then investigated the level of GCHl gene expression in the brain o f 

affected and unaffected individuals and also if one of the variants associated with 

BPAD had any functional effect on the expression levels of this gene. Although these 

results were negative, this method may still be useful in future explorations of 

possible candidate genes.

We attempted to differentiate between the linked and unlinked families from 

our sample by investigating possible clinical traits common to the linked families but 

failed to find a statistical relationship that could explain these results. As BPAD is a 

heterogeneous disorder, particularly when the soft bipolar spectrum is considered, we 

also attempted to refine our phenotype using a more homogeneous subgroup. The data 

was re-analysed to include only families with psychosis and this produced a most 

unexpected result, with linkage shifting 48cM upstream of the original peak on 

chromosome 14. This analysis also produced some interesting results for 

chromosomes 6 and 19.

The follow up from the whole genome linkage scan was not limited to 

chromosome 14. The linkage peak at 13q32 was chosen for a fine mapping linkage 

and association study due to the level of support apparent in the literature for this 

region. Two genes located within this linkage peak, G72/G30 and D0CK9, were also 

tested for association with BPAD in our sample. Fine mapping did not increase the 

level of significance for this region or narrow the region of interest. We did not 

uncover any evidence to support G72/G30 or D0CK9 as BPAD candidate genes. Two 

possible novel candidate genes were revealed from the fine mapping association 

analysis, but require further investigation as they are only supported by single marker 

associations.

The linkage peak on chromosome 7 was perhaps better known for its 

connection with childhood psychiatric disorders such as ADHD and autism, but we 

have now demonstrated a clear link between these disorders and BPAD at a specific 

gene (EN2). This chromosome would not have been regarded as a highly likely 

BPAD linkage region but the consistency of the results in our whole genome linkage 

scan led us to believe it was worthy of farther investigation.

To some extent we have been successfial in our aim. Possible BPAD 

susceptibility genes have been identified, but we are still unable to present a gene with 

the evidence required to state categorically that it is a BPAD susceptibility gene.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction



1.1 Bipolar affective disorder: from ancient times to modern diagnosis

1.1.1 Origin and Concept

The bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) concept has its origins almost 2000 years ago 

in ancient Greece. Aretaeus of Cappadocia, believed to have lived between 30 and 

130 AD, was the first to connect mania and melancholia (literally meaning “black 

bile”) and attributed these two affective states to a single disease. Although his ideas 

of the disease were rather broader than the modem concept of BPAD, this can quite 

plausibly be regarded as the first hypothesis of the bipolar state (Angst and Mameros 

2001 ).

The next stage in the development of the modern concept of BPAD was not 

until 1851 when Jean-Pierre Falret, student o f a prominent French psychiatrist, 

published a short statement on his theory of the “folie circulaire” disorder. This 

proposed a single mental disorder characterised by a constant series o f depressions, 

manias and normal intervals. His full work on the subject was published 3 years later 

in 1854, at the same time as another French psychiatrist, Jules Baillarger, presented 

his theory o f “folie a double forme” which argued aggressively against Falret’s “folie 

circulaire”. Baillarger envisioned a disorder where depression and mania 

interchanged, but unlike Falret he did not believe the normal intervals were important 

considerations. Both of these concepts spread throughout France, and indeed the rest 

of Europe, where in 1863 Karl Kahlbaum introduced both terms into German 

psychiatry. Over the next 20 years this idea o f circular insanity eventually gained 

widespread acceptance in Europe and America.

The defining period for BPAD was when Emil Kraepelin, known as “the 

father o f modem psychiatry”, combined the “circular insanity” idea with “depressive” 

types into “manic depressive insanity”. In his opinion, states o f melancholia were 

indistinguishable from circular depression and mania and hence all affective disorders 

were unified within the manic-depressive disorder. There were some forceful 

detractors o f this opinion, especially in Germany, where an argument for a more 

subtle distinction between affective states was put forward by Carl Wernicke and 

colleagues. Their classification was very complicated and did not find universal 

acceptance, which, unfortunately, consigned the important unipolar/bipolar distinction 

to remain unaddressed for many years. The stringent separation of BPAD from 

schizophrenia (SZP), termed “The Kraepelin Dichotomy” is attributed to Kraepelin;
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however he actually openly recognised the elastic nature of the boundaries separating 

these two disorders. Many psychiatrists, however, still firmly believe there is no 

clinical overlap between the two disorders.

A rebirth for bipolar disorder came eventually in 1966 with 2 independent 

publications from Jules Angst and Carlo Perris. The most important conclusions from 

these studies finally differentiated between unipolar and bipolar disorders and also 

recognised the similarities between unipolar manias and BPAD. Angst made his 

conclusions from a study o f 326 patients at the University Hospital of Zurich (Angst 

1966) and Perris drew mostly the same conclusions from his independent study of 280 

patients in Sweden (Perris 1966).

1.1.2 Diagnosis and Clinical features

BPAD is defined as a disorder in which a person can experience recurrent attacks of 

mood disturbance, either depression or mania, more commonly known as manic 

depression. There are two main diagnostic instruments used today: the Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual, 4̂ '’ edition (DSM-IV) and the International Statistical 

Classification of Diseases -  lÔ '’ revision (ICD-10). Each requires that an episode of 

elevated mood occur at some time during the illness, which is distinct from recurrent 

unipolar disorder in which a sufferer never experiences any sort o f mania. In DSM-IV 

BPAD is classified into sub groups (described in Table 1.1) called BPAD type 1 

(BPl), BPAD type II (BPll), cyclothymia and BPAD not otherwise specified (BPAD- 

NOS). The DSM-IV criteria to define a depressive or manic episode are listed in 

Table 1.2. Depression is characterized by feelings of sadness, worthlessness, guilt, 

being slowed down and generally lethargic. Patients in a depressive episode often 

have no interest in their usual activities and may have sleep disturbances. In contrast, 

a manic phase induces agitated hyperactive behaviour, often with racing thoughts and 

an intense pressure to keep talking. While in a manic state patients can sometimes 

engage in risky behaviour, such as overspending.

BPAD is a chronic and debilitating disease, resulting in significant disability. 

There are higher rates of unemployment, job related difficulties and interpersonal 

stress associated with BPAD. Most striking, though, are the rates of suicide among 

bipolar sufferers. BPAD patients have a higher risk of suicide than any other 

psychiatric or other medical illness (Sajatovic 2005) with reports of 50% of patients
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attem pting suicide, and 20%  actually  com pleting suicide. M isdiagnoses, delays in 

diagnosis and under treatm ent rem ain  grave problem s in the field.

T able 1.1: C lassification o f  B ipolar D isorder.

DSM-IV Category Criteria Course Speciflers and Examples
Bipolar I disorder One or more manic or 

mixed episodes, usually 
accompanied by one or 
more major depressive 
episodes.

To describe current (or most recent) 
episode:
Mild, moderate, severe without 
psychotic features 
Severe with psychotic features 
In partial or full remission 
With catatonic features 
With postpartum onset
To describe current (or most recent) 
major depressive episode:
Chronic
With melancholic features 
With atypical features
To describe pattern of episodes: 
With or without full inter-episode 
recovery
With seasonal pattern
With rapid cycling (>4 episodes in
previous 12 months

Bipolar II disorder Recurrent major depressive 
episodes with one or more 
hypomanic (milder than 
manic) episodes

To describe current (or most recent) 
episode:
Hypomanic
Depressed
To describe current (or most recent) 
major depressive episode and pattern 
o f episodes:
See Bipolar I disorder

Cyclothymic disorder Chronic (>2 years), 
fluctuating mood 
disturbance, involving 
numerous periods o f miid 
hypomanic and depressive 
symptoms that do not meet 
criteria for a major 
depressive episode

Over 2 years any symptom-free 
intervals last no longer than 2 months

Bipolar disorder not 
otherwise specified

Disorders with bipolar 
features that do not meet 
criteria for any specific 
bipolar disorder

Examples:
Very rapid cycling (over days) 
Recurrent hypomanias without 
depressive symptoms 
Indeterminate whether primary or 
secondary (due to a general medical 
condition or substance abuse)

DSM-IV = Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders, 4"’ edition
Adapted from (Muller-Oerlinghausen et al., 2002)
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Table 1.2: Criteria to define Major Depressive and Manic Episodes.

Criteria For Major Depressive Episode®
A Five (or more) o f the following 
symptoms have been present nearly every 
day during the same 2-week period 
and represent a change from previous 
functioning; at least one of the symptoms 
is either depressed mood or loss of 
interest or pleasure: ^

1) Depressed mood most o f the day as 
indicated by either subjective report (e.g., 
feels sad or empty)
or observation made by others (e.g., 
appears tearful)

2) Markedly diminished interest or 
pleasure in all, or almost all, activities 
most of the day (as indicated
by either subjective account or 
observation made by others)

3) Significant weight loss when not 
dieting, weight gain (e.g., a change of 
more than 5% of body
weight in a month), or a decrease or 
increase in appetite

4) Insomnia or hypersomnia

5) Psychomotor agitation or retardation 
(observable by others, not merely 
subjective feelings of
restlessness or being slowed down)

6) Fatigue or loss of energy

7) Feelings o f worthlessness or excessive 
or inappropriate guilt (which may be 
delusional)'*

8) Diminished ability to think or 
concentrate or indecisiveness (either by 
subjective account or as
observed by others)

9) Recurrent thoughts of death (not just 
fear o f dying), recurrent suicidal ideation 
without a specific_____________________

Criteria For Manic Episode**
A. A distinct period o f persistently 
elevated, expansive, or irritable mood, 
lasting at least 4 days, that is clearly 
different from the usual non-depressed 
mood.

B During the period o f mood disturbance, 
three (or more) o f the following 
symptoms have persisted (four if  the 
mood is only irritable) and have been 
present to a significant degree:

1) Inflated self-esteem or grandiosity

2) Decreased need for sleep (e.g., feels 
rested after only 3 hours of sleep)

3) More talkative than usual or pressure 
to keep talking

4) Flight of ideas or subjective experience 
that thoughts are racing

5) Distractibility (i.e., attention too easily 
drawn to unimportant or irrelevant 
external stimuli)

6) Increase in goal-directed activity 
(either socially, at work or school, or 
sexually) or psychomotor 
agitation

7) Excessive involvement in pleasurable 
activities that have a high potential for 
painful consequences (e.g., engaging in 
unrestrained buying sprees, sexual 
indiscretions, or foolish business 
investments)

C The symptoms do not meet criteria for 
a mixed episode.

D The mood disturbance
1) is sufficiently severe to cause marked
impairment in occupational functioning,
usual social activities,
or relationships with others,____________
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plan, or previous suicide attempt or a 
specific plan for committing suicide

B The symptoms do not meet criteria for 
a mixed episode.

C The symptoms cause clinically 
significant distress or impairment in 
social, occupational, or other important 
areas o f  functioning.

D The symptoms are not due to the direct 
physiological effects o f a substance (e.g., 
a drug o f  abuse, a medication) or a 
general medical condition (e.g., 
hypothyroidism).

E The symptoms are not better accounted 
for by bereavement (i.e., after the loss o f 
a loved one) and have persisted for longer 
than 2 months or are characterized by 
marked fiinctional impairment, morbid 
preoccupation with worthlessness, 
suicidal ideation, psychotic symptoms, or 
psychomotor retardation.
"Adapted from DSM -IV-TR ~ ___________________________
In children and adolescents, mood can also be irritable.

*̂ In children, can also include failure to make expected weight gains. 
Symptoms extend beyond mere self-reproach or guilt about being sick.

1.1.3 The Bipolar Spectrum

It is clear that BPAD is not a homogeneous group. The BPI, BPII, cyclothymia, and 

BPAD-NOS classifications o f  BPAD are ju st some distinctions within this bipolar 

spectrum. BPAD type III (BPIII) is a ftirther distinction, which refers to major 

depressive patients who experience hypomanic episodes due to the effect o f 

medication -  usually antidepressants. BPAD type IV (BPIV) is a classification used to 

define a depressive episode that occurs as a result o f  a hyperthymic temperament. 

Cyclothymia could be seen as a somewhat “muted” form o f bipolar I. Dysthymia is a 

condition related to cyclothymia but occurs in the depressed end o f the spectrum. It is 

described as depression with somewhat “muted” but chronic or intermittent 

symptoms. These additional classifications relate mostly to the symptoms which do 

not progress to full blown mania but still fall within the bipolar “cycling”

2) necessitates hospitalization to prevent 
harm to self or others, or

3) has psychotic features

E The symptoms are not due to the direct 
physiological effects o f a substance (e.g., 
a drug o f abuse, a
medication, or other treatment) or a 
general medical condition (e.g., 
hyperthyroidi sm).
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phenomenon. Schizoaffective disorder (SA) is often included at the extreme end of 

the bipolar spectrum, with the greatest illness severity. SA shares symptoms from 

both affective and schizophrenic disorders and is defined as an affective disorder with 

schizophrenic features (Mameros 2003). This disorder could be considered a 

boundary disorder, bridging the gap between BPAD and schizophrenia, where 

schizophrenia would be considered a more severe psychiatric manifestation. This 

broader definition of BPAD is also known as the “soft bipolar spectrum”. A schematic 

diagram of the simplified soft bipolar spectrum is shown in Figure 1.1.

While this broader definition is important in epidemiological studies it is not 

generally useful when trying to dissect the genetics of the disorder. Consistent 

diagnosis is essential for genetic studies; a heterogeneous grouping of bipolar patients 

(the bipolar individual is known as the proband) would most likely dilute the genetic 

signal, making detection o f the susceptibility genes more difficult. It is imperative, 

therefore, that the participants in any genetic study are well characterised and 

diagnosed consistently. For most studies of this type a narrow definition of BPI is 

used to ascertain the proband, and additional family members are considered affected 

if they conform to strict definitions o f BPI, BPII or recurrent unipolar disorder (RUP).

Single RUP D\sthymia BP-IV BP-Ill Cicloth>Tnia BPII BPI BP-1 with SA 

depression

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the bipolar spectrum. Illness severity increases 

from the left to the right of the diagram. RUP=recurrent major depression. BPI, BPII, 

BPIII and BPIV are the different categories of BPAD classified from 1 to 4. 

SA=schizoaffective disorder.

1.2 Epidemiology

1.2.1 Prevalence

Traditionally, BPAD has always been reported as having a prevalence o f ~1% 

worldwide, a figure that has been called into question. The Epidemiological 

Catchment Study (ECA) (Regier et al., 1988) found that 1.2% of the population were 

diagnosed with BPAD and the National Comorbidity Survey (NCS) (Kessler et al..
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1994) found the rate to be 1.6%. Both studies were undertaken in the U.S. In a study 

across different countries a range of 0.3-1.5% was recorded (Weissman et al., 1996). 

However, these epidemiological studies, while important, were all conducted under 

narrow definitions of BPAD, using instruments which failed to properly define BPII 

or take into account the bipolar spectrum. The prevalence o f RUP has always been 

unusually high compared to BPAD, at 10-15%, possibly due to an under-diagnosis of 

BPAD in favour o f RUP. While hypomania is a recognised trait, the diagnostic 

criteria are quite stringent, and may result in many BPII cases incorrectly diagnosed 

as RUP. New prevalence rates have been proposed under the broad spectrum of 

BPAD.

When the concept o f bipolar disorder is expanded to include a weaker 

definition o f hypomania i.e. those episodes which last less than 4 days, then the new 

bipolar prevalence rates include mania, hypomania, brief hypomania and cyclothymia. 

The new prevalence rates were 5.5% for DSM-IV mania and hypomania from a study 

in Zurich (Angst 1998) and 5.7% for adolescents in a community study in Oregon 

(Lewinsohn et al., 1995). These new prevalence rates are consistent with previous 

findings from Hungary which recorded a population wide prevalence o f 5% 

(Szadoczky et al., 1998). Overall it would seem that the traditional rate o f 1% does 

not include the bipolar spectrum of disorders and is too conservative. A rate of ~5% 

may be much more realistic.

1.2.2 Heritability

Heritability is defined as the proportion of variation in a disorder that is due to 

variation in genetic influences. To determine if BPAD is caused by genetic or 

environmental factors we consult family, twin and adoption studies. Family studies 

estimate the disease risk in first degree relatives of bipolar probands compared to 

control groups. Twin studies examine the concordance in genetically identical or 

monozygotic twins compared to non-identical or dizygotic twins. In addition to twin 

studies, adoption studies also take into account environmental factors, as the 

prevalence of the illness in biological parents o f bipolar adoptees is compared to that 

in adoptive parents. In other words, the natural parents of an adopted bipolar proband 

share the same biology but not the same environment.

1.2.3 Family, Twin and Adoption Studies
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The risk of BPAD occurring, defined as the recurrence risk, in the sibhng of a bipolar 

proband is reported as 5-10 times greater than in the general population (Craddock 

and Forty 2006). In first degree relatives of bipolar probands, which includes siblings, 

the mean morbidity risk (related to the recurrence risk) is 6.97 (standard deviation 

4.86) compared to the control group which has a mean risk of 0.54 (standard deviation 

0.59). These numbers are summary estimates from multiple studies calculated 

manually using the mean and standard deviation function in excel from the results 

reported by Shih et al., (2004). These studies provide strong evidence for a familial 

component to BPAD.

Only two adoption studies using the modem diagnosis of BPAD have been 

conducted (Mendlewicz and Rainer 1977; Wender et al., 1986). Both studies found 

that the biological parents of bipolar adoptees were more likely to have BPAD (7%) 

compared to adoptive parents (1.8%). This rate is in accordance with the rate of 

BPAD in biological parents of non-adopted bipolar probands (Shih et al., 2004). Twin 

studies, in general, have agreed with family studies. There are four twin studies of 

note from Danish (Bertelsen et al., 1977), Swedish (Kendler et al., 1995), UK (Cardno 

et al., 1999), and Finnish (Kieseppa et al., 2004) populations. The monozygotic 

concordance rates range from 38-75%. It is worth mentioning that there is good 

similarity across the individual monozygotic twin studies considering the differences 

in sample size and analysis methods used in each of the individual studies. The 

dizygotic rates are comparable to those from sibling recurrence rates, as expected, 

ranging from 5-40% across studies (Kieseppa et al., 2004; Shih et ai, 2004). 

Heritability estimates for BPAD are as high as 90% in some reports (Craddock and 

Forty 2006), but typically range from 33%) to 85%. There is strong evidence for a 

significant contribution from genetic elements but environmental factors still make an 

important contribution to the development of BPAD. Prenatal malnourishment, low 

birth weight and prematurity have all been shown to increase the risk for SZP and 

affective disorders (Casper 2004). Exposure to stress during a critical period of the 

foetal brain development is also an environmental risk factor for the development of 

SZP (Kinnunen et al., 2003). The exact nature of these factors is not yet completely 

understood.

We can be fairly certain from family studies that the disorder does not follow 

simple Mendelian dominant or recessive inheritance patterns in small nuclear 

families. It may be possible in special circumstances, especially in large.
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multigenerational, extended families, to establish the pattern o f inheritance. It is also 

highly unlikely that there is a single gene o f major effect contributing to the 

pathophysiology of BPAD. The family, twin and adoption studies reflect a pattern 

where the greatest risk is seen in identical twins, with a reduction of risk in siblings 

and first degree relatives, which remains greater than the rate in control individuals 

from the general population. This suggests a model o f inheritance where multiple 

genes can act together, alone or possibly in an epistatic fashion to confer susceptibility 

to BPAD. These genes may have varying effects and also act in association with 

environmental factors. In short, we cannot be sure o f the exact genetic inheritance 

model for BPAD but we can be sure that it is a highly complex genetic disorder.

1.2.4 The Common Disease/Common Variant (CD/CV) Theory

The common disease/common variant theory proposes that genetic influences on 

diseases of high population prevalence, such as BPAD, are old, and are thus typically 

very common. Therefore, variants from the multiple genes expected to contribute to 

the development of BPAD will also be reasonably common (i.e. minor allele 

frequency >0.05). SNP detection studies, public databases and the Hapmap project 

have predominantly focused on common variants and most sample collections, 

including ours, are powered to detect effects only arising from common variants.

More recently, this theory has been called into question, especially in the area 

of the genetics of autism spectrum disorder (Zhao et a l, 2007). The common 

disease/rare variant (CD/RV) model argues that mutations, including copy number 

variants, deletions, or duplications ranging in size from kilobases to megabases, for 

complex disorders may be highly penetrant, individually rare and of recent origin, 

even specific to single cases or families (McClellan et al., 2007). This theory has now 

been extended to the area o f SZP genetics. Rare structural variants that disrupt 

multiple genes in neurodevelopmental pathways have been identified in significantly 

higher frequencies in cases o f SZP compared to a control population (Walsh et al., 

2008). However, there is still empirical evidence, in the form of a simulation study, 

which continues to support the CD/CV theory (Peng and Kimmel 2007). In addition, 

it has also been strongly argued that crucial genetic epidemiological and molecular 

genetic observations are inconsistent with the CD/RV hypothesis (Craddock et al., 

2007a).
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The two theories are not mutually exclusive. It is also possible that rare 

mutations are responsible for the development o f an eventual psychiatric phenotype 

alongside additional common variants within the same gene. In the context of 

population studies, this would suggest that even if relatively rare mutations were 

present in individual cases, common risk variants would still be present in sufficient 

quantities to allow the identification of these variants. However, the implications for 

genetic studies of SZP and importantly by association, BPAD, are enormous should 

the majority o f cases be solely attributed to single gene rare mutations. Most notably, 

sample population sizes and the trend to test common variants in genetic association 

studies may be both irrelevant and futile. Genome-wide mutation screening and 

detailed sequencing technologies may actually be much more useful in the future. 

Allelic and locus heterogeneity were always suspected of posing potential problems in 

locating BPAD susceptibility genes, but combined with the CD/RV theory these 

problems may become even more critical.

1.3 Pathology

1.3.1 Neuropathology

1.3.1.1 Neuroanatomy

The brain is obviously central to the pathophysiology o f BPAD. An interruption in 

normal brain function is a clear feature of BPAD, but are there also abnormal 

structural differences in the brains o f affected individuals? Imaging methods, such as 

X-ray tomography (CT) scans and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to 

map the anatomical structure of the brain. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a new 

method which allows the investigation of structural MRI of the brain that is free from 

hypotheses and user-bias (Ashbumer and Friston 2000). VBM is a fully automated 

whole brain image analysis technique that involves the voxel-wise comparison of 

segmented grey and white matter between at least two groups of subjects. Magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (MRS) examines the brain chemistry, while positron emission 

tomography (PET) and functional MRI (fMRI) methods can study in vivo brain 

metabolism.

While global brain volumes in BPAD patients are normal overall when 

compared to healthy individuals (Hoge et al., 1999), regional brain differences have
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been observed. The major symptoms of BP AD would suggest dysfunction in the 

anterior limbic brain networks, consisting o f the prefrontal-striatal-thalamic circuits, 

modulated by the amygdala. These brain regions have a central role in emotional 

learning and memory, with specific influences on emotional awareness, social 

behaviour, inhibition and also the regulation o f emotion (Cardinal 2002). The 

prefrontal cortex (PFC) is made up o f several histologically and functionally discrete 

regions which are difficult to differentiate, even with newer and more powerful 

techniques, making it difficult to study this area o f the brain. One study, however, did 

find decreased global prefrontal volumes in bipolar patients compared to controls and 

these volumes were inversely correlated with a measure of attention (Sax et al., 1999), 

although, these results have not been replicated.

Brain tissue is composed mostly of white and grey matter. White matter is 

made up o f myelinated nerve cells, called axons. Grey matter is composed of cell 

bodies, called neurons, and also dendrites. The grey/brown colour o f grey matter 

comes from the capillary blood vessels and neuronal cell bodies present. The myelin 

in white matter gives it its characteristic colour. Grey matter directs sensory or motor 

stimuli to the intemeurons of the central nervous system in order to create a response 

to the stimulus through chemical synapse activity. White matter connects various grey 

matter areas of the brain to each other and carries nerve impulses between neurons.

Investigations of grey matter volume and density in BPAD using VBM have 

revealed quite inconsistent findings. While two studies reported decreased grey matter 

density in the frontal (Lyoo et al., 2004), temporal and parietal cortex (Doris et al., 

2004), an additional study did not reveal any significant grey matter density changes 

(Kubicki et a i, 2002). Grey matter volume differences were not observed between 

BPAD patients and healthy control subjects in one study (Bruno et al., 2004) but 

another reported decreased grey matter volume only in the PFC but not in other brain 

regions (McIntosh et al., 2004). Three additional studies reported varying grey matter 

volume increases or decreases in multiple frontal brain regions, but prior findings in 

the same sub-region were never replicated (Adler et al., 2005; Lochhead et al., 2004; 

Nugent et al., 2006). Standard MRI studies have reported reduced grey matter volume 

when the PFC is divided into discrete regions using anatomical markers, with reduced 

volumes in older patients groups, possibly as a consequence o f recurrent episodes 

(Brambilla et al., 2001a; Lopez-Larson et al., 2002).
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Specific analyses o f white matter abnormalities in BPAD using VBM are rare. 

Bruno et al., 2004 did not observe any white matter volume differences between 

BPAD and healthy control subjects. Nugent et al., 2006 identified increased white 

matter volumes in different areas o f the brain according to the medication status of 

bipolar patients compared to controls. A reduction in white matter density was 

observed in the left anterior internal capsule in patients with familial bipolar disorder 

(McIntosh et al., 2004). Two investigations into the genetic risk of bipolar disorder 

related to structural brain abnormalities revealed conflicting results. The first study 

demonstrated an association between bipolar disorder and white matter deficits in the 

anterior corpus callosum and bilateral frontal, left temporoparietal, and right parietal 

regions (McDonald et al., 2004). However, the second study did not observe any 

white matter deficits related to an increased genetic liability to bipolar disorder 

(McIntosh et al., 2006). The most recent VBM study did not identify any core regions 

o f structural abnormalities, including white matter abnormalities, in BPAD (Scherk et 

al., 2008).

MRI studies have identified numerous instances o f white matter abnormalities 

related to a diagnosis of BPAD; however it must be noted that MRI is not as precise 

as VBM. In some of the most recently published studies white matter hyperintensities 

have been associated with childhood BPAD (Frazier et al., 2007), suicidality in 

patients with major affective disorders (Pompili et al., 2007), first episode bipolar 

individuals (Rosso et al., 2007), and also a general BPAD phenotype (Yurgelun-Todd 

et al., 2007). With so many positive and negative studies, using both VBM and MRI, 

it is difficult to draw any final conclusions on the subject o f grey and white matter 

abnormalities related to BPAD but it would seem to be one area of BPAD pathology 

that warrants further exploration.

A further delineation of the PFC into the subgenual PEC (SGPFC) found that 

bipolar patients with a strong family history of affective illness had reduced left 

SGPFC volumes (Drevets et al., 1997). This result was replicated in affected 

individuals with first episode psychosis (Hirayasu et al., 1999) but another study did 

not find any changes in the SGPFC volume in familial affective disorder patients 

(Brambilla et al., 2002). Decreased glial density has been found in these regions in 

two studies (Ongur et al., 1998; Rajkowska et al., 2001) and may be one reason for 

the abnormalities observed.
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Human cognitive, emotional and social behaviour is often modulated by the 

distinct regions of the PFC which project to corresponding regions in the striatum, 

called the prefrontal-striatal-thalamic loops. A number o f reports have found 

increased striatal size in bipolar patients compared to controls (Aylward et a l, 1994; 

Noga et al., 2001; Strakowski et al., 1999), but this is not a universal phenomenon 

(Brambilla et al., 2001b; Strakowski et al., 2002). The thalamus component o f the 

loops has also been examined, with two studies finding an increased thalamic volume 

in affected versus control individuals (Dupont et al., 1995; Strakowski et al., 1999). 

Although, once again, there is not full agreement on this finding (Caetano et al., 2001; 

Sax et al., 1999; Strakowski 2002; Strakowski et al., 2002).

Medial temporal structures, such as the amygdala and also the hippocampus 

may also be involved in the neuropathology of BPAD. Similar to the functions o f the 

amygdala described previously, the hippocampus also has a role in programming 

emotional memories (Richardson et al., 2004). Three independent studies have found 

amygdala enlargement in bipolar probands compared to healthy controls (Altshuler et 

al., 2000; Brambilla et al., 2003; Strakowski et al., 1999). Decreased amygdala 

volumes have been found in a study of bipolar adolescents (DelBello et al., 2004), 

suggesting that the enlargement may be a consequence of abnormal development of 

this structure, but without prospective studies this is just speculation at the moment. 

None o f the studies identified any specific functional, clinical or histological 

correlates o f amygdala enlargement.

The midline cerebellum is usually associated with motor control but more 

recently has been connected to the limbic regions. CT studies have recorded decreased 

cerebellar volumes in BPAD (Strakowski et al., 2005), and multiple-episode patients 

have also shown decreased cerebellar vermis size compared to first-episode and 

unaffected individuals (DelBello et al., 1999). This again implies an important 

distinction between recurrent episode patients and those at the early stages of the 

illness, suggesting a possible progressive component to the onset of BPAD.

Overall these studies have shown that anatomical structures o f the brain can be 

altered in BPAD patients but the results are mostly inconclusive. There are almost an 

equivalent number of positive and negative studies available, and it also very difficult 

to compare individual studies, as the variation in brain regions and phenotypes that 

have been investigated is enormous. The lack of comparability between individual 

studies may be one factor contributing to this overall inconsistency.
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1.3.1.2 Neurochemistry

While imaging studies o f the brain can provide insight into the different anatomical 

structures in the bipolar brain compared to unaffected controls, they cannot tell us 

anything about the chemistry within the brain. MRS can use different approaches, 

either the proton MRS ('H  MRS) or the phosphorous MRS (^’P MRS), to detect and 

measure different substances that may have a direct or indirect role in the pathology 

of BPAD such as glutamate, acetylcholine, w^o-inositol, adenosine triphosphate or 

creatine.

Measurements o f choline are relevant to the neurochemistry o f BPAD as it 

indicates the presence o f the acetylcholine neurotransmitter. A number o f 'H  MRS 

studies have reported elevated choline concentrations in the striatum of bipolar 

patients, independent o f mood state or lithium therapy (Strakowski et al., 2000). 

Decreased choline has also been observed in the orbital and prefrontal grey matter in 

bipolar patients compared to controls (Cecil et al., 2002). An increase in choline in the 

right cingulate was observed in bipolar patients compared to controls (Moore et al., 

2000). An assessment of choline levels in the left cingulate o f bipolar subjects 

experiencing different mood states, found significant depression scores correlated 

with increased choline levels, suggesting an affected state dependent relationship 

(Moore et al., 2000). Interestingly bipolar participants not taking antidepressants had 

elevated choline concentrations in the cingulate compared with healthy subjects and 

bipolar patients taking antidepressants, thereby indirectly suggesting that the 

medication has a normalizing effect on choline levels.

^'P MRS studies can measure phosphomonoesters (PME) as a measure of 

energy metabolism in the brain. A meta-analysis of ^'P MRS studies found that PME 

values o f euthymic patients were significantly lower than the values for healthy 

controls, but depressed bipolar patients had significantly elevated PME levels 

compared to euthymic patients (Yildiz et al., 2001). This alteration in membrane 

phospholipid metabolism may reflect both trait- and state-dependent abnormalities in 

signal transduction pathways in the brain.

Overall the evidence linking acetylcholine with BPAD is robust. Choline 

levels are altered in BPAD patients compared to controls, and in response to affective 

state and medication use. Abnormalities in signal transduction pathways in the brain 

have been established through energy metabolism investigations, and may be highly
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relevant to BPAD. A gene ontology analysis o f high-probablility candidate genes 

revealed that signal transduction pathways are expected to be important in the 

pathophysiology of BPAD (Ogden et al, 2004).

1.3.1.3 Functional Studies

PET and fMRI are functional imaging techniques used to visualise metabolism and 

blood flow in the brain. Specific studies of the PFC have found decreased blood flow 

and metabolism during bipolar depression. However, metabolism increased to above 

normal levels in a small subsample of manic patients. Integrating cognitive tasks into 

fMRI studies helps to activate and identify specific neural networks involved in the 

task. A variety of brain regions and tasks have been examined in these studies. 

Bipolar patients have increased prefrontal cortical activation compared to controls in a 

verbal fluency task (Curtis et al., 2001) but with a facial affect discrimination task 

there was a decrease in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 

2000). In the basal ganglia o f bipolar patients during mania there is increased blood 

flow with right-sided flow greater than left (O'Connell et al., 1995). Critically, mood 

states can influence brain activation assessments, an important consideration when 

judging the results of these studies (Blumberg et al., 2003).

These techniques can also evaluate neurotransmitter activity through receptor 

binding. One study found dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2) binding potentials were 

lower in the frontal cortex o f bipolar patients compared to controls, but not in the 

caudate region o f the brain (Suhara et al., 1992). This absence o f D2 receptor binding 

in the caudate/cerebellum was confirmed in an additional study (Wong et al., 1985). 

When bipolar patients without psychosis and another group of bipolar patients with 

psychosis were compared to healthy volunteers, the only difference in the dopamine 

D2 receptor density in the caudate, compared to healthy controls, was seen in the 

psychotic subgroup (Pearlson et al., 1995), again highlighting the level of complexity 

that can be seen in these studies.

Functional studies o f the brain of bipolar patients have been enlightening. It 

seems that cognitive tasks may have an effect on brain metabolism, which is also 

intrinsically linked with mood state. Abnormal cognitive function is often seen in 

connection with BPAD (section 1.3.2) and brain metabolism may play a role in this 

BPAD trait. The altered DRD2 binding potentials, specific to a particular brain region 

and possibly related to presence o f psychosis, is a further insight into this disorder.
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1.3.2 Abnormal Cognitive Function

There is extensive publication on the subject of cognitive function problems in BPAD 

patients, but with a lack of overlap between studies, it is difficult to draw any major 

conclusions from the literature on this subject. Robinson and Ferrier (2006) have 

constructed a systematic review of these reports to provide some conclusions for the 

published data. Out o f a possible 150 studies available, only 26 were chosen for 

discussion, based on a number of definite criteria; the BPAD diagnosis was made 

using a well-established diagnostic system, a clinically euthymic group of bipolar 

patients were included in the study as a distinct group, and a distinct 

neuropsychological measure was made. In the case o f those studies that included a 

group of first degree relatives (FDRS) at high genetic risk of BPAD there were also 

some additional criteria; the study must have a comparison group o f unaffected 

individuals with no family history o f affective disorder and the FDRS group must not 

have any symptoms of bipolar or psychotic illness (Robinson and Ferrier 2006).

The number of affective episodes was the first illness trait to be correlated 

with neurocognitive function. Of the 13 studies to perform this test, 10 of them 

separated these into depressive and manic episodes. In the case o f manic episodes, 7 

of the 10 studies found a significant negative correlation with cognitive function. The 

most consistent impairment was seen with tests o f verbal memory and executive 

function. Examples of executive functioning include executive shifting, mental 

planning and mental manipulation. Initial learning was more impaired in euthymic 

bipolar patients but the correlation with the number of manic episodes was more 

associated with poorer retention. In the case of depressive episodes significant results 

were found in 6 o f the 10 studies, when tests o f executive function, verbal learning, 

visual memory and spatial working memory were used. Tests using a combination of 

total episodes did not produce clear results.

In the studies that used the number of hospitalisations as a factor in cognitive 

impairment there were mixed findings. One of the problems in comparing these 

studies was the method used to actually measure the number of hospitalisations. One 

study reported a significant association between the number of months hospitalised 

and visual memory impairment, whereas another study found a significant association 

between the number o f hospital admissions and poorer verbal memory performance.

Age at illness onset, duration of illness and length of time euthymic have all 

been used to test for correlations with neurocognitive function. Age at illness onset
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and length o f time euthymic were not generally useful for these investigations. In the 

case o f illness duration there were an almost equal number of positive and negative 

reports. There were five positive fmdings with a significant negative relationship 

between the length o f time since the first episode and scores o f executive function, 

psychomotor speed and visuospatial memory. Interestingly, the six studies that did not 

find any significant associations had very small study sizes.

Studies including the FDRS of bipolar probands are potentially very useful at 

identifying trait vulnerability factors for the illness in the high genetic risk relatives of 

bipolar patients. A study of adolescents with bipolar parents reported impairment on a 

visual search task, another study found significantly reduced performance IQ in at- 

risk children, and the final study reported a significantly worse performance on 

measures o f reading, spelling and maths compared to a control group. Five o f the 7 

studies investigating adult groups reported some impairment in neurocognitive 

functioning, especially in the planning, response inhibition and mental manipulation 

components o f executive functioning, and also verbal memory.

There are some limits of this review that must be addressed. The studies under 

discussion are not prospective so it is impossible to know if the cognitive impairment 

is present at the beginning of the illness or if  it is a progressive deterioration co- 

morbid with the illness. All of the studies relied on retrospective clinical histories, 

which may not be entirely accurate, especially over particularly long illness durations. 

Different statistical approaches, small sample sizes, and the diverse criteria for 

euthymia are all potentially confounding factors which may impact on the collective 

results o f the review.

In summary, verbal memory and executive functioning are believed to be 

impaired during manic episodes, while depressive episodes have an effect on tests of 

executive function, verbal learning, visual memory and spatial working memory. A 

recent study of neurocognitive function in bipolar probands, FDRS, and a normal 

control population also found that current IQ scores, executive functioning, and 

visuospatial/constructional abilities were significantly impaired in the BPAD and 

FDRS groups compared to normal control population (Frantom et a l, 2008).

1.3.3 Pharmacological Evidence o f  Pathology: Mechanism o f  Action o f  Medication 

used in BPAD
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There are four main drugs used to treat BPAD: Lithium, Valproate, Lamitrogine and 

atypical antipsychotics. An understanding o f the mechanism of action o f these 

medications may provide some clues to the molecules and pathways involved in the 

pathology o f BPAD (Scolnick 2006). Unfortunately, the mechanism of action o f these 

drugs, despite extensive investigation, is still poorly understood. Lithium directly 

interacts with two enzymes, glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (GSKSP) and inositol 

monophosphatase (IMPase), but it is still unknown how exactly this inhibitory action 

helps to regulate affective mood states. Lithium also affects the normal action of 

multiple molecules without direct contact with the molecule. Valproate inhibits a class 

o f enzymes called histone deacetylases and also GSK3P, lamitrogine inhibits voltage 

sensitive sodium gated channels and has also been shown to interfere in folate 

metabolism, while atypical antipsychotics exert an effect on DRD2 and serotonin 2A 

receptors. In the case o f valproate and lamitrogine it is not known whether these 

actions actually have any relevance to the clinical effects of the drug, or actually result 

in one of the many side-effects caused by the drugs (Scolnick 2006).

Lithium is probably the best studied of the bipolar treatments. The inhibition 

of IMPase impairs the operation of the phosphatidylinositol cycle. Lithium inhibits 

the last step in this cycle which releases free inositol, thereby reducing the free 

inositol in the brain, which will interfere with inositol phosphate-based signalling 

(Shaldubina et al., 2001) which is important for neurotransmitter action. There is 

evidence for the Lithium-induced accumulation of glutamate, either through 

increasing release or inhibiting reuptake o f the neurotransmitter (Shaldubina et al., 

2001). Acute Lithium levels have been shown to inhibit glutamate uptake in a dose- 

dependent manner in pre-synaptic neurons o f the mouse cerebral cortex (Dixon and 

Hokin 1998). However, after chronic lithium treatment, mice exhibited a small but 

significant increase o f glutamate uptake and also the range of glutamate uptake from 

was narrowed, eliminating very small or very large amount of glutamate uptake; 

suggesting lithium has a stabilising effect in BPAD. Glutamate is an excitatory
H

neurotransmitter, and stabilisation may help to reduce manic symptoms.

GSKSp, inhibited by Lithium and Valproate, is involved in multiple cellular 

processes such as metabolism, proliferation, differentiation, development and 

apoptosis (Shaldubina et al., 2001). Growth cones at the end of axons steer the 

developing axons and dendrites to their targets where they develop into the synapse. 

Through the inhibition o f GSKSP, Lithium can alter growth cone morphology, axonal
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branching and microtubule formation, impacting greatly on neural connectivity in the 

brain. Lithium can also block the growth cone collapse induced by semaphorin 3A, 

and induce a substantial increase in growth cone spreading, although the effect on 

spreading is not thought to occur due to the inhibition o f GSKSP (Williams et a l, 

2004b).

Lithium also has a neuroprotective effect, with the most compelling evidence 

coming from experiments with cultured neuronal cells (Chuang et al., 2002). Cultured 

rat brain neurons are protected by lithium from N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 

glutamate excitotoxicity. The protection is long lasting but also requires long-term 

pre-treatment, and is effective at clinically relevant doses o f lithium. The mechanism 

o f action o f this neuroprotective effect is complex, involving inactivation o f the 

NMDA receptors, reduced production of pro-apoptotic proteins (p53 and Bax), 

enhanced expression of the cytoprotective Bcl-2 protein, and activation of cell 

survival kinase, Akt. Excitotoxicity has also been implicated in animal models of 

degenerative brain diseases such as Huntington’s or stroke. Lithium exposure has 

been shown to reduce brain damage in these animal models.

Valproate, a mood stabilizer, and methamphetamine, a stimulant that can 

mimic both bipolar mania and depression during activation and withdrawal phases of 

drug administration, were used to assess the pharmacological effects on gene 

expression in the mouse brain (Ogden et al., 2004). This pharmacogenomic mouse 

model was part of a convergent functional genomics approach to identify BPAD 

candidate genes by combining the genetic linkage, biological, and gene expression 

(human brain) data available along with the results of this mouse model study.

There were an extensive number o f genes implicated in the pathology of 

BPAD from this study, most notably those involved in cell communication, cell 

growth and/or maintenance, metabolism, morphogenesis, response to stress, and 

response to external stimuli (Ogden et al., 2004). This highlights the multiple possible 

pathways and process targeted and also confirms the highly complex mode of action 

employed by these drugs.

It is clear that the effect o f Lithium, Valproate, and other medications, will not 

be restricted to a single mode of action. It is also obvious that these drugs can act on a 

number o f different pathways and molecules to exert an affect on the symptoms of 

BPAD, and also produce the common side-effects of the drug. It may not be possible 

to actually determine if, for example, the lithium-induced effect being measured
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actually plays any role in the beneficial mode of action of the drug. Further 

investigation into the mode of action of these drugs is needed, to improve efficacy and 

also try and gain a better understanding of the important components involved in the 

pathophysiology of BPAD. However, the pathways targeted by the drugs may not 

actually reflect the pathways disturbed in the illness as the drugs treat the symptoms 

but not necessarily the underlying causes o f the disorder.

1.4 Principles of Genetic Studies

Linkage and association studies are used to investigate the genetic component of a 

complex disorder. In brief, a linkage study will examine genetic markers spaced 

evenly over the entire genome in order to identify regions o f a chromosome which 

may contain the gene or genes responsible for the disorder, these regions are called 

linkage peaks. Linkage studies are usually limited to a 10-20 centimorgan (cM) 

resolution of the chromosome and can contain hundreds of possible candidate genes. 

Fine mapping can reduce the linkage peak to 1-2 cM resolution. A fine mapping 

linkage or association follow up study is usually required to reduce the size of the 

linkage peak and hence make it easier to identify the possible susceptibility gene. The 

next stage then is to analyse an individual gene for association with the disorder. 

There are two main methods for association analysis, ‘case control’ and ‘family- 

based’ methods which will be discussed further in the next sections.

1.4.1 Linkage

Linkage analysis can use an inheritance model for the analysis, called parametric 

linkage, or use model-free, non-parametric, analysis methods. A linkage study 

basically looks for co-segregation of markers with the illness in families; we can then 

assume that the marker is close proximity to the disease variant.

1.4.1.1 Parametric Linkage

Parametric linkage examines genetic loci which are inherited together in pedigrees. 

The theory behind this analysis is quite logical: it is assumed that if a marker is 

closely linked to a mutation then affected individuals are expected to have inherited 

the same allele from an affected parent whereas unaffected individuals will inherit
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different alleles. The further away the marker is from the disease-causing mutation 

then there is a greater likelihood that the marker and the disease-causing mutation 

were separated during meiotic recombination. The main quantity of interest is the 

recombination fraction (9), defined as the probability o f recombination between loci 

at meiosis. Genotyping markers and studying their segregation through pedigrees 

allows us to effectively map disease loci. The likelihood of the model being correct 

i.e. that the marker is close to or linked to the disease mutation is compared to the null 

hypothesis, namely that the marker is far away or there is no disease mutation, 

resulting in the likelihood ratio test statistic. The log to the base 10 of this ratio 

generates the LOD score. In fact, the LOD score is a function o f 0 or chromosomal 

position measured in cM. Traditionally a LOD score o f 3.0 is evidence o f linkage, i.e. 

the odds are 1000:1 in favour o f linkage. Multipoint analysis tests for linkage to 

several markers at the same time to increase the power and certainty of the analysis.

Parametric linkage requires a model to be specified i.e. dominant or recessive 

models o f Mendelian inheritance and also the penetrance values for the disorder in the 

population are required. As previously discussed, BPAD does not conform to usual 

Mendelian inheritance patterns and the penetrance values are not known for certain. 

Also, this type o f analysis usually requires large extended pedigrees with many 

affected individuals. In the case o f BPAD it is quite likely that members of an 

extended pedigree will not have strictly defined BPAD but may have a related 

disorder from the soft bipolar spectrum. This leads to complications in assigning 

affection status to individuals, which may change during their lifetime. Parametric 

analysis is more suited to analysis of single gene disorders which exhibit a Mendelian 

pattern of inheritance but is more powerful than non-pararmetric methods if  the 

correct model is chosen.

On the other hand there are some advantages to using large multiplex 

pedigrees. The genetic cause of the disorder may be more discrete in a single family, 

making it easier to localise genes which contribute to the disorder. Also, it may 

actually be easier to assign penetrance values for BPAD in a single family. Important 

linkage findings in large single pedigrees using parametric analysis have been 

published (Adams et ai, 1998; Blackwood et al, 1996; Marcheco-Teruel et al, 

2006).
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1.4.1.2 Non-parametric Linkage

Non-parametric analysis employs model-free methods to determine if a marker or 

markers are linked to a disorder. One of the most important concepts is allele sharing 

Identical by Descent (IBD). Pedigrees containing affected sibling pairs (ASPs) are 

required to identify regions of increased allele sharing between siblings, indicative of 

a disease locus. IBD can be explained using the sample pedigree in Figure 1.2. As 

shown in the diagram, sib-pair 1 have inherited no alleles in common from their 

parents while pair 2 have inherited 1 allele in common (A) and pair 3 have inherited 

both alleles A and D from mother and father. In the absence of linkage, there is a 25% 

chance of inheriting 0 or 2 alleles IBD and a 50% chance of inheriting 1 allele IBD. A 

statistically significant deviation from the expected proportions in a collection of 

ASPs is indicative o f linkage. If the parental information is not available then 

programs typically used for ASP analysis, such as Genehunter, use an algorithm to 

estimate expected genotypes for missing parents using the available allele frequencies 

from other genotyped parents and unaffected siblings. With this linkage analysis a 

non-parametric linkage (NPL) Z-score is generated with an associated nominal p- 

value.

Mother Fither

QO I I
A a C D

i  i
Sil^air 1

0 1  0 1
A C  B D

Sibpak 2

D l  Q l
■AC A D

Sibpair 3

D l  Q l
A D__________ A D

Figure 1.2: Example pedigree for non-parametric linkage analysis. Taken from 

(Allahabadia and Gough 1999).

Sft) pair 
0 alkies 
shared

pair 
I alide 
sjiared

Sib pair 
2 aUdes 
shared
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1.4.2 Association

Association testing or the candidate gene approach is based on the premise that 

disease variants will have significantly different distributions in affected versus 

unaffected individuals. The two main methods for these tests are the ‘case control’ 

and ‘family-based’ paradigms. A positive association can mean either the 

polymorphism is directly involved in disease pathogenesis or is in linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) with the pathogenic variant (discussed further in section 1.4.2.3). 

The most important difference between association and linkage is that association 

tests for a statistically significant association between a genetic marker and a disease 

at the population level whereas linkage is within families.

1.4.2.1 Family-based Association

A ‘trio’, which consists o f two parents and a proband, is used to determine if a 

particular allele is transmitted from parents to probands more often than would be 

expected by chance alone. An example of a trio is showTi in Figure 1.3. In this 

example the A allele is transmitted from both the mother and father to the offspring, 

or affected proband. The most common test used for this type of analysis is the 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) (Spielman et al., 1993). The TDT is actually 

a test for both linkage and association. Alleles of a single biallelic marker, e.g. A and

G from Figure 1.3, transmitted from heterozygous parents to offspring are counted
2 2 • *and the equation (b-c) /(b+c) is used to calculate the McNemar x statistic with 1

degree of freedom, where b is the number o f transmitted G alleles and c is the number 

of transmitted T alleles. If the marker under investigation is associated with the 

disorder then one allele will be transmitted more often than the other, making the 

difference between b and c large, resulting in a large x , and a significant p-value for 

the test. The Haploview program v3.2 (Barrett et al., 2005) will perform a TDT 

analysis and also make sure that parental genotypes are in Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium (HWE) (see also section 2.7.3.1). Basically, HWE involves testing a 

random mating population, which should have statistically similar genotype 

frequencies for any polymorphism. Any departure from HWE can imply genotyping 

error. The FBAT program (Horvath et al., 2004) can also be used to test ASP families 

for association (discussed in more detail in section 2.7.2.2).
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AG

AA

Figure 1,3: Example trio for the TDT.

1.4.2.2 Case Control Association

The allele and genotype frequencies of a number of variants from a group o f probands

or ‘‘cases” are compared with a matched control group to see if they differ

significantly. Cases and controls must be well matched for age, sex and ethnicity. Any

population differences between the two groups can result in spurious positive

associations due to this population stratification. For example, if there are two mixed

populations within the case group, which is not matched in the control group, this will

produce false positive associations. This problem in case control samples has resulted

in family based studies gaining popularity, despite extra costs in recruiting trios

compared to pairs. The statistical tests for case control data are either logistic 
 ̂ 2

regression or x tests o f association. Both case control and family-based association 

methods can have good power depending on the frequency o f the disease allele and 

the composition o f the family being tested. Families with two affected sibs are 

generally the most powerful method o f testing association in complex disorders 

(Risch and Teng 1998).

1.4.2.3 Linkage disequilibrium (LD) Mapping and Haplotype Analysis

LD is often more easily understood in terms o f linkage equilibrium (LE). LE 

describes the situation in which the haplotype (combination o f alleles from a number 

o f variants) frequencies in a population have the same value that they would have if 

the allele/variants at each locus were combined at random. LD is the opposite o f this 

situation i.e. LE occurs when LD=0. LD can be defined as the non-random association 

between alleles at different loci. Complete LD (i.e. LD=1) means that the allele found 

at one of the loci exactly predicts the allele found at the other locus.
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The phenomenon of LD is used in conjunction with genetic association studies 

to try and locate functional variants. This is achieved by examining the LD structure 

o f polymorphisms surrounding the variant displaying association with a disorder; 

usually SNPs. LD is an extremely important component of genetic association studies. 

The theory behind this process is that if  a SNP associated with the phenotype/disorder 

is not itself functional then it is likely to be in LD with the functional SNP; otherwise 

the non-functional SNP would not display association with the phenotype.

Until the initiation of the Hapmap project (see section 2.7.3.1 for details) it 

was thought that LD across the genome was reasonably consistent, however it is now 

recognised that the genome contains “recombination hotspots” (regions of high LD 

interspersed with regions of low LD), which form haplotype “blocks”. These blocks 

refer to sites o f closely linked SNPs that are inherited together. Identification of 

haplotype blocks is one method of examining the extent of LD in the genome, which 

may provide useful information when planning association studies (Gabriel et a l, 

2002). Awareness o f the underlying haplotype structure allowed the identification of 

“tag-SNPs” which represents the total genetic information from one haplotype block. 

Genotyping projects using tag-SNPs allow us to avoid genetically redundant SNPs in 

an association analysis. Hapmap data allows us to identify tag-SNPs specific to a 

particular population.

1.5 Linkage and Association Studies to Date

1.5.1 Linkage

There have been 50 whole genome linkage scans and 3 whole genome association 

studies in BPAD published to date (Table 1.3). Regions from chromosomes 4, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18 and 21 have repeatedly been linked to BPAD. The populations 

under investigation have been mostly o f European origin with samples from the US, 

Canada and many European countries. There have also been studies in isolated 

populations such as the Ashkenazi Jewish and Old Order Amish communities. 

Linkage findings in BPAD have also been reported in Hispanic populations from 

Central America (Costa Rica and Cuba). Some of the most replicated results are 

discussed in detail in the next section.

1.5.1.1 Chromosome 4
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Both 4p and 4q have been identified as discrete regions of the genome to be linked to 

BPAD. Fifteen separate studies have reported linkage to these regions, the most 

replicated region o f the genome by far. The short arm of chromosome 4 from 4pl2- 

p l6  has been linked to BPAD by five studies (Blackwood et al., 1996; Detera- 

Wadleigh et al., 1997; Ewald et al., 2002; Ginns et al., 1998; Lambert et al., 2005). 

The linkage region on 4q is larger and in two sections, extending from 4ql2-q22 

(Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1997; Ginns et al., 1998; Lambert et al., 2005; Middleton et 

al., 2004) and also 4q31-35 (Adams et al., 1998; Curtis et al., 2003; Ekholm et al., 

2003; Friddle et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2003; Mclnnis et a i, 2003b; Schumacher et al., 

2005b; Willour et al., 2003). This linkage region on 4pl6  is also the site o f the WFSl 

locus, responsible for Wolfram syndrome. Heterozygous carriers o f this syndrome 

have a 26-fold increased risk o f psychiatric illness (Cryns et al., 2003; Swift et al., 

1998), making this region an attractive location for a susceptibility gene for BPAD.

1.5.1.2 Chromosome 6

Linkage peaks have also been reported on both the proximal and terminal arms of 

chromosome 6. The peak on 6p extends approximately 50cM from the p terminal to 

6p24 (Ginns et al., 1996; Marcheco-Teruel et al., 2006; Polymeropoulos and Schaffer 

1996). The result from Marcheco-Turuel et al., 2006 was at the p<0.05 genomewide 

significant level. It is very rare to reach this level of significance in a whole genome 

linkage study, making this result especially noteworthy. Nine independent studies 

have reported a linkage peak on 6q, at 6q21-24 (Cheng et al., 2006; Cichon et al., 

2001; Ewald et a l, 2002; Lambert et al., 2005; Mclnnis et al., 2003b; Middleton et 

al., 2004; Pato et al., 2004; Rice et al., 1997; Schumacher et al., 2005b). Schumacher 

and colleagues, in reporting their findings, go as far as to call 6q24 and 4q31 

confirmed linkage peaks for BPAD.

1.5.1.3 Chromosome 8

The linkage peaks for chromosome 8 are positioned at isolated points at either end of 

the chromosome. There are four studies reporting linkage to 8p22 (Badenhop et al., 

2002; Cheng et al., 2006; Cichon et al., 2001; Ophoff et al., 2002), and five for 8q24 

(Cichon et a l, 2001; Friddle et al., 2000; Macgregor et al., 2004; Marcheco-Teruel et 

al., 2006; Mclnnis et al., 2003a). The neuregulin gene (NRGl), a candidate gene for
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SZP and possibly BPAD, discussed in detail in section 1.6.1.2.1, is located on 

chromosome 8 at 8p22.

1.5.1.4 Chromosome 12

Chromosome 12 first came to the attention o f researchers when the translocation in 

the Darier White (DW) disease at 12q24 was discovered. DW disease is a rare, 

autosomal dominant, monogenic trait that affects adhesion of epidermal cells, and has 

also been found to co-segregate with affective disorders. One such pedigree generated 

a LOD score > 4 at this locus in a BPAD linkage analysis (Craddock et al., 1994). 

Since this initial report several studies have provided evidence to support this region 

as a linkage peak for BPAD (Curtis et al., 2003; Ekholm et al., 2003; Ewald et al, 

2002; Ewald et al., 2003; Maziade et al., 2005; Mclnnis et al., 2003a; Morissette et 

al., 1999; Shink et al., 2005) and there has been numerous candidate gene studies in 

this region with some promising results (Barden et al., 2006; Lyons-Warren et al., 

2005; Shinkai et al., 2002).

1.5.1.5 Chromosome 16

On the short arm of chromosome 16 the region 16pl2-13 has been linked to BPAD in 

a number o f studies (Cheng et al., 2006; Dick et al., 2002; Ekholm et al., 2003; Ewald 

et al., 2002; Maziade et al., 2005; Mclnnis et al., 2003b; Middleton et al., 2004). The 

16pl3 region has also been reported as a linkage peak for other psychiatric illnesses 

such as autism (Smalley et al., 2005), ADHD (Ogdie et al., 2004) and schizophrenia 

(Maziade et al., 2005). This may represent a locus for a common underlying trait 

related to each of these disorders. One possible candidate for this common underlying 

trait is atypical cerebral asymmetry (ACA: deviation from the normal pattern o f left 

hemisphere dominance for language) (Smalley et al., 2005). Indeed, 16pl3 has also 

been linked to ACA in ADHD sib-pairs (Smalley et al., 2005). Both autism and 

ADHD co-occur in families with affective disorders and ACA is associated with 

bipolar illness and the associated trait o f creativity (Smalley et al., 2005).

1.5.1.6 Chromosome 21

The linkage peak on chromosome 21 at 21q22 was first reported by Straub et al., 1994 

in a single large pedigree. The LOD score o f 3.41 at the Phosphofructokinase, Liver 

(PFKL) locus was supported by a subsequent study o f 40 bipolar pedigrees with
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denser marker coverage (Aita et al., 1999). A follow up study with the sample group 

extended to 56 pedigrees further confirmed this finding (Liu et al., 2001). Linkage to 

21q22 has also been reported by three additional whole genome linkage scans 

(Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1997; Ewald et al., 2003; Kelsoe et al., 2001).

1.5.1.7 Summary

In the past linkage studies in BPAD were thought to have very little overlap, causing 

concern among the researchers in this field. It seems that over time and with enough 

data in the public domain the picture has become clearer. Increased sample sizes and 

denser marker maps have also helped to improve the quality of the data. That genomic 

regions from chromosomes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 21 have been repeatedly linked to 

BPAD by whole genome linkage scan studies is extremely encouraging. However, 

some problems still remain; the genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity of the disorder 

is one obstacle yet to be fully overcome. Meta-analysis is one possible option to deal 

with the additional problem of underpowered samples (discussed in detail in section 

1.5.3). Although is also possible that WGA studies have essentially replaced whole 

genome linkage scans.
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Table 1.3: Summary o f whole genome linkage and association scans in bipolar disorder conducted to date.

Study 
First author 

Year
Sample Pedigrees Ascertainment Affected

Subjects
No. o f  

markers
Analysis

performed
Regions to 
follow up Comments

Straub, 1994 Columbia/
Hadassah 47

12 per ped; at least 2 
BPI; only 1 affected 

parent by history
490

5-153 
markers per 
chromosome

LOD score 
analysis and 

model free APM 
and ESPA

21q22 (PFKL)
Large LOD seen in 

one family but APM 
yields p<0.0003

Blackwood,
1996 Scotland 1 Large family with more 

than one member BPI 27 135, 87 extra 
on 4p

LOD score 
MLINK, affected 
only, LINKMAP, 

ERPA

4p

D4S394, 2pt LOD = 
4.1 under dominant 

model. Support from 
other analyses.

Mclnnes, 1996 Costa Rica 2 BPI probands in 
extended multiplex peds 31 473 2pt linkage 

analysis
18q22-23, 16q, 

llp l3-14
Only BPI considered 

as affected

Polymeropoulu 
s, 1996 Old Order Amish 1 5 BPI individuals+ 2 

BPII individuals 10 1772
Dom model 2pt 
linkage analysis 
in FASTLINK

6pter, 4pter, 
9qll-13, 19pl3- 
ql3, 14pl3-ql3

Ginns, 1996 Old Order Amish 1 31 BPI + 50 other 
psychiatric diagnoses 81 -400

ASP, APM, TDT, 
LOD score 

analyses with 16 
different models

6p21, 13pl3-12, 
15pl3-12

Evidence from PL + 
NPL

NIMH 
Initiative-  

genome split 
into 4 V

NIMH Wave I 97

BPI probands with a 
BPl/SABP degree 

relative w/ 2 living sibs 
+ 1 parent unaffected by

392 318
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2 additional affected 
Rice, 1997 Chr 1,6,8,10,12 As above relatives with

SABP/BPI/BPII/RUP

Stine, 1997

Edenberg, 1997

Detera- 
W adleigh, 1997

Adams, 1998

Ginns, 1998

Detera- 
W adleigh, 1999

Chr 2,11,13,14,X As above As above

-1 c  1 m o  As above As abovej , 5 , 1 5 ,1 0 ,11,11

4,7,9,l8,'l9,20,2l

Min o f 3 affected 
Australia 1 individuals, at least 2 of

whom are BPl

Systematic
Old Order Amish 4 ascertainment o f bipolar

probands

NIMH-CNG and 
right extension 22 
o f  Amish 880

BPI/II proband w/ at 
least 6 living relatives 
and only 1 source of

392 65
ASP, mpt ASP, 

ped analysis- 
MOD

D lS 1648(lp32),
D6S1009(6q23),
D10S188(10q22)
D12S375(12q21)

Isolated findings, 
need denser map

392 53 ASP and ped 
methods (MOD)

13q 14-32, Xp22, 
Xq26-28

Support from 
flanking markers for 
chromosomes 13 and 

Xq

392 74
ASP, SIBPAL 

and MOD 
analysis

16p, 5q, 3, 
D15S217, 
D17S961, 
D22S533

Support from 
flanking markers for 

16, 5 and 3. 15, 17 
and 22 are isolated 

results.

392 126 ASP 4p, 4q, 7p, 7q, 
9q, 20p, 20q, 21q

Only 21q supported 
by data from flanking 

markers.

11
LOD score Analysis o f further 10

214 analysis+ APM 4q35 families supports
method finding at 4q3 5.

68 980

NPL ASP using 
SIBPAL and mpt 

analysis using 
GH-Plus

4pl2 -13 ,4q
suggestive

Mental health 
wellness phenotype.

159
ASP and mpt 

607 analysis, PL LOD 
scores using Dom

13q32, lq31-32, 
18pll.2

Also identified 7q31 
and 22ql 1-13 as 

interesting, confirmed



BPD

Morissette,
1999

Friddle, 2000

Faroud, 2000

Adams, 2000

Kelsoe, 2001

Badenhop,
2001

Lithium responsive BPI 
Sanguenay-Lac j probands + family

St. Jean, Q uebec history o f  affective
disorders

BPI proband w/ 2 or 
JH U -D ana 50 more affected sibs +

only 1 affected parent

N IM H  97 As NIM H Wave 11997

A ustralia

M ultigenerational peds 
with 2 or more BPI + 1 

additional affected 
relative

Proband with BPI/BPII 
San D iego/BC 20 + at least 2 relatives

with BPl/B Pll/SA /RU P

Australian o f   ̂ Min o f  3 affected, 2 o f
British descent whom  have BPI

+ Rec models findings for 4 q l6 , 
12q23-24,21q22

2pt LOD score,
53 332 SIM APM , 12q23-24

SIM IBD and GH.

'Tio. PL LOD score „  ̂ n236 267 , . 8q24 ,4q , 7panalysis t r

392 318 M odel free ARP lOp

35 214

2pt, dominant, 
3pt, APM , NPL 

with 
G EN EH U N TER

21 m arkers w/ 
LOD > 1 ,4  

m arkers >2.

2 2 q I3 ,3 p 2 1 , 
PL LOD score 3q27, 5 p l5 ,
analysis only lGq26, 13q31-

33, 21q22

LOD score, mpt 13q l4 ,3q21-25 , 
and N PL analysis 5q37, 9q33

Some support for two 
other loci on Chr 5 + 

21

All produced HLOD 
scores >2.

LOD = 2.5 near 
D10S1423, support 
previous finding on 

lOp

Extra genotyping w/ 
+ve markers: LOD 
+ve for 3 markers. 

Results suggest novel 
BPD susceptibility 

locus on 4q35

Chr22 finding is 
significant. Other 

regions all suggestive 
evidence for linkage

I3 q l4  strong result 
under all analyses + 
haplotype analyses 
narrowed region to
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Radhakrishna,
2001

Cichon, 2001

Turecki, 2001

Bennett, 2002

Ekholm, 2002

Large pedigree w / 
Turkey 1 apparent autosomal

D om  transmission

Proband with BPI +  1
„  ; i  1 / sib with BPI/BPII/
G erm any/ Israel/

^ parents or else at least 2
more sibs

Ontario, Canada 31

UK and Ireland 151

Finland 1

E xcellent lithium  
responders. Peds w / >4  
mem bers (>2 affected, 

including proband); 
older than 15yrs

Proband BPI and 1 other 
sib with 

BPI/BPII/SABP/ 
B PN O S/R U P

8BPI, 3B P II/B P N 0S  
/cyclothym ia /6  RUP

6cM

M ax Zm ax =  
4 .34  at J = 0  at 

ILINK, M LINK, markers on  
^  LINK M AP 2 0 p l l .2 - q l l .2

w / 100%  
penetrance

8q24, lG q25-26, 
lp 3 3 -3 6 ,2 q 2 1 -  

P L a n d N P L G H - 2 3 , 3 p l4 ,3 q 2 6 -  
imprinting 2 7 ,6 q 2 1 -2 2 ,

8p21, 1 3 q ll ,  
14q l2 -13

106 378

M LINK, 
FASTLIN K , 

H O M O G .N P L  =  
SIM IBD

Linkage to 1 5 q l4  
(A C T C ), LOD =  

3.46 , locus 
specific  

p = 0 .000014

509
M A PM A K ER /SI 

398 B S calculate
M LS LOD score

2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,7 ,9 ,10  12, 
17, 18, X

18 386 LOD score
X q 25, 4q32, 
1 2 q l5 ,1 8 p l l ,  
1 9q 13 ,7q 31 .

D 20S 604 , D 20S470, 
D 20S 836 , D 20S838, 

under 100%  
penetrance

Strongest evidence  
for 8q24. Putative 

paternally imprinted 
loci at 2 p 2 4 -2 1 +  

2q31-32 . Maternally 
imprinted loci on 

14q32and  16q21-33

Suggestive results on  
7 q l 1.2. A lso  

D 6S 1050 , D 22S420. 
further analyses 

im plicate 15q l4 in  
aetio logy o f  B PD  but 

7 q l 1.2 relevant for 
lithium response

A ll reach nominal 
pointwise  

significance o f  5% 
under narrow m odel.

Strongest finding for 
X q25. D X S1047  
LOD score 1.76.



Ewald, 2002

Badenhop,
2002

Ophoff, 2002

E khoim ,2003

Denmark, all 
from Aarhus 2

county

Narrow: BP, single 
manic episode or SA 
manic/depressed type 

Broad: narrow + modest 
depressive episodes

Australia (UK or 
Ireland)

13
(Badenho 
p, 2001 
plus 12 

additional 
peds)

Peds with illness >2 
generations, w/ >3 

affected (>2 w/ BPI)

BPI probands <50 yrs 
with 2 hospitalizations, 

Costa Rica N/A and parents or
grandparents where 

available

Finland 41 >2 sibs w /B PI or SABP

NIMH Wave II

5q31, lGq22 Other regions LOD 
score > 1

N/A 613

69 400

266 1186

2pt PL, mpt NPL 
linkage analysis

2pt HLOD score. 
NPL mpt carried 
out on regions of 

interest

LD mapping 
using LD-T or 

AHR

12q24.3, lp22- 
2 1 ,4 p l6 , 6ql4- 

q22, 10q26, 
16pl3.3

2pt HLOD >1.5 
for 11 markers (4 
HLOD >2) Max 
linkage at 3q25- 
26, LOD = 2.49 

at D 3SI279. Mpt 
shows ~20cM 
region o f 3q25 
w/ NPL= 2.8 

(p=0.004).

+ve results on 
C h r l ,2 ,  4, 5, 6, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 

13, 17, 19

12q24.3 “significant” 
+ lp22-21, evidence 
from both PL + NPL 

analysis

Also linkage at 9q31- 
33, 1 3q l4+  19ql2- 

13. Several individual 
peds show LOD >1.5 

at 18pl 1, 18ql2, 
2 2 q ll +8p22-23

Most significant 
result on 8p -  22cM 

region (most 
significant 

p=0.000057)

163 389

ASP; 2pt w/ 
MLINK + 
HOMOG; 
SIBPAIR

Significant 
linkage to 16pl2 

(Zmax = 3.4); 
2pt LODs >2 on 
4q32, 12q23 + 

Xq25

After fine mapping 
4q32 was significant 
(Zmax = 3.6); 16pl2 

Zmax = 2.7
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-  genome split 
into 4

Mclnnis, 2003

Zandi, 2003

Dick, 2002

Clir 1, 6, 8, 10, 
12 4- all NIMH 
Wave II data in 

conditional 
analysis

Unilineal peds w/ BPI 
proband + >1 BPI or 

SABP 1*'degree 
153 relative. >90%

Caucasian + of 
European American 

ancestry

228

C h r2 ,ll, 13, 14 
+ X As above As above

Chr3, 5, 15, 16, 
17 + 22 56 As above As above

Chr4, 7, 9, 18, 
W illour,2003 19^2 0 + 21 As above As above

513 (298 
common 
across all 
pedigrees)

105

84

107

As other Wave II 
groups; 

conditional 
analysis using 

GH-plus. 
Simulations w/ 

MERLIN

NPL GH-Plus + 
GH-X; ARP + 

ASP. Used 
GENEFINDER 

on Chrl 1

NPL GH-Plus; 
ARP + ASP + 

ASPEX

NPL GH-Plus; 
ARP + ASP

16pl3 significant 
at the 

genomewide 
p<0.05 levels. 
20pl2, l lp l5 , 
6q24+ 10pl2 

nominal 
significance

Max linkage on 
llp l5 .5  

(NPL=2.96,
p=0.02) +

X pll.3
(NPL=2.19,

p=0.01)

In broad model 
found suggestive 

linkage to 
D16S2619. 

LOD=2.13(ARP) 
Combining 
initial and 
replication 

samples 
increased LOD 

to 2.8

4q35 (D4S3335- 
D4S2390)

Epistasis observed 
between 20pl2 + 

13q21, 16pl3 +9q21

If reanalyzed w/ Stine 
et al, 1997 -  no 

linkage evidence. 
Authors feel linkage 

implicate MAOA, 
DRD5 +/or TH

Chr5 showed linkage 
in Wave II set but not 

in combined sets.

Combined genotype 
data w/ 1997 study



Dick, 2003

Liu, 2003

Curtis, 2003

Unilineai peds w/ BPI 
proband + >1 BPI or 

SABP 1*'degree
NIMH Wave 111 250 relative. >90%

Caucasian + of 
European American 

ancestry

>2 individuals (over 16

US/Israel 40 SABP. Unilineal 
transmission

Multiple cases of BPD 
UK (2) +  ̂ in >3 unilineally

Icelandic (5) transmitting generations
w/ absence of SZP

Mclnnis, 2003 Johns Hopkins, 65 Same as Friddle, 2000

LOD=2.49. Loci 
at 4q32 + 20pl2 

approach 
suggestive; 

LODs of2.16 + 
1.82

(Detera-Wadleigh, 
1997). 20pl2 
NPL=2.38 

(suggestive) 
[HLOD=2.98] No 
support for 4q32 + 

4q35

6q LOD=3.8 at 
Max linkage at 113cM in all 339

720 391 MERLIN 17qLOD=2.4+ NIMH peds. MZ
6q LOD=2.2 twins in original

report

307

MLINK (Dom + 
Rec); HOMOG; 

343 MAPMAKER/SI 
BS(1®'sib from 

each ped)

Significant 
linkage on 2pl3- 

16 LOD=3.20. 
Other regions; 
4q31,7q34, 
8ql3,9q3I, 

10q24, 13q32, 
I4q21, 17qll-12

Regions 2pl3-14 and 
13q32, have also been 

linked to SZP

68 365

2pt + 3pt w/ PL + 
NPL. Regions w/ 
p<0.01 assayed 

w /4ptPL HLOD. 
VITESSE, 

FASTLINK, 
MFLINK

Supports 12q23- 
24(4pt LOD=2.8) 

+ suggests loci 
on Ip, Iq + 3(4pt 

LOD=2.0). At 
DlS243(LOD=3. 
1) in a single ped

Authors advocate fine 
mapping 12q23-24 in 

genetically loaded 
peds.

237 245 (up to GH-Plus, ASPEX Max linkage at Consistent w/
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Ewaid, 2003 / * u ^ \  1 inbred See Ewald, 2002’ /  A o r h i i c  r r ^ i i n H / i

Fallin, 2004

M acgregor,
2004

M iddleton,
2004

Pato, 2004

Asiikenazi
Jewisii

Scotland

Azores + 
Portugal

Azores + 
Portugal

Proband with BPI w/ 
41 affected family member 

with BPI/BPII

BPI/BPII/ SA 
13 manic/RUP affected.

Extended peds

25 As above

Peds w/ >2 affected (2 
16 generations native to

Azores)

842 markers 
typed in 
selected 

peds)

613

382 (density 
doubled on 
follow up 
regions)

372

11,190 SNPs

366

and GH- 
imprinting

Dom + Rec, NPL 
a„ (GH), APM, 

PL

PL (Dom + Rec) 
LOD, HLOD + 
NPL w / G H , 

GHI, GENIBD, 
MERLIN

2pt PL (Dom + 
Rec) w/ 

FASTLINK + 
mpt variance 
component

MERLIN

GH

D8S256 at 8q24, previous findings.
N PL=3.13. Other 18q22 linkage
regions: 18q22, predominantly ped w/ 

4q32, 13ql2, father or paternal 
4q35, 10q26, lineage affected. Also
2p l2 , 12q24. evidence for paternal

imprinting at 13ql2 + 
lq41

NPLa„=7.47 
n  0 /1  (p=0.0039) for

q ’ q D2S1391 (186.1cM )

2q31.3, 10,

lq23.3 NPL=3.05,
m P I >9 7'. NPL=2.177,

7  llq l2 .1  NPL=2.445,
followed up j g^22.3 NPL=2.267

PL Rec models 
lq42, 8q, 9q 

L 0D >1.5

Follow up study on 
lq42 in additional 
peds. Max 2pt PL 

LOD=2.63 at D1 S I03

Significant linkage on 
6q22 (NPL=2.5 in

’P’ '
significant w / 12 ped 

set NPL=4.4

„ ,  , „ Follow up o f  6q + 11
n  [q +^7n^' 4.2cM  resolution,

’ q significant linkage at



Shink, 2004

Lambert, 2005

Maziade, 2005

Schumacher,
2005

Saguenay-Lac- 
St-Jean, Quebec 18 As Morissette, 1999

UK and Ireland

395 (135 
peds + 

Bennett, 
2002 
peds)

BPI proband w/ at least 
1 affected sib 

BPI/BPII/SABP/RUP

Eastern Quebec

1*“ degree relative w/ 
same affection as 

21 proband + at least 2
other affected 1*‘, 2"‘' or 

3'̂ '* degree relatives

Spain, Bulgaria BPI proband w/ affected
(Romany 52 sib

population too) BPI/BPII/SABP/RUP

D6S1639(NPL=3.06, 
p=0.0014) + at 

D11S1883 
(NPL=3.15, 
p=0.0014)

394 380

PL LOD w/ 
MLINK, IBD 

sharing based on 
ASPs using 

ANALYZE + 
ASPEX. 

Simulation w/ 
SLINK

9p21, 12q21-24, 
1 7 q ll ,2 0 q l3 a ll  

under PL Rec 
model

Max LOD=3.35 
D12S378 + 

NPL=5.05 w/ same 
marker

887

2pt linkage w/ 
SPLINK. Mpt 

ASP analysis w/ 
494 GH and

MAPMAKER/SI 
BS. MLS 
analysis.

4ql2-q21, 4pl4- 
p l3 ,7 q 2 I , 

10pl2, 2q37- 
2qter, 6q 16-21, 

9p21-pl2, 
10pl4-pl2

6ql6-21 +4ql2-q21 
genomewide 

suggestive linkage

480 607

PL (Dom + Rec) 
SLINK + MSIM, 

HOMOG 
(HLOD), 2pt + 

3pt LOD w/ 
FASTLINK

MOD score >4: 
IS q l l . l ,  

16pI2.3, 18ql2- 
21 Suggestive 

MOD=2.6 3q21, 
10pl3,12q23

SZP families 
collected at the same 

time, Combined 
Locus results: 18q21, 
15q26, 16pl3,2q22, 

13ql4

280
435 +91 

additional for 
fine mapping

Sall scores from 
GH. MERLIN

Max scores on 
lp34-36,4q25- 
q31,6q21-24

lp35-36 ,4q31,6ql6 , 
6q23, 6q24 after fine 

mapping
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Cheng, 2006

Etain, 2006

NIMH

European 
collaborative 

study: Germany, 
Ireland, France, 

Scotland, 
Switzerland + 

England

154 As NIMH Wave I

BPI proband w/ onset 
>21 years o f age, with 
sib BPI/BPII/ SABP/ 

RUP

1060

87 ASPs

Marcheco- 
Turuel, 2006

6 BPI or RUP proband.
Cuba generatio Entire family and 4

n ped subdivisions tested
83

2pt + mpt PL 
(Dom + Rec) w/ 

391 MLINK. HLODs
+ NPL scores w/ 

GH. SIMULATE.

384 + 28, ,  GH. Parental
additional  ̂  ̂ .- . , effect tested usingafter mitial
analysis SIMULATE.

lOKAffy. . NPL using GH.
^  P MERLIN

2pt LOD >2 
2q24, 6q24, 
7q21,8p22, 

lGq25, 16pl3. 
mpt NPL >2 
lq44, 5pl5, 

10pl2, lCq25, 
16pl3-12, 16q24

2pt
regions NPL>1.8 

:2p21, 3pl4, 
7q36, 10pl3, 

lQq23-24, 
20pl2.

NPL p-values
<0.01 : 2p21,
2ql4 , 3pl4, 
5q33, 7q36, 

10q23, 16q23, 
20pl2

Genomewide 
significant: 

5p l3 -q l2 , 6p22, 
8q 13-21, 10q22- 

23
Genomewide 

suggestive: 2p25, 
2 p l3 ,3 p l4 , 

6p22-24, 7pl4, 
8ql2 , 10q2l, 

14ql3-21, 
15ql5-21, 
22q22-13

Highly significant 
linkage at 7q21 
(panic subtype), 

10q25.3, 16pl3.3, 
16pl2.3. Subtypes of 

panic, suicide and 
psychosis used too.

Excess o f maternal 
sharing on 3p l4  + 

paternal sharing on 
10q23

Max scores on 
14qll.2LO D =2.05 + 

NPL=7.31 p=0.07, 
5q21.3-22.3 

NPL=7.26 p=0.07.



Zandi, 2007

Venken, 2007

W TCCC, 2007

Baum, 2007

McAuley, 2008

U.S

98 peds + 
64 peds 

independ 
ent 

sample

BPI proband with at 
least 2 1®‘ degree 

relatives with BPI, BPII, 
SA, RUP

282

Ashkenazi
Jewish/Belgian

10 large 
peds

BPI or BPII proband. 
RUP and SA considered 

affective
70

British

-2000
Cases
and

-3000
controls

BPI proband of 
European ancestry 2000

US and German

NIMH: BPI cases with 
exclusively European 

Case origins
control German: BPI cases with 

German parents and 
grandparents

NIMH: 
case=461 

control=56 
3

German:
case=772

control=87
6

Almost entirely British 
Australian 35 or Irish descent. At least

2 affected individuals
130

39

9cM, 402 
markers

3 8 7 + 4 8  in 
fine mapping 
o f 3 regions

GeneChip 
500K 

Mapping 
Array Set 

(Affy)

HumanHap5 
50 Chip from 

Illumina

lOcM, 400 
markers

MERLIN (Broad 
and narrow) 
LODPAL to 
incorporate 

clinical 
covariates: AAO, 

psychosis, 
anxiety

2q24, 3q28 
(standard) 

3q28 (AAO), 
l l p l l ,  12pl3, 

12ql5 
(psychosis), 

I7q25 (anxiety)

3q28 significant in 
independent sample 

also

SLINK. MLINK, 
PEDCHECK. 
SIMWALK2, 

MEGA2.

10q21.3-10q22.3 
Suggestive 

evidence for 
19ql3,7q21,

Max NPL = 4.0 on 
10q21

Case control 
analysis using 

software designed 
specifically for 

WGA: CHIAMO

Genome-wide
significant:

16pl2

Moderate 
significance : 2p25, 
2 q l2 ,2 q l4 , 2q37, 
3p23,3q27, 6p21, 
8pl2, 9q32, 14q22, 

14q32, 16ql2, 20pl3

Initial pooled 
analysis and then 

replicated. 
Locally authored 

software

88 SNPs from 80 
genes met 
criteria for 

replication in 
both samples

Largest OR=1.67 in 
S0RCS2, 2 

additional significant 
SNPs. Most 

significant SNP in 
DGKH 

(P =  1.5X 10'*)

MLINK, 3 Genome-wide Suggestive evidence
affection models, significant: on 4q21,4q34, 6q25,

Dom + Rec 15q26at 6q27, 13q22, 13q32



per pedigree analysis D15S130

Sklar, 2008 US and Scottish

1461
cases,
2008

controls

Ascertained from STEP- 
BD and UCL sample 

collections

Included 
409 trios 

and 
replication 

case 
control 

sample 365 
cases and 

351 
controls

GeneChip 
500K  

Mapping 
Array Set 

(Afly)

Case control 
analysis using 

Cochran-Mantel- 
Haenszel (CMH) 

to incorporate 
stratification 

identified. 304 
SNPs retyped in 
separate trio and 

case control 
samples

Most significant 
single marker 

associations from 
M Y 05B  

(1.66X10'’) and 
TSPAN8 

(e .l lX lO '’)

N o independent 
replications detected 
after correction for 

multiple testing.

NPL=non-parametric linkage. PL=parametric linkage. GH=Genehunter. ASP=Affected Sib Pair. ARP=Affected Relative Pair. APM=Affected 
Pedigree Member. Ped(s) = Pedigree(s). w/ = with. “+” = and. +ve=positive. Chr=chromosome. pt=point. mpt^multipoint. Min=minimum. 
Max=maximum. Dom=dominant model. Rec=recessive model. HLOD=heterogeneity LOD score. N/A=information not available. 
MOD=maximising the LOD score. STEP-BD=Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for BPAD. UCL=University College London. 
WTCCC=Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium



1.5.2 Association

A candidate gene is usually chosen on the basis o f some predefined hypothesis 

concerning the pathophysiology of the disease under investigation. In the case of 

BPAD the pathophysiology is so poorly understood that most candidate gene studies 

have focused on neurotransmitters and their receptors, the site o f action o f many of 

the drugs used to treat BPAD. This has led investigators to study genes such as 

catechol-o-methyl transferase (COMT), monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) and the 

serotonin transporter (5-HTT). Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is another 

gene that has been examined extensively as a possible gene to contribute 

susceptibility to BPAD. More recently the G72/G30 complex and Disrupted in 

Schizophrenia 1 (DISCI) have gained support as possible BPAD susceptibility genes. 

Interestingly, each of these genes has also been implicated in the etiology of SZP, 

sparking a new debate over the clinical and genetic overlaps between the two 

disorders.

1.5.2.1 COMT

COMT is an enzyme which degrades monoamines, neurotransmitters such as 

norepinephrine and serotonin. A functional variant in the protein, methionine to valine 

at amino acid 158 (Vall58Met), is responsible for variable enzyme function. The 

valine allele results in high COMT activity. This variant has been tested for 

association with BPAD in a large number of studies, with inconclusive results. A 

meta-analysis o f 910 bipolar cases and 1069 controls provided weak evidence o f 

association of the Met allele with BPAD (Odds Ratio (OR) = 1.18, C.I. = 1.02-1.35) 

(Craddock et al., 2001). However, an updated study o f 2169 bipolar cases and 7804 

controls did not support this association, but a non-significant trend towards over

representation of the Met allele did remain (OR = 1.08, C.I= 0.94-1.24, p=0.30) 

(Craddock et a l, 2006b). In the context o f family studies there have not been any 

significant associations reported, but investigations o f clinical subtypes did reveal 

significant association of the Met allele with rapid cycling BPAD in three independent 

studies (Kirov et al., 1998; Lachman et al., 1996; Papolos et al., 1998). A female 

specific association was also reported for COMT and BPAD (Mynett-Johnson et al., 

1998). COMT maps to 22ql 1, a region which is supported by whole genome linkage 

studies in BPAD (Edenberg et al., 1997; Kelsoe et al., 2001; Turecki et al., 2001) and 

also a meta-analysis of bipolar linkage studies (Badner and Gershon 2002).
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1.5.2.2 MAOA

Monoamine oxidases are responsible for the oxidative deamination of the dopamine, 

serotonin and noradrenaline neurotransmitters. Two meta-analyses have investigated 

association of MAOA polymorphisms and BPAD (Furlong et al., 1999; Preisig et al., 

2000). The MAOA-(CA)n microsatellite in intron 2 and the G941T silent cDNA 

polymorphisms were examined. Only the G941T silent cDNA polymorphism is 

functional as a nonsense mutation. Associations were detected for the MAOA-(CA)n 

microsatellite in European and Japanese populations (Furlong et al., 1999), and this 

result was replicated in the second meta-analysis (Preisig et al., 2000). The MAOA- 

(CA)n microsatellite association has also been specifically identified in females, 

unsurprising given the location of MAOA on the X chromosome at Xpl 1.2-11.4.

1.5.2.3 BDNF

BDNF is an excellent candidate gene for BPAD due to its possible involvement in 

learning, motivation, and mood regulation. BDNF encodes a growth factor that is 

expressed in both foetal and adult brain, where it is required for the survival of striatal 

neurons in the adult brain (Eisch et al., 2003). BDNF levels are reduced under 

conditions o f stress in the mouse which mirror the depressive phenotype (Nibuya et 

al., 1995) and exogenous protein injected into the murine hippocampus or posterior 

midbrain reduces depression-related phenotypes (Shirayama et al., 2002; Siuciak et 

al., 1997). There have been positive associations reported in both case control (Green 

et al., 2006; Lohoff et al., 2005; Schumacher et al., 2005a; Strauss et al., 2004) and 

family based (Geller et al., 2004; Kremeyer et al., 2006; Muller et al., 2006; Neves- 

Pereira et al., 2002; Sklar et al., 2002) tests of association between BDNF and BPAD. 

As with all putative candidate gene studies in complex disorders there have also been 

negative findings (Kunugi et al., 2004; Nakata et al., 2003; Neves-Pereira et al., 2005; 

Oswald et al., 2005; Skibinska et al., 2004), which interestingly, have only occurred 

with case control data. However, a recent meta-analysis did not find any evidence to 

support the Valine to Methionine polymorphism at position 66 (Val66Met) as a risk 

variant for either BPAD or SZP (Kanazawa et al., 2007).

1.5.2.4 G72/G30

The G72/G30 gene complex was presented as a possible susceptibility gene for BPAD 

as a result of positional cloning at the 13q31-33 linkage peak, which has been linked
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to BPAD by numerous studies (Detera-Wadleigh et a l, 1999; Kelsoe et a l, 2001; Liu 

et al., 2003; Stine et a l, 1997) and also in a meta-analysis (Badner and Gershon 

2002). Chumakov et al (2002) initially performed systematic linkage disequilibrium 

mapping across a 5Mb region o f 13q33 in a sample o f schizophrenic cases o f French- 

Canadian descent. Associated markers were genotyped in a separate case control SZP 

sample of Russian descent, and significant association was found for the same 

markers in both samples (Chumakov et al., 2002). A gene complex consisting of G72 

(29kb) overlapping with 030 (47kb), transcribed in opposite directions, was 

identified. A yeast two hybrid screen found evidence for an interaction between 072 

and D-serine amino acid oxidase (DAO). DAO degrades the gliotransmitter D-serine, 

a potent activator o f NMDA-type glutamate receptors (Kawazoe et al., 2006). 072 

can activate this process and is, therefore, also known as the DAO activator (DAOA).

These results prompted a number of replication studies in SZP (Addington et 

al., 2004; Fallin et al., 2005; Ooldberg et al., 2006; Hall et al., 2004; Korostishevsky 

et al., 2004; Korostishevsky et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006; Mulle et al., 2005; 

Schumacher et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2005). 

One study found an over-expression of 072 in brains of SZP patients compared to 

controls (Korostishevsky et al., 2004). Only one study, in 159 trios o f European 

American descent, failed to find a positive association between the genetic markers 

and the disease state (Mulle et al., 2005).

In the case o f BPAD there have been eight studies completed investigating 

072 /030  as a potential candidate gene. Hattori et al., 2003 genotyped a sample of 22 

families o f European-American descent, and also an extended sample o f 152 families, 

for association o f 0 30 /072  with BPAD (Hattori et al., 2003). Significant association 

was found at the haplotype level only. 072 /030  was significantly associated with 

BPAD in a large Oerman case control sample (Schumacher et al., 2004) and an 

additional European-American family sample (Chen et al., 2004). Fallin et al., 2005 

investigated 64 candidate genes in 323 trios, and reported positive association for 072 

(Fallin et al., 2005). Two additional studies found positive association for 072  with 

BPAD but in a clinical subgroup of the cases with either persecutory delusions 

(Schulze et al., 2005) or a history of major mood disorder (Williams et al., 2006). An 

independent UK case control study also reported haplotype associations between 

072/030  and BPAD (Prata et al., 2007). A review o f bipolar genetics confirmed 

072 /030  as a replicated susceptibility gene for BPAD (Hayden and Numberger 2006)
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but the most recent meta-anlaysis o f pubHshed studies did not support G72/G30 as a 

BPAD candidate gene (Shi el a l, 2008). The question of how exactly the gene leads 

to pathology is still unknown. The interaction of G72 with DAO is one possible 

mechanism of action o f the gene.

1.5.2.5 DISCI

The DISCI gene was identified using cytogenetic methods. A balanced translocation 

between chromosomes 1 and 11 was observed in a family from Scotland with a high 

incidence o f psychiatric illness. The translocation disrupted a locus on chromosome 1, 

which became known as Disrupted in Schizophrenia 1. There is also a DISC2 gene, 

antiparallel and antisense to DISCI, an example o f an apparently RNA only gene, 

thought to be a negative regulator of the protein-coding counterpart (Porteous et al., 

2006). There was no obvious gene disrupted at the breakpoint on chromosome 11. 

The disruption by the translocation in DISCI removes exons 9-13, which would lead 

to the production of a truncated protein, but such a truncated protein has not been 

detected (Millar et al., 2005). However, DISCI expression levels are reduced by 

approximately 50% in translocation carriers, thus haplo-insufficiency is most likely 

the disease mechanism. DISCI is also subject to alternative splicing (Millar et al., 

2005), with evidence of different isoforms expressed at different developmental time 

points in the mouse (Ozeki et al., 2003). Aberrations in the regulation of this complex 

genetic processing may be another possible disease mechanism o f DISCI.

After an initial study to identify polymorphisms in the gene, in which no 

positive association was detected for either SZP or BPAD (Devon et al., 2001), a 

follow up investigation o f 458 Finnish families, diagnosed under a broad definition of 

SZP, SA, BPAD or RUP, found a haplotype (HEP3) significantly undertransmitted to 

affected females (Hennah et al., 2003). Another haplotype, HEP I, is associated with 

SZP in a separate Firmish sample (Ekelund et al., 2004). In one North American study 

(Callicott et al., 2005), haplotype association was also reported for SZP, while another 

independent study found positive association for SZP, SA and BPAD (Hodgkinson et 

al., 2004). Significant association of DISCI with BPAD was revealed in another 

Scottish case control sample (Thomson et al., 2005). A study by Maeda and 

colleagues (2006) o f 57 Scottish bipolar pedigrees, there were significantly 

overtransmitted and undertransmitted haplotypes (Maeda et al., 2006). The p-value for 

HP I became more significant when the analysis was carried out in female cases only.
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Using human lymphoblasts, this study also reported differential expression of DISCI 

mRNA in the HPl group and also in bipolar cases with more manic symptoms, 

suggesting that altered expression of the gene may be a disease mechanism. The most 

recent family based association analysis of lithium-related and other candidate BPAD 

genes also supported DISCI as a susceptibility gene for BPAD (Perlis et a l, 2008).

DISCI is not homologous to other proteins so its function is not known for 

certain. It does have a C-terminal coiled coil domain, which leads us to believe that it 

interacts with other proteins (Taylor et al., 2003). Until recently the hypotheses on the 

function of the protein have focused on the proteins known to interact with DISCI 

such as Nude-Like protein 1 (NDELl), Lissencephaly I (LISl) and Fasciculation and 

Elongation protein 1 (FEZI) which are involved in neuronal migration and neurite 

extension.

However, in 2007 two separate DISCI mouse models were reported, updating 

our knowledge of DISCI function. The first model was an inducible, reversible 

transgenic system which examined the effect o f a portion of the DISCI gene (Li et al., 

2007). The dominant negative construct contained protein residues 671-852 from the 

C-terminal o f DISCI, which are crucial for binding the NUDEL and LISl proteins. 

This construct was induced on postnatal day 7 and also in adulthood. SZP-related 

phenotypes such as reduced hippocampal dendritic complexity, depressive-like traits, 

abnormal spatial working memory, and reduced sociability were all observed but only 

when expression of the construct was induced in early postnatal but not the adult 

stages (Li et al., 2007). This provides strong support for a neurodevelopmental 

etiology for SZP.

The second study used a dominant-negative C-terminal truncated DISCI 

protein to genetically engineer a potential SZP mouse model (Hikida et al., 2007). 

The mutant mice displayed intemeuron deficits and also numerous SZP-related 

phenotypes, similar to the other mouse model, such as hyperactivity, sensorimotor 

gating disturbances, and a lack of interest in normally pleasurable persuits.

In addition to these studies, two independently derived //-ethyl-A^-nitrosourea 

(ENU)-induced mutations in exon 2 o f mouse Disci were identified and analyzed 

(Clapcote et al., 2007). Individual mice with DISCI missense mutations (Q31L or 

LI OOP) developed depressive-like (Q31L) or schizophrenic-like behaviour (LI OOP) 

depending on the mutation present. This supports the theory that different mutations 

from the same gene can result in different psychiatric phenotypes. These mouse
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models have greatly improved our understanding o f DISCI function and also to a 

large extent enhanced the links between this gene and major psychiatric disorders.

1.5.3 Meta-analysis

The statistical method used to combine data from different datasets and assess clinical 

significance is called meta-analysis. As sample sizes used in psychiatric genetic 

studies may not be big enough to detect genes of moderate effect size, the obvious 

solution may be to combine individual datasets into one large combined sample. 

Meta-analysis can be carried out in both linkage and association studies, and there are 

various methods used in both.

For linkage studies there are three main methods: combine genotyping data 

directly, multiple scan probability which combines probability scores from different 

scans using a variation of Fisher’s method, and genome scan meta-analysis (GSMA) 

which uses a rank-ordered method to assign the best linkage score for each “bin” or 

segment o f the genome, with each bin being ranked by these scores. Ranks can also be 

weighted for sample size and Bonferroni correction determines genome-wide 

significance. In general, GSMA has been more widely applied and may be more 

sensitive to weak linkage, but at the expense of poor localization (Levinson 2005).

There have been three linkage meta-analyses for BPAD performed using each 

of the different methods. Unfortunately there has been little consistency across 

studies. The first study used the MSP method (Badner and Gershon 2002), and 

produced the most significant scores on 13q32 and 2 2 q ll. These regions reached the 

suggestive level o f significance. Segurado et al., 2003 performed their meta-analysis 

using GSMA in 18 datasets, which partially overlapped with the Badner et al., 2002 

study (Segurado et al., 2003). There were no regions to reach the significant level of 

linkage, but the most significant p-values were observed on 9p22.3-21.1, 10qll.21- 

22.1, and 14q24.1-32.12. In the most recent meta-analysis in BPAD the raw genotype 

data was combined from 11 independent studies and re-analysed (McQueen et al., 

2005). Genome-wide significant LOD scores were observed on chromosome 6 at 

6q21 under the narrow analysis model and chromosome 8 at 8q24 under the broad 

model. Regions to reach genome-wide suggestive levels o f linkage were found at 

9p21 and 20pl3, providing the first area of overlap between two meta-analyses at 

9p21. However, there is a general lack o f overlap between the studies; this may be due
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the different methods used in the three studies, population heterogeneity or simply a 

continued lack o f power despite the increased sample sizes.

Meta-analysis for association studies can use both case control and family 

studies. Case control studies must be extra careful in matching the two groups if the 

meta-analysis is carried out across different populations as there is increased risk of 

allelic heterogeneity creating false positive results. The methods used in these studies 

require estimating a pooled OR. A fixed effects meta-analysis assumes a uniform 

underlying effect across studies when pooling ORs, while a random effects method 

assumes some variability across studies and usually results in a more conservative 

test, but is generally the preferred method. For BPAD, the only significant meta

analyses have been for the 44-bp insertion/deletion (5-HTTLPR) in the promoter 

region o f the serotonin transporter. The serotonin transporter is a target for 

antidepressants and the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism is actually functionally relevant as 

the short allele reduces transcription and functional activity. The larger case control 

sample (Lasky-Su et al., 2005) found a significant association between the short allele 

and BPAD but this result was not replicated in a smaller study (Lotrich and Pollock 

2004). Neither meta-analysis found an association in major depression.

There are some obvious pitfalls in the meta-analysis methods for both linkage 

and association studies. Publication bias is a problem when data are taken from the 

literature, negative studies may be under-represented in published data. Overlapping 

datasets, a lack o f information on genotyping error rates, and incomparable diagnoses 

are all additional problems. Meta-analysis has yet to provide us with conclusive 

results but hopefully, with ever increasing sample sizes and datasets, these problems 

can be overcome.

1.6 Overlap with Schizophrenia

Contrary to traditional diagnostic categories which separate BPAD and SZP, there is 

now increasing evidence that the two disorders may actually overlap (Craddock et al., 

2006a; Craddock et al., 2005; Craddock et al., 2007b). In a clinical sense, the 

prevalence rates for both disorders are similar. They both have an early age at onset 

and are heritable with comparable concordance rates in monozygotic twins. There is 

also a tendency to find bipolar first degree relatives of SZP probands, and vice versa. 

Two o f the siblings from a set o f identical triplets, called the Maudsley triplets, have
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been diagnosed with SZP while BPAD was diagnosed for the other sibhng (McGuffin 

et al., 1982). These triplets illustrated the overlap between the two disorders in 

genetically identical siblings. The most striking overlaps, however, are seen in 

molecular genetic studies, discussed in detail in the next sections.

1.6.1 Molecular Genetic Overlaps

1.6.1.1 Linkage

While comparisons can be made between whole genome linkage scans specific to 

BPAD or SZP, recently there has been a trend towards a more combined approach to 

identify overlapping linkage peaks. In an Eastern Quebec sample (Maziade et al., 

2005) analysis was performed on both bipolar and schizophrenic families to identify' a 

“combined locus”. Suggestive evidence was obtained at 18q21, 15q26, 16pl3, 2q22 

and 13ql4. Another group reanalyzed their whole genome scan dataset to include only 

those families with a psychosis phenotype (an overlapping trait in both SZP and 

BPAD) and found the most significant results on 9q31, 8pl2, 8p2i, 8q24, 17pl2 and 

18q21 (Cheng et al., 2006). The chromosomes with comparable results in separate 

bipolar and SZP linkage scans are discussed below in detail.

1.6.1.1.1 Chromosome 10

10pl4 has been linked to SZP in a number of studies. DeLisi et al., (2002) reported a 

maximum LOD score o f 3.6 in the 10pl5-13 region, while Straub and colleagues 

(1998), Schwab et al (2000) and Faraone et al (1998) all detected a linkage signal at 

10pl4 (DeLisi et al., 2002; Faraone et al., 1998; Schwab et al., 2000; Straub et al., 

1998). The linkage findings for BPAD on chromosome 10 are extensive. The 10pl4- 

11 region has been reported in seven separate studies (Cheng et al., 2006; Etain et al., 

2006; Ewald et al., 2003; Foroud et al., 2000; Lambert et al., 2005; Maziade et al., 

2005; Mclnnis et al., 2003b), while the region extending from 10q22 to 10q26 is also 

repeatedly linked to BPAD (Cheng et al., 2006; Cichon et al., 2001; Ekholm et al., 

2003; Etain et al., 2006; Ewald et al., 2002; Kelsoe et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; 

Marcheco-Teruel et al., 2006; Rice et al., 1997).

1.6.1.1.2 Chromosome 13
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The main linkage peak on chromosome 13 is found at 13q32, with a large number of 

studies in both BPAD and SZP highlighting linkage to this region. There have been 4 

separate studies in BPAD which obtained linkage to 13q32 (Detera-Wadleigh et al., 

1999; Kelsoe et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; Stine et al., 1997). The most significant 

finding was in the Badenhop et al (2001) study with an NPL of 4.09 (p=0.008) 

(Badenhop et al., 2001). However, the linkage region extended from 13ql4-q32. The 

first whole genome scan in SZP to produce suggestive evidence o f linkage to 13q32 

was reported in 1997 (Lin et al., 1997). Since then there have been numerous 

confirmations o f this finding (Blouin et al., 1998; Brzustowicz et al., 1999; Camp et 

al., 2001; Cardno et al., 2001). The G30/G72 gene, associated with both disorders as 

discussed in section 1.5.2.4, is located in this region.

1.6.1.1.3 Chromosome 22

Velo-cardio-facial syndrome (VCFS) is a disorder which causes palate abnormalities, 

cardiac malformations, learning disabilities and the characteristic abnormal facial 

appearance (Shprintzen et al., 2005). This syndrome is caused by deletions in the 

22ql 1 region o f chromosome 22 (Bassett and Chow 1999). VCSF patients often have 

a higher incidence o f psychiatric disorders, especially BPAD and SZP with psychotic 

features (Carlson et al., 1997; Shprintzen et al., 1992). 22qll-13 was first linked to 

SZP by Pulver et al (1994), has been replicated numerous times (Gill et al., 1996; 

Polymeropoulos et al., 1994; Pulver et al., 1994; Vallada et al., 1995) and is also one 

of the regions linked to SZP by a meta-analysis (Badner and Gershon 2002). This 

region has also been reported for BPAD (Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1999; Kelsoe et al., 

2001), providing substantial evidence that this region may contain a gene or genes 

contributing to the pathophysiology o f the disorders and also VCFS.

1.6.1.2 Association

1.6.1.2.1 NRGl

The Neuregulin gene (NRGl) is possibly the most highly replicated candidate 

susceptibility gene for SZP. A recent meta-analysis o f published NRGl association 

studies in SZP showed strong positive evidence for this gene (Li et al., 2006). In this 

type o f meta-analysis, there is always the risk of publication bias confounding the
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result. However, this study reported highly significant associations for single markers 

and also in a number of multimarkcr haplotypes in NRGl with SZP.

In the case o f BPAD there have only been three reported associations with 

N RG l. A case control sample from the UK reported significantly different 

distribution of the core haplotype between cases and controls, with a more 

pronounced effect in bipolar cases with predominantly mood-incongruent psychotic 

features (Green et al., 2005). An independent Scottish bipolar case control sample also 

demonstrated a nominal significance level for an associated haplotype (Thomson et 

al., 2006). The SNP8NRG221533 SNP was the only marker to overlap the two 

associated haplotypes. A study by Perlis et al., 2008 failed to find any evidence to 

support NRGl as a BPAD susceptibility gene (Perlis et al., 2008). A test for 

association of BPAD with NRGl in our trio sample did not produce any positive 

association. These results are presented in detail in section 8.2. Interestingly, none of 

the studies in the Irish population have supported NRGl as a susceptibility gene for 

SZP (Corvin et al., 2004; Morris 2004; Thiselton et al., 2004).

While the evidence for a positive association with NRGl from SZP studies is 

mounting, at the moment the evidence from individual BPAD studies is quite weak. In 

the case of BPAD WGA studies, none have reported NRGl among their most 

significant findings but there is a reasonable amount o f evidence to support NRGl as 

a BPAD susceptibility gene from each o f the individual studies. Multiple SNPs with 

moderately significant P-values (-1X10'^) were recorded in the WTCCC study 

(WTCCC 2007). Sklar et al., 2008 also reported multiple individual markers from 

NRGl associated with BPAD (most significant P-value = 9x10"^) (Sklar et al., 2008), 

and nominally significant P-values (P<0.05) were confirmed for NRGl markers in 

both the NIMH and German parts o f the Baum et al., 2007 study (Baum et al., 2007). 

It seems NRGl could be considered a possible BPAD susceptibility gene in light of 

the results from the WGA studies, but further investigation is required before this is 

determined with any certainty.

1.6.1.2.2 DTNBPl

The dysbindin gene (DTNBPl), also known as the dystrobrevin binding protein 1, has 

been repeatedly associated with SZP in both European and Asian populations. Straub 

et al., 2002 first reported an association with DTNBPl after mapping the 6p22 linkage 

peak (Straub et al., 2002). A German sample added support to the finding (Schwab et
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al., 2003), as did a large case control sample from the UK and Ireland (Williams et al, 

2004a), a trio cohort from Bulgaria (Kirov et al., 2004) and a US sample (Funke et al., 

2004). There is also evidence o f association in Han Chinese (Li et al., 2005) and 

Japanese (Tochigi et al., 2006) populations, although not all reports for DTNBPl have 

been positive (Morris et al., 2003; Van Den Bogaert et al., 2003). Although the 

evidence in favour o f DTNBPl as a susceptibility gene for SZP is substantial, there 

has been very little overlap in the reported associated markers and haplotypes between 

studies. Biologically, post mortem brain tissue from schizophrenic patients shows 

reduced expression o f DTNBPl mRNA (Weickert et al., 2004) and DTNBPl protein 

(Talbot et al., 2004); suggesting the disease mechanism may be the altered gene 

expression. The function o f the protein is not known for certain, there is some 

evidence that it affects pre-synaptic glutamate function (Numakawa et al., 2004; 

Talbot et al., 2004).

In BPAD there have only been 4 association studies investigating DTNBPl. 

The first tested a specific 3-marker haplotype, found to be associated with their SZP 

sample, in a large UK bipolar case control sample. There was no association in the 

bipolar sample as a whole, but a subset of the cases with predominantly psychotic 

episodes o f mood disturbance was associated with DTNBPl (Raybould et al., 2005). 

Fallin et al., 2005 investigated 64 possible candidate genes for association with either 

BPAD or SZP in 323 Ashkenazi Jewish trios. DTNBPl showed suggestive 

association to both BPAD and SZP (Fallin et al., 2005). A separate bipolar case 

control sample from the UK found significant single marker and haplotype 

associations with DTNBPl (Breen et al., 2006), but the most recent family based 

association analysis did not report any evidence to support DTNBPl as a BPAD 

susceptibility gene (Perlis et a l, 2008). From this evidence, DTNBPl would appear to 

be a good candidate for both SZP and BPAD, although the association in BPAD needs 

further verification. None o f the BPAD WGA studies have reported DTNBPl among 

their most significant findings but multiple markers from DTNBPl with P-values 

<0.05 have been recorded in the WTCCC study (WTCCC 2007). The results o f our 

investigation o f DTNBPl as a BPAD susceptibility gene are presented in detail in 

section 8.3.

1.6.1.2.3 G72/G30 and DISCI
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These genes have also been associated with BPAD and SZP. Refer to sections 1.5.2.4 

and 1.5.2.5 for further details.

1.6.2 Neuropathology

At the brain level, it is quite difficult to determine what phenotypic overlaps, if  any, 

exist between BPAD and SZP. This is because the number o f imaging studies in SZP 

greatly outweighs those in BPAD. White matter volume reductions have been 

reported in the left frontal and temporoparietal regions for both disorders in an MRI 

study (McDonald et al., 2004), and confirmed in a post-mortem study (Chambers and 

Perrone-Bizzozero 2004). GABA-ergic intemeuronal cell density is decreased for 

both BPAD and SZP (Woo et al., 2004), with possible impact on glutamatergic 

transmission. Although the disorders differ on large scale measures, the total brain 

weight and hippocampus is reduced in SZP but not BPAD (Geuze et al., 2005). There 

are some basic neuronal features shared between the two disorders. The evidence for 

an overlap between BPAD and SZP may become clearer once the investigations in 

BPAD are as comprehensive as those in SZP.

1.7 Problems Associated with Genetic Studies in Complex Disorders

1.7.1 Statistical Considerations

Every genetic test is only positive to a certain statistically significant degree. It is 

virtually impossible to give definite yes or no answers to the questions posed by these 

types of studies. Therefore, it is important to have some sort of threshold for 

significance to assess how likely the results represent true findings. While it is 

important that the threshold is not set too low, to stem the stream of false positive 

discoveries that would flood the literature, it is also important not to set the standard 

too high so that genuine results are not mistakenly abandoned.

Traditionally linkage results have been reported in one of three essentially 

similar ways: Z score, LOD score or p-value. The Z score is the number of standard 

deviations by which allele sharing exceeds its null hypothesis o f 0.5. The LOD score 

is the logarithm of the likelihood of the observed data to arise under a specified 

hypothesis of linkage and the p-value represents the pointwise chance o f generating a 

statistic as large as or larger than the one observed, under independent assortment.
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Conventionally, a LOD score o f 3 (odds=l 000:1) is considered proof of linkage. This 

works well for two point linkage studies o f simple Mendelian traits.

For complex traits, a seminal paper by Lander and Krugliak (1995) proposed a 

system of grading linkage results into significant and suggestive findings. A threshold 

o f Z>4.1, LOD>3.6 or a p-value = 2 x 10'^ was established as significant for sib pair 

studies while a LOD score o f 2.2 indicates suggestive evidence (Lander and Kruglyak 

1995). They also suggested that all regions to reach a nominal p-value o f 0.05 should 

be reported but no claims of linkage made. These guidelines have been widely 

accepted by the psychiatric molecular genetics research community, and have greatly 

facilitated the communication of results, but are also considered quite conservative 

thresholds.

L 7 .1.1 Power and Sample Size

When undertaking any sort of study that requires statistical analysis one o f the most 

important considerations is the power of your sample. If the sample lacks the power to 

reject or accept a hypothesis then it may be difficult to draw any major conclusions. 

Eventually it all comes down to one essential question: how many ASP’s, families or 

case control samples do you need to detect linkage or association in a complex 

disorder?

The genotype relative risk (GRR), the increased chance that an individual with 

a particular genotype is actually affected, is often used for power calculations. The 

sample sizes required to obtain an 80% power to reject the null hypothesis when it is 

false were calculated to evaluate the ability of ASP linkage analysis and TDT to 

detect genes of modest effect (Risch and Merikangas 1996). When the GRR of a 

disease gene with a disease allele frequency (DAF) o f 10% is >4 185 ASPs are 

required for 80% power or 297 if the DAF is 50%. However, when the disease gene 

has weak effect (GRR<2), as is typical for complex diseases, the required sample size 

increases to more than 2500 ASP’s, well out o f range o f most studies, regardless of 

the DAF. For association testing the sample sizes required are much smaller. With a 

GRR of 4, 150 (DAF=10%) or 103 (DAF=50%) families are recommended and even 

with the GRR at 2, the family sizes required are an achievable 695 or 340, again 

depending on the DAF. A separate report found similar results for the TDT test 

(Knapp 1999). To achieve 80% power with a GRR of 4, 101 trios are required under a
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multiplicative mode o f inheritance and 218 under an additive mode. With a GRR of 2 

the sample size increases to 338 for both models o f inheritance. It seems the 

association test is a much more powerful approach to identify candidate genes in 

complex disorders.

Sample size power may be one factor contributing to the lack of replication 

between independent studies. It’s possible that true replication is only obtained in an 

independent sample collected by the same research group, using the same 

ascertainment criteria and recruitment personnel and even genotyped by the same 

individuals. There are no conclusive solutions to this problem, the issues o f sample 

power and the inability to replicate findings are difficult to resolve.

1.7.1.2 Multiple Testing

Multiple testing and false positive results pose one of the biggest problems in 

psychiatric genetics. Each time a sample is tested, the chance of generating a false 

positive result increases. If, for example, the critical significance level is 0.05 (i.e. 5% 

chance of generating a false positive result and 95% chance that the result is true) and 

20 independent tests are conducted, then the probability that none of the tests will be 

significant is (0.95) = 0.36, which reflects a (1-0.36) 64% chance of getting at least

one significant result. This will most certainly increase the number o f false positives 

reported.

The easiest way to combat this is to avoid performing too many tests on the 

same data. In some instances, though, multiple testing is both necessary and 

worthwhile. For example it may be the case that a test for association in a sample for a 

particular gene is negative, but when the data is stratified based on a particular clinical 

subtype then a positive association becomes apparent. This can provide important 

information on specific traits associated with the gene in question.

One method to circumvent this problem is to apply a Bonferroni correction to 

the resulting p-values after multiple testing. The p-value is multiplied by the number 

o f tests performed minus one [p-value (n-1)]. This is a simple straightforward test that 

can be applied to all types o f data but it may be overly conservative if the tests are not 

independent, thus reducing power. The False Discovery Rate (FDR) is another, more 

complicated, option to correct for multiple testing. FDR controls the expected 

proportion o f false positives among the tests. A FDR threshold is determined from the 

observed P-value distribution, and hence is adaptive to the amount of signal in the
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data. However, if there is truly no significant association in the data, the FDR method 

has the same control as standard methods. That is, if  the null hypothesis o f no 

association is true, FDR will control the chance of a false positive being produced, at 

the specified level. FDR is often reported as a q-value (with the same properties as a 

p-value) and there are software packages available such as Q VALUE 

(]ittp://facult\.v\a$hington.edu.<'~istorev/qvalue/') to perform the calculations. The 

SNPSpD program (see section 2.8.4) has also been used to determine the significance 

threshold required to keep type I error rates at 5% for non-independent tests to 

association in the course of this thesis.

1.7.1.3 Reported Findings

Genes can be accepted as candidate genes for a particular disorder when the 

association is highly replicated. Publication bias is therefore an important 

consideration. Negative results are extremely important but are oftien harder to publish 

because they are deemed less interesting. In addition to these publication bias 

problems, different markers or combinations of markers are often tested in different 

studies, and positive associations are reported for different polymorphisms and 

haplotypes, making comparisons between studies difficult. A recent paper has called 

for a more precise definition of replication i.e. the same SNP, phenotype, and 

direction o f association must be present before a result can be called a replication 

(Sullivan 2007). Adherence to these criteria may help prevent the reporting of 

spurious genetic associations.

7.7.2 Inherent Problems in Collecting a Sample Population 

1.7.2.1 Ascertainment Differences

Something as simple as the sample collection for psychiatric studies can introduce 

random variation between studies. The recruitment personnel will obviously differ but 

there are also two different diagnostic instruments (DSM-IV and ICD-10) commonly 

used, which do vary slightly. Some recruiters will put the emphasis on some 

symptoms over others. For example, a balance is required between recognising true 

hypomanias and diagnosing BPII, rather than return a verdict o f RUP or single 

episodes o f depression. Interviewers will invariably hold opposing views on this 

subject. The recruitment methods also change, from a hospital setting to media
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advertising. All of these factors may introduce bias into the sample in some way. 

These ascertainment differences may seem quite trivial but it’s possible they could 

make comparisons across different samples problematic.

1.7.2.2 Phenotypic Heterogeneity

As discussed previously, there is a soft spectrum of BPAD that can be interpreted in 

different ways (Figure 1.1). The definition of affected can noticeably change between 

study sites. Different categories of affection are often used to try to overcome these 

differences, to make studies more comparable. Families are usually separated into 

narrow and broad definitions o f the illness. ASP’s are normally included in a narrow 

category if both siblings are diagnosed with BPI, at the most clinically severe end of 

the spectrum. The category then widens to include other diagnoses such as BPII, and 

then RUP to produce broader models. However, there can still be inconsistency across 

studies and dividing a sample into separate categories introduces more multiple 

testing into the analysis. It is also impossible for recruiters to differentiate between 

probands presenting with a phenotype with a genetic basis compared to those 

resulting from environmental factors, another important point to remember when 

collecting a sample population for genetic studies. Childhood abuse and trauma is one 

such environmental factor proposed to modulate the onset and clinical course of 

BPAD regardless of the genetic background (Garno et al., 2005).

1. 7.3 Genetic Heterogeneity

Genetic heterogeneity arises when distinct mutations at the same locus (allelic 

heterogeneity) or different loci (locus heterogeneity) cause similar or 

indistinguishable phenotypes. Allelic heterogeneity does not normally create problems 

in linkage analysis, as all families (regardless o f specific mutations) will show linkage 

to the same chromosomal region. However, in fine-mapping or association studies the 

effect on the power of the test is severely reduced. Locus heterogeneity will have a 

profound effect on the power of a sample to detect linkage and association as the 

multiple genetic signals dilute the overall power to detect any signal. These problems 

can be reduced by recruiting ethnically homogeneous sample populations, large 

extended pedigrees or possibly, stratifying the sample based on some specific 

characteristic o f the disorder.
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Stratifying the sample according to age at onset was useful in Alzheimer’s 

disease studies (Blacker et a l, 2003; Levy-Lahad et a l, 1995; Rogaev et ah, 1995; 

Sherrington et al., 1995). A similar study has also been performed in a BPAD whole 

genome linkage scan (Etain et al., 2006). An admixture analysis can also be used to 

make a study sample homogeneous when it is not obvious how a sample should be 

sub-grouped. A structure analysis, similar to admixture testing, was applied to the 

whole genome scan data from our families to identify any population differences, and 

the results are presented in section 3.1.3.2. While there are several reports o f locus 

heterogeneity in BPAD (Escamilla et al., 2001; Friddle et al., 2000; Morissette et al., 

1999), there is also evidence from segregation analyses suggesting BPAD pedigrees 

are not as susceptible to this type o f heterogeneity (Craddock et al., 1995).

7. 7.4 Penetrance, Variable Expressivity and Phenocopies

Penetrance refers to the extent to which the properties controlled by a gene (i.e. the 

phenotype) will be expressed. Genetic variation can have a low or high penetrance. In 

the case o f low penetrance, a genotype-phenotype correlation may not always be 

observed even though a person carries the particular genotype to produce a certain 

phenotype. If there is high penetrance then a particular genotype will always result in 

an observed phenotype. If the genes responsible for a psychiatric disorder have low 

penetrance then they will be more difficult to detect.

Variable expressivity occurs when individuals with a similar genotype have a 

different phenotype severity. This means that even if a genotype produces a known 

phenotype, in the presence of variable expressivity there will still be a degree of 

uncertainty about how the phenotype will present. Phenocopies also present a problem 

in genetic studies. A phenocopy occurs when a particular phenotype is produced 

without any genetic influence. An example o f this would be the onset o f psychiatric 

problems following brain trauma. A psychiatric diagnosis was recorded in 30 o f 33 

patients followed up after a minor traumatic brain injury (Parker and Rosenblum 

1996) and a in a single case study a patient experienced four psychiatric 

hospitalizations in a six month period following brain trauma (Weinstein and Wells 

1981). A collection of individuals with a particular phenotype caused by both genetic 

and non-genetic means will dilute the genetic signal, causing problems for the 

investigator. It’s possible that low penetrance and phenocopies also play a role in the 

genetics o f BPAD, along with variable expressivity, making it difficult to locate the
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genes causing susceptibility to the disorder using traditional linkage and association 

methods.

1. 7.5 Gene-Gene and Gene-Environment Interactions

The generally accepted model for the genetics o f BPAD describes multiple genes of 

weak to moderate effect contributing to the pathophysiology o f the disorder, along 

with a small but significant environmental effect. The next question then concerns 

potential genetic interactions between these genes. There may be loci that are not in 

themselves causative but may actually modify susceptibility to the disorder, 

phenotype presentation, or expressivity. There may be an additive effect, whereby 

individual genes contribute to the disorder in a cumulative manner, or it may be an 

epistatic effect, where the collective effect is actually greater then the sum of the 

individual gene effects. Tests for gene-gene interactions at the most basic level 

involves performing an association test for gene A in a subgroup o f the entire sample 

conditional on a particular genotype or association for gene B. This type of test can 

introduce a significant amount of multiple testing problems, especially if the analysis 

is carried out on all possibilities without any prior hypotheses. An example o f gene- 

gene interaction is seen in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). IDDM is 

associated with human leukocyte antigen genes, but there is also evidence o f gene- 

gene interactions between IDDM I and IDDM2 (Cordell and Todd 1995; Cordell et 

al, 1995). An epistatic model for BPAD has been proposed as the most likely model 

of genetic interaction (Craddock et al., 1995; Risch 1990).

Environmental influences are extremely difficult to quantify. It is extremely 

difficult to even assign an unambiguous influence from the environment as something 

considered as an environmental influence may actually be under the control of 

genetics in a very subtle way. It is obvious that BPAD does not manifest due to 

genetic influences alone, as demonstrated by the lack o f 100% heritability. An 

example of an environmental effect is seen in idiopathic cerebral thrombosis. The 

G20210A mutation in the prothrombin gene leads to a 3-6 fold increase in risk of 

venous thrombosis, whereas in the case o f patients taking the oral contraceptive and 

heterozygous for the G20210A mutation, there is a 149 fold increase in risk of 

thrombosis (Martinelli et al., 1998).

The effect o f environmental stressors on the serotonin transporter has been 

tested to illustrate the situation in BPAD. Studies on mice (Murphy et al., 2001) and
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Rhesus Macaques (Bennett et al., 2002) demonstrated how different serotonin 

transporter genotypes contributed to fearful behaviour. Less serotonin was also 

produced under stressful conditions. Positive correlations between stressful life events 

(i.e. employment, financial, housing, health, and relationship problems) and the short 

allele o f the 5-HTT promoter have been reported (Caspi et al., 2003). The proportion 

o f individuals meeting diagnostic criteria for depression at 26 was maximised in a 

subgroup homozygous for the short allele and also subject to > 4 stressfiil life events. 

The authors determined this result as a true environmental influence by substituting 

the age 26 measure for younger ages o f 18 and 21 (i.e. pre-stress). The same 

interactions that predicted depression at age 26 did not have the same result at 18 and 

21, thereby supporting the cause-effect order of interaction. The high neuroticism trait 

among bipolar affected parents affects the family environment and parenting 

practices. This is another example o f an environmental factor which can increase the 

risk o f psychosocial problems among offspring in a gene-environment interaction 

(Ellenbogen and Hodgins 2004).

1.8 Future of Complex Disorders

1.8.1 Endophenotypes

As discussed previously, there are inherent difficulties in dissecting the genetics of 

complex disorders. In an attempt to circumvent problems of genetic and phenotypic 

heterogeneity, endophenotypes have been proposed as a possible solution. An 

endophenotype is defined as an internal, intermediate phenotype (i.e. not immediately 

apparent to the unaided eye) that fills the gap in the causal chain between genes and 

distal diseases, to help resolve unanswered questions about disease etiology (Hasler et 

al., 2006). Endophenotype approaches have grown in popularity as genetic association 

and linkage studies have unexpectedly failed to achieve the successes anticipated at 

the beginning o f this era of genetic studies in complex disorders.

There are a number of definite criteria to define a true endophenotype. The 

vast majority o f researchers are in universal agreement regarding these criteria, an 

unusual phenomenon in the scientific arena. An endophenotype must be a) associated 

with illness in the population, b) heritable, c) present in an individual regardless of 

state or active illness, d) co-segregate with the illness within families, and e) an 

endophenotype must be found in unaffected relatives o f a proband, at a higher rate
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than in the general population. An additional point often considered, but not critical to 

the definition, is one o f biological plausibility. As the underlying biology of a 

complex disorder such as BPAD is not fully known, biological plausibility may not 

always be obvious. Therefore this stipulation can be overlooked rather than dismiss a 

possible endophenotype. Endophenotypes of particular relevance to BPAD can be 

classified into three main categories: brain function, brain structure and symptoms 

provocation.

There are four main endophenotypes within the brain function category: 

attention deficits, verbal learning and memory disruption, cognitive deficits after 

tryptophan depletion, and circadian rhythm instability. Each of these is heritable, 

state-independent and present in unaffected relatives of bipolar probands (Hasler et 

al., 2006). Attention deficits and verbal learning and memory dysfunction are also 

easily measured, making inter-study comparisons less complicated. In the case of 

brain structure, anterior cingulate volume reduction and early-onset white matter 

abnormalities are possible endophenotypes. Volume reduction in the anterior 

cingulate has been reported in numerous imaging studies in BPAD (Drevets et al., 

1997; Hirayasu et al., 1999), while post-mortem neuropathological studies found 

reduced glial cells in the corresponding grey matter (Ongur et al., 1998). The evidence 

for white matter abnormalities is quite robust, with two meta-analyses reporting a 3- 

fold increase in risk o f these white matter abnormalities in bipolar patients than 

healthy controls (Altshuler et al., 1995; Videbech 1997). However, there is a problem 

with these two endophenotypes. Neither o f them has been shown to be heritable or 

present in unaffected relatives of bipolar individuals. White matter abnormalities are 

not conclusively genetic either, there may be environmental factors involved in their 

development, and they are also associated with normal aging, cerebrovascular 

disorders and migraine headaches. Interestingly though, migraine headaches are often 

found to be comorbid with BPAD (Peterlin and Ward 2005).

Symptom provocation endophenotypes usually use a stimulus to elicit a 

psychiatric or neurological response, under controlled conditions. These 

endophenotypes are more disorder specific than brain function or structure, and can 

also be quantifiable. Sensitivity to psychostimulants, cholinergic sensitivity, and 

response to sleep deprivation are all possible symptom provocation endophenotypes 

for BPAD. Behavioural changes, normally manic-like symptoms, after exposure to 

psychostimulants, such as amphetamines and cocaine, might be a useful as a marker
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for BPAD. From twin studies, the response to amphetamines is highly heritable 

(Crabbe et a i, 1983; Numberger et a l, 1982), and the effect of the stimulants in 

unaffected relatives of bipolar probands compared to healthy volunteers is more akin 

to the effect in bipolar patients (de Wit et al., 1986). There are of course serious 

concerns regarding the ethics of provoking a response to psychostimulants in subjects 

at risk o f developing BPAD.

Cholinergic sensitivity is less controversial. There is a general hypothesis that 

depression is associated with cholinergic over reactivity but a hypocholinergic state is 

associated with mania (Dilsaver 1986; Sokolski and DeMet 1999; Sokolski and 

DeMet 2000). The use of a cholinergic agonist was found to be dose-dependent in 

producing an anergic-anhedonic syndrome, providing a measurable trait (Fritze and 

Beckmann 1988). This trait is considered heritable, and also found in unaffected 

relatives.

The effect o f sleep and sleep disturbances on mood has long been suspected. 

There is evidence that small changes in the sleep-wake cycle have an effect on mood 

in young healthy subjects (Boivin et al., 1997), while sleep deprivation has actually 

been used in the treatment o f both bipolar and unipolar depression. There is also 

evidence that sleep physiological abnormalities, related to affective illness, run in 

families (Hasler et al., 2004). An example of such a sleep abnormality is 

electroencephalographic coherence, found to be related to the risk of depression or 

BPAD (Fulton et al., 2000). A study o f the familiality of an extensive spectrum of 

phenotypic characteristics found sleep symptoms not to be familial in affective illness 

(Schulze et al., 2006). Heritability o f sleep disturbance or response to sleep 

deprivation is yet to be determined. There are also some concerns with this 

endophenotype. While sleep deprivation is used to treat depressive states, it can also 

push patients into a manic phase, raising ethical questions about testing this response 

in genetically at-risk individuals.

1.8.2 Animal Models

An animal model for BPAD would be extremely useful to further research in the field. 

Three sets of criteria are recommended for animal models of human diseases 

(Machado-Vieira e/a/., 2004):

• There should be similarities between the mechanism of the model and the

human disorder
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• Treatment drugs used for the human disease should be effective in the animal

model

• Symptoms of the human disorder must be represented in the animal model.

In the case of BPAD symptoms, the cycling nature o f the illness makes it even more 

difficult to reproduce in an animal. At the moment there are no categorical animal 

models for BPAD that meet all three criteria. There are currently four categories of 

BPAD animal models reported: pharmacological, nutritional, environmental, and 

genetic (Kato et a i, 2007). Every relevant animal model that has resulted from these 

four methods of producing BPAD animal models are described in Table I o f Kato et 

a l,  2007.

Pharmacological models work by administering compounds that are normally 

drugs used in the treatment o f psychiatric illness to modify behaviour in mice. To 

assess these mice as BPAD models there are a number o f tests available for rodents 

which reflect a depressive or manic tendency in the animal (Table 1.4) (Einat and 

Manji 2006). However, one possible criticism is that these animal models could be 

regarded as drug abuse or addiction models rather than BPAD models. The two 

nutritional animal models proposed for BPAD to date used the administration of 

homocysteine and deprivation of omega-3 fatty acids. The homocysteine hypothesis 

was not supported in the analysis but behavioural changes were observed for the 

omega-3 fatty acid model. However, genetic factors will always be more significant 

than nutritional factors in the onset of BPAD; therefore, these models lack some 

credibility as BPAD animal models. However, the nutritional animal model may be 

more enlightening in combination with genetic animal models as an investigation of 

environmental effects on genetic background.

Environmental influences such as sleep or food deprivation have been 

successfiilly used to model BPAD behaviour in mice, but once again, these may be 

better used in combination with genetic models. A good example o f this was 

described by Le-Niculescu and colleagues recently (Le-Niculescu et al., 2008). A 

homozygous deletion o f the mouse clock gene, D-box binding protein (Dbp), resulted 

in lower locomotor activity, blunted response to stimulants, and weight loss in the 

mutant mice. These phenotypes were “activated” by sleep deprivation and chronic 

stress, and prevented by administration o f Valproate. An increase in alcohol intake 

was also observed in response to stress. These results are extremely interesting as Dbp
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is a potential candidate gene for both BPAD and alcoholism (Ogden et a l, 2004) and 

clock genes have been repeatedly implicated in the etiology o f BPAD (McClung 

2007).

Genetic models are by far the most common BPAD animal models reported in 

the literature. Mutantions in other circadian genes (clock and POLO), genes with 

strong evidence for association with BPAD such as DISCI (see section 1.5.2.5 for 

further details) and W FSl, the glucocorticoid stress receptor, genes inhibited by 

Lithium or Valproate (GSK3P), and chromosomal aberrations (2 2 q ll) have all been 

used as potential BPAD animal models with various degrees o f success (Kato et al., 

2007).

1.8.3 Whole Genome Association Studies

One of the most exciting future prospects in the dissection of complex 

disorders has been the advent of whole genome association (WGA) studies. 

Essentially, specialised “chips”, holding up to 500,000 SNPs, are genotyped 

simultaneously in collection of family or case control samples to test for association. 

Soon (probably sooner than we think) it may be possible to detect all the known 

variation in the human genome in a single sample!

While this technology may be exactly what is required to get some definite 

answers for genetic research in complex disorders, it is not without problems. The 

volume o f data generated by these WGA scans is extensive. With such a large number 

of tests carried out at once the risk of finding false positive associations increases 

dramatically. Therefore, significance levels have been set with extremely low P- 

values (~1X10‘̂ ). Despite all of these concerns, WGA scans may be the breakthrough 

required to push the field of molecular studies o f complex genetic disorders further.

There have been 3 WGA studies in BPAD published to date (Baum et ai, 

2007; Sklar et al., 2008; WTCCC 2007). For each of the studies, a summary o f the 

main findings are described in detail in section 4.4 and the association analysis results 

for SNPs from genes discussed in this thesis are shown in Table 9.1 (section 9.1).
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Table 1.4: Frequently used animal models for depression and mania in BPAD. 
Pathology Being M odelled Model

M ania - Increased Activity
Hyperactivity: spontaneous or 
psychostimulant induced

M ania - Increased H edonistic Drive Consumption o f reward 

Drug self-administration 

Conditioned place preference

M ania - Aggression Resident-intruder aggression

M ania -  Risk Taking Behaviour

Elevated Plus Maze
Black/White Box
Time in Centre o f Open Field
Emergence Test
Novelty Suppressed Feeding

Depression -  Despair (the resilience in attem pts Forced Swim Test 
to escape an aversive situation)

Tail Suspension Test 

Learned Helplessness

Depression -  Hypoactivity, Despair and 
Anhedonia

Adaptedfrom Einat el al., 2006.

Chronic Mild Stress

Description

Increased activity due to environmental or genetic modulations or injections 
o f psychostimulant. Usually measured in an open field.

Amount o f reward spontaneously consumed or amount o f work the animal is 
willing to do to get reward.
Amount or rate of reinforcing drug an animal will self administer.
Preference an animal develops for a place with associated with a reinforcing 
stimulus.

Tendency o f singly housed mouse to attack intruder mice placed in cage

All these tasks measure the balance between time spent in areas where 
animals feel safer and more attractive areas (e.g. contains food) that includes 
some risk

Time spent struggling to escape a tank o f water compared to times of 
inactive floating
Time spent struggling to escape while suspended by tail compared to 
immobility
Time spent searching for an escape route after being exposed to same 
aversive situation without escape route

Repeated exposure to chronic mild stressors leads to reduced attempts to 
escape aversive condition, reduced activity and reduced consumption of 
reinforcing rewards



1.9 Aims of the Thesis

The aims of this thesis are outlined below:

1) to follow up the results o f a modified linkage scan and candidate gene 

association study

2) to perform a whole genome linkage scan in an extended sample o f BPAD 

families and assess the effect of psychosis phenotype and clinical traits

3) to further investigate chromosomes 14, 13, and 7 for the presence o f BPAD 

candidate genes

4) to test genes reported as BPAD or psychosis candidate genes from the 

literature for association with BPAD in the Irish population

5) to critically review the results of the study in relation to the current literature, 

its strengths and weaknesses, and to discuss potential future directions of this 

work.
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Chapter 2:

Materials and 
Methods



2.1 Patient Sample and Ascertainment Procedures

2.1.1 Recruitment and Diagnosis

All patients and family members were interviewed by trained psychiatric research 

nurses using either the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (Lifetime 

Version; SADS-LV) (Endicott and Spitzer 1978) or the Structured Clinical Interview 

for DSM-IV (SCID) (First et a i, 1997). Case notes and hospital records were also 

used when necessary. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) (American 

1994) was used to produce diagnoses (See Section 1.1.2 for further details). OPCRIT 

was also used to produce a standardised diagnosis. All diagnoses were reviewed by a 

single consultant psychiatrist and met DSM-IV criteria. Informed consent was 

obtained from all participants and the Ethics Review Board of St. Patrick’s Hospital 

approved all studies.

2.1.2 Patient Sample

The sample recruitment for this thesis occurred in two phases. In phase I, 60 sib pair 

families and 93 trios were collected between 1995 and 1996 by a single research 

nurse. An additional 28 sib pair families and 58 trio families were then recruited by 2 

research nurses in 2005 and 2006 for phase II. Affected individuals and family 

members were of Irish descent and the ascertainment method for both phases was 

identical, except that phase I used the SADS-LV and phase II used the SCID 

interview schedules.

Families with at least one affected sib-pair were identified primarily at the 

Mood Disorder Clinic at St. Patrick’s Hospital, Dublin. Only a small number of 

families were recruited from other sites. In order to qualify as an affected sib-pair, one 

sib was required to be diagnosed with bipolar affective disorder type I (BPI) and the 

other sib must have had a diagnosis o f BPI, bipolar affective disorder type II (BPII), 

schizoaffective disorder (SA) or recurrent unipolar depression (RUP). Parents and 

unaffected sibs were also interviewed when available. All participants provided either 

blood or saliva samples for DNA extraction. Sib pairs were analyzed under two 

affection models; a broad model where BPI, BPII, SAD or RUP individuals were 

classed as affected and also a narrow model where only BPI individuals were classed 

as affected. In the case o f trio families, a BPI affected individual and both o f their 

parents were interviewed and a blood or saliva sample taken. 29 o f the sib pair
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families could also be classified as trio families (i.e. an affected sib pair plus both 

parents). Table 2.1 shows family composition and diagnostic details of sib pair 

families under the two diagnostic models o f affection.

Power calculations have been considered for 200 trios intended for TDT 

analyses. The power of such a sample collection varies greatly under dominant and 

recessive models and depending on the genotype relative risk (GRR), which is user- 

defined in the power calculator (Tittp://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/gpc/dtdt.htmn. 

Under a recessive model 200 trios have 80% power to detect an effect with a GRR of 

2.0 and a risk allele frequency o f 0.1. However, with a GRR of 1.5 under the same 

conditions this changes to 38% power. Under a dominant model allele frequencies 

between 0.4-0.5 are required when a low GRR is expected. 200 trios only have -63%  

power to detect an effect with a GRR of 2.0 and a risk allele frequency of 0.4 under a 

dominant model.

Table 2.1: Details o f the affected sib pair families from recruitment phases I and II.

Phase 1 Phase 2
Broad Narrow Broad Narrow
(60) (32) (28) (14)

Number of families:
With 2 affected sibs 50 29 23 12
With 3 affected sibs 7 3 5 2
With 4 affected sibs 2 0 0 0
With 5 affected sibs 0 0 0 0
With 6 affected sibs 1 0 0 0
Number of families:
With both parents 25 14 10 7
With one parent 30 15 8 3
With no parents 5 3 10 4
Diagnostic details:
Total number of affected individuals 160 67 61 30
Bipolar I (BPI) 107 67 40 29
Bipolar II (BPII) 30 0 5 0
Recurrent Unipolar Depression 21 0 15 0
Schizoaffective disorder 2 0 0 0
Schizophrenia 0 0 1 1
Numbers in brackets indicates the tota number of families in that category.

2.1.3 Data Storage

The Progeny database (version 6, http://www.progenv2000.com) was used to manage 

the clinical data obtained during this study. Progeny software is specifically designed
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to manage pedigree and genetic data and contains a fully customizable, relational 

database (Sybase 9.0) that can be tailored to meet individual needs. The database also 

offered Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant security 

options, such as database access through encrypted passwords that must be changed 

on a regular basis and the ability to track user logins with a time/date stamp. Users are 

locked out o f the database after multiple failed login attempts. This database was 

customized to facilitate entry o f the clinical data that was collected during the 

interview process. Once entered into the Progeny database, the data could be queried 

or exported to any text format for interfacing with other programs, such as those used 

for linkage analysis.

2.2 DNA Preparation and Quality Control

2.2.1 DNA Extraction

In phase I, 50ml o f blood was taken from participating individuals and split into two 

tubes. One was used for DNA extraction and the other stored for backup. In phase II, 

approximately 18ml of blood was drawn into two tubes, one stored in a separate 

freezer for backup. In cases where it was not possible to obtain blood, saliva samples 

were taken instead using the Oragene DNA self collection Kit (DNA Genotek). This 

kit is an all-in-one system for the collection, preservation, and purification o f DNA 

from saliva, DNA was extracted according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Two methods were used for DNA extraction from whole blood. The sodium 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS)/ proteinase K method was used when a minimum DNA 

concentration o f 50ng/|il was required. The QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, 

#51106) was used at all other times according manufacturers instructions.

2.2.1.1 SDS/Protease K

2ml of blood was mixed with SmI buffer A (See Appendix A). Samples were spun at 

3500rpm for 20 min in an Eppendorf 5810 centrifuge. The pellet was resuspended in 

1ml o f buffer B (See Appendix A). 25|al o f proteinase K (lOmg/ml) and 10% (w/v) 

SDS were then added in that order. The contents were mixed thoroughly by vortexing 

and incubated overnight at 37°C. Samples were split into two 1.5ml eppendorf tubes 

and 500|il o f saturated tris buffered phenol was added. The samples were mixed 

thoroughly by vortexing for at least 15 sec and then spun for 10 min at 13,200rpm in a
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bench top centrifuge. The aqueous non-organic layer was removed and extracted once 

more. At this point duplicate samples were combined into single tubes. 400|il of 

chloroform was added to each sample, mixed, and spun at 13,200rpm for 5 min. 800^1 

of ice cold ethanol (100% v/v) was added to the aqueous layer, mixed by inversion, 

and stored at -20°C for 30 min. The samples were spun at 13,200rpm for 10 min, the 

supernatant removed, and the pellets washed in 400^1 of 70% (v/v) ethanol. The 

pellets were finally resuspended in 200|il of sterile water. Samples were stored at 4°C 

overnight before being transferred to a -20°C freezer for permanent storage.

2.2.2 Whole Genome DNA Amplification

For certain experiments whole genome amplified DNA was required to achieve 

desired DNA concentrations. The GenomePhi Amplification Kit (Amersham 

Biosciences) was used. l |il of 1:50 dilution of stock DNA (concentrations range from 

6.9ng/|il to 1.3|ig/^l) was added to 9|j.l of sample buffer. The samples were incubated 

at 95°C for 3 min to denature the DNA and then transferred to ice. A mixture of l|al 

Phi 29 DNA polym.erase and 9|.il reaction buffer was added to each sample. The DNA 

was amplified at 30°C for 16 hours, followed by 65°C for 10 min to inactivate the 

polymerase. Reaction volumes were routinely scaled up to produce a final whole 

genome amplified DNA sample in a 40|il volume. On average DNA was amplified 

3.5-fold.

2.2.3 DNA Sample Plates

DNA sample plates were prepared using 96 well microtiter plates (Millipore); each 

well represented a specific DNA sample, which was recorded on a master template. 

Each plate contained two negative control wells and 1:25 dilutions of stock DNA 

were routinely used for in-house genotyping. Stock DNA concentrations range from 

6.9ng/|il to 1.3|xg/|il.

2.2.4 DNA Quality Control

Agarose gels were used to assess the quality o f DNA. DNA, or in some instances PCR 

fragments, were electrophoresed on 1% (w/v) agarose gels, which were stained using 

ethidium bromide at a concentration o f 0.02mg/ml. The gels were run in IX TAE 

buffer (See Appendix A) at 100 volts and were viewed and photographed on an ultra 

violet illuminator (Gene Genius Bio-Imaging System).
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The DNA concentration was assessed using either PicoGreen® (Molecular 

Probes, Inc., Eugene, Oregon # P-7581) or the Nanodrop (ND) Spectrophotometer. 

The ND-1000 Spectrophotometer from NanoDrop Technologies performs a full- 

spectrum ultra-violet to visible spectrum absorbance analysis (220-750nm) and is 

used for measuring absorbance of DNA, RNA, dyes, proteins and microbial cell 

culture optical density. Only 1 |il o f sample is required and as there is a large dynamic 

range (2-3700 ng/|j.l o f double-stranded DNA; (dsDNA)) stock DNA can be measured 

directly. This negates the need for making dilutions, a normal source of error. 

PicoGreen dsDNA Quantitation Reagent is an ultra-sensitive fluorescent nucleic acid 

stain for quantitating dsDNA. PicoGreen® was used according to manufacturer’s 

instructions.

2.3 SNP Genotyping

Four different genotyping methods were used for SNP markers. The exact methods 

for each marker are identified in the relevant results chapters. SNP variants underwent 

a number of bioinformatics checks to ensure the genomic sequence surrounding the 

SNP was suitable for genotyping. Approximately 200 bases either side o f the SNP 

were first screened for repeat sequences using the Repeatmasker server 

(http://ww\v.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin'WEBRepeatMasker) which screens DNA 

sequences in FASTA format against a library o f repetitive elements and masks 

repeated sequences. At least 50 bases o f non-repeated sequence either side o f the SNP 

are required for successful genotyping. The BLAST database 

(http://\\'\\Av.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/BlastGea/BlastGen.cgi?taxid=9606) was 

used to make sure the sequence did not map with high homology to any other region 

of the genome. If short sections o f the sequence mapped with high homology to 

another chromosome, these bases were then masked to avoid design o f PGR primers 

or genotyping probes to non-unique sequence. Finally, the sequence was analysed 

using the SNP BLAST service

(lntp://\\AVAv.ncbi.nIm.nih.gov/SNP/snp blgistBvOrg.cgi) to identify all additional SNP 

polymorphisms within the sequence, which were also masked. A SNP could not be 

genotyped if there was another SNP within 6 bases o f the SNP of interest.

At least 15 DNA samples were repeated from every 96-well plate to ensure 

results were reproducible. Markers not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) (see 

section 1.4.2.1 for explanation), as determined by a cut-off P-value o f 0.001 used in
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the Haploview program (see section 2.7.3.1). Markers that reported MendeUan errors 

in trio families, which could not be rectified by sequencing the individuals in 

question, were also discarded. A genotyping success rate of at least 75% was required 

for every marker. All genotyping was checked by Dr. Siobhan Roche as an 

independent technician.

2.3.1 SNaPIT™

SNaPIT™ involves the insertion of uracil at the SNP site during PCR amplification, 

digestion of the resulting PCR product with uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG) and 

fragment analysis on a 3100 genetic analyser (ABI-3100) (Applied Biosystems) (ABI) 

to determine the SNP genotype (Vaughan and McCarthy 1998). Careful primer design 

was required for this method to work correctly. SNPs could only be genotyped if  they 

contained a T or A allele, therefore G/C SNPs could not be genotyped by this method.

The diagnostic primer was designed against the upper or lower strand of 

sequence depending on the location of the T or A allele. The diagnostic primer was 

positioned relative to the SNP to ensure there was no T or A between the 3’ terminus 

o f the primer and the SNP site. The flanking primer was chosen to produce a PCR 

fragment between 70-200 bp. Both primers were designed according to the following 

criteria: at least 19 bp in length, with an annealing temperature of 60°C, secondary 

structures/duplexes/primer dimers kept to a minimum, and G or C residue as the 3’ 

terminal nucleotide. The primer3 programme (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi- 

bin/primer3/primer3 wwAv.cgi) was used to help fulfil these criteria when designing 

SNaPIT'^^ primers.

Target SNP sequences were PCR amplified using approximately 1.2ng of 

DNA, 2.5mM MgCb, IX Qiagen PCR Buffer, 0.2mM dNTPs (with dUTP substituted 

for dTTP), 0.0025U HotStar Taq DNA Polymerase (Qiagen, # 203605) and 2pmol of 

each primer in a final volume of 5|j1. Cycling conditions were 95°C for 15 min, 30 

cycles o f 95°C for 30 sec, the annealing temperature for 30 sec and 72°C for 30 sec, 

followed by 72°C for 10 min. The diagnostic primer was fiuorescently labelled and 

details o f all primer sequences, annealing temps and expected fragment lengths for 

each SNP allele are given in Table 4.1.1.1 from section 4.1.1.2

3|il of the modified PCR product was treated with 2U exonuclease 1 (New 

England Biolabs (NEB) # M0293L) for 30 min at 37°C to remove excess primers 

followed by a 15 min incubation at 80°C to heat inactivate the enzyme. 20|j.l of
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autoclaved, distilled H2O was added to each sample prior to a 5 min at 2700 rpm spin 

purification on MultiScreen-HV plates (Millipore # MAHVN4550) to remove excess 

nucleotides. The eluate was digested with 2U UDG (NEB # M0280L) for 30 min at 

37°C and treated with 50mM NaOH (Sigma # S-8045) at 95°C for 15 min. 2[i\ o f  

product was added to 10|xl Hi-Di™ Formamide (ABI #4311320) and analysed on an 

ABI 3100 using standard methods to determine the SNP genotype.

2.3.2 Taqman

An Allelic Discrimination (ALD) assay from ABI is a multiplexed (more than one 

primer/probe pair per reaction), end-point (data is collected at the end o f the PCR 

process) assay that detects variants o f  a single nucleic acid sequence. The presence o f  

two primer/probe pairs in each reaction allows genotyping o f the two possible variants 

at the SNP site in a target template sequence. The actual quantity o f target sequence is 

not determined. The ALD assay classifies unknown samples as homozygous (samples 

having only allele 1 or allele 2) or heterozygous (samples having both allele 1 and 

allele 2).

The ALD assay measures the change in fluorescence o f the dyes associated 

with the probes. ALD assays are based on specific minor groove binder (MGB) probe 

chemistry. SNP detection is achieved with exonuclease cleavage o f a 5 ’ allele-specific 

dye label, which generates the permanent assay signal (Figure 2.1). A reporter (V or 

F) and a nonfluorescent quencher (Q) are attached to the 5’ and 3’ ends o f an allele- 

specific Taqman probe. When both dyes are attached to the probe, reporter dye 

emission is quenched (Figure 2.1, part 1). The allele-specific probe binds the single

stranded DNA (Figure 2.1, part 2). During each extension cycle the DNA polymerase 

cleaves the reporter dye from the bound probe. After being separated from the 

quencher, the reporter dye emits its characteristic fluorescence, specific to the 

particular allele on that DNA strand (Figure 2.1, part 3). The nonfluorescent quencher 

virtually eliminates any background fluorescence for greater assay sensitivity (Livak 

et a l ,  1995).

ABI offers a genotyping service where primers and probes are designed by the 

ABI Custom Assays service (ABI # 4331349) or assays can be bought pre-validated. 

Sequences for each assay are shown in relevant results chapters. Manufacturer 

recommendations were followed for reaction set up, using the Taqman® Universal 

PCR Master Mix (ABI # 4304437), and amplification conditions except that the
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reaction volume was scaled down to lOfil. Approximately 2.5ng of DNA was added 

to each reaction.

A pre-read run on an ALD plate document determined the baseline 

fluorescence associated with primers and probes prior to amplification. An 

amplification run generated real-time PCR data, and was used to analyze and 

troubleshoot the PCR data for the ALD assay when problems occurred. Finally, allele 

calls were assigned (automatically or manually) after a post-read run using the 

original ALD plate document, which automatically subtracts the baseline fluorescence 

determined during the pre-read run from the end point levels. ABI provides the 7300 

System SDS Software to visualize genotypes. Using the post-read ALD file, 

genotypes were classified into homozygous and heterozygous groups (Figure 2.2). 

Any genotype that fell outside these groups was re-genotyped at a higher DNA 

concentration. 5 samples from each plate that were genotyped in the first attempt were 

re-genotyped to ensure results were replicable. Markers not in HWE (see section 

1.4.2.1 for explanation) were discarded. Markers that reported Mendelian errors in trio 

families, which could not be rectified by sequencing the individuals in question, were 

also discarded.
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Figure 2.1: Explanation o f Taqman chemistry. Part 1 describes the assay components 

and shows a possible DNA template. Once the upper and lower strands o f DNA have 

separated and the allele-specific probe has bound (Part 2), the primer can anneal and 

begin sequence extension. Once the extension sequence reaches the bound probe, the 

fluorescent tag is released (Part 3). The fluorescence released is specific to the 

particular allele on that DNA strand. Figure is taken from the Taqman SNP 

Genotyping Assays Product Bulletin (ABI 2007).
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of an Allelic Discrimination post-read file from a Taqman 

SNP assay genotyped by the author. Unknown genotypes are clustered into 

homozygous (allele 1-blue, allele2-red) or heterozygous (green) groups. Samples that 

do not fall within the cluster groups, where the genotype cannot be determined, are
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displayed as a black “X”. Grey squares are non-template control samples. The 

numbers on each axis are a measure o f dye fluorescence intensity for each reporter.

2.3.3 KASFar™

KBiosciences uses both Taqman assays and also a similar form of Taqman chemistry, 

called KASPar. KASPar is a homogeneous based competitive allele specific PCR 

assay using FAM and VIC reporter dyes. It has a very high SNP to assay conversion 

rate (>90% compared to Taqman at -60%). This technology is proprietary so there is 

very little additional information. KBiosciences designed, validated, and genotyped 

SNP assays against submitted sequences. Assays were then validated in a subset of 

our samples before genotyping all samples. Markers not in HWE (see section 1.4.2.1 

for explanation) or reported Mendelian errors in trio families were discarded. Results 

were then emailed back to us. KBiosciences required 3.3ng/|il of DNA for each 

genotype. 200|il of DNA was sent to KBiosciences in 96 well plates for storage. 

Details o f SNPs genotyped by KBiosciences are given in the relevant results sections.

2.3.4 Array Tape Technology

SNPs were genotyped at the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation using validated, 

inventoried ABI Taqman assays in combination with high-throughput array tape 

technology developed at Marshfield. Array tape is a series of arrayed shallow reaction 

wells punched out on a continuous strip of plastic, and can be thought o f as 

interconnected 384-well microtiter plates. Purpose-built robots were used to transfer 

DNA and PCR reaction mix to wells in highly automated and high throughput 

processes. Genotyping o f Insertion/Deletion (Indel) polymorphisms was also based on 

Taqman chemistry using in-house assays

(Tittp://research.marshfieldclinic.org/«enetics/GeneticResearch/DIDP.asp).

0.07|al of DNA (5ng total) was robotically transferred to the 384-well array 

tape, dried, and stored until required for use. The PCR master mix consisted o f IX 

PCR buffer, 1.5mM MgCb, 1.5X Taqman assay (ABI), 100|^M dNTP’s, 0.05Units/(il 

Platinum Taq and ddH20 to make the reaction volume up to 0.7|il. Master mix was 

pipetted into the array tape wells containing the dried DNA using a robotic dispenser. 

After an initial incubation at 95°C for 3 min, the reaction was cycled 33 times at 95°C 

for 20 sec and then 60°C for 1 min, and finally the last extension step was carried out 

for 6 min at 60°C.
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Markers were scored using Platescanner, a programme also developed in- 

house at Marshfield. A demonstration of a scored plate is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Positive and negative controls were included for each assay; there were positive 

controls for each o f the three possible genotypes to guide correct selection o f the 

genotype clusters. The presence o f negative controls in any of the genotype clusters 

indicated questionable genotyping for that marker and it was discarded. As the family 

information was available during the scoring process, an excess of Mendelian errors 

also indicated problems with the genotyping, resulting in a marker being removed 

from further analysis.

The results from the array tape genotyping (see sections 5.1.3, 6.3, and 7.3) 

revealed a particularly high rate o f SNP and DNA sample drop out. This genotyping 

was performed during a three week sabbatical to the Marshfield Institute. One of the 

main explanations for the higher failure rate is that individual assays were only 

genotyped once. Due to an unexpected delay with the delivery of the necessary ABI 

Taqman assays, the majority of the genotyping had to be completed over a much 

shorter time period than anticipated (4 days compared to 3 weeks). Therefore, there 

was insufficient time to repeat failed assays. In addition, this technology was still 

relatively new at the time o f my visit to Marshfield and there were still some problems 

with the automatic DNA and PCR reaction mix dispensers. So, even though the 

machines ran automatically, they still required some supervision to ensure the process 

was performed correctly at all times.

All o f these factors together most likely contributed to the overall high drop 

out rate o f SNP assays and samples, and simple bad timing was probably the main 

issue. However, I am confident that the data I did produce is o f very high quality due 

to the stringent quality controls used in the marker scoring procedure. The 3 week 

work schedule that was originally planned should have provided ample time to 

complete the project, with adequate time to re-genotype markers that failed in the first 

round. Unfortunately, a number o f unforeseen factors completely out of my control 

adversely affected the outcome o f the project.
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Figure 2.3: Example o f the cluster plot produced by the Platescanner programme. 

Red and yellow dots represent homozygous genotypes and green dots are 

heterozygous genotypes. The positive and negative controls are coloured purple and 

blue, respectively. Grey dots represent samples that could not be scored. The numbers 

on the X -  and y-axes are a measure of the fluorescence from the FAM and JOE 

fluorescent dyes used in the assays.

2.4 Microsatellite Genotyping

Microsatellite markers were genotyped in-house via standard PCR using fluorescent 

dye-labelled forward and unlabelled reverse primers, followed by fragment separation 

by capillary electrophoresis on an ABI-3100. All microsatellite markers were 

genotyped in the same way. PCR was carried out with approximately 1.2ng o f DNA, 

2.5mM MgCb, IX Qiagen PCR Buffer, 0.2mM dNTPs, 0.0025U HotStar Taq DNA
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Polymerase (Qiagen, # 203605) and 2pmol o f each primer in a final volume o f 5fxl. 

Primer sequences and annealing temperatures are provided in the relevant results 

sections. Cycling conditions were 95°C for 15 min, 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, the 

appropriate annealing temperature for 30 sec and 72°C for 30 sec, followed by 72°C 

for 10 min and 60°C for 30 min.

The microsatellite markers from Marshfield were from the Marshfield Human 

STRP Screening Set 16 (details available at

http://research.marshfieldclinic.org/genetics/sets^combo.html ), which comprises 401 

microsatellite markers across the 24 chromosomes with a mean marker spacing of 

8.03cM. Marker locations were obtained from the Marshfield database and cM 

distances were calculated using the Marshfield Map. The genotyping was performed 

as described previously (Weber and Broman 2001) at the Marshfield Clinic Center for 

Human Genetics, Marshfield, Wisconsin.

PCR amplification was performed using 45ng o f genomic DNA template that 

had been dried into the wells o f 96 well polypropylene plates. The reaction was 

carried out in 4|il volumes containing lOmM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCI, 1.5 mM 

MgCb, 0.001% gelatin, lOOfiM each dNTP, 75nM of fluorescent-labeled forward and 

unlabeled reverse primers, 0.12 units of Platinum Taq polymerase (Invitrogen) and 

1.5% v/v pyrrolidinone (Sigma-Aldrich, Missouri, U.S.A.). Multiplex reactions using 

3-5 primer sets were used. Reactions were cycled 27 times at 95°C for 40 sec; 55°C 

for 75 sec; 72°C for 40 sec and a final extension of 6 min at 72°C in a high capacity 

water bath thermal cycler.

Electrophoretic gel mobility o f the PCR products was observed using multi

dye fluorescence-based scarming electrophoretic instruments (SCAFUDS) (Weber 

and Broman 2001). Purpose-developed software packages called SCORER and 

IMAGER were used for allele calling, genotype checking, data storage, and data 

management (Zhao et al., 1997). Quality control of the genotypic data was assessed 

using several factors, including band intensity, background noise level, and a marker’s 

properties with fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic was used to determine the degree of 

uncertainty o f the marker genotype without using computationally-intensive 

probability statistics. Two independent technicians checked and corrected all 

genotypes before the data was released to data storage. The genotyping error rate was 

~1% as determined by the discrepancy between genotypes o f control samples and 

their known sizes. Statistical programs developed in-house were used to check the
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HWE of each marker, homozygosity segments, incompatible genotypes within 

pedigrees, gender enors using markers genotyped on the X and Y chrom.osomes, 

marker dropout, and individual dropout.

2.5 DNA Sequencing

A number of DNA samples for the rs998259 marker from section 4.1.1 were 

sequenced due to problematic genotyping. 50-100 bases of the sequence surrounding 

this SNP were first amplified using standard PCR methods and then sequenced. 

Genomic DNA was amplified using the method described previously for 

microsatellites (see section 2.4), except neither primer was fluorescently labeled. The 

forward primer sequence was 5’-GGGCTAGTAATATGCTAACTGGTTT and the 

reverse primer sequence was 5’- GGAAGACCATAGATCCCAAGAA. The PCR 

fragments were processed before sequencing. Exonuclease 1 (1U/|^1) and Shrimp 

Alkaline Phosphatase (lU/|al) were added to each PCR reaction to digest primers and 

nucleotides, incubated at 37°C for 30 min followed by 15 min at 80°C. 20|il of 

distilled, autoclaved water was then added before the PCR reaction was centrifuged 

through a CentriSep 8 column (#CS-912, Princeton Separations, Inc.) for further 

purification.

The BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (#4337455, ABI) was 

used for sequencing. Cycle sequencing involves successive rounds of denaturation, 

annealing, and extension resulting in linear amplification of extension products by 

sequential addition of 3’ fluorescent dye-labeled dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (dye 

terminators; ddNTPs) to the 3’ end of a primer annealed to the template DNA. Four 

different dyes are used to identify the A, C, G, and T bases, so all four bases can be 

detected and distinguished in a single capillary injection using the ABI 310 Genetic 

Analyzer. The growing chain is simultaneously terminated and labeled with the dye 

that corresponds to that base. The ddNTP added to the extension product is selected 

by base-pair matching to the template The sequencing reaction consisted o f a 

sequencing primer (3.2pmoles), IX sequencing buffer. Big Dye reaction mix 

(AmpIiTaq DNA polymerase and all four ddNTPs) and PCR fragments (500ng) in a 

total volume o f 10|il. The sequencing primer sequence was 5’- 

CAGCACCTCTAGGCAAGG. The sequencing protocol was as follows: 96°C for 10 

sec, 50°C for 5 sec and then 60°C for 4 min cycled 27 times.
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The extension products were then purified using the standard sodium 

acetate/ethanol precipitation method. 3|al 3M NaOAc, 62.5|il 100% (v/v) ethanol, and 

14.51̂ 1 distilled autoclaved water was added to each sequencing reaction. After 15 min 

at room temperature, the tubes were centrifuged at maximum speed for 20 min. 250|^1 

o f 70% (v/v) ethanol was added and the tubes were centrifuged again at maximum 

speed for 5 min. After removing the supernatant and allowing the tubes to air dry 

fully, the DNA was resuspended in 25|il o f template suspension reagent. Samples 

were heated to 95°C for 5 min and then incubated on ice until run on the ABI 310 

sequencer using standard methods.

2.6 Quantitative PCR (qPCR)

To assess any potential differences in the expression levels o f the GCHI gene in the 

brain of bipolar affective disorder patients compared to controls, RNA from the 

prefrontal cortex (Broadman Area 46) of bipolar (n=35), schizophrenic (n=35) and 

control (n=35) individuals was obtained. The Stanley Array Collection (Torrey et a l, 

2000) is available from the Stanley Medical Research Institute (SMRI), RNA and 

DNA is provided upon application to the consortium. Samples are provided in coded 

tubes so all experiments are performed blindly. The diagnosis of each sample is only 

revealed once the data has been obtained and sent back to the SMRI.

2.6.1 qPCR Introduction

Standard PCR amplifies particular regions of the genome using sequence-specific 

primers in an exponential reaction. PCR is an end-point qualitative reaction, and 

cannot be used to determine the amount of starting material used in the reaction. 

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) is a form of PCR that can measure the material produced in 

real-time to determine the amount of starting material in the reaction. For example, in 

Figure 2.4, Samples A and B have different starting concentrations but by the end of a 

traditional PCR the concentration of the PCR products of both samples will be 

similar. In a qPCR experiment the concentration of PCR products can be measured in 

the log-linear phase (Figure 2.4) o f the reaction, and this measurement is related to the 

amount of starting material in the reaction.

qPCR is only efficient when the starting material is DNA. If the starting 

material is RNA then a reverse transcription (RT) reaction is required to convert RNA 

to cDNA. This reaction uses primers of random sequence and Omniscript or
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Sensiscript reverse transcriptase enzymes to “copy” the RNA sequence to DNA. 

qPCR can be completed in a 1-step protocol where the RT and qPCR reactions are 

combined (RT-qPCR) or can be separated in a 2-step protocol, where cDNA is 

produced in a separate reaction to the qPCR reaction.

qPCR can use either sequence-specific fluorescently-labeled probes or the 

SYBR Green I dye to measure amplification during the reaction. SYBR Green I, used 

for all experiments, binds all double-stranded DNA molecules, emitting a fluorescent 

signal on binding. Therefore, the strength o f the fluorescence signal is directly related 

to the production of the double-stranded DNA product in the reaction. Amplification 

can be viewed as the change in dye fluorescence (ARn) as a function of cycle number 

in a plot of ARn versus cycle number (Figure 2.5).

A threshold line (Figure 2.4) indicates the point in which there is the first 

detectable significant increase in fluorescence from the samples. The cycle that 

corresponds to this threshold is called the Ct. In this example, the Ct for the A sample 

is lower than the B sample (Figure 2.4). Ct is universally proportional to the amount 

of starting DNA, therefore, in Figure 2.4 there was more starting material in Sample A 

than B. The threshold can either be set manually or using an automatic configuration 

determined by the qPCR computer software.
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Figure 2.4: Typical amplification plot fi'om a qPCR reaction. The baseline 

amplification phase, log-linear phase, and end phase of the PCR for two samples, A 

and B, is shown. The threshold line indicates the point in which there is the first 

detectable significant increase in fluorescence from the samples. The cycle that 

corresponds to this threshold is called the Ct. The Ct for the A sample is lower than 

the B sample. If there is more starting material in the reaction then the fluorescence 

will become significant sooner, indicating there was more starting material in Sample 

A than B. (QuantiFast™ SYBR Green RT-PCR Handbook, January 2007, Qiagen).
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Figure 2.5: Expression data from qPCR reaction. The change in dye fluorescence 

(ARn) is plotted as a function of cycle number. Overlapping lines are PCR 

amplification curves from the same sample. The red line indicates the baseline 

fluorescence threshold. The two lines that do not cross the threshold, and do not have 

a normal amplification curve, are unamplifled, negative control samples.

2.6.2 Assay Validation

2.6.2.1 Primer Design

When SYBR Green I dye is used for qPCR, the primer design is critical to prevent 

non-specific amplification and to ensure contaminating genomic DNA is not 

amplified during the PCR reaction. Primers must be designed to meet certain criteria: 

span an intron/exon boundary to ensure only RNA and not genomic DNA was 

amplified, produce a PCR product not longer than 100 bases, and have an armealing 

temperature close to 60°C. The Primer3 website (Tittp://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi- 

bin/primer3/primer3 w"v\~\v.c gi) was used to select the most suitable primers for 

GCHI. HPRTl primers were selected from the qPrimer Depot 

dittp://!')rimerdepot.nci.nih.gov). a database with qPCR primers available for 99.96% 

of human genes.

2.6.2.2 Potential Problems and Solutions

There are a number o f problems to be overcome with qPCR.
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• Determination o f the basehne threshold cycle (Cj) is critical. If the threshold 

is set too low then un-amplified samples may be considered positive

•  Using the auto-baseline and auto-threshold features of the standard instrument 

software (vl .4) for the ABI 7300 Real-Time PCR System for all samples helps 

to remove variability involved in manually setting a threshold. Whenever 

possible the auto- Ct function of the software was used for our samples.

• The shape o f the amplification plot curves (Figure 2.5) must be comparable 

across samples for correct data analysis

•  All samples were assayed in triplicate to ensure the amplification curves were 

accurate and reproducible for individual samples. All samples were checked 

visually to ensure the shape of the amplification plot curves for different 

samples were comparable.

• The source material for the samples under analysis, RNA preparation of 

samples, and RNA storage are all important considerations. Different source 

materials may influence the detection of amplified RNA; therefore, there must 

be appropriate controls if  samples are not all from the same source material. 

The same principle applies for RNA preparation and storage.

<♦ All RNA samples received from the SMRI were prepared from the same 

source material and using the same protocol. RNA samples were stored at - 

80°C at all times, and aliquots o f extremely dilute RNA samples were not re

used.

2.6.2.3 Assay Specificity

Any non-specific DNA products will be bound by SYBR Green I dye, therefore, the 

expression assay must be highly validated to ensure a single specific product and no 

primer dimer are produced (see section 2.6.2). A dissociation stage was performed at 

the end of every qPCR reaction to make sure there was no primer dimer or genomic 

DNA contamination in the samples, and that a single specific end product was 

produced.

The dissociation stage is programmed to slowly elevate the temperature o f the 

plate over several minutes. The binding characteristic of the SYBR Green I dye
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allows the instrument to monitor the hybridization activity of nucleic acids. During 

the dissociation cycle, the instrument records the decrease in SYBR Green 

fluorescence resulting from the dissociation of double-stranded DNA. The 

dissociation stage data is viewed as a dissociation curve, a plot of fluorescence as a 

function of temperature (Figure 2.6). If there is no genomic DNA contamination or 

primer dimer formation there will be just one peak evident, positioned at the PCR end 

product melting temperature (Tm).
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Figure 2.6: Example plot of the dissociation curve from a qPCR reaction. 

Fluorescence is measured as a function of temperature (°C). There is only one peak 

for Sample A, indicating the presence of a specific amplification product. For Sample 

B there is a smaller peak at a lower temperature indicating the presence of primer 

dimer. (QuantiFast^’̂  SYBR Green RT-PCR Handbook, January 2007, Qiagen).

2.6.2.4 Housekeeping Gene Selection

The expression levels of the gene of interest are often normalized to a suitable 

“housekeeping” or “reference” gene to correct for differences in starting RNA levels 

between samples, in addition to pipetting errors. Housekeeping genes are usually
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chosen on the basis that the gene expression levels do not vary across the different 

diagnostic groups or treatments being tested. The hypoxanthine guanine 

phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRTl) gene was chosen as the housekeeping gene for 

these experiments. The Stanley Array Collection Database 

rhttps://\\Av~\v.stanlevgenomics.org) provides data from all microarray experiments 

performed on these specimens. According to the information available, HPRTl 

expression does not vary across bipolar, schizophrenic, and control samples. In 

addition, 10 random RNA samples of unknown diagnosis were chosen to confirm 

stable expression. The RNA samples were quantified using the ND 

Spectrophotometer, and the same quantity of each RNA sample was added to each 1- 

step RT-qPCR reaction (QuantiFast SYBR Green RT-PCR Kit, Qiagen, # 204154). 

There were no statistically significant differences between these samples, determined 

using a 1-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) implemented in a statistical and data 

management package (SPSS vl4.0), making HPRTl a good reference gene for this 

experiment.

2.6.2.5 Quality Control

In order to remove as much spurious results as possible, all samples were run in 

triplicate. Expression data were viewed as dye fluorescence (ARn) as a function of 

cycle number (Figure 2.5). Any outlying amplification curves among a set of 

triplicates were eliminated from further analyses. If the three wells from the same 

sample were all different, the sample was repeated at the same dilution. If samples did 

not amplify properly in the first attempt they were repeated at a lower dilution (1:10). 

A number of samples, which amplified well in the first attempt, were run a second 

time to assess the consistency of the results reported.

2.6.3 Data Analysis

RT-qPCR data can be analyzed using either absolute or relative quantification. For 

absolute quantification the absolute amount o f a target nucleic acid is determined 

using standards. The concentration o f the starting material for both the unknown 

samples and the standards must be measured accurately. With relative quantification 

using a standard curve, the amounts of the target gene and housekeeping gene within 

the same sample are determined, and the ratio o f target to reference gene expression is 

calculated. This normalized value can then be used to compare gene expression
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between different samples. The selection of the reference gene is very important, as 

discussed previously in section 2.6.2.4. If the slope of the standard curve for each 

gene is not identical during assay validation then a standard curve is produced for 

each gene during each experimental run.

The amplification efficiency o f the reaction is important to determine the 

correct method of data analysis. A standard curve is used to determine the 

amplification efficiency of the reaction in addition to quantifying the amount of 

starting material. For this study, serial 5-fold dilutions of human prefrontal cortex 

total RNA (PRC) (Clontech Laboratories, #636565) were made to produce a standard 

curve for the reaction. As we were quantifying our gene of interest relative to a 

standard housekeeping gene, we did not need to quantify absolute starting cDNA 

levels. Therefore, each dilution was assigned a nominal template quantity, for 

example, if  a 1:100 dilufion is given a quantity o f 1 then a 1:10 dilution is given a 

quantity of 10 etc. Ct values are plotted against the log o f the template quantity 

(Figure 2.7) and should produce a linear plot according to the equation:

Efficiency =

Therefore, if the slope is -3.2, then the reaction is 100% efficient.
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Figure 2.7: Example of a standard curve for 4 points in a 5-fold dilution series.
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2.6.4 RTReaction

A two-step approach was adopted for the expression analysis experiment. The 

QuantiTect RT Kit (Qiagen, #205313) was used to produce cDNA from RNA. For the 

RT reaction lug of RNA was added to IX Wipeout Buffer in a final volume o f 14|j 1. 

This genomic DNA elimination reaction was incubated at 42°C for 2 min and then 

incubated on ice. This reaction was then added to IX RT Enzyme, IX  RT Buffer, and 

IX RT Primer Mix in a final volume of 20|^1. The reaction was incubated at 42°C for 

15 min and then 95°C for 3 min, before being stored at -20°C. RT control samples 

were produced in the same manner but the RT Enzyme was replaced with water in the 

reaction mix. Nuclease-free w^ater and tubes were used for all reactions.

2.6.5 qPCR Reaction

The QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen, #204143) was used to determine the 

cDNA levels. 16|.il o f the reaction mix was added to each well followed by 4fil o f a 

1:100 dilution of cDNA (approximately 30 nmoles; based on a 1:1 conversion of 

RNA to cDNA). The reaction mix consisted of lOfil SYBR green, l(il of each primer 

(10 pmoles), and 4|il of nuclease-free water. A non-template control and a -R T  

control were also run on each plate. Nuclease free tubes were used to prepare sample 

dilutions and the reaction mix. RNase Away (Invitrogen) was used to clean all 

surfaces before reactions were prepared to remove contaminants.

The qPCR protocol began with stage 1; samples were heated to 95°C for 20 

min. For Stage 2 samples were cycled 40 times as follows: 95°C for 15 sec, 57°C for 

30 sec, and then 72°C for 34 sec. Stage 3 is a dissociation stage: one cycle o f 95°C for 

15 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, and then 95°C for 15 sec. The objective o f dissociation-curve 

analysis is to determine the melting temperature (Tm) of a single target nucleic acid 

sequence within an unknown sample (see section 2.6.3). All qPCR reactions were run 

using a 7300 Real Time PCR System (ABI).

2.6.6 Calculation o f  Expression Levels

Expression levels of GCHl relative to the HPRTl housekeeping gene were calculated 

by relative quantification using standard curves, as the slopes for the Ct vs. log 

amount cDNA plots were not always equal for the two genes. The more common 

comparative Cy method (AACx method) can only be used when the slope of the 

standard curves for the two genes are equal. The PFC cDNA standard curve was used
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to assign quantity values to each “unknown” brain cDNA sample, using the C j value 

from the amplification curve of each “unknown” sample. The relative expression level 

of GCHl was calculated by dividing the mean GCHl cDNA quantity by that for 

HPRTl.

The Stanley Array Collection provides demographics for each RNA sample 

such as post mortem interval, brain pH, suicide status, and brain weight etc. 

Correlations between expression levels and a particular characteristic of the samples 

were tested using multiple regression. Any characteristic that was significantly 

correlated with expression levels was included as a covariate in further analysis. 

Differences in relative expression levels in the different diagnostic groups were tested 

using a univariate ANCOVA implemented in SPSS vl4.0.

2.7 Statistical Packages

Except where stated, all freely-available software was downloaded from the 

http://linkage.rockefeller.edu/soft/listl .html#f site at the Rockefeller University.

2.7.1 Linkage

2.7.1.1 Genehunter

Genehunter v2.1 (Kruglyak et a l, 1996) is a statistical package capable o f performing 

multipoint analysis o f pedigree data including: non-parametric linkage analysis, LOD- 

score computation, information-content mapping, and haplotype reconstruction. 

Genehunter will also calculate single-point non-parametric linkage scores. The 

programme requires a .ped and a .dat file. The .ped file contains all the genotypic 

information for the families under analysis in a specific format, while the .dat file 

contains all the relevant marker information such as allele frequencies and distances 

between markers. Allele frequencies are calculated from founder individuals from the 

genotypic data being used in the .ped file. Allele frequencies for the linkage scans in 

this thesis were calculated using FBAT (see section 2.7.2.2) (Horvath et al., 2004).

2.7.2 Association

2.7.2.1 Transmission Disequilibrium Test
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The Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) was designed as a family-based 

association test to test for the presence o f genetic linkage and association between a 

genetic marker and a trait (Spielman et a l, 1993). A specificity of the TDT is that it 

will detect genetic linkage only in the presence of genetic association. While genetic 

association can be caused by population structure, the TDT is robust to the presence 

o f population structure as the test is from within families. This is a significant benefit 

over the traditional case/control experimental design. The Haploview programme 

(Barrett et al., 2005) was used to calculate the TDT (see section 2.7.3.1 for further 

details).

2.1.22  Family Based Association Test

The Family Based Association Test (FBAT) is a user-friendly, well-documented 

software package to test for association between disease phenotypes and single 

markers by utilizing family-based controls (Horvath et al., 2004). The method extends 

the approach reported previously for testing multiple tightly linked markers 

(Rabinowitz and Laird 2000). It is robust to population admixture, and can test for 

association in the presence o f linkage, while accounting for the linkage present. FBAT 

also calculates allele frequencies using founder individuals from genotypic data.

2.7.2.3 Extended TDT (ETDT)

This program performs the TDT on markers with more than two alleles, such as 

microsatellite markers (Sham and Curtis 1995). The ETDT package implements 

likelihood ratio tests based on logistic regression analysis. One test treats each 

genotype (i.e. pair o f marker alleles) separately to see whether for some genotypes 

there is a tendency for one or other allele to be more frequently transmitted to affected 

subjects. This is referred to as the genotype-wise test. However an allele-wise test is 

also implemented which determines whether certain alleles are preferentially 

transmitted over others, combining the information across all genotypes in which 

these alleles occur. Likelihoods derived under the different hypotheses of no effect, a 

genotype-specific effect and an allele-specific effect are compared using likelihood 

ratio tests which yield normal chi-squared statistics. The goodness-of-fit of the allele- 

wise versus genotype-wise model is also tested with a likelihood ratio statistic. The 

Genepop software (http.7/genepop.curtin.edu.au/genepop opl .html) was used to test 

the HWE for microsatellites, as this function is not part o f the ETDT package.
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2.7.2.4 TRANSMIT

TRANSMIT tests for association between a genetic marker and disease by examining 

the transmission o f markers from parents to affected offspring (Clayton 1999). The 

main features which differ from other similar programs are: (1) It can deal with 

transmission of multi-locus haplotypes, even if phase is unknown, and (2) Parental 

genotypes may be unknown. However, this program can only handle up to 7 bi-allelic 

markers at a time.

2. 7.3 Linkage Disequilibrium

LD is a term used in the study of population genetics for the non-random association 

o f alleles at two or more loci, usually, but not always on the same chromosome (see 

also section 1.4.2.3). These non-random associations between polymorphisms at 

different loci are measured by the degree of LD. LD is generally caused by genetic 

linkage and is influenced by the rate of recombination; mutation rate; random drift or 

non-random mating; and population structure. For example, some organisms, such as 

bacteria, may show LD because they reproduce asexually and there is no 

recombination (r=0) to break down the LD: D'=(l-r)D.

2.7.3.1 Hapmap/Haploview

The International HapMap Project (xsan-w ,hapmap.or») is a multi-country effort to 

identify and catalogue genetic similarities and differences in humans. The goal o f the 

project is to compare the genetic sequences o f different individuals to identify 

chromosomal regions where genetic variants are shared. In short, the project aims to 

identify all o f the LD variation across the human genome in four diverse populations. 

This also provides the necessary tools to identify tag-SNPs, i.e. SNPs that capture the 

genetic variation from a haplotype block, for a specific population. In the initial 

phase, genetic data was gathered from four populations with African, Asian, and 

European ancestry. Data generated can be downloaded with minimal constraints, 

using the free Haploview v4.0RCI (Barrett et a l, 2005) software.

Haploview is a software package available for download 

(http://wvvAv.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haplo\iew/do\\Tiload.php ), which calculates LD 

statistics and population haplotype patterns from genotypic data. Data can be either 

bulk downloaded from the Hapmap website or generated from in-house genotyping.
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The program allows a number o f input file formats for genotypic data, and can also 

accept marker names and chromosome positions in a separate file. A series of quality 

controls are presented as “marker checks” once data is uploaded. HWE conformance, 

Mendelian errors, and individual genotyping success rate are all evaluated. Haploview 

can also perform the TDT for single markers and haplotypes from family data, and 

calculate adjusted / ’-values to account for multiple testing, using permutation 

analysis.

Haploview calculates several pairwise measures o f LD, which it uses to create 

a graphical representation (Figure 2.8) o f the LD pattern. Blocks o f strong LD are 

defined using one of the algorithms available, most commonly that o f Gabriel et al., 

2002 (Gabriel et al., 2002). Using this method a block is created if 95% of 

informative (i.e. non-inconclusive) comparisons of the 95% D ’ confidence bounds are 

defined as "strong LD". Alternatively the Four Gamete Rule operates by computing 

the population frequencies of the 4 possible two-marker haplotypes for each marker 

pair and if all 4 are observed with a minimum frequency 0.01, a recombination is 

deemed to have taken place. Blocks are formed by consecutive markers where only 3 

gametes are observed (Wang et al., 2002). The Solid Spine of LD method was 

designed by the creators of Haploview. This searches for a "spine" of strong LD 

running from one marker to another along the legs o f the triangle in the LD chart (i.e. 

block 1 or 2 in Figure 2.8). This means that the first and last markers in a block are in 

strong LD with all intermediate markers but that the intermediate markers are not 

necessarily in LD with each other.
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Block 1 (10 kb) Block 2(1 kb) 
[ 4 6  4745 54

Figure 2.8: Example of the graphical output from Haploview. This displays the LD 

pattern across the HTR5A gene on chromosome 7, generated by the Hapmap project.

2.7.3.2 Two-locus LD Calculator (2LD)

2LD (Zhao 2004) is a simple program calculating LD measures between two 

polymorphic markers. This program was used when microsatellites were included in 

the analysis, as Haploview can only process biallelic markers. 2LD calculates the D’ 

and r̂  measures of LD between 2 markers, but does not produce a graphical output.

2.8 Web based tools

2.8.1 dbSNP Database

In collaboration with the National Human Genome Research Institute, the National 

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) established the dbSNP database to 

serve as a central repository for polymorphisms 

(Tittp://w"v\'\v.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db'). This collection of polymorphisms 

includes SNPs, small-scale multi-base deletions or insertions (also called insertion 

deletion polymorphisms or Indels), and retroposable element insertions and
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microsatellite repeat variations, also called short tandem repeats. Each dbSNP entry 

includes the sequence context of the polymorphism (i.e., the surrounding sequence), 

the occurrence frequency of the polymorphism (by population or individual), and the 

experimental method(s), protocols, and conditions used to assay the variation. As with 

all NCBI projects the data in dbSNP is freely available to the scientific community. 

dbSNP accepts submissions for variations in any species and from any part o f a 

genome. The most recent database build (128, launched Oct 25 2007) has over 34 

million submissions from the human genome, including over 11 million SNPs.

2.8.2 Evolutionary Conserved Regions (ECR) Browser

The Evolutionary Conserved Regions (ECR) browser (littp://ecrbrowser.dcode.org ) is 

a dynamic whole-genome navigation tool for visualizing and studying evolutionary 

relationships between vertebrate and non-vertebrate genomes. The tool is constantly 

being updated to include the most recently available sequenced genomes. Currently 

the human, dog, mouse, rat, chicken, frog, two pufferfish {Fugu and Tetraodon), zebra 

fish, and 6 fruit fly genome sequences are available. ECRs that have been mapped 

from alignments o f the genomes are presented in this graphical browser, which 

depicts and colour-codes the ECRs in relation to known genes that have been 

annotated in the base genome. A 'Grab ECR' feature, which allows users to rapidly 

extract sequences that correspond to any ECR, to visualize underlying sequence 

alignments and/or identify conserved transcription factor binding sites, is the most

commonly used tool. This web-based tool was especially useful to identify potential

functional SNPs from ECRs.

2.8.3 Children's Hospital Informatics Program (Chip) Bioinformatics Tools 

SNPper is one o f the tools available from the Chip Bioinformatics Tools website 

(http://snpper.chip.org/bio/snpper-enter). It is a web-based application to search for 

known SNPs in public databases. SNPs can be searched by name (using the official 

dbSNP 'rs' name or the SNP Consortium's 'ss' name), or by position on the

chromosome (specify the chromosome, start and end positions, and an optional

spacing). Alternatively, if  one or more genes are specified, all the SNPs that belong to 

that gene are listed. The program displays the SNP's position and alleles, links to the 

corresponding pages in the public databases, and the genomic sequence surrounding 

the SNP. SNPper could also refine lists o f SNPs according to specified criteria such as
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a minimum minor allele frequency. This database was very useful when selecting 

SNPs for gene-centred genotyping projects as all the relevant information was 

provided at once, and all in one place.

2.8.4 Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Spectral Decomposition (SNPSpD) Program 

This program corrects for multiple testing o f SNPs in LD with each other, on the basis 

o f the spectral decomposition (SpD) of matrices of pairwise LD between SNPs 

(Nyholt 2004). A user-friendly interface is available at 

http://gump.qimr.edu.au/general/daleN/SNPSpD. SNPSpD also enables the selection 

o f a subset of SNPs that optimize the information in a genomic region. Meff, the 

effective number of independent variables in a set, along with a Sidak-corrected 

significance threshold required to keep type I error rates at 5% for this number of 

variables is produced along with eigenvalues, principal component coefficients, and 

factor “loadings” after varimax rotation. MeffLi, which is the reportedly more accurate 

estimate of the Mefr proposed by Li and Ji 2005 (Li and Ji 2005), is also reported. 

Leaner versions of this program (SNPSpDlite and SNPSpDsuperlite) are also 

available which only calculates Meff and MeffLi; thus allowing users to obtain these 

values for large numbers (1000s) of SNPs.
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Chapter 3:
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3.1 Bipolar Affective Disorder (BPAD) Phenotype

3.1.1 Introduction

Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) is a severe and debilitating psychiatric illness 

characterized by changing moods with symptoms ranging from minor depression and 

short-lived hypomania to acute depression with one or more manic episodes. 

Narrowly defined BPAD has a worldwide prevalence o f ~1% which can reach 4-8% 

when less stringent criteria are applied (Hirschfeld et al., 2003). Probably the most 

disturbing aspect of this disorder is the rate o f suicide among BPAD patients, which 

stands at 10-19%, a rate fifteen times greater than in the general population. O f all 

psychiatric illnesses, BPAD patients have the highest risk for suicide (Sajatovic 

2005).

Family, twin and adoption studies support a strong genetic basis to BPAD 

with a small but significant influence from environmental factors. Monozygotic twins 

are approximately 40-70% concordant for BPAD while same sex, dizygotic twins are 

only 30% concordant (Kelsoe 2003). Family studies have revealed that there is a 5- to 

10-fold increased risk of developing the illness in first-degree relatives of BPAD 

patients (Craddock et al., 2001). The current evidence points to a disorder caused by a 

number of genes of weak to moderate effect. This complex genetics is, in part, 

responsible for the difficulty in locating these susceptibility genes.

Genome-wide linkage scans have proven quite successful in identifying 

regions of the genome that may harbor susceptibility genes for BPAD. Successfully 

replicated linkage regions for BPAD include 4pl6, 12q24, 18p ll, 18q22 and 21q21 

(Berrettini 2001; Craddock and Forty 2006). Meta-analyses have also attempted to 

verify BPAD susceptibility loci but have yielded some inconsistent results. Segurado 

et al. (2003) did not identify any regions to reach significant levels of linkage but the 

most significant P-values were observed for loci 9p22-21, lOql 1-22 and 14q24-32. In 

a separate study, there was significant linkage reported for 13q and 22q (Badner and 

Gershon 2002) while the 6q and 8q regions were the most significant regions in the 

most recent BPAD meta-analysis (McQueen et al., 2005). The different results 

obtained from the three meta-analyses could result both from the substantial genetic 

and clinical heterogeneity underlying BPAD and the different methodology used by 

each meta-analysis.
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We previously reported the results of a modified genome scan, assaying 

expressed genomic regions (19% of the genome), on 49 affected sib pair (ASP) 

families (Murphy et al., 2000). The most interesting results from the non-parametric 

linkage analysis were at loci 5q31, 14q22-24 and 17qll-12. As there were only 3 

markers from chromosome 14, a more extensive non-parametric fine mapping 

llinkage analysis of 14q22-24 (Kealey et al., 2005) with 14 microsatellite markers 

revealed suggestive evidence for the presence of a putative BPAD locus in this region 

(NPL=2.81 / ’=0.003) according to the stringent significance criteria of Lander and 

Kruglyak (NPL>2.2) (Lander and Kruglyak 1995). This region is also supported by 

the Segurado et al. (2003) meta-analysis, thus emphasizing its importance.

For this study we carried out a lOcM whole genome linkage scan on a 

collection of 60 ASP families, which included the original 49 families. The most 

notable result is the strengthening of the linkage finding for 14q22-24. Under a 

narrow model of affection the NPL score substantially increased in significance. 

Other chromosomal regions to display suggestive evidence of linkage were 9p21-q21 

and 4q 13-22 (under the broad model) and 12q24 and 16pl 3 (under the narrow model). 

We also present the first investigation of population substructure influences on 

linkage results within BPAD using a novel approach to linkage analysis we term 

STRUCTURE-Guided Linkage Analysis (SGLA).

3.1.2 Materials and Methods 

3.1.2.1 Subjects

60 affected sib pair (ASP) families, all of Irish origin, were recruited by a single 

research group at St. Patrick’s Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. All participants were 

interviewed by a trained psychiatric research nurse using the Schedule for Affective 

Disorders and Schizophrenia (Lifetime version; SADS-LB) (Endicott and Spitzer 

1978) and were diagnosed according to DSM-IV criteria (Association 1994). Sib pairs 

were ascertained by a BPAD type I (BPI) proband and a sibling with an affection 

status of BPI, BPAD type II (BPII), recurrent major depression (RUP) or 

schizoaffective disorder (SA). Table 3.1.1 displays the family composition and 

diagnostic details of the cohort under narrow (BPI only affected) and broad (BPI, 

BPII, SA or RUP) affection models. The collection contains 60 independent broadly
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defined ASPs (32 narrow) and a maximum of 98 broadly defined sib pairs (all 

possible, 38 narrow). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at St. 

Patrick’s Hospital and all participants provided informed consent.

3.1.2.2 DNA Samples

All DNA samples were extracted from whole blood using either proteinase K/sodium 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS) digestion or the QiaAmp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, West 

Sussex, U.K. # 51106). The DNA was then amplified using the GenomiPhi™ DNA 

Amplification Kit from Amersham Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, U.K. (#25-6600- 

02). lul o f a 1:50 dilution o f the stock DNA was used for each amplification reaction 

which was performed according to the manufacturer’s directions. The accuracy o f the 

amplification reaction was verified by comparing genotypes obtained with amplified 

versus the non-amplified stock DNA. A microsatellite marker and 4 SNPs were tested 

and no discrepancies were detected. Also, a set of screening markers was run by the 

Marshfield Genotyping Service to ensure the amplified DNA was of high quality and 

amplifiable. The results showed that the DNA was o f high quality both when 

amplified and when unamplified, similar to what is reported in the literature about 

whole-genome amplification (Pask et al., 2004). Amplified DNA was quantified 

accurately using the PicoGreen dsDNA Quantitation Kit from Invitrogen Detection 

Technologies, California, U.S.A. (#P7589) and a Victor Wallac Fluorescent Plate 

Reader.
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Table 3.1.1: Affected Sib Pair family details.

Whole Sample 60% Homogeneous 
Sample

Broad Narrow Broad Narrow
Total Number o f Families 60 32 48 26
With 2 affected sibs 50 29 38 19
With 3 affected sibs 7 3 8 7
With 4 affected sibs 2 0 1 0
With 5 affected sibs 0 0 0 0
With 6 affected sibs 1 0 1 0
W ith both parents 25 14 18 10
With one parent 30 15 28 16
With no parents 5 3 2 0
Individual Details
Total no. o f  individuals 256 134 205 108
Total no. o f  males 103 60 82 49
Total no. o f  females 153 74 123 59
Total no. o f affected individuals 159 82 127 66
Total no. o f affected males 70 42 55 35
Total no. o f affected females 89 40 72 31
Diagnostic Details
BPAD Type I 102 71 81 59
BPAD Type II 32 6 25 3
Schizoaffective disorder 2 2 2 1
Recurrent Unipolar Depression 23 3 19 3

3.1.2.3 Genotyping Methods

The samples were genotyped using the Marshfield Human STRP Screening Set 16 

(details available at http://research.marshfieldclinic.org/genetics/sets/combo.html ) 

comprising 401 microsatellite markers across the 24 chromosomes with a mean 

marker spacing o f  8.03cM. M arker locations were taken from the Marshfield database 

and cM distances were calculated using the Marshfield Map. The genotyping was 

performed as described previously (W eber and Broman 2001) at the Marshfield Clinic 

Center for Human Genetics, M arshfield, Wisconsin. PCR amplification was carried 

out using 45 ng o f  genomic template DNA that had been dried into the wells o f  96 

well polypropylene plates. The reaction was carried out in 4 |al volumes containing 

lOmM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCI, 1.5 mM MgCh,  0.001% gelatin, lOO^M each 

dNTP, 75nM o f fluorescent-labeled forward and unlabeled reverse primers, 0.12 units 

o f  Platinum Taq polymerase (Invitrogen) and 1.5% v/v pyrrolidinone (Sigma-Aldrich,
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Missouri, U.S.A.). Multiplex reactions using 3-5 primer sets were used. Reactions 

were cycled 27 times at 95°C for 40 seconds; 55°C for 75 seconds; 72°C for 40 

seconds and a final extension of 6 minutes at 72°C in a high capacity water bath 

thermal cycler. Electrophoretic gel mobility o f the PCR products was observed using 

multi-dye fluorescence-based scanning electrophoretic instruments (SCAFUDS) 

(Weber and Broman 2001). Purpose-developed software packages called SCORER 

and IMAGER were used for allele calling, genotype checking, data storage, and data 

management (Zhao et al., 1997). Quality control o f the genotypic data was assessed 

using several factors, including band intensity, background noise level, and a marker’s 

properties with fuzzy logic. Two independent technicians checked and corrected all 

genotypes before the data was released to data storage. The error rate was -1%  as 

determined by the discrepancy between genotypes o f control sam.ples and their known 

sizes. Statistical programs developed in-house were used to check the Hardy- 

Weinberg equilibrium of each marker, homozygosity segments, incompatible 

genotypes, gender errors, marker dropout, and individual dropout.

3.1.2.4 Statistics

As BPAD is a complex disorder, linkage analysis was performed using a non- 

parametric analysis which examines the number o f alleles identical by descent (IBD) 

between sib pairs in a pedigree and does not require specification o f an inheritance 

model. We used either GENEHUNTER v2.1 (Kruglyak et al., 1996) or 

GENEHUNTER PLUS vl.2  (Kong and Cox 1997) to calculate multipoint and 

pairwise non-parametric linkage (NPL) Z-scores and nominal P-values. S a l l  scores 

were used, which includes all possible sib pairs in the analysis. As there are few non- 

independent sib pairs in our sample, their use should not have resulted in inflated NPL 

scores. Allele frequencies for individual markers were calculated from the genotyped 

founder individuals using FBAT (Laird et al., 2000).

The STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) program is used to determine the 

genetic “make-up” or “structure” o f a particular population, using a Bayesian 

clustering approach. The program uses genotypic data from unlinked markers (SNPs, 

microsatellites or RFLP’s) and sample populations are clustered based on allele 

frequencies at each marker locus. To determine the potential genetic structure of our 

BPAD families, we first performed a typical STRUCTURE analysis with three 

reference samples: Irish (33 individuals from our BPAD sample), British (21
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individuals from a study by Dr. Child o f Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis) and French 

(29 individuals kindly provided by Dr. Ranum). All individuals used in the reference 

samples were unaffected and unrelated. Permission was obtained from each of these 

investigators to use their data. Genotypic data from 286 of the 401 STRP markers 

from screening set 16 were used in the analysis. These markers were chosen purely on 

the basis that they had previously been genotyped in the three studies.

M-STRUCTURE, which contains a modification of the MCMC algorithm, 

designed to allow accurate and consistent inference of genetic structure o f a new or 

“unknown” sample population with respect to known reference populations (Zhao et 

al., 2007), was used to investigate the genetic structure of the BPAD families. We 

used a different French reference sample for this analysis, the French portion o f the 

Human Genome Diversity Panel (Cann et al., 2002) (HGDP: 53 individuals, 24 from 

the Basque region of Spain) and the same British reference described previously. The 

HGDP was not included in the initial STRUCTURE analysis as this program is 

known to produce inconsistent clustering results when analyzing the substructure of 

sets o f unknown samples in comparison to this panel and may actually change the 

known clustering of the HGDP. The original 29 individual French population sample 

used for the STRUCTURE analysis was included as a positive control in the M- 

STRUCTURE analysis for accurate cluster placement as this SGLA method is new.

Both the initial STRUCTURE analysis of the three reference populations and 

the M-STRUCTURE analysis of the BPAD family collection were performed using 

“bum-in” and “thinning” values of 20,000 and 10,000, respectively. Once a subset of 

homogenous BPAD families was identified by the M-STRUCTURE analysis, the 

genotypic data for this subset were re-analyzed for linkage using GeneHunter v2.1 

(Kruglyak et al., 1996).

3.1.3 Results

3.1.3.1 Linkage Analysis

60 ASP families from the Irish population were analyzed for linkage to BPAD using 

non-parametric methods. Linkage analysis was performed under narrow and broad 

models of affection and both multipoint and pairwise marker analyses were 

completed. The multipoint NPL scores for each individual chromosome are plotted in 

Figure 3.1.1 and the top 10 most significant findings are shown in Table 3.1.2. Under
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the broad model, there were no regions which achieved significant levels of linkage 

under the strict guidelines of Lander and Kruglyak (Lander and Kruglyak 1995), but 

there were 3 regions which reached the level o f suggestive evidence (NPL>2.2): 

9p21-q21 (NPL=2.41 P=0.008), 4ql3-q22 (NPL=2.23 P=0.013) and 14q21-24 

(NPL=2.25 P=0.013) (Table 3.1.2). Under the narrow model, the evidence for linkage 

on chromosome 14 expanded and increased in significance (14ql3-q32, NPL=3.28 

/*=0.0006) (Table 3.1.2). Another region to present suggestive evidence o f linkage 

under the narrow model was 12q24 (NPL=2.20 P=0.015), with regions 7q36 

(NPL=2.11, P=0.018) and 6p23 (NPL=2.11 P=0.019) approaching suggestive linkage 

(Table 3.1.2).
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Table 3.1.2: Results of the multipoint linkage analysis.

Broad Model Narrow Model
Chr cM Marker NPL P-value Information Chr cM Marker NPL P-value Information

9p21 58.3 GATA5E06P 2.41114 0.008263 0.75398 14q24 76 D14S588 3.27677 0.000598 0.742262
14q24 84.7 GATA169E06ZP 2.24775 0.012692 0.686606 12q24 150 D12S2078 2.20186 0.014663 0.770549
4q21 88 D4S3243 2.23315 0.013191 0.702578 7q36 163 D7S3070 2.11033 0.018353 0.779054
7q36 163 D7S3070 2.07477 0.018683 0.8135 6p23 25.1 ATA50C05ZP 2.10507 0.018547 0.662772
6p22 34 D6S1959 1.88278 0.030438 0.744504 2 q ll 114.4 D2S2972 2.06958 0.02023 0.653042
12q24 130.9 D12S2082 1.78615 0.037651 0.769059 16pl3 2.3 TTTA028 1.99199 0.024227 0.605124
13q32 83 D13S779 1.75457 0.039028 0.762835 21q21 13 D21S1437 1.90954 0.029272 0.786725
15ql2 12 D15S822 1.489 0.068888 0.764424 8ql3 82 D8S1136 1.74459 0.041765 0.759417
lp21 137.6 GATA133A08Q 1.39172 0.08084 0.763246 17pll 45 D17S2196 1.5782 0.058613 0.79822
2p25 0 SraP 1.30302 0.096817 0.581489 4q21 88 D4S3243 1.54987 0.062008 0.6801

Note: “Chr” refers to the chromosomal region. “Information” refers to the information content for the marker at that region.



Table 3.1.3: Results of the pairwise linkage analysis.

Broad Model Narrow Model
Chr cM Marker NPL /*-value Information Chr cM Marker NPL P-value Information

9q21 66 D9S301 2.17142 0.015383 0.60753 16pl3 2.3 TTTA028 2.23042 0.013655 0.483383
13q32 83 D13S779 2.15582 0.015295 0.535066 20pl2 21.2 D20S602 2.11314 0.016765 0.5024
7q36 163 D7S3070 1.79413 0.035802 0.671679 21q21 13 D21S1437 1.95952 0.026101 0.743749
4ql3 78 D4S2367 1.74161 0.04142 0.59329 7q36 163 D7S3070 1.91464 0.028855 0.639768
14q24 76 D14S588 1.70788 0.044454 0.543208 6p23 25.1 ATA50C05ZP 1.90567 0.029474 0.347048
2q24 164.5 D2S1353 1.66419 0.048689 0.646739 14q23 60 GGAA30H04ZP 1.85278 0.03315 0.688181
6p23 25.1 ATA50C05ZP 1.57752 0.057993 0.362509 12q24 150 D12S2078 1.72186 0.043892 0.613273
12q24 130.9 D12S2082 1.49254 0.068397 0.535532 9q21 66 D9S301 1.62595 0.053312 0.519178
16pl3 2.3 TTTA028 1.49168 0.068545 0.518982 2ql l 114.4 D2S2972 1.5164 0.065958 0.424872
21q21 13 D21S1437 1.37995 0.084357 0.75129 lq42 248.8 ATA009 1.4675 0.072526 0.376748
Note: “Chr” refers to the chromosomal region. “Information” refers to the information content for the marker at that region.
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Figure 3.1.1: Multipoint NPL scores and marker information. The broad analysis is

identified with a line and a square (__□__), the narrow analysis with a constant line

(____ ), and the information content with a dashed line (------ ). The thick black line

across the plot delineates an NPL score o f 1.6 with a nominal P-value of 0.05. The 

distance from the telomere is measured in centimorgans on the x-axis and the NPL 

score is on the primary y-axis (left hand side). The information content score is on the 

secondary y-axis (right hand side). (Colour graphs are shown in Figure 3.2.1).

Chromosomal regions with the top 10 pairwise NPL scores under the broad 

and narrow models o f affection are shown in Table 3.1.3. The most notable pairwise 

linkage scores were at 9q21 (NPL=2.17 P=0.015) and 13q32 (NPL=2.16 P=0.015) 

under the broad model and 16pl3 (NPL=2.23 ^=0.014) and 20pl2 (NPL=2.11 

P=0.017) under the narrow model. 7q36 is the only region to consistently achieve 

nominal P-values < 0.05 under both analysis models, for both multipoint and pairwise 

linkage analyses and with the same marker in all four analyses.

3.1.3.2 STRUCTURE-Guided Linkage Analysis (SGLA)

Isolated populations are advantageous for linkage studies o f complex disorders due to 

the decreased genetic heterogeneity resulting from founder effects. While Ireland has 

a relatively homogenous population without evidence for any major genetic 

substructure, (Relethford 1991) east-to-west variations in Y chromosome haplotype 

and blood group antigen frequencies have been reported which may be an extension 

of a European-wide genetic gradient (Hill et al, 2000; McEvoy et al, 2004). This 

east-west gradient is presumably due to admixture resulting from inter-breeding o f the 

Irish population with other migrant populations. As genetic risk factors may vary 

across populations, admixture within our sample could reduce the potential to detect
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genes o f weak-to-moderate effect contributing to the pathophysiology of BPAD. 

Thus, we attempted to minimise potential admixture effects and maximise the power 

of linkage analysis by using a modified version of the STRUCTURE program (M- 

STRUCTURE) to identify ASP families with a more homogenous genetic 

background, followed by re-analysis o f the genotypic data o f the homogeneous subset 

(SGLA).

Initially, the STRUCTURE program was used to determine the potential 

genetic make-up of our BPAD families. The analysis showed that the British and 

French reference samples are both very homogeneous and distinguishable from one 

another while the Irish reference sample had affinity to both French and British 

populations (Figure 3.1.2). M-STRUCTURE was then used to infer the genetic 

structure o f the BPAD ASP families with respect to the French and British reference 

populations. As this programme only uses the allele frequencies of the known 

reference populations, related individuals can be included in the unknown population 

under analysis. Consistent with the STRUCTURE results for the Irish reference 

population, the 60 BPAD ASP families (the “unknown” sample) were genetically 

similar to both British and French reference groups, with average Q values o f 0.35 

and 0.65, respectively (data not shown). The Q values reflect the proportion of genetic 

material in each individual from the BPAD families that has the same origins as the 

reference population. The M-STRUCTURE analysis indicated that the BPAD ASP 

families are more genetically similar to the French reference group. Therefore, this 

group was chosen as the homogeneity reference for partitioning the ASP families into 

a more genetically similar subset.
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British French Irish

Figure 3.1.2: STRUCTURE analysis of Irish, British and French reference 

populations. The plots of individual samples from the three reference populations are 

shown for K=2. The Q values for each individual (X-axis) are displayed on the Y 

axis. It is shown that Irish reference samples have genetic similarity to both the 

French (green) and British (red) reference groups, which are themselves quite uniform 

and distinguishable from each other.

A frequency histogram displaying the level of relatedness (Q values) between 

each individual in the Irish BPAD families and the French HGDP reference group is 

plotted in Figure 3.1.3. Based on this profile, a threshold level o f 60% similarity to the 

French reference group was chosen to separate the BPAD ASP families into a more 

genetically similar subset (60% sample). The 60% sample was comprised of 48 and 

26 families under the broad and narrow models, respectively, and is described in 

detail in Table 3.1.1. The genotypic data from families in the 60% sample were re

analyzed using Genehunter v2.1 (Kruglyak et al., 1996) in a non-parametric pairwise 

analysis under both broad and narrow models. Markers with pair-wise NPL scores 

greater than 1.9 were compiled into Table 3.1.4 and NPL scores for all markers for the 

whole and 60% samples are plotted in Figure 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.1.3: M-STRUCTURE analysis of BPAD ASP families. The histogram displays the number of individuals (Y-axis) with a particular Q 

value (X-axis) determined in relation to the French reference group. Individuals with a Q value above 0.6 were stratified into the 60% 

homogeneous group.
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Under the broad model, there were three noteworthy increases in NPL score when 

comparing the whole sample with the 60% sample. The NPL score at 2p25 increased 

from 1.56 to 2.35, at 4q21 the increase was from 1.02 to 1.99 and at 9p21 the increase 

in NPL score was from 1.64 to 2.35 (Table 3.1.4). There were also four noteworthy 

decreases in NPL score when the whole and 60% samples were compared. These 

decreases occurred at 9q21 (NPL=2.16 to NPL=1.68), 13q32 (NPL=2.25 to 

NPL=1.65), 14q24 (NPL=1.73 to NPL=1.20) and 21q21 (NPL=1.63 to NPL=1.12) 

(Table 3.1.4). A decrease in NPL score may be an artifact of the reduced sample size 

which would ultimately reduce the power of the sample to detect linkage at a 

particular region. Under the narrow model there were really only two significant 

changes in NPL score when comparing the two samples. At 16pl3 the NPL score 

increased from 2.23 to 2.75 while on chromosome 21 at 21q21 the NPL score 

decreased significantly from 1.99 to 1.47, bringing the P-value above the 0.05 

significance level. The remaining markers either did not change at all or only 

marginally.
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Table 3.1.4: Results o f the STRUCTURE-Guided Linkage Analysis (SGLA).

Chromosome cM Location Marker Broad Narrow
W hole 60% W h o le 60%

2p25 0 SraP 1.56(0.060) 2.35 (0.010) 0.31 (0.370) 0.53 (0.290)
4ql3 78 D4S2367 1.90 (0.030) 1.91 (0.029) 0.70 (0.240) 0.71 (0.240)
4q21 93.5 D4S2361 1.02 (0.154) 1.99 (0.024) 0.83 (0.200) 0.79 (0.210)
6p24 25.1 ATA50C05ZP 1.60 (0.060) 1.51 (0.070) 1.92 (0.029) 2.12(0.018)
7q36 163 D7S3070 1.83 (0.034) 1.80 (0.036) 1.93 (0.028) 1.89 (0.030)
9p21 58.3 GATA5E06P 1.64(0.051) 2.35(0.010) 0.69 (0.240) 1.33 (0.090)
9q21 66 D9S301 2.16(0.016) 1.68 (0.045) 1.62 (0.054) 1.80 (0.037)
13q32 83 D13S779 2.25 (0.012) 1.65 (0.049) 0.89 (0.190) 0.69 (0.250)
14q24 76 D14S588 1.73 (0.043) 1.20 (0.116) 1.83 (0.035) 1.63 (0.052)
16pl3 2.3 TTTA028 1.77 (0.040) 1.77 (0.039) 2.23 (0.014) 2.75 (0.003)
20pl2 21.2 D20S602 0.60 (0.270) 0.65 (0.250) 2.14(0.016) 2.11 (0.016)
21q21 13 D21S1437 1.63 (0.050) 1.12(0.130) 1.99 (0.024) 1.47 (0.072)

Loci with NPL scores greater than 1.9 in the pairwise analysis are listed with associated P-values in brackets. “Whole” and “60%” refers to the 

sample categories in the admixture analysis, where “whole” includes all families and “60%” includes the 60%> homogeneous families only.



3.1.4 Discussion

3.1.4.1 Linkage Analysis

In the past, whole genome linkage scans in BPAD have produced conflicting results, 

with very little overlap between studies. However, with data now available from an 

increasing number of genome scans, a more consistent pattern o f susceptibility loci is 

emerging. The whole genome scan reported in this study has also produced suggestive 

evidence for linkage to a number o f regions previously reported in the literature. In 

fact, the most significant NPL scores recorded under both broad and narrow, 

multipoint and pairwise analyses in this study were from regions that had been 

highlighted in a number of independent studies (4q21, 7q36, 9p21, 12q24, 14q22-24 

and 16pl3).

Our most significant finding, at 14q22-24 (peak marker D14S588, multipoint 

NPL=3.27 / ’=0.0006) (Table 3.1.2), was consistent with a previous modified linkage 

study performed on a subset of the current sample which identified 14q22-24 as a 

possible susceptibility locus for BPAD (Murphy et al., 2000). This result was then 

strengthened by a fine mapping study in this region which gave a peak NPL score of 

2.74 with a nominal P-value of 0.003 at the D14S281 marker (Kealey et al., 2005). 

The current study, with an extended sample and increased marker density, further 

confirmed this finding at 14q24. The peak NPL score shifted slightly from 60cM to 

76cM, but the current linkage region still covers the chromosomal region originally 

identified in the fine mapping study. The multipoint NPL score o f 3.27 approaches the 

threshold of 3.6 for significant linkage as defined by the strict guidelines suggested by 

Lander and Kruglyak (Lander and Kruglyak 1995). As shown by the plot for 

chromosome 14 in Figure 3.1.1, the region o f chromosome 14 included in the linkage 

peak under the narrow analysis is quite broad, extending from 47cM to 122cM 

(14q 13-32). Therefore, fine-mapping o f this region is essential prior to initiation of 

candidate gene association studies.

Our results are consistent with reports from the literature which suggest that 

14q22-24 is a linkage region for BPAD. Linkage studies on BPAD families from US 

(Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1999; Mclnnis et al., 2003b), US/Israeli (Liu et al., 2003), 

German (Cichon et al., 2001) and Ashkenazi Jewish (Fallin et al., 2004) populations 

have reported positive linkage findings in this area, which have been supported by a
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rank-based genome scan meta-analysis (Segurado et al., 2003). Furthermore, a whole- 

genome scan for linkage to lithium-responsive BPAD revealed significant empirical 

P-values at 14q22 (Turecki et al., 2001).

Chromosomal region 14q22-24 has also been linked to other disorders that are 

often comorbid with BPAD. There is an extremely high prevalence o f anxiety 

disorders among BPAD patients, with comorbidity estimates as high as 32% and 62% 

for generalized anxiety and panic disorders, respectively (Simon et al., 2004). A 

genome scan of linkage to anxiety and panic disorders in a collection o f 19 extended 

pedigrees obtained suggestive evidence for linkage at 14q22 (Kaabi et al., 2006). 

Severe asthma is also comorbid with both BPAD and anxiety/panic disorders. A 

recent community study from the German population discovered that lifetime severe 

asthma was significantly associated with the increased likelihood of BPAD itself and 

not just comorbid anxiety and panic disorders (Odds ratio: 5.64; 95% Cl, 1.95-16.35) 

(Goodwin et al., 2003). The link between an impaired immune system and affective 

disorders has long been suspected (Herbert and Cohen 1993). In a further link with 

chromosome 14, highly significant evidence for linkage of asthma to 14q24 was 

obtained in a collection o f 175 extended Icelandic families (Hakonarson et al., 2002). 

These findings raise the possibility that the identified linkage of BPAD to 14q22-24 

may actually reflect linkage to a comorbid anxiety or asthma trait or to a common 

underlying pathophysiology, such as an immune system dysfunction.

The uppermost multipoint NPL score under the broad model was seen at 9p21 

(GATA5E06P, NPL=2.41, / ’=0.008) (Table 3.1.2). However, the evidence for allele- 

sharing extended from 9p21-q21. Another region to reach the suggestive level of 

linkage was 4q21 (D4S3243, NPL=2.23, P=0.013) (Table 3.1.2). A genome scan to 

follow up regions which exhibited a Maximum Likelihood Score >1 from a UK/Irish 

BPAD ASP collection reported linkage to both 9p21 and 4q21 (Lambert et al., 2005). 

It is encouraging to identify overlap between a UK/Irish study and the current one. 

The existence of a BPAD susceptibility locus at 9p21 is further supported by two of 

the three BPAD meta-analyses which reported positive findings in this region 

(McQueen et al., 2005; Segurado et al., 2003). Although not supported by meta

analysis, there are additional reports o f linkage o f 4q21 to both BPAD (Detera- 

Wadleigh et al., 1997) and schizophrenia (SZP) (Gurling et al., 2001).

The linkage peak at 7q36 (D7S3070, NPL= 2.11 P= 0.018, narrow model) 

(Table 3.1.2) is a particularly interesting result as a European collaborative study has
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reported this region as a susceptibility locus for early-onset BPAD (Etain et al., 2006). 

This group reported a multipoint NPL score o f 2.43 with a nominal P-value o f 0.007 

under a broad model of affection for marker D7S798. As 16 o f the families analyzed 

in our study were also part of the collaborative sample, this represents consistent 

results across two overlapping studies, although our most tightly linked marker was 

D7S3070 located 5cM upstream of D7S798. Suggestive evidence for linkage on 7q36 

has also been reported by two additional genome scans (Cichon et al., 2001; Detera- 

Wadleigh et al., 1997) one o f which has also contributed families to the early-onset 

study and was one of the first to report linkage to 14q24 (Cichon et al., 2001).

Under the narrow analysis model, 12q24 was an additional region to reach a 

suggestive level o f linkage to BPAD (D12S2078, NPL=2.20, P=0.015) (Table 3.1.2). 

This region is a major susceptibility locus for BPAD and SZP having been reported in 

numerous linkage studies (Craddock et al., 1994; Dawson et al., 1995; Degn et al., 

2001; Ewald et al., 1998; Ewald et al., 2002; Shink et al., 2005b). Fine-mapping 

linkage and candidate gene association studies o f the 12q24 region are underway 

(Barden et al., 2006; Lyons-Warren et al., 2005; Ruiz-Perez et al., 1999; Shink et al., 

2005a; Shinkai et al., 2002) although no clear candidate susceptibility gene has yet 

been identified.

3.1.4.2 STRUCTURE-Guided Linkage Analysis

Many levels of heterogeneity, both clinical and genetic, tend to obscure the results of 

whole genome linkage scans. This study set out to minimize both by using a single 

clinical practice to collect the ASP families and by restricting participants to be of 

self-proclaimed Irish decent for at least two generations. To further increase the 

homogeneity o f the sample collection, we used a novel approach combining 

population genetics with traditional linkage analysis techniques (SGLA). SOLA was 

used to determine if a more homogeneous study sample would have any effect on the 

results o f this linkage scan. As can be seen from Table 3.1.4 and Figure 3.1.4, there 

were a number of changes to the pairwise NPL scores when the linkage data were re

analyzed using the 60% sample. It should be noted at this point that there are some 

small discrepancies between the pairwise NPL scores reported in Table 3.1.3 in the 

original analysis to those in Table 3.1.4 for the SGLA analysis. This is due to the 

slightly different parameter settings from the Genehunter program used in the SGLA
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(v2.1) (Kruglyak et al., 1996) and in the initial analysis of all families (Genehunter 

Plus v l.2) (Kong and Cox 1997).

Increasing NPL scores at chromosomes 2, 4, 9 and 16 may be due to reduced 

genetic background as a result of the more homogeneous population. The increase in 

NPL score at 4q21 and 9p21 is now more in line with the multipoint NPL scores seen 

in these regions, and indicates that these regions are possibly more promising as 

potential BPAD susceptibility loci than originally believed (Table 3.1.4). However, a 

linkage peak at 2p25 would most likely have gone completely unrecognized without 

the additional admixture analysis. The NPL score of 1.56 for 2p25 under the broad 

model in the original scan did not even have a nominal P-value below 0.05 but in the 

60% sample this NPL score increased dramatically to 2.35 (P=0.01), above the level 

o f suggestive evidence (Table 3.1.4). 2p25 has been reported in the literature very 

recently as a novel linkage region for BPAD, firstly in a large Cuban pedigree 

(Marcheco-Teruel et al., 2006) and secondly as a possible psychosis locus in the large 

National Institute o f Mental Health sample (Cheng et al., 2006). It is interesting that 

linkage of this locus to BPAD has only been observed under more genetically or 

clinically homogeneous conditions.

Under the narrow model the most conspicuous result is at 16pl3 (Table 3.1.4). 

The increase in NPL score represents quite a significant upward trend for a pairwise 

score in this region. 16pl3 is a particularly interesting result as it has been reported as 

a possible susceptibility region for a number o f psychiatric disorders including autism 

(Austism 1998), attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Ogdie et al., 

2004), and BPAD (Ewald et al., 2002). Furthermore, meta-analysis has confirmed this 

region as a SZP susceptibility locus (Lewis et al., 2003). The overlap o f linkage of 

16pl3 to autism, ADHD and dyslexia is statistically significant and may result from 

overlapping phenotypes between these disorders, such as atypical cerebral asymmetry 

(ACA: deviation from the normal pattern o f left hemisphere dominance for language) 

(Smalley et al., 2005). Indeed, 16pl3 has also been linked to ACA in ADHD sib-pairs 

(Smalley et al., 2005). Both autism and ADHD co-occur in families with affective 

disorders and ACA is associated with BPAD illness and the associated trait of 

creativity (Smalley et al., 2005). A conditional linkage scan o f BPAD to identify 

genomic interactions revealed genome-wide significant linkage at 16pl3 (Mclnnis et 

al., 2003a) and an interaction between this region and 9q21, a region which also is 

suggestively linked to BPAD in the current data set (Table 3.1.2). Overall, the
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evidence for linkage of 16pl3 to BPAD is substantial (Cheng et a l, 2006; Detera- 

Wadleigh 1999; Ewald and Kruse 1997; Ewald et a l, 1995; Maziade et al., 2005). It 

seems plausible that a gene or genes from this region actually contributes 

vulnerability to a trait in common to a number o f different psychiatric disorders, such 

as ACA.

While SGLA may prove to be an extremely useful method in identifying 

potential susceptibility loci for complex disorders that may have otherwise remained 

unknown, we should approach these data with some caution. Previous reports on 

worldwide population substructure found very little admixture within the European 

population (Rosenberg et al., 2002) and a detailed study of the Irish population, using 

the STRUCTURE program, did not identify any admixture (McEvoy 2004) Based on 

Irish history, we might have predicted an Irish population sample to exhibit a greater 

affinity with a British than French reference population. However, the fact that the 60 

Irish BPAD ASPs were more genetically similar to the French HGDP reference 

sample would not be considered unusual as there is a high proportion of individuals 

from the Basque region in this French reference sample. Studies o f mitochondrial 

DNA and Y-chromosome haplotype variation have revealed a strong genetic affinity 

between the Irish and Basque regions (McEvoy et al., 2004). Although the SGLA 

approach to linkage analysis remains to be validated, it does give a good indication of 

how population substructure and genetic heterogeneity could have a substantial effect 

on the results from whole genome linkage scans for complex disorders, as 

demonstrated in our results.

In a recent study, Thompson et al., 2006 (Thompson et al., 2006) attempted to 

reduce heterogeneity using STRUCTURE in a similar manner as presented here and 

demonstrated population substructure effects on their linkage findings. However, they 

did not use reference populations to cluster the cohort based on genetic affinity, as we 

have done here, and the inclusion o f family structure in the STRUCTURE analysis 

would have greatly skewed the clustering by family size and relatedness instead of by 

ancestry. Indeed, based on what is known about the anthropological history of African 

Americans, a much greater diversity than 2 independent clusters would have been 

expected for a population of 229 families. We believe that our two stage approach has 

overcome these issues as it first used STRUCTURE to identify the genetic structure of 

an unrelated Irish reference sample in comparison to French and British reference 

groups and then used M-STRUCTURE, which is resistant to family structure effects.
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to determine the structure o f the family-based samples with respect to these reference 

populations.

3.1.5 Conclusion

This study presents the results of a whole genome linkage scan at a lOcM density. An 

NPL score of 3.27 at 14q24 was the most significant result, but we also report 

suggestive evidence for linkage of BPAD to four other regions (4q21, 7q36, 9p21, and 

12q24). All o f these regions have additional evidence in the literature to support our 

findings; some regions are reported in numerous independent studies and for related 

psychiatric disorders. The consistency o f these findings is very encouraging 

considering the potential problems associated with linkage analyses: locus 

heterogeneity, ascertainment differences, clinical heterogeneity and underpowered 

studies. Finally, there is some consistency emerging in the loci identified between 

studies. Although the scientific community has been slow to categorically define 

chromosomal regions as BPAD susceptibility loci, current trends indicate that this 

may eventually become a reality.

The preliminary results for SGLA presented here suggest that this method 

could be beneficial in traditional linkage analysis methods. Additionally, M- 

STRUCTURE provides a powerful tool for identifying homogenous populations for 

whole genome association studies at minimal expense compared to the cost o f a fiall 

association scan. Indeed, Zhao et al. (2006) have identified a minimal set of 

microsatellite markers capable of providing enough information to discern the entire 

human genome diversity panel populations from one another which will help identify 

the most informative sample population in which to study complex disorders 

(submitted).
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3.2 Psychosis Phenotype

3.2.1 Introduction

Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) is a heterogeneous illness characterised by 

conflicting moods of depression and mania. The symptoms that contribute to the 

eventual diagnosis o f BPAD are many, varied, and difficult to quantify. Diagnosis can 

be subjective, for instance different psychiatrists may give a final verdict o f major 

depression rather than BPAD type II depending on their definition o f hypomania. 

Much co-morbidity exists within BPAD, most commonly alcoholism (Frye and 

Salloum 2006), substance abuse (Wilens et a l, 2008) or anxiety and panic disorders 

(Simon et al., 2004), which can also interfere with the diagnosis of the disorder.

Psychosis is often used as a phenotype to divide sample collections into more 

homogeneous subgroups (Green et al., 2005; Raybould et al., 2005). It is now 

believed that the borders between BPAD and schizophrenia arc less defined than 

originally thought, at least on a genetic level (Owen et al., 2007). As psychosis is one 

overlapping phenotype between the two disorders, this has proven a popular choice as 

a criterion to redefine BPAD families into more homogeneous subgroups. Changing 

the phenotype to psychosis has resulted in successful replication o f reported SZP 

candidate gene associations in BPAD populations (Green et al., 2005; Raybould et ai, 

2005).

The general definition of a “psychotic feature” is the presence of 

hallucinations and/or delusions. Hallucinations are perceptions of sensory impressions 

without the existence o f external physical stimuli. They can manifest as distortions or 

misconceptions through to total conjuring of fully developed images. A delusion is a 

persistent false belief regarding the self or persons or objects outside the self that is 

maintained despite indisputable evidence to the contrary. With hallucinations, patients 

actually see or hear things that are not there, while a delusion is simply a belief in 

something that is not true (Goodwin and Jamison 1990).

During a manic episode, two thirds o f bipolar patients will report at least one 

psychotic symptom (Goodwin and Jamison 1990). This figure ranges from 47-75%. 

During a severe depressive episode, 33-56% of bipolar patients experience a 

delusional period. In patients experiencing psychotic episodes as part of a mood 

disorder, psychosis is usually a consistent part of the disorder. 95% of delusional 

patients report prior psychotic episodes, and 89% of patients whose index admission
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was psychotic had experienced previous psychotic episodes. 50% of psychotic bipolar 

patients report a history o f delusions, while only 20% report hallucinations. Visual 

hallucinations are less common that auditory hallucinations in BPAD patients 

(Goodwin and Jamison 1990).

20% of psychotic bipolar patients demonstrate first-rank Schneiderian 

symptoms, which are particularly characteristic of schizophrenia (Goodwin and 

Jamison 1990). These symptoms include audible thoughts, voices heard arguing, 

voices heard commenting on one’s actions, thought withdrawal, thought insertion, and 

thought broadcasting. Bipolar hallucinations more usually resemble those o f the 

organic psychoses, usually caused by brain lesions or drug toxicity, than those of SZP, 

although, accusatory voices found in affective illness are also common in SZP. BPAD 

manic delusions can be differentiated from SZP as they tend to be wish-fulfilling, 

more orientated toward communion than segregation, fleeting rather than fixed, and 

the same ideas very often return in subsequent attacks.

Both manic and depressive phase psychotic symptoms vary in extent 

(frequency and duration), constancy, intensity, effect on overt behaviour, affect 

produced, content, and causal attributes. An early age at onset is more likely to be 

associated with increased rate of psychotic symptoms. There is also some evidence 

that relates the presence of psychotic symptoms with illness severity (Schimmelmann 

et a l, 2008). The primary content of delusions and hallucinations during a depressive 

episode are religious, financial or related to the patient’s body. During a manic 

episode delusions are mostly grandiose (47%) or persecutory (28%) in nature, 

relatively frequent, expansive, and often religious (Goodwin and Jamison 1990).

The psychosis trait is familial (Saunders et al., 2008; Schulze et a l, 2006). 

Bipolar illness in a proband does not predict psychosis in a relative but psychosis in a 

proband is related to an increased risk of psychosis, but not bipolarity, in a relative. 

The more important question of whether psychosis is heritable has not been answered 

directly. However, a twin study of the most predominant psychotic disorders, SZP, 

affective disorder mania and hypomania, and schizoaffective disorder (SA), found 

that the correlation in liability was 82-88% in monozygotic twins compared to 31- 

52% in dizygotic twins, indicating a strong genetic component to these disorders 

(Cardno et al., 1999). A proneness to develop delusional symptoms has also been 

shown to be inherited and common to both BPAD and SZP (Schurhoff et a l, 2003).
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The diagnosis of most delusions is reliable (Bell et a l, 2006), which is also necessary 

if psychosis is to be used as a discrete phenotype.

In an effort to refine the bipolar disorder phenotype and possibly remove some 

heterogeneity from the analysis, we re-analyzed our whole genome scan data (Cassidy 

et a l, 2007) in a very specific subset of the affected sib pair families available, 

namely those with psychotic features.

3.2.2 Materials and Methods

The same subjects, DNA samples, genotyping methods, statistics, and data analysis 

described in the whole genome linkage scan (section 3.1) are used in this analysis, 

with some exceptions. The sib pair (ASP) families used for this analysis were chosen 

specifically as a psychotic subgroup. To be included in this subgroup at least one of 

the BPI individuals in the family must have at least one psychotic feature reported 

such as delusions or hallucinations. Psychotic episodes were grandiose (22.9%) or 

persecutory delusions (8.6%), combined grandiose and persecutory delusions 

(20.0%), just hallucinations (5.7%), combined delusions and hallucinations (40.0%), 

or another type of delusion unspecified (2.9%).Thirty-five o f the 60 original ASPs 

fulfilled this criterion. Also, we did not perform any population structure analysis on 

this subgroup.

3.2.3 Results

The NPL score for each chromosome was calculated using Genehunter Plus v l.2  

(Figure 3.2.1) (Kong and Cox 1997). For most o f the chromosomes there were no 

substantial changes in the results reported in the original whole genome linkage scan. 

However, chromosomes 14, 6, and 19 displayed some noteworthy differences in the 

linkage pattern produced when psychosis was used as a defining condition for 

inclusion in this study. The significance of the result from chromosome 6 is discussed 

in more detail in section 8.3.

On chromosome 14 the linkage peak remains above the suggestive level of 

significance (NPL=2.33 P =0.019) but notably, the peak NPL score has shifted 

dramatically from 76cM under the narrow analysis to 28cM in the psychosis analysis 

(Figure 3.2.1). On chromosome 19, while the position of the linkage peak at 42cM did 

not change, the NPL score increased considerably from 1.63, with a nominally 

significant P-value, to an NPL score o f 2.21, which is now above the normally
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accepted level o f suggestive linkage (Figure 3.2.1), according to the strict guidelines 

o f Lander and Krugliak (1995).

3.2.4 Discussion

While multiple testing is always a concern in genetic analyses, this type o f 

hypothesis-driven re-analysis o f data can be very useful in this type o f research, far 

out-weighing the disadvantages. The clinical heterogeneity o f BPAD is problematic 

for genetic studies but by selecting a specific sub group o f families, some o f the 

clinical variation may be reduced. With less background “noise” to complicate the 

results, a subtype re-analysis may reveal some important changes to the results. This 

is a relatively new concept in bipolar genetic research but there are now multiple 

examples o f such studies in the more recent literature.

At least eight linkage studies using psychosis as a discrete phenotype have 

been published to date (Cheng et a l, 2006; Goes et al., 2007; Kemer et a l, 2007; 

Maziade et al., 2005; Middleton et al., 2004; Mukherjee et al., 2006; Park et al., 2004; 

Sklar et al., 2004; Zandi et al., 2007). These studies used psychosis as a clinical 

covariate in bipolar (Cheng et al., 2006; Goes et a l, 2007; Kemer et al., 2007; Park et 

al., 2004; Zandi et al., 2007) and schizophrenic families (Middleton et al., 2004; Sklar 

et al., 2004) or used a “common locus” approach which included both bipolar and 

schizophrenic families (Maziade et al., 2005; Mukherjee et al., 2006). Upon 

examination o f these studies there seems to be seven regions o f the genome linked to 

psychosis in more than one study. These include 2pl l-q l4 , 5q31-35, 6q21-22, 8p22- 

21, 13q21-33, 16pl2-13, and 18ql2-21. It is worth noting that 2 p l l -q l4  was also 

linked to narrowly defined BPAD in our whole genome linkage scan (Peak 

NPL=2.07, P=0.02 at 114.4cM), a result that increased slightly in significance under 

the psychosis phenotype (Peak NPL=2.29, P=0.01 at 125cM).

The most cited candidate susceptibility genes in common to both BPAD and 

SZP are neuregulin (N R G l) and dysbindin (D TN BPl), both discussed in detail in 

sections 1.6.1.2.1 and 1.6.1.2.2 respectively. In the case o f both genes, there are 

instances where significant association with BPAD was only revealed when a 

psychotic sub-sample was analyzed (Green et al., 2005; Raybould et al., 2005). Some 

lesser known susceptibility genes for psychosis are TGFB-induced factor (TGIF) 

(Chavarria-Siles et al., 2007), Glutamate Receptor, lonotropic, Kainate, type 4 

(GRIK4) (Blackwood et al., 2007), and S I00 calcium-binding protein, beta (SIOOB)
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(Roche et a l, 2007), which are all associated with a specific psychotic bipolar 

phenotype.

One o f  the most reported psychosis-specific genes, however, is the dopamine 

D4 receptor (DRD4) (Tsuang et al., 2004). Alleles o f DRD4 have been associated 

with psychosis (Weiss et al., 1996), high delusional scores (Serretti et al., 1999c), 

mood disorder patients experiencing their first psychotic episode (Rinetti et al., 2001), 

and a positive response to anti-psychotic medication (Cohen et al., 1999; Hwu et al., 

1998). No association between Lithium response and DRD4 has been detected 

(Serretti et al., 1999b). M ost recently, alleles and haplotypes from the 48bp-VNTR 

polymorphism at exon 3 o f DRD4 were significantly associated with psychosis in a 

case control sample from Mexico (Aguirre et al., 2007). As with most candidate 

genes, there have also been negative reports in the literature which failed to determine 

a link between this gene and psychosis (Bocchetta et al., 1999; Di Bella et al., 1996; 

Oruc et al., 1997; Serretti et al., 1999a), highlighting the need for further research into 

this topic.

On chromosome 19 the NPL score increased to 2.21, reaching the suggestive 

level o f linkage, but the linkage peak position did not change. This region o f 19pl3 

has also been previously reported as a psychotic BPAD linkage peak (Cheng et al., 

2006). In addition, schizoaffective disorder (SA) (Hamshere et al., 2005), late onset 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (W ijsman et al., 2004), and autism (Buxbaum et al., 2004; 

IMGSC 1998; McCauley et a i, 2005; Philippe et al., 1999; Shao et a l, 2002) have all 

been linked to 19pl3.

SA is an affective disorder with schizophrenic features (M ameros 2003), so a 

linkage overlap with the specific BPAD psychosis subset is a particularly interesting 

result as psychosis is one o f characteristics that overlap both disorders. There is also 

strong evidence for an overlap between autism and major mood disorders (DeLong 

2004). AD and BPAD are linked at numerous levels. A study o f elderly BPAD 

patients found that AD was present at a rate o f 19%, compared to 7% in an age- 

comparable control population (Nunes et al., 2007). These rates o f AD in patients 

with BPAD were reduced to levels in the general elderly population when Lithium 

treatment was considered. This is in agreement with reports that Lithium inhibits 

crucial processes in the pathogenesis o f  Alzheimer's disease (Nunes et al., 2007). 

Late-life dementia, not restricted to dementia o f  Alzheimer type, is associated with a 

previous psychiatric history, specifically major psychiatric illness, rather than
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depression (Cooper and Holmes 1998). It has also been demonstrated that patients 

with unipolar or bipolar affective disorders may be at increased risk of developing 

dementia (Kessing and Nilsson 2003).

The Solute Carrier Family 1, Member 6 (SLC1A6) gene is a high affinity 

aspartate/glutamate transporter molecule, located at 40.7cM within this linkage peak 

on chromosome 19. SLC1A6 is from a family of excitatory amino acid transporters 

(EAATs) which limits the activation of glutamate receptors by maintaining glutamate 

concentrations below a certain threshold (Fairman et a l, 1995). SLC1A6 also 

functions to increase chloride permeability, and combined with glutamate regulation, 

could help regulate excitatory neurotransmission. SLC1A6 may be a good candidate 

gene for BPAD from this region as the glutamate neurotransmitter system has been 

implicated in the etiology of multiple psychiatric disorders including BPAD (Kugaya 

and Sanacora 2005), schizophrenia (Carter 2006; Palomino et al., 2007), anxiety, 

obsessive compulsive disorder, social phobia, and major depression (Cortese and 

Phan 2005). In addition, glutamate receptors are key components of neuronal death, a 

process involved in the etiology of neurodegenerative disorders such as AD (Walton 

and Dodd 2007). SLC1A6, located within a late onset AD locus, could also be 

considered a prime candidate gene for this neurodegenerative disorder.

The most dramatic change in results with this psychosis sub-grouping was 

undoubtedly on chromosome 14. The peak NPL score shifted 48cM, a huge distance 

in genetic linkage, from 76cM to 28cM. This position at 14ql3 is extremely 

interesting as this region of chromosome 14 has been reported as a linkage peak for 

SZP in numerous studies (Arinami et a i, 2005; Blouin et al., 1998; Chiu et al., 2002). 

Also, 14pter-ql3 was one of ten SZP linkage regions confirmed by a meta-analysis 

study o f 20 whole genome SZP scans (Lewis et al., 2003). Linkage to I4ql2-13 has 

also been reported for BPAD (Cichon et al., 2001; Marcheco-Teruel et al., 2006). A 

preliminary investigation o f this region for a potential psychosis candidate gene has 

revealed the neuronal PAS domain protein 3 (NPAS3).

NPAS3 is a transcription factor that regulates the expression levels of other 

genes and is expressed predominantly within the nervous system. NPAS3 was first 

considered a potential candidate gene for SZP when a reciprocal balanced 

translocation was identified in a Scottish family, a mother diagnosed with SZP, and 

her daughter suffering with a functional psychosis with comorbid severe mental 

retardation (Kamnasaran et al., 2003). This t (9; 14) (q34.2; q l3) translocation does
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not appear to disrupt any genes on chromosome 9 but on chromosome 14 the 

translocation breakpoint occurs within an intron of NPAS3. A haploinsufficiency of 

the NPAS3 gene was proposed as a potential risk factor to the onset of psychiatric 

illness in this family (Pickard et al., 2006).

Mouse models of mutant NpasS display schizophrenia-like behaviors such as 

reduced prepulse inhibition and increased locomotor hyperactivity (Pickard et al., 

2006). These mice also exhibit physical abnormalities with clear defects in 

connectivity observed in the corpus callosum and cerebellum, and adult hippocampal 

neurogenesis (Pickard et al., 2006). Recently NPAS3 was found to regulate the 

tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) enzyme in dopaminergic neurons, suggesting that NPAS3 

may play a key role in regulating the TH level of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral 

midbrain during development (Teh et a l, 2007). Taken altogether this represents 

robust evidence for a potential role of this gene in the onset o f a psychiatric illness, 

such as BPAD, SZP, or specifically psychosis.

All three o f the BPAD whole genome association studies, including both the 

NIMH and German parts of the Baum et al., 2007 study, have detected significant 

allelic association o f several SNPs in this gene (Baum et al., 2007; Sklar et al., 2008; 

WTCCC 2007). NPAS3 is an extremely large gene, extending over 700kb, and would 

require an extensive number of SNPs to test the gene completely for association with 

BPAD, even with a tagging-SNP approach. Nonetheless, NPAS3 remains an excellent 

potential candidate gene for both SZP and BPAD.

Limitations of this study include the small sample size, with just 35 ASP 

families included in the analysis, and lack of correction for multiple testing. However, 

re-analysis of our linkage scan data to investigate the possibility o f psychosis-specific 

susceptibility loci for BPAD has revealed the presence o f such loci on chromosomes 

14 and 19, which are supported by additional studies. Further work is required to test 

if NPAS3 or SLCl A6 are actually significantly associated with our BPAD families or 

a psychotic subset o f families. It is also possible that an unknown gene, not discussed 

in this section, is actually responsible for the linkage peak produced in these regions.
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Figure 3.2.1: Multipoint NPL scores and marker information from the whole genome 

linkage scan re-analyzed in a psychotic subset o f affected sib pairs. The broad 

analysis is identified with a pink line, the narrow analysis with a blue line, the 

psychotic analysis with a green line, and the information content with a dashed line (-

 ). The thick black line across the plot delineates an NPL score o f 1.6 with a

nominal /*-value o f 0.05. The distance from the telomere is measured in centimorgans 

on the x-axis and the NPL score is on the primary y-axis (left hand side). The 

information content score is on the secondary y-axis (right hand side).
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3.3 Clinical Data Analysis

3.3.1 Introduction

The whole genome linkage scan performed on our 60 bipolar affective disorder 

(BPAD) affective sib pairs (ASPs) (Cassidy et a l, 2007) produced some exciting 

results. The most significant linkage peak on chromosome 14 helped to strengthen the 

original finding from the modified genome scan performed on a subset of the ASP 

families (Murphy et al., 2000). An obvious question emerged from these results: what 

is the difference between families linked versus those unlinked to chromosome 14 on 

a clinical level? In this study we have attempted to identify clinical symptoms of 

BPAD that might account for linkage to chromosome 14.

There are a number of different methods available which attempt to reduce the 

clinical heterogeneity inherent in linkage studies. One such approach is a multivariate 

analysis o f quantifiable traits to determine which traits or combination o f traits should 

be used in the linkage analysis, rather than the end-point diagnosis. There is a multiple 

testing problem associated with this analysis; therefore an additional principal 

components approach helps to reduce the dimensionality of the data, meaning that 

correlated subsets of traits can be identified first and then used in the linkage analysis. 

An additional, very useful, option is to use principal components o f heritability which 

also takes into account family structure in the analysis (Ott and Rabinowitz 1999).

An ordered subset analysis (OSA) helps to maximise the information obtained 

from a whole genome linkage scan by detecting putative interlocus correlations. 

When OSA is based on family-specific LOD scores as the ranking trait, this can also 

identify optimal subsets of families contributing to the linkage at a particular locus. 

Using principal components analysis, the overlapping phenotypic information for 

these families can then be determined. However, one important problem with OSA is 

the potential for type I error to increase dramatically due to the number of 

comparisons between loci. One such OSA study produced further support for an 

autism susceptibility locus on chromosome 19, confirmed previously published 

linkage findings, and also identified a potential phenotypic correlate resulting in 

significantly increased LOD scores on chromosome 19 (McCauley et al., 2005).

The two methods described used quantifiable multivariate traits in the analysis 

but there is also a method that analyzes quantitative binary traits. A linear regression 

formulation, called the “reverse regression procedure”, was used to identify binary
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phenotypes correlated with an end-point diagnosis o f a complex disorder and 

generated a multivariate phenotype for use in linkage analysis (Ghosh et a l, 2005). In 

this particular study the locations o f the susceptibility loci were already known and 

the reverse regression procedure proved more successful than standard linkage 

analysis in identifying these loci. Lastly, an additional option is to group symptoms 

first, such as the symptoms of mania, in a principal components analysis (Gonzalez- 

Pinto et al., 2003).

The problem with using these types of analyses for BPAD is that there is no 

validated or accurate method to quantify this disorder. Current symptoms can be 

measured, for example, the Young Mania Rating Scale or the Hamilton Rating Scale 

for Depression can be used to measure manic symptoms and the severity of 

depression in a current episode o f BPAD, respectively. However, interviewees for 

family studies are usually clinically stable and not in a current mood episode.

Our clinical data analysis was somewhat different to the methods described, 

and to our knowledge has not been attempted before. In essence, we attempted to 

determine which non-quantitative binary clinical traits or combinations of traits were 

specifically related to a particular linkage peak. Non-quantitative traits are commonly 

recorded by the interview instruments used during the recruitment process to assign a 

diagnosis according to DSM-IV criteria. It is possible to determine which families 

have individually contributed to the linkage signal on chromosome 14 and a possible 

explanation for this is that these families all share some specific clinical feature that 

links them to this chromosome. The ultimate aim o f this analysis was to re-examine 

the linkage data after the detection o f such a trait, generating more significant results 

using this trait as the phenotype, and in the process reduce the number of potential 

BPAD susceptibility genes on this chromosome.

3.3.2 Materials and Methods

Sib pair families were separated into linked and unlinked groups according to the NPL 

score produced for each individual family at the chromosome 14 locus. Once the “ps 

on” and “photo total.out” commands were inputted before the NPL score calculation 

began in the Genehunter Plus v l.2  program (Kong and Cox 1997), then the NPL score 

information for each family could be recorded. Significant P-values from the linkage 

analysis under the narrow model of affection extended over 59cM from 35.06cM to 

94.0cM. If a family produced an NPL score of at least 0.5 within this region they were
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selected as a linked family. Forty-eight o f the 60 ASPs were classed as linked; the 

remaining 12 were unlinked families.

The next stage o f the analysis involved a comprehensive study of the clinical 

data files available for each family using two sources; the SADS interview instrument 

and the patient narratives. The SADS interview instrument provided comprehensive 

information on each affected sib from each family, while the patient narratives 

provided valuable information not routinely recorded by the interview schedule such 

as a clarification of the personality type or presence o f suicidal feelings. 

Characteristics o f the families that had already been recorded in electronic format, 

such as the age of illness onset and the presence of comorbid conditions, were already 

available for the analysis (15 traits). I read through all the SADS interview documents 

and patient narratives for each sib pair family and recorded all other relevant clinical 

information especially for traits that had not been previously documented such as 

sleepwalking or the presence of creativity. I chose 14 o f these traits and then reviewed 

all the files a second time to ensure all available information had been recorded. There 

were 58 families, 47 linked and 11 unlinked, with information available on all 29 

traits. From the 1682 possible pieces o f information for these 58 families, there were 

only 140 missing values.

To determine if there was any significant relationship between any of these 29 

traits and the chromosome 14 linked trait, an association rules analysis was performed 

by Dr. Paul McNicholas from the Department of Statistics, Trinity College Dublin. 

This type of analysis is extremely specialised; Dr. McNicholas completed his doctoral 

thesis on this subject. In short, this analysis uses binary-valued data and groups the 

variables into sets o f rules. Essentially, the analysis attempted to find a collection of 

traits that best represented the linked group o f families. Binary-valued data in this 

case was a yes/no answer or, more specifically, the presence/absence of a trait. The 

linked/unlinked classification was counted as a trait, in the same format as all 29 other 

traits.

This analysis is best described using an example, and is most commonly used 

for “market-baskef’ analysis. In this case, the observations are sales transactions and 

the variables are all the items sold in the store. The aim o f the analysis is to identify 

items that are routinely purchased together. In the case o f our data, the observations 

are the NPL scores which are directly related to linked or unlinked families, and the 

variables are the different clinical traits associated with each family. The question to
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be answered from the analysis is: which traits or combinations o f traits are most 

commonly associated with the linked families? Dr. McNicholas used a personally 

written program implemented in R. R is a free software environment for statistical 

computing and graphics (www.r-proiect.orq V As a further investigation o f  the available 

data, the percentage o f  the positive and negative portion o f each trait present in the 

linked and unlinked families was calculated using Microsoft Excel. Fisher’s Exact 

tests were performed using SPSS v l4 .0  to test for any significant association between 

a single trait and the chromosome 14 linkage peak.

3.3.3 Results

The 14 newly identified traits were: use o f  electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), appetite 

changes, suicide ideation features, suicide attempts, hypersensitive personality traits, 

serious personality traits, energetic personality traits, childhood disturbances, 

sleepwalking, severe nightmares, headaches, head injuries, fainting, and the presence 

o f  creative traits.

The hypersensitive personality was present if  the affected individual felt 

“resentful and jealous towards other people”, “others had held them back”, or if  they 

were “easily hurt or upsef’. The energetic personality included such descriptions as 

“ life and soul o f the party”, “more energy than most people”, and “more optimistic 

than most people” . The serious personality was present when affected sibs were 

described as “more honest than most people”, “feels everything is black and white”, 

and “has a strong sense o f right and wrong” . Childhood disturbances included such 

descriptions as: clumsy and awkward, hyperactive, restless, short attention span, short 

fuse, difficulties learning to read and write, and impulsive. Creative traits were listed 

as “often creative at home or work” or had an interest in creative writing, art, poetry, 

photography, or flower arranging etc. These different personality types, childhood 

personality features and creative traits are all often connected with BPAD.

In addition, there were another 15 standard traits routinely recorded by the 

interview schedule used in the analysis. These included: early age o f  onset (onset 

began before age 21 years), grandiose delusions, other psychosis (including other 

delusions and hallucinations), alcoholism, substance abuse, cyclothymic personality, 

panic disorder, general anxiety disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), 

phobic disorder, eating disorder, first episode mania (i.e. illness onset began with an 

episode o f  mania), first episode depression (i.e. illness onset began with an episode o f
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depression), rapid cycling features, and continuous cycling features. As a 

demonstration o f the assembled information, details o f the presence or absence o f 11 

of these traits for the first 21 families are shown in Table 3.3.1.
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Table 3.3.1: D etails o f  the first 11 traits in the first 21 fam ilies from the clinical data analysis. l= N o, 2=Y es, 0 -N o  inform ation.

Fam ily L in k ed fl)  

N um ber U nlinked(2)

EC T Sleep A ppetite Suicide

Ideation

Suicide

Attem pt

H yper

sensitive

Serious E nergetic C hildhood Sleepw alking N ightm ares

1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1

2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1

4 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1

5 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

6 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

7 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1

8 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1

9 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

10 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

11 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

12 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

13 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

14 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2

16 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1

17 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 1

18 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

19 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

20 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1

21 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

22 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1



The prevalence o f each trait expressed as a percentage in the linked and 

unlinked families was calculated using Microsoft Excel, and any significant difference 

between the two groups was determined using Fisher’s Exact test. The percentage 

calculations and Fisher’s Exact tests revealed one significant association. An absence 

o f alcoholism was significantly associated with linkage to chromosome 14 (/’=0.003). 

Table 3.3.2 contains a summary of all tests. As only 2.2% o f the linked families 

displayed the alcoholism trait the linkage analysis was not re-run using this trait.

The association rules analysis produces a table of rules with left hand side 

(LHS) traits and right hand side (RHS) traits that are related. The number o f families 

that support this rule, the level o f confidence for this rule, and the “lift” value for the 

rule are also reported in the output. The lift value can be explained with an example; if 

the lift value is 2.5, then in the presence of the LHS trait you are 2.5 times more likely 

to find the RHS trait. This analysis calculated the rules for both the presence and 

absence of each trait.

A snapshot of the results o f our analysis is shown in Table 3.3.3. Only a 

fraction of the most significant rules, out of thousands o f rules produced, are shown in 

detail (Table 3.3.3). The amount of rules produced was directly related to the limits of 

support and confidence dictated to the program. For instance, insisting that support 

was at least 20% and confidence was 85%, led to 395,892 rules, while setting the 

minimum support at 50% with the same level of confidence lead to 14,719 rules. The 

most significant rule stated that a family with an absence o f phobic disorder was 1.072 

times more likely to have an absence o f anxiety disorder. This rule was supported by 

88% of the families with 98% confidence. This rule makes clinical sense as these 

disorders are usually observed together, however, this value, the highest value, is not 

very significant or helpful for this analysis. The linked and unlinked trait did not 

feature in the 40 most significant rules and at the 40*'’ rule the lift values was 1.049, 

meaning that a significant trait or combinations o f traits that characterised these 

subsets of families could not be identified. It is worth noting that all 40 o f these rules 

are related to the absence of a trait, which is to be expected as the traits described by 

these rules were absent from the majority of our families.
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Table 3.3.2: Proportions o f families with each trait present or absent in the linked and unlinked families. Yes=present No=absent.

ECT* Continuous Appetite Suicide Suicide Phobic OCDCycling changes Ideation Attempt Disorder

Linked Yes 30.2 15.0 86.1 65.1 18.6 6.5 6.5

Families No 69.8 85.0 14.0 34.9 81.4 93.5 93.5

Unlinked Yes 27.3 22.2 72.7 81.8 36.4 0.0 0.0

Families No 63.6 77.8 27.3 18.2 63.6 100.0 100.0

Hypersensitive Serious Energetic Childhood Sleepwalking 1st episode Panic
Personality Personality Personality Disturbances mania Disorder

Linked Yes 14.0 30.2 53.5 65.1 30.2 30.0 17.4

Families No 86.1 69.8 46.5 34.9 69.8 70.0 82.6

Unlinked Yes 36.4 27.3 36.4 72.7 27.3 33.3 20.0

Families No 63.6 72.7 63.6 27.3 72.7 66.7 80.0

Nightmares Headaches Head
Injuries Fainting Creativity Rapid

Cycling
Anxiety
Disorder

Linked Yes 18.6 25.6 20.9 32.6 60.5 22.5 4.3

Families No 81.4 74.4 79.1 67.4 39.5 77.5 95.7

Unlinked Yes 27.3 36.4 18.2 18.2 81.8 11.1 0.0

Families No 72.7 63.6 81.8 81.8 18.2 88.9 100.0



Early Age of 
Onset Psychosis Alcoholismf

Grandiose
Delusions

Cyclothymic
Personality

1st episode 
depression

Substance
Abuse

Linked Yes 48.9 63.0 2.2 39.1 4.3 9.8 2.2

Families No 51.1 37.0 97.8 60.9 95.7 90.2 97.8

Unlinked Yes 80.0 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.0 22.2 10.0

Families No 20.0
Eating

Disorder

40.0 60.0 60.0 100.0 77.8 90.0

Linked Yes 10.0

Families No 90.0

Unlinked Yes 11.1

Families No 88.9

*ECT: Electroconvulsive Therapy. fA n absence of alcoholism is significantly associated with the chromosome 14 linked families (P^O.OOS).
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Table 3.3.3: The first 40 rules produced by the association rules analysis. The symbol indicates the absence o f a trait.

Rule LHS RHS Support Confidence Lift
1 {-■Phobic Disorder} => {“■General Anxiety} 0.881 0.981 1.072
2 {-■Alcoholism} -> {-■Substance Abuse} 0.847 0.980 1.071
3 {-'Cyclothymic Personality, 

^Phobic Disorder} => {-■General Anxiety} 0.847 0.980 1.071
4 {-■Substance Abuse, 

-■Phobic Disorder} {-■General Anxiety} 0.847 0.980 1.071
5 {-OCD,

-■Phobic Disorder} => {-■General ArLxiety} 0.831 0.980 1.071
6 {-■General Anxiety, 

-OCD} => {-■Phobic Disorder} 0.831 0.980 1.091
7 {-■Alcoholism, 

-■General Anxiety} => {-’Substance Abuse} 0.814 0.980 1.070
8 {-■Alcoholism, 

-■Cyclothymic Personality} => {-■Substance Abuse} 0.814 0.980 1.070
9 {-■Substance Abuse, 

-■Cyclothymic Personality, 
-■Phobic Disorder} => {-■General Anxiety} 0.814 0.980 1.070

10 {-■General Anxiety} => {-■Phobic Disorder} 0.881 0.963 1.072

11 {-■General Anxiety} => {-"Cyclothymic Personality} 0.881 0.963 1.052

12 {-■Cyclothymic Personality} => {-■General Anxiety} 0.881 0.963 1.052

13 {-■General Anxiety} => {-■Substance Abuse} 0.881 0.963 1.052

14 {-■Substance Abuse} => {-■General Anxiety} 0.881 0.963 1.052

15 {-■Cyclothymic Personality} => {“■Substance Abuse} 0.881 0.963 1.052



16 {“■Substance Abuse}
17 {^Phobic Disorder}
18 {“'Phobic Disorder}
19 {-OCD}
20 {-OCD}
21 {-OCD}
22 {-OCD}
23 {“'General Anxiety,

“■Phobic Disorder}
24 {“'Cyclothymic Personality,

“■General Anxiety}
25 {“’General Anxiety,

“■Phobic Disorder}
26 {“■Substance Abuse,

“■General Anxiety}
27 {“■Cyclothymic Personality,

"’General Anxiety}
28 {“■Substance Abuse,

“■General Anxiety}
29 {“■Substance Abuse,

“■Cyclothymic Personality}
30 {“■Alcoholism}
31 {“’Alcoholism}
32 {“■Cyclothymic Personality,

“■Phobic Disorder}
33 {“■Substance Abuse,

“■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.881 0.963 1.052
“■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.864 0.962 1.051
“■Substance Abuse} 0.864 0.962 1.051
“■Phobic Disorder} 0.847 0.962 1.070
“■General Anxiety} 0.847 0.962 1.051
“■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.847 0.962 1.051
“■Substance Abuse} 0.847 0.962 1.051

“■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.847 0.962 1.051

“■Phobic Disorder} 0.847 0.962 1.070

“■Substance Abuse} 0.847 0.962 1.051

-■Phobic Disorder} 0.847 0.962 1.070

“■Substance Abuse} 0.847 0.962 1.051

“■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.847 0.962 1.051

“■General Anxiety} 0.847 0.962 1.051
“■General Anxiety} 0.831 0.961 1.050
-’Cyclothymic Personality} 0.831 0.961 1.050

"’Substance Abuse} 0.831 0.961 1.050
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34
“■Phobic Disorder} => 
{-'Alcoholism,

{-'Cyclothymic Personality} 0.831 0.961 1.050

35
“'Substance Abuse} => 
{-■Alcoholism,

{-'General Anxiety} 0.814 0.960 1.049

36
-'Substance Abuse} => 
{-OCD,

{-’Cyclothymic Personality} 0.814 0.960 1.049

37
- ’Phobic Disorder} => 
{-’Cyclothymic Personality,

{-■Cyclothymic Personality} 0.814 0.960 1.049

38
-OCD} => 
{-OCD,

{-'Phobic Disorder} 0.814 0.960 1.069

39
-'Phobic Disorder} => 
{-■Substance Abuse,

{-'Substance Abuse} 0.814 0.960 1.049

40
-OCD} => 
{-’General Anxiety,

{-'Phobic Disorder} 0.814 0.960 1.069

AIIQOOr {-'Cyclothymic Personality} 0.814 0.960 1.049

LHS=Left Hand Side. RHS=Right Hand Side. Support=tiie percentage of families that support this rule, 

confidence in the rule. Lift=strength of the influence of the LHS trait on the RHS trait.

Confidence=the percenta



3.3.4 Discussion

Traditionally whole genome linkage scans are followed by a fine mapping study to 

further narrow the region of linkage. This usually involves a return to laboratory work 

as additional markers within the linkage peak are genotyped. Another approach, not 

normally put into practice, requires a more extensive analysis of all the clinical 

information available. In this study, we attempted to reduce the size of the linkage 

region on chromosome 14, using a trait or combinations o f traits characteristic of the 

families exhibiting linkage to this region as the phenotype rather than BPAD in an 

additional linkage analysis.

This analysis is not something routinely undertaken, and was a somewhat 

exploratory investigation. Although the analysis did not result in any significant 

findings, we can be confident that every effort was made to make best use o f the 

available data. The time spent searching through clinical files, recording all possibly 

relevant information, collating the information into a manageable format, establishing 

the presence or absence of linkage by checking through a considerable amount o f raw 

linkage data, and attempting to analyse the data in a statistically reliable manner was 

essential in order to be confident of the conclusions.

The association rule analysis used to evaluate the presence of any significant 

traits in this study is more commonly used for extensive market research 

investigations. Dr. Paul McNicholas, who performed the statistical analysis, had 

previously used this program to identify university courses that could be grouped 

together according to the submissions received from applicants. In his study more 

than 16,000 students and greater than 500 university courses were used in the 

analysis. This represents considerably more data than we had available for our study. 

It’s possible that our data was not suitable for this type of statistical analysis, and 

unfortunately, due to the non-quantitative nature of our data, an alternative statistical 

analysis method was not available.

The only statistically significant link established between the traits 

investigated and the linkage peak on chromosome 14 was an absence of alcoholism in 

the linked group of families compared to the unlinked groups. This result is most 

likely not robust due to the low number of unlinked families available for the Fishers 

Exact test. Replication in a second cohort would be required before this result could 

be accepted. A link between an absence of alcoholism and our linkage peak at 14q24 

is actually contradictory to the result from Buyske et al, 2006 who reported a peak
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with suggestive linkage at 14q24 in a whole genome linkage scan of alcoholic 

families (Buyske et al, 2006).

While our results did not prove useful, this analysis was not without merit. It is 

likely there is in fact a trait or combination of traits that connect all of the families 

contributing linkage to this peak on chromosome 14, but it was not identified from the 

clinical data reviewed, and therefore not used in this analysis. The “trait” responsible 

for linkage to chromosome 14 may in fact be an unknown or unidentified 

physiological or biochemical abnormality. It’s possible that we will not be able to 

identify such a trait until the actual susceptibility gene is established. Any resulting 

biological disturbances in families linked to chromosome 14 could then be 

determined. Another possibility is that we did not have sufficient power in our family 

collection to perform this type o f analysis.

These problems could be overcome in other ASP collections, with larger 

numbers o f extremely well characterised families. It is also possible that BPAD is too 

heterogeneous to pick out a satisfactory combination o f traits that can represent the 

disorder adequately. However, our analysis has demonstrated that the statistical 

methods are available and a successful attempt at this type of analysis could prove 

extremely useful in the search for susceptibility genes for BPAD.
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Chapter 4:

Chromosome 14 
Candidate Gene 

Association Analyses



4.0 Introduction to Chapter 4

This chapter contains the candidate gene association studies from chromosome 14. 

Each gene was chosen for further investigation at different time points throughout the 

four years o f this thesis and at different stages o f the fine mapping of chromosome 14. 

GCHl association analysis was initiated following the results of the modified genome 

scan and fine mapping of this chromosome by Dr. Carmel Kealey (ref). Once the 

whole genome linkage scan was completed, I genotyped markers from GALNTLl 

after this gene was reported as the most differentially expressed gene on this 

chromosome in a whole genome expression study completed by our whole genome 

linkage scan collaborators. The SIPAILI gene was selected for additional 

investigation following the SNP fine mapping association analysis (see section 5.1). 

Lastly, when the first whole genome association (WGA) study of BP AD was 

published in 2007 one o f the SNPs with moderate evidence for association with 

BPAD was located at 57Mb within our fine mapping linkage peak and warranted 

further investigation. A diagram of the whole genome scan linkage peak on 

chromosome 14 and the positions o f each gene discussed in the following sections 4.1 

- 4.4 are illustrated in figure 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.1.1: Whole genome linkage scan data for chromosome 14 indicating the 

positions of the GCHl, GALNTLl, SIPAILI genes and the WTCCC variant tested 

for association with BPAD in our family sample.

4.1 GCHl and the BH4 Pathway

4.1.1 GCHl and the BH4 Pathway Association Analysis

4.1.1.1 Introduction

To identify genes contributing susceptibility to bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) in 

the Irish population, we previously performed a modified genome linkage scan that 

targeted known gene-rich regions of the genome (Kealey et a l, 2005; Murphy et al, 

2000). We obtained suggestive evidence o f linkage of chromosomal region 14q22-24 

to BPAD in a collection of bipolar affected sib-pairs. A multipoint NPL score of 

2.714 and an associated P-value of 0.003 was obtained for the marker D14S281 with 

a narrow BPAD type I (BPI) disease model (Kealey et al., 2005).

While there has not been overwhelming evidence for a region of interest on 

chromosome 14, a small number of genome scans have reported positive findings for 

14q22-24 (Cichon et al., 2001; Fallin et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2003; Mclnnis et al..
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2003). 14q24-32 also emerged as one o f  the few positive regions o f Hnkage reported 

by the Segurado et al., 2003 meta-analysis (Segurado et al., 2003). Furthermore, the 

whole genome association (WGA) study o f BPAD undertaken by the Wellcome Trust 

Case Control Consortium (WTCCC), reported moderate evidence for a BPAD  

susceptibility locus on 14q22-24 (WTCCC 2007).

A preliminary candidate gene analysis o f 14q22-24 focussed on GTP- 

cyclohydrolase 1 (GCHl) due to the close proximity o f  the gene to the most tightly 

linked marker, D14S281, and its role in neurotransmitter synthesis. GCHl is the rate- 

limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis o f  tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4 ), a natural cofactor 

for tyrosine (TH) and tryptophan hydroxylases (TPH) (Blau N 2001; Thony et al., 

2000). These enzymes play an essential role in the biosynthesis o f various hormones 

and neurotransmitters that are highly relevant to psychiatric disorders, such as 

dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE), adrenaline and serotonin (5-HT). Numerous 

studies have also suggested that the clinical symptoms o f  depression, and possibly 

hypomania, might be related to altered levels o f BH4  (Abou-Saleh et al., 1995; Blair 

et a l,  1984; Bottiglieri et al., 1992; Coppen et al., 1989; Hashimoto et al., 1994; 

Hashimoto et al., 1990).

A family-based association analysis reported a significant association o f  a 

SNP in the promoter region o f GCHl with BPAD [rsl0137071, P=0.033] (Kealey et 

al., 2005). We report here an extended investigation o f  GCHl, which resulted in 

further support for GCHl as a BPAD susceptibility gene in Irish families. This study 

initially began with 93 trios but was extended to 127 trios during the course o f this 

project. This is especially relevant for the linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping 

analysis.

This discovery o f  GCHl as a possible BPAD candidate gene highlighted the 

potential role o f the BH4 pathway itself in the pathophysiology o f BPAD. BH4 is 

synthesised de novo from guanine triphosphate (GTP). GCHl catalyzes the first, rate- 

limiting step in this biosynthetic pathway converting GTP to dihydroneopterin 

triphosphate which is then converted to BH4 by a series o f  intermediaries and the 

enzymes 6 -pyruvoyl tetrahydrobiopterin synthase (PTPS) and sepiapterin reductase 

(SPR) (Blau N 2001; Thony et al., 2000). This de-novo pathway is controlled by 

GCHl feedback regulatory protein (GCHFR) which inhibits GCHl activity in the 

presence o f BH4, and stimulates activity in the presence o f phenylalanine. BH4 can 

also be regenerated from quinonoid dihydrobiopterin by a salvage pathway requiring
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the enzyme, dihydropteridine reductase (DHPR). Carbonyl Reductase (C BRl) can 

substitute for SPR in an alternative biochemical mechanism for the production o f  

BH4.

In order to investigate our hypothesis that the BH4 pathway is involved in the 

development o f BPAD, five enzymes with key roles in this pathway, FTPS, SPR, 

GCHFR, DHPR, and C BRl, were chosen to test for association with BPAD in our 

family collection. Also, as the initial association with GCHl was from the extreme 5’ 

region o f the gene, and strong LD extends to the adjacent WD repeat and HMG-box 

DNA binding protein 1 (W DHDl) gene, we also incorporated 2 markers from 

WDHDl into our analysis to ensure the significant association was not in fact 

localised to this gene.

4.1.1.2 Materials and Methods

Altogether 151 families, all o f  Irish origin, were recruited at St. Patrick’s Hospital, 

Dublin, Ireland. For GCHl a subset o f 127 families was genotyped, and 125 families 

were used for the SPR study.

The microsatellite marker, D14S1057, was typed via standard PCR using 

fluorescent dye-labelled forward primer and unlabelled reverse primer, followed by 

capillary electrophoresis on an Applied Biosystems (ABI) 3100 genetic analyser. 

SNPs rs943912, rs943914, rs3783641, rs8007267 and rs878944 were genotyped using 

Taqman® technology on an ABI 7300 system. Primers and probes were designed by 

the ABI Custom Assays service (ABI # 4331349) and are shown in Table 4 .1.1.1. 

SNPs rs998259, rs2149482 and rs2878168 were genotyped using glycosylase 

mediated polymorphism detection technology, otherwise known as SNaPIT™  

(Vaughan and McCarthy 1998). The diagnostic primer was fluorescently labelled and 

details o f all primer sequences, annealing temps and expected fragment lengths for 

each allele are given in Table 4.1.1.1. All other SNPs were genotyped by the 

KBioscience service (http://www.kbioscience.co.uk) using their own novel form o f  

competitive allele specific PCR system (KASPar) and Taqman' '̂  ̂chemistries.

The distribution o f genotypes for all markers was checked for Hardy- 

Weinberg equilibrium manually, using Genepop

(httn://wbiomed.curtin.edu.au/genepop) or Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). 

Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium resulted in a polymorphism being
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eliminated from association analyses. SNP rs 10140164 was omitted from the 

association analysis for this reason. The genotypic data was checked for Mendelian 

errors and genotyping success rates. All markers were tested for association using 

either the transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) (biallelic markers) (Spielman et al., 

1993), implemented in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005) or the extended TDT (ETDT, 

multi-allelic markers) (Sham and Curtis 1995). Association of multi-marker 

haplotypes was tested using the TDT statistic implemented in TRANSMIT (Version 

2.5) (Clayton 1999). Haplotypes with frequencies o f less than 5% were pooled for the 

global test of differential haplotype transmission. Inter-marker linkage-disequilibrium 

(LD) was estimated using Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005) or 2LD software 

(http:/Avebl. iop.kcl.ac.uk/IoP/DepartmentsTsvchMed/GEpiBSt/software/21d.shtmn. 

Both programmes calculate the standard measures o f LD, r  ̂ and D ’. Only 2LD will 

accept multi-allelic markers. The algorithm of (Gabriel et al., 2002) was used to 

assign haplotype blocks to the SNP data in Haploview. According to this algorithm, 

markers are grouped into a haplotype block when more than 95% of informative 

comparisons are in “strong LD”, as defined by upper and lower confidence limits for 

D’ exceeding 0.98 and 0.7, respectively.

Due to the significant degree o f LD between markers, a Bonferroni correction 

for multiple testing was not performed as it would have been too conservative. 

SNPSpD would have been an ideal addition to this analysis to identify the P-value 

required to keep the type I error at 5% but unfortunately, could not be used due to the 

inclusion of a microsatellite marker in the analysis. A permutation analysis was 

performed to include just SNP markers using Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). SNPs 

were chosen if they were validated and had reported minor allele frequency > O.IO. t 

the time of the study there were not very many SNPs o f this type (see section 4.1.1.5 

for more details). Additional information on all materials and methods is available in 

chapter 2.
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Table 4.1.1.1: Details of Polymorphisms Selected for Genotyping in GCHl AND WDHDl.

Marker Method Upper Primer 5’-3’ Lower Primer 5’-3’ Probe 1 (FAM*) Probe 2 (VIC*) Fragment 
Length (bp)

T°C

rs2878168 Ml SNaPIT FAM*GGGGAGTCTG AAAGTGCCTGGACCCAGT N/A N/A T=26 C=29 55
ATATCTAGGAATG C

rs998259 M2 SNaPlT TGGGCTAGTAATAT V1C*CACTCTGTTGACTTC N/A N/A A=22 G=25 55
GCTAACTGGTTT CAGCAG

rs3783641 M3 T aqman TCCATGCCTGGGCA CCAAATACTAGACTCAAA TCATTTGCCTGT TCATTTGCCAG N/A 60
TTCC TTACAGTCCTCAT GATTT TGATTT

rs2149482 M4 SNaPIT GGGATTCTCGGGGT FAM*ACCTCATCTCTATA N/A N/A A=20 G=30 58
ACC TG AAACCCAT

rsl0137071 M5 RFLP See Kealey e t  al. (2005) for details

rs8007267 M6 Taqman GACCTTCCAGAATG AGGCACAATCAGAGAAC TTTGGCGTGTAC AGTTTGGCGT N/A 60
TTAACACAATAGGA CAGATG TGTT ATACTGTT

rs943912 M7 Taqman TTTCTAAATTGGGT GGGTGGCCAGGAATAGC TGGCCCAGTCGT TTGGCCCACTC N/A 60
GGTGGAAGCT A AAG GTAAG

rs943914 M8 Taqman GGGAGGGTATTTGA CCAGTATTATCAAATGCC AAGTAAGTGAA AAGTAAGTGA N/A 60
ATCTCACAAGAA CACTAGAGT AATGTC CAATGTC

rs878944 M9 Taqman TCCAGCATAAAGCC GCACTGAGAAGATACACT AATTTATCACGT TTATCAATTTA N/A 60
AGGAAAATATGAA AAAAAATCTGTTG AATATAC TCACATAATAT

A C

D14S1057 MIO Direct FAM*GTGGGATCAG TTACTTCACAGCATCGGC N/A N/A Allele 1 = 60
PCR CTCTTTGGAGG C 174

* FAM and VIC are fluorescent dye labels. N/A=not applicable. RFLP=Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism



4.1.1.3 Results

4.1.1.3.1 GCHl Gene

The initial positive association of the promoter polymorphism within the GCHl gene 

with BPAD (rsl0137071/M5, Table 4.1.1.2) (Kealey et al., 2005) prompted further 

investigation of GCHl as a candidate susceptibility gene. Eight additional SNPs (M l- 

M4, M6-M9) and one microsatellite marker (MIO) were selected from the genomic 

region encompassing GCHl and the adjacent gene, WDHDl (Table 4.1.1.1). The nine 

additional polymorphisms were genotyped in a collection o f 127 BPI trios and were 

tested for association with BPAD using the TDT, the results o f which are shown in 

Table 4.1.1.2. The association o f the original marker, M5, with BPAD (x =4.40, 

P=0.036) (Kealey et al., 2005) is now supported by the results from SNP M4 

(X^=3.77, P=0.052). Although the allele-wise results from MIO are not significant 

(X^=18.46, P=0.103), the genotype-wise results are significant (x^=82.45, 49 df, 

P=0.002). O f the 13 alleles of MIO, allele 10 demonstrated the most significant 

distortion in transmission (T=12AJ=27, y^=5.169, P=0.016). Marker M2 from the 

WDHDl gene, which is located upstream of GCHl, is also marginally associated with 

BPAD (x^=3.85,P=0.050).

Analysis of the LD pattern o f the nine SNPs using Haploview (Barrett et al., 

2005) revealed a single block of LD, or haplotype block, encompassing M3 to M7 and 

extending from the first intron of the gene to the genomic region just upstream of 

GCHl (Figure 4.1.1.1, block IB). WDHDl was not included within this main block 

of LD. In the initial analysis, with just 93 trios, a different pattern was produced 

(Figure 4.1.1.1, block lA). Associated polymorphisms M4 and M5 were in complete 

LD with each other (D’=l/r^=l). The difference in reported P  values for these markers 

was due to the less than 100% genotyping success rate for M4. MIO, which is 

physically located between M3 and M4, was not included in this LD analysis as 

Haploview does not support microsatellite markers. Therefore, the inter-marker D ’ 

values for MIO were calculated using the 2LD program. MIO was in moderate LD 

with all 9 SNP markers (D’ values ranging from 0.62-0.79, Figure 4.1.1.1 legend) and 

was in the strongest LD with the associated SNPs, M4 and M5 (D’=0.77/r^=0.66). 

According to the criteria of Gabriel et al., 2002 that were used to assign haplotype 

blocks to the SNP data, MIO would most likely split the haplotype block 1A spanning
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from M2 to M7 into three separate blocks (M2-M3, MIO and M4-M7, Figure 4.1.1.1) 

(Gabriel et al., 2002). However, the moderate LD observed between MIO and the 

adjacent markers suggests that this marker could belong to a haplotype block 

comprised of the SNP markers M2-M7 under less stringent haplotype block 

definitions. It also follows that MIO could belong to a haplotype block comprised of 

the SNP markers M3-M7.
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Table 4.1.1.2: Single marker association analysis of GCHl and WDHDl polymorphisms.

Gene/SNP Details Location Inter-marker 
distance (kb)

HWE 
P  value

Overtransmitted
Allele T:U X^do P  valm

GCHl

M l;rs2878168 Intron 3 - 0.80 I 43:32 1.61 0.204

M2: rs998259 Intron 1 34.2 0.28 G 43:34 1.05 0.305

M3: rs3783641 Intron 1 5.1 0.72 T 42:35 0.64 0.425

MIO: D14S1057 Intron 1 7.3 [Allele 10*’] - 18.46i2 0.103

M4: rs2149482 Intron 1 1.1 0.99 A 63:43 3.77 0.052

“M5: rsl0137071 Promoter 1.7 1.00 A 66:44 4.40 0.036

Intersenic Resion

M6: rs8007267 8.7 0.19 T 33:26 0.83 0.362

M7: rs943912 6.3 0.19 G 33:26 0.83 0.362
WDHDl

M8: rs943914 Intron 15 54.7 0.88 T 62:42 3.85 0.050
M9: rs878944 Intron 15 3.5 1.00 G 44:38 0.44 0.508

df = degrees o f freedom, T=Transmitted, U=Untransmitted. BOLD denotes P < 0.05. “ Reported by Kealey et al. (2005). Allele 10 is 

significantly under transmitted (see results)
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Figure 4.1.1.1: Graphical view of the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) pattern across 

GCHl. D’ values less than 100% are shown. As the Haploview program does not 

support microsatellite polymorphisms, inter-marker LD values for MIO were 

calculated by 2LD (Ml;  0.62/0.38, M2:0.79/0.3, M3:0.73/0.52, M4 and M5: 

0.77/0.66, M6: 0.69/0.42, M7: 0.71/0.46, M8: 0.73/0.57, M9: 0.68/0.49, DVr^). MIO 

is physically located between M3 and M4, as indicated in red writing. Markers M l, 

M2, M3 etc. are indicated by 1, 2, 3 etc. When only 93 trios were available for 

genotyping, markers M2-M7 were assigned to a single block of LD by the Haploview 

program (Block lA), with the number o f trios extended to 127, the pattern for this 

haplotype block changed to block IB. MIO may either be located within the 

haplotype block, if  less stringent block criteria are used, or may split the block into
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two (M2-M3, M10-M7) or three (M2-M3, MIO, M4-M7) separate haplotype blocks 

(see Discussion).

The association of GCHl polymorphisms with BPAD was further supported at the 

haplotype level. Pairs o f markers were analysed for haplotypic association in a 

sliding-window fashion, the results o f which are shown in Table 4.1.1.3. The most 

significantly associated two-marker haplotype was comprised of associated markers 

M4 and M5 (global P=0.036), a result which reflects the complete LD between the 

marker pair (Figure 4.1.1.1). A trend towards association was also observed for two- 

marker haplotypes extending from M3 to M6. Although not corrected for multiple 

testing, it is interesting to note that two-marker haplotypes comprised o f alleles A and 

G of M3 and M4, respectively, and allele 10 of MIO were significantly associated 

with BPAD (M3/M10, P=0.022 and M10/M4, / ’=0.031) and a trend towards 

association was observed at the global haplotype level for M3/M10 (^=0.09).

Due to the uncertainty o f the haplotype block structure of this region, we 

tested 5-marker (MIO, M4-M7), 6-marker (M3, MIO, M4-M7), and 7-marker (M2- 

M3, MIO, M4-M7) haplotypes for association with BPAD. Five marker haplotypes 

comprised of markers MIO and M4-M7 only exhibited a trend towards association at 

the global haplotype level (Table 4.1.1.3, Global /*=0.099) with significant 

association observed for the individual lO.G.G.C.C haplotype (Table 4.1.1.3, 

/ ’=0.031). The 6-marker haplotypes followed a similar trend, with an individual 

haplotype (A.lO.G.G.C.C) significantly associated with BPAD (/*=0.031), but failed 

to reach significance at the global level (P=0.083). Interestingly, extended haplotypes 

comprised o f all seven polymorphisms (M2 to M7, MIO) yielded a more significant 

trend towards association at the global haplotype level (Table 4.1.1.3, P=0.061). 

Haplotype A.A.lO.G.G.C.C was the most significantly associated individual 

haplotype which was under-transmitted to BPI probands (Table 4.1.1.3, /*=0.041) 

suggesting that it may be protective against BPAD. These results support placement 

of MIO within a single haplotype block, either extending from M2-M7 or M3-M7.
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Table 4.1.1.3: Haplotype Analysis o f GCHl Polymorphisms.

M l: rs2878168 
M2: rs998259 
M3: rs3783641 
MIO: D14S1057 
M4: rs2149282 
M5: rsl0137071 
M6: rs8007287 
M7: rs943912 
M8: rs943914 
M9: rs878944
Global P-value 0.28 0.44 0.090 0.130 0.036 0.100 0.210 0.180 0.170
Haplotype P-value 0.17 0.25 0.022 0.031 0.036 0.036 0.290 0.060 0.047
5-marker haplotype
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value
6-marker haplotype 
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value
7-marker haplotype 
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value

0.099
0.031

0.083
0.031

0.061
0.044

P < 0.05 indicated in bold



4.1.1.3.2 BH 4  Pathway Genes

In total, 26 SNPs from the 5 selected BH 4  pathway genes were tested for association 

with BPAD. This number represented 4 SNPs from GCHFR, 6  from C B R l, 3 from 

SPR, 4 from PTPS, and 9 from DHPR. There were no single markers (Table 4.1.1.4) 

or haplotypes (Table 4.1.1.5) significantly associated with BPAD in this analysis. In 

the haplotype analysis, all genes had only a single block o f  high LD, except for the 

DHPR gene which had two blocks (data not shown). This was most likely due to the 

low number o f  SNPs available to be genotyped for each gene and the relatively small 

size o f each gene ranging from 3.2 to 25.7kb.
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Table 4.1.1.4: Results o f the SNP analysis o f  the five BH4 pathway genes.

Gene/SNP
Details

GCHFR
rsl2442845

HWE 
P  value

0.32

Overtransmitted
Allele

T

T:U

65:58 0.398

P  valu«

0.528
rs2301176 1.00 T 10:07 0.529 0.467
rs2289218 0.30 C 66:64 0.031 0.861
rs3784289 0.15 T 66:58 0.516 0.473

CBRl
rs 1005696 0.61 A 71:66 0.182 0.669
rs3787728 0.85 G 59:50 0.743 0.389
rs20572 0.82 T 35:30 0.385 0.535
rs9024 0.67 C 33:29 0.258 0.612
rs998383 0.40 A 72:61 0.910 0.340
rs2835273 0.78 A 35:31 0.242 0.623

FTPS
rs2676377 0.32 - 52:52 0.000 1.000
rs975020 0.63 A 38:35 0.123 0.726
rs3819331 0.84 T 39:38 0.013 0.909
rs919479 0.42 - 53:53 0.000 1.000

SPR
rs 1876487 0.32 G 40:33 0.671 0.413
rs7608304 0.55 C 24:22 0.087 0.768
rs 1150500 1.00 C 20:13 1.485 0.223

DHPR
rs 1031326 0.26 G 74:70 0.111 0.739
rs699459 0.67 G 66:59 0.392 0.531
rs 10604 0.80 C 67:61 0.281 0.596
rs 1031327 0.67 A 63:62 0.008 0.929
rs2252995 0.61 G 62:58 0.133 0.715
rs2597775 0.63 T 61:54 0.426 0.514
rs4698603 0.64 A 57:52 0.229 0.632
rs2247952 1.00 C 61:58 0.076 0.783
rs2597786 0.98 G 64:60 0.129 0.719

T:U=Transferred: Untransferred GCHFR: GTP Cyclohydrolase I Feedback 
Regulatory Protein C BR l: Carbonyl Reductase FTPS: 6-Pyruvoyltetrahydropterin 
Synthase SPR; Sepiapterin Reductase DHPR: Dihydropteridine Reductase
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Table 4.1.1.5: Results o f  the haplotype analysis for the five BH4 pathway genes

Gene/SNP Block Haplotype T:U P valut
Details Frequency

GCHFR
1. rs 12442845 Block 1: SNPs3-4
2. rs2301176 TG 0.506 64.0 : 70.9 0.352 0.553
3. rs2289218 CT 0.476 71.1 : 65.9 0.191 0.662
4. rs3784289 TT 0.014 6.0 : 4.2 0.324 0.569

CBRl
rs 1005696 Block 1: All SNFs
rs3787728 AGGAAT 0.359 79.5 : 64.9 1.481 0.224
rs20572 TTGAGT 0.262 54.0 : 60.0 0.316 0.574
rs9024 AGGAGT 0.244 53.3 ; 64.9 1.140 0.286
rs998383 TGTCGA 0.129 36.0 :30.0 0.545 0.460
rs2835273

FTPS
rs2676377 Block 1: All SNPs
rs975020 CAGG 0.539 68.1 : 77.4 0.603 0.438
rs3819331 GAGA 0.259 53.7 ; 53.9 0.000 0.989
rs919479 CCTG 0.149 38.0 : 40.0 0.051 0.821

GAGG 0.041 15.9 : 10.3 1.194 0.274

SPR
rs 1876487 Block 1: All SNPs
rs7608304 GCC 0.636 49.6 : 38.7 1.351 0.245
rs 1150500 TCT 0.120 18.0 : 26.6 1.646 0.200

TTC 0.116 22.5 : 17.8 0.560 0.454
TCC 0.090 16.0 : 16.0 0.000 0.999
GTC 0.038 4.1 : 11.2 3.290 0.070

DHPR
1. rsl031326 Block 1: SNPsl-6
2. rs699459 GGCAGT 0.332 63.0 : 62.0 0.008 0.928
3 . rs10604 TTACAG 0.322 64.2 : 66.6 0.043 0.835
4. rsl031327 TTCCAT 0.287 68.8 : 66.9 0.026 0.872
5 .rs2252995 GTCCAT 0.056 15.0 : 17.5 0.188 0.664
6. rs2597775 Block 2: SNPs7-9
7. rs4698603 AAT 0.403 69.9 : 71.4 0.016 0.898
8. rs2247952 ACG 0.315 67.0 : 61.0 0.281 0.596
9. rs2597786 CAT 0.281 56.7 : 61.1 0.169 0.681

T:U=Transferred: Untransferred GCHFR: GTP Cyclohydrolase I Feedback 
Regulatory Protein C B R l; Carbonyl reductase FTPS: 6-Pyruvoyltetrahydropterin 
synthase SPR: Sepiapterin reductase DHPR: Dihydropteridine reductase
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4.1.1.4 Discussion

Based on prior evidence o f  linkage o f  BPAD to the chromosomal location o f  the 

GCHl gene (14q22-24), polymorphisms within this gene were tested for association 

with BPAD. A promoter polymorphism within GCHl (M 5) was initially reported to 

be associated with BPAD (Kealey et al., 2005), a result that is now weakly supported 

by the borderline association o f  polymorphisms M4 =3.77, /'=0.052) and MIO 

(genotype-wise P=0.002) with BPAD in Irish families. Furthermore, a seven marker 

haplotype comprised o f  alleles from the three associated polymorphisms was 

significantly associated with BPAD (/*=0.044), and after correction for testing 

multiple haplotypes a trend towards association remained (Global /*=0.061). The 

genes for five additional enzym es, critical for the successful operation o f  the BH 4  

pathway, were also tested for association with BPAD in our family sample. 

Unfortunately, G CH l remained the only component o f  the BH 4  pathway with 

evidence to suggest it may be a susceptibility gene for BPAD.

The associated G CH l polymorphisms all reside within the promoter (M 5) and 

first intron (M 4, MIO) o f  G C H l. Analysis o f  the LD structure o f  the gene in 93 trios 

initially identified a single block o f  LD across markers M 2-M 7 extending from the 

promoter region to first intron o f  the gene (Figure 4.1.1.1, block lA ). A  similar 

pattern was produced for 127 trios except that M2 was not included in the haplotype 

block (Figure 4.1.1.1, block IB). This haplotype block did not extend to 

polymorphisms M l, which is located within the third intron o f  G C H l, or to 

polymorphisms M 8  and M 9, which are located within the adjacent, W D H D l gene. 

Therefore, these results localise the region o f  association to the 5 ’ region o f  the GCHl 

gene.

However, localisation o f  the region o f  association is less clear when the 

microsatellite polymorphism, MIO, was included within the haplotype block analyses. 

The moderate degree o f  LD between this marker and the SNP polymorphisms might 

suggest that MIO is in fact located within a separate block o f  LD that splits the M2- 

M7 block into blocks comprised o f  M 2-M 3, MIO and M 4-M 7, based on the haplotype 

block criteria o f  Gabriel et al., 2002 (Gabriel et al., 2002). Analysis o f  the HapMap 

data for G CH l revealed a break in LD between markers rs 1188177 (3 ’ o f  M4 and 

MIO) and rs4097 (5 ’ o f  M 3) suggesting that MIO could belong to the MIO, M 4-M 7 

block if  a similar pattern o f  LD occurs in the Irish population. Indeed, a five-marker
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haplotype comprised o f alleles from M4-M7 and MIO were significantly associated 

with BPAD (Table 4.1.1.3; / ’=0.031), but not at the global level. However, a seven- 

marker haplotype that also included M2 and M3 exhibited a trend toward association 

with BPAD at the global level (Table 4.1.1.3, Haplotype P=0.044, Global / ’=0.061) 

suggesting that the haplotype block encompassing MIO extends to M2. Inspection o f  

the inter-marker LD values between MIO and the SNP markers revealed D ’ and r 

values greater than 0.7 and 0.3, respectively, across the region extending from M2 to 

M7 (Figure 4.1.1.1 legend) which should be sufficient for association mapping 

(Ardlie et a l ,  2002; Kruglyak 1999).

There were 9 SNPs located within the GCHl gene tested for association with 

BPAD in the WTCCC whole genome association (WGA) study (WTCCC 2007). Four 

o f these SNPs, from the 3 ’ region o f  GCHl, were significantly associated with BPAD. 

The P-values for these SNPs range from 0.035-0.064 in the allele-wise test, and 

0.018-0.032 when stratified for gender. While the WTCCC results do not overlap with 

our family-based results, and the associated markers are in a different region o f the 

gene, this does provide some additional suggestive evidence but generally does not 

reflect strong support for GCHl as a BPAD candidate gene. None o f  the markers from 

GCHl tested in either o f the other two BPAD WGA studies (Baum et al., 2007; Sklar 

et al., 2008) were significantly associated with BPAD.

The postulated role o f GCHl in the pathophysiology o f BPAD centres around 

its rate-limiting effects on the production o f  BH4 and, in turn, vital neurotransmitters 

such as DA and 5 -HT. Although BH4 is best known as an essential cofactor for the 

aromatic amino acid hydroxylases, it also exhibits cofactor-independent effects on 

neurotransmitter function by stimulating DA release through depolarization-induced 

calcium channel activation (Koshimura et al., 2000). Furthermore, BH4 also exhibits 

cell-survival effects (Koshimura et al., 1999).

Disruption o f  the BH4 biosynthetic pathway and subsequent deficiency o f  this 

co-factor most typically clinically presents with hyperphenylalaninemia (HPA) and 

neurotransmitter deficiency (DA and 5-HT) but may present with either clinical 

phenotype alone (Blau N 2001). Single-allele, dominantly inherited mutations in 

GCHl account for approximately 50% o f autosomal dominant dopa-responsive 

dystonias (DRD), movement disorders characterised by decreased BH4 and DA levels 

and a dramatic response to L-dopa therapy. The relatively rare, recessively inherited.
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homozygous mutations in this gene can be responsible for more severe and complex 

phenotypes, such as HPA and epilepsy.

Significant psychiatric dysfunction has been observed in individuals afflicted 

by DRD and related metabolic disorders. A large Texan family segregating DRD due 

to a mutation in GCHl also exhibited the psychiatric symptoms of depression and 

anxiety (Hahn et al., 2001). A 32 year old adult with DRD due to a deficiency of 

FTPS exhibited additional psychiatric symptoms of relevance to BPAD, such as 

psychomotor retardation, disturbed sleep and increased aggression (Roze et al., 2005). 

HPA due to DHPR mutations is unresponsive to the normal treatment of a 

phenylalanine-restricted diet, and often results in more severe neurological 

impairments such as axial or truncal hypertonia, abnormal thermogenesis, and 

microcephaly (Ponzone et al., 2004). Finally, an increased incidence o f depression 

and anxiety has been reported in patients with phenylketonuria (PKU), a form of HPA 

resulting from a deficiency in phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH), the enzyme which 

requires BH4  as a cofactor to convert phenylalanine to tyrosine (Pietz et al., 1997).

Disruption of the PTPS gene in mice generated a mouse model unable to 

produce BH4 . Homozygous mutants did not survive more than 48 hours after birth, 

making behavioral studies impossible, but levels of biopterin, catecholamines, and 5- 

HT were extremely low, and TH activity was severely impaired in the neonatal brains 

(Sumi-Ichinose et al. 2001).

Autosomal recessive deficiency of SPR leads to BH4  and neurotransmitter 

deficiencies without HPA, and may not be detected by the normal neonatal screening 

for PKU (Bonafe et al., 2001), making SPR mutations especially hazardous. 

Heterozygous mutations in SPR are also responsible for some cases of DRD 

(Steinberger et al., 2004). In addition to this, SPR has also been associated with the 

progressive neurodegenerative disorder, Parkinson’s disease (PKD). There was a 4- 

fold increase in SPR mRNA expression in PKD cases compared to controls in a study 

o f human post-mortem cerebellar tissue from confirmed PKD cases and normal 

controls (Tobin et al., 2007). In the same study PTPS mRNA was significantly 

decreased in PKD cases. A 3-SNP haplotype from the SPR gene has also been 

associated with the age of onset o f PKD cases (Karamohamed et al., 2003).

While BPAD is not a neurodegenerative disorder in the same category as 

PKD, some connections do exist between the disorders. Bilateral subthalamic 

stimulation is a very effective neurosurgical treatment for advanced PKD but often
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results in post-procedure psychiatric complications including depression, mania, 

aggression, deficits in language, visual hallucinations, paranoid delusions, and 

delirium (Lauterbach 2004; Voon et a l ,  2005). There is also a high risk for suicide 

following treatment (Lauterbach 2005), but an improvement in symptoms o f  severe 

obsessive-com pulsive disorder and depression has also been reported (Piasecki and 

Jefferson 2004). There is also an overlap in effective drug treatments for both 

disorders, such as pramipexole (Aiken 2007) and zonisamide (Zareba 2005). 

Zonisamide is also used for treating neuropathic pain (Zareba 2005), and G CH l is 

reported to be a key modulator o f  peripheral neuropathic and inflammatory pain due 

to its effect on BH4 concentrations (Tegeder et al., 2006).

In a proteomic study o f  the effects o f  an anti-depressant on cultured neural 

cells, SPR expression levels were increased 3-fold (McHugh et al., 2008), prompting 

a more detailed study o f  this gene. Two promoter SNPs (C-196A and A -1095G ) were 

identified in a mutation detection screening o f  depressed individuals. The presence o f  

the minor A  allele from the C-196A SNP resulted in 1.4-fold reduced transcription 

rates o f  the enzyme (McHugh et al., 2007). This presents SPR as a possible anti

depressant target and a potential candidate gene for major recurrent depression. This 

SNP was not tested for association with BPAD in our family sample; therefore, we  

cannot be sure if  this association also extends to bipolar families.

Disruption o f  the BH4 pathway has been more directly implicated in both 

affective disorders and schizophrenia. The clinical symptoms o f  depression may be 

linked to a deficiency o f  BH4 (Abou-Saleh et al., 1995; Blair et al., 1984; Bottiglieri 

et al., 1992; Coppen et al., 1989; Hashimoto et a l ,  1994; Hashimoto et al., 1990) and 

anti-depressive therapies, such as anti-depressant drugs (Miura et al., 2004), 

electroconvulsive therapy (Abou-Saleh et al., 1995), or light therapy for seasonal 

affective disorder (Hoekstra et al., 2003), exert effects on levels o f  BH4. Increased 

levels o f  BH4 have also been associated with hypomania (Thony et al., 2000) and 

reduced plasma levels o f  biopterin and neopterin (metabolites o f  BH4) have been 

reported in patients with schizophrenia (Richardson et al., 2005) and BPAD (Hoekstra 

et al., 2006) respectively. The observed changes in BH4 levels may be related to the 

altered expression o f  both sepiapterin (increased) (Iwamoto et al., 2004) and carbonyl 

reductases (decreased) (Prabakaran et al., 2004), either o f  which can catalyse the final 

step in the synthesis o f  BH4, or DHPR (decreased) (Prabakaran et al., 2004), which
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have been observed in post-mortem brains from individuals with BPAD and 

schizophrenia. Finally, GCHl and CBRl may represent therapeutic targets for lithium 

as the expression o f these genes was up-regulated in adult rat cortical slices subjected 

to a lithium-induced depletion o f inositol (Brandish et al., 2005).

The results from the single- and multi-marker association analyses presented 

here suggest that alterations o f BH4 levels arising from mutations in the GCHl gene 

may play a role in the pathogenesis o f  BPAD. As discussed previously, either up- or 

down-regulation o f the BH4 biosynthetic pathway may be relevant to BPAD. 

Although none o f  associated polymorphisms are located in coding regions or splice 

junctions, their location within the promoter and non-coding 5 ’ region o f the gene 

suggests that they may affect expression o f GCHl. Alternatively, these 

polymorphisms may be in LD with the disease variant affecting gene expression.

There are reports o f families exhibiting linkage o f  DRD to GCHl and a 

reduced activity o f the enzyme in affected members who do not contain mutations in 

the coding regions or splice junctions o f the GCHl gene (Bandmann et al., 1996; 

Ichinose et al., 1994) suggesting the existence o f  novel mutations affecting expression 

o f the gene. Mono-allelic expression o f GCHl was discovered in affected members 

only o f  one such family (Inagaki et al., 1999). These reports indicate that mutations in 

non-coding, regulatory regions can affect expression o f the GCHl gene. As the 

associated polymorphisms tag both risk (M4/M5, allele A) and protective (M4/M5 

allele C, MIO allele 10) haplotypes, it is hypothesised that the different haplotypes 

would exert opposite effects on GCHl expression and resulting BH4 levels.

Important regulatory elements in non-coding regions o f  a gene can be 

identified as regions o f  the genome that are highly conserved across many species. 

Using the evolutionarily conserved regions (ECR) browser (Ovcharenko et al., 2004), 

which performs such a comparative genome analysis, a cluster o f  ECRs was 

identified at the 5’ end o f  intron one, where both M4 and MIO are located (data not 

shown). Perhaps either or both polymorphisms disrupt an important regulatory 

element that controls splicing o f  this intron. Although alternative splicing has been 

reported to occur predominantly at the 3 ’ end o f the gene (Thony et al., 2000), an A to 

G transition mutation in the first intron o f GCHl resulting in a truncated protein due 

to an abnormal splicing event was identified in a patient with DRD (Weber et al., 

1997). It is predicted that such a truncated protein would be inactive as the catalytic 

domain o f the GCHl protein is encoded by the C-terminus o f the gene (Auerbach et
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al., 2000). Therefore, it is possible that the associated variants could modulate splicing 

o f intron one and therefore, levels o f active GCHl enzyme. Also, as stated previously, 

the associated polymorphisms may not be the pathogenic variants but are in LD with 

them.

The 5 genes, SPR, GCHFR, FTPS, DHPR, and CBRl, are all very small, 

ranging in size from 3.2kb (CBRl) to 25.7kb (DHPR). There were an extremely 

limited number of SNPs available for genotyping from each gene, from either 

HapMap or dbSNP. It’s possible that the SNPs analysed were insufficient to fully 

assay the genotypic variation o f each gene. It is also possible that our trios did not 

have enough power to detect a weak association between these markers and BPAD. 

The results from the BPAD WGA studies are mixed for these genes. CBRl and 

GCHFR are not significantly associated with BPAD in any of the studies but PTPS 

and SPR are supported at the nominally significant / ’<0.05 level o f association by the 

WTCCC study (WTCCC 2007). Markers from DHPR are actually significantly 

associated with BPAD in both the Baum et al., 2007 (National Institute o f Mental 

Health sample) and WTCCC studies. It should be noted, however, that the small size 

of these genes may also influence the level o f overlap observed for these genes in the 

WGA studies.

In conclusion, while multiple lines o f evidence seem to suggest the BH4 

pathway may have a potentially novel biological role in the onset o f a psychiatric 

disorder, we have not detected any significant association between some o f the 

essential enzymes from this pathway and BPAD. The evidence to support GCHl as a 

BPAD susceptibility gene is extremely weak, and it seems the other genes necessary 

to complete the BH4 production process begun by GCHl are not risk factors for this 

disorder. It’s possible that the risk conferred by GCHl to the development of BPAD is 

extremely subtle and does not involve any additional members o f the BH4 pathway. 

As our group has been the first to report association o f this gene with the disorder, and 

the results are more suggestive than significant, additional replication studies in more 

highly powered and independent populations are essential to determine whether there 

is a role for GCHl in the etiology o f this disorder. Investigations into putative gene: 

gene interactions linking these genes may also reveal additional evidence for a 

potential function for the BH4 pathway in the onset o f BPAD.

4.1.1.5 Supplemental Information
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The results presented in this section are from the analysis o f our entire trio collection 

but it should be noted that this study was actually completed in two stages. The study 

to investigate GCHl as a possible BPAD susceptibility gene began in 2004. At that 

time a P-value < 0.05 for a single marker was generally accepted as significant and 

warranting further investigation. In the initial association analysis o f 93 trios, 

preliminary results for the additional markers tested for association with BPAD were 

mostly significant. This led to the initiation of the candidate gene association analysis 

o f the BH4  pathway genes (SPR, GCHFR, FTPS, DHPR, and CBRl) and also the 

gene expression analysis experiment to investigate possible GCHl expression 

differences in brain tissue from individuals with a BPAD or SZP diagnosis compared 

to a control group (see section 4.1.2). However, once our sample collection was 

extended to 127/151 trios, and the GCHl markers were genotyped in the extra 

families, the results became less significant. Essentially, the BH4  pathway genes and 

expression analyses were prompted by the significant results obtained with the smaller 

trio collection. However, the BH4  pathway genes could also be considered good 

functional candidates due to connections between BH4  and BPAD, regardless o f the 

results from the GCHl analysis.
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4,1 (continued) G C H l and the BH 4 Pathway

4.1.2 G C H l expression analysis

4.1.2.1 Introduction

There was evidence to support GTP-Cyclohydrolase 1 (G C H l) as a possible candidate 

gene for bipolar affective disorder (BPA D) (section 4.1.1). M ultiple m arkers and 

haplotypes, from the prom oter and first intron o f  the gene, were significantly associated 

with BPAD after analysis o f  the first 93 trio fam ilies (see section 4.1.1.5). It was unclear 

whether these variants were functional or in linkage disequilibrium  (LD) with the actual 

disease variants but due to their location it was possible that they disrupted gene 

expression.

The Stanley Medical Research Institute (SM Rl) online genomics database 

('https://\\ ww.Stanley genom ics.org/) provides gene expression data from two sets o f  brain 

samples, the Stanley Array collection and the Stanley Consortium  collection. The array 

collection was developed to supply RNA, cDNA, and DNA for high-throughput array 

technologies. There are 35 samples for each o f  the 3 diagnostic categories: schizophrenia 

(SZP), BPAD, and healthy controls, extracted from post-m ortem  brain tissue from the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), B rodm ann’s Area 46 (BA46). The consortium  

collection consists o f  60 brains from individuals with SZP, BPAD, m ajor depression, and 

also healthy controls. Tissue is also available in blocks and sections (both fixed and 

frozen) from a num ber o f  different brain regions including the amygdala, anterior 

hippocampus, thalamus, cerebellum  (sections), and the prem otor, motor, caudal 

cingulate, parietal, and visual association cortex (blocks).

M ultiple genomic studies have been conducted using these brain collections. 

From these studies, twelve were selected for inclusion in the Stanley database on the 

basis o f  the number o f  patients studied, genomic platform used, and data quality. Brain 

samples from subjects in the four main diagnostic groups are represented and brain 

regions used in the studies include BA6, 8/9, 10, 46, and the cerebellum. These studies 

used a combination o f  Affymetrix, Agilent, and Codelink Human genome m icroarrays.
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This database is usually the first point o f information when attempting to determine if a 

gene is differentially expressed in brain tissue from individuals with and without 

psychiatric disorders.

While microarray data can be useful, there must be follow-up experiments to 

validate the results, usually by reverse transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR). 

Information from the Stanley database suggested that there were no differences between 

GCHl expression levels in different diagnostic categories. While a specific RT-qPCR 

experiment did establish that GCHl expression was up-regulated in adult rat cortical 

slices subjected to a lithium-induced depletion o f inositol (Brandish et a l, 2005), an RT- 

qPCR experiment in human brain tissue had not been performed previously and would be 

a much more valid method to establish whether GCHl expression levels do vary 

according to diagnosis. More importantly a detailed RT-qPCR experiment would also 

allow us to test for specific genotypic or allelic effects on gene expression.

In this study we quantified the GCHl mRNA expression levels in the samples 

provided by the SMRl array collection, to determine what differences, if any, exist 

between the 3 diagnostic categories. In addition, we genotyped one o f the significantly 

associated SNPs, rs2149482 (M4, see section 4.1.1), in each brain sample to determine if 

genotype has any influence on GCHl expression levels. This SNP is in 100% LD with 

the promoter SNP, r s l0137071, significantly associated with BPAD in our family sample 

(see section 4.1.1). Therefore, only one SNP was chosen for this analysis.

4.1.2.2 Materials and Methods

4.1.2.2.1 Samples

RNA and DNA from the Stanley Array Collection (Torrey et a l, 2000) were supplied by 

the SMRl. Postmortem brain tissue was donated by the SMRI's brain collection courtesy 

o f Drs. Michael B. Knable, E. Fuller Torrey, Maree J. Webster, and Robert H. Yolken. 

Samples were extracted from post-mortem brain tissue, Brodmann's area 46 (dorsolateral 

PFC), o f bipolar (n=35), schizophrenic (n=35), and control (n=35) individuals. Samples 

were provided in coded tubes so all experiments were performed blindly.
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4.1.2.2.2 Expression Analysis

A detailed explanation o f  all aspects o f  RT-qPCR is given in section 2.6. In brief, a two- 

step approach was adopted for the expression analysis experiment. The Q uantiTect 

Reverse Transcription (RT) Kit (Qiagen, #205313) was used to produce cDNA from 

RNA according to m anufacturer’s instructions. RT control samples were produced in the 

same m anner but the RT Enzyme was replaced with water in the reaction mix. The 

Q uantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen, #204143) was used to determine the cDNA 

levels in a quantitative PCR (qPCR) reaction. SYBR Green I (SYBR), used for all 

experim ents, binds all double-stranded DNA m olecules, em itting a fluorescent signal on 

binding. Therefore, the strength o f  the fluorescence signal is directly related to the 

production o f  the double-stranded DNA product in the reaction.

The protocol was followed according to m anufacturer recom mendations. 16^1 o f  

the reaction mix was added to each well followed by 4 |j 1 o f  a 1:100 dilution o f  cDNA 

(approxim ately 30 nmoles, as determined based on a 1:1 conversion o f  RNA to cDNA). 

The reaction mix consisted o f  10|il SYBR, l|al o f  each prim er (10 pmoles), and 4 |il o f  

nuclease-free water. All qPCR reactions were run using a 7300 Real Time PCR System 

(ABI).

The G C H l expression levels were calculated relative to a house-keeping gene. 

The hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (H P R T l) gene was chosen as the 

housekeeping gene for these experiments. A ccording to the Stanley online genom ics 

database the expression levels o f this gene do not vary between different diagnostic 

categories. In addition, 10 random RNA samples o f  unknown diagnosis were chosen to 

confirm stable expression. The RNA samples were quantified using the Nanodrop (ND) 

Spectrophotometer, and the same quantity o f  each RNA sam ple was added to each I-step 

RT-qPCR reaction (QuantiFast SYBR Green RT-PCR Kit, Qiagen, # 204154) perform ed 

according to m anufacturer’s instructions. A I-w ay A nalysis o f  Variance (ANOVA) was 

used to test for expression level differences between sam ples with identical total RNA 

starting concentrations. The relative expression level o f  G C H l was calculated by dividing 

the mean G C H l cDNA quantity by that for H PR TI.

G C H l primers were designed using the Primer3 program : 5 ’-

TGAGATGGTGATTGTGAAGGA and 3 ’-AACCA ATA TGG ACCTTTCCA AC, the 3 ’
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primer was designed to cross exons 2 and 3. HPRTl primers were selected from the 

qPrimer Depot (http://primerdepot.ncl.nih.gov): 5’-GTTATGGCGACCCGCAG and 3’- 

ACCCTTTCCAAATCCTCAGC. Both sets of primer designs ensured that any 

contaminating genomic DNA was not amplified.

In order to remove as much spurious results as possible, all samples including 

standard curve and test samples were run in triplicate. Any expression data from an 

individual sample that did not match the other two samples for the same individual was 

omitted from further analysis. A number o f samples which amplified well in the first 

attempt were run a second time to assess the consistency o f  the results reported.

4.1.2.2.3 Genotyping

DNA samples (10ng/|il) were genotyped using Taqman technology and an Applied 

Biosystems (ABI) 7300 system. Primers and probes for rs2 149482 were provided by the

ABl pre-designed SNP genotyping assay (ABI # C 158306I4_10). Manufacturer

recommendations were followed for reaction set up, using the Taqman Universal PCR 

Master Mix (ABI # 4304437), and amplification conditions except that the reaction 

volume was scaled down to I0|il.

4.1.2.2.4 Statistics

The Stanley Array Collection provides demographics for the RNA samples such as post 

mortem interval, brain pH, suicide status, and brain weight etc. Correlations between 

GCHI expression levels and the demographic variables were tested using multiple 

regression. Any characteristic that was significantly correlated with expression levels was 

included as a covariate in further analysis. The diagnostic and genotype groups were 

tested for significant relative expression differences using a univariate Analysis of 

Covariance (ANCOVA) implemented in a statistical and data management package 

(SPSS vl4.0). The genotype groups were also tested for significant relative expression 

differences within each diagnostic category. Additional information on materials or 

methods is available in chapter 2.

4.1.2.3 Results
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The relative expression levels o f  a single RNA sample from the BPAD category could 

not be determined due to poor RNA quality. Brain pH (pH) and post mortem interval 

(PMI) were significantly correlated with GCHl expression levels in the multiple 

regression analysis {P = 0.0001, P  = 0.023 respectively) and, therefore, were included as 

covariates in the remaining statistical tests.

4.1.2.3.1 Entire Set Analysis

Normalized mean expression levels are given in arbitrary units with the standard error 

indicated in brackets. The mean GCHl expression levels were 3.143(±0.73) (bipolar), 

3.343(±0.71) (control), and 1.522(±0.69) (schizophrenia) (Figure 4.1.2.1). There seems to 

be a reduction in GCHl expression levels in the schizophrenia (SZP) category but, from 

the univariate ANCOVA, including pH and PMI as covariates, there were no significant 

differences in relative GCHl expression levels between bipolar, schizophrenic or control 

individuals (F (2, 98) = 2.074, P = 0.13). In addition, the post-hoc pair-wise analysis did 

not reveal any significantly altered expression levels between the affected and unaffected 

groups.

In the analysis o f rs2149482 genotype from each individual relative to GCHl 

expression levels, the mean values were 2.254(±0.63) for A/A, 2.740(±0.59) for A/G, and 

3.895(±1.24) for G/G (Figure 4 .1.2.2). These results would suggest there are reduced 

G CH 1 expression levels in the A allele genotypes compared to the G allele genotypes but 

this was not statistically significant (F (2, 98) = 0.708, P = 0.495). There were no 

statistically significant differences in expression levels after pair-wise post hoc analysis. 

When the A and G alleles were sorted into two groups the expression level was 

2.513(±0.43) for the A allele and 3.894(±1.24) for the G allele groups, but again this was 

not statistically significant (F (1, 99) = 1.111,/* = 0.295).

4.1.2.3.2 Categorical Analysis

For each diagnostic category, either bipolar, schizophrenia, or control, the genotype 

groups were analysed separately for any significant differences in the GCHl expression 

levels. In the bipolar group the mean GCHl expression levels for the A/A, A/G, and G/G
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individuals were 3.406(±1.33), 2.641 (±1.83), and 6.612(±2.89) respectively. There were 

no statistically significant differences between these genotype groups (F (2, 30) = 0.691, 

P = 0.51). In the schizophrenia category the mean expression levels were 1.713(±0.45) 

(A/A), 1.551 (±0.37) (A/G), and 2.614(±0.94) (G/G), and again these groups were not 

significantly different (F (2, 32) = 0.550, P = 0.58). Finally, in the control group, the A/A 

genotype had a mean GCHl expression level o f 1.014(±1.40), for A/G it was 

3.864(±I .04), and the G/G group was recorded as 2.103(±2.32). This analysis also proved 

to be not significant (F (2, 32) = 1.389, P = 0.26). The pair wise post hoc analysis did not 

reveal any significant results in any o f the diagnostic categories.

4 .1.2.3.3 Additional Analyses

Tests were also performed to determine if the A allele was a significant factor in the 

expression pattern o f G CH l. Genotypes with the A allele were grouped together i.e. AA 

and AG and compared to GG genotypes. In addition BPAD and SZP individuals were 

grouped together in an affected versus unaffected individuals comparison. There were so 

significant results from either o f these analyses (data not shown).
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Figure 4.1.2.1: Graph o f expression levels o f G CHl relative to HPRTl. The diagnostic 

categories o f bipolar affective disorder (BPAD), controls, and schizophrenia (SZP) are 

shown. Numbered points w ith in the graph area indicate individual samples.
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Figure 4.1.2.2: Graph o f relative expression levels o f  G C H l for the three genotype 

groups (A/A, A/G, and G/G) for the rs2 149482 SNP. N um bered points within the graph 

area indicate individual samples.

4.1.2.4 Discussion

M ultiple m arkers and haplotypes located across the promoter and first intron o f  G C H l 

are significantly associated with BPAD in our family sample. While these genetic 

association tests support G C H l as a susceptibility gene for this disorder, we have 

investigated if  there is any biological evidence to further strengthen this theory. The 

G C H l m RNA expression levels were tested in bipolar, schizophrenic and control 

individuals to determine if  any differences exist between the three diagnostic categories. 

In addition, one o f  the significantly associated markers was genotyped in the same 

individuals to ascertain any relationship between G C H l expression levels and genotype.

W hen the 3 diagnostic groups were compared, the mean G C H l expression levels 

seemed to be reduced in the SZP group. Reduced levels o f  G C H l would lead to a
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reduction in synthesis o f  BH4, with knock-on effects for the production o f  dopamine and 

serotonin. However, this result was not statistically significant. In the original analysis to 

test rs2149482 for association with BPAD, the A allele was significantly over transmitted 

to BPAD probands. This allele also seems to confer reduced GCHl mRNA levels in 

individuals o f  each category, regardless o f  affection status. Again, this observation did 

not reach statistical significance. The expression analysis in the control group is the most 

important analysis as it can reveal effects in expression purely due to the genotype in the 

absence o f  any disease pathology effects. In this analysis, individuals with the A/A  

genotype seem to have lower levels o f  GCHl mRNA but again this is not a statistically 

significant observation.

It must be noted that the numbers involved in these analyses were very small, 

there were only 35 individuals to begin with in each category and, in the bipolar sample 

for instance, there were only 4 individuals with the G/G genotype. It’s possible that w'ith 

an increased sample size these observations from the mean expression levels may reach 

statistical significance. One possible method to increase the sample size o f  these 

experiments, in the absence o f  readily-available brain samples, is to determine 

quantitative measures o f  gene expression levels from alternative sources.

There are studies that have used lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) (Iwamoto et al., 

2004a), while others have used peripheral leukocytes (Iga et al., 2006) as the source o f  

mRNA. There are some questions about the comparability o f  gene expression from blood 

samples with brain tissue, which is the suspected site o f  action for psychiatric disorders. 

One study did determine that the expression levels o f  many groups o f  genes were not 

statistically different when measured in whole blood and the central nervous system, but 

this does not translate into a declaration that the expression levels o f  many groups o f  

genes are identical (Sullivan et al., 2006). Another study reached the same conclusion 

about gene expression levels in both LCLs and brain tissue (Iwamoto et al., 2004b), 

revealing that in some cases whole blood can substitute for brain tissue.

There are a number o f  issues associated with qPCR that may be problematic if  

ignored. Determination o f  the Ct is critical. If the threshold is set too low then 

unamplified samples may be considered positive. The shape o f  the amplification curves 

must be comparable across samples for correct data analysis. The source material for the
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samples under analysis, RNA preparation o f samples, and RNA storage are all important 

considerations. Different source materials may influence the detection o f mRNA; 

therefore, there must be appropriate controls if samples are not all from the same source 

material. The same principle applies for RNA preparation and storage. Any DNA 

contamination, such as primer dimer formation, genomic DNA or any other non-specific 

DNA amplification, can skew results as SYBR will bind this double-stranded DNA and 

give an inflated fluorescence level.

The following precautions were put in place to circumvent these potential 

problems and ensure the data recorded was completely reliable. Using the auto-baseline 

and auto-threshold features o f the standard instrument software (vl.4) for the ABI 7300 

Real-Time PCR System for all samples helps to remove variability involved in manually 

setting a threshold. All RNA samples received from the SMRl were prepared from the 

same source material and using the same protocol. RNA samples were stored at -80°C at 

all times, and aliquots o f extremely dilute RNA samples were not re-used. All samples 

were run in triplicate to ensure the amplification curves were accurate and reproducible. 

All samples were checked visually to ensure the shape o f the curve for different samples 

were comparable. A dissociation stage was performed at the end o f every reaction to 

make sure there was no primer dimer or genomic DNA contamination in the samples.

Genotype-phenotype correlation analyses have proved successful in other studies. 

One study found decreased expression levels o f the heat shock protein 90kDa beta gene 

(HSP90B1) in healthy control and BPAD individuals carrying the C allele o f r s l7034977, 

a SNP significantly associated with BPAD in two Japanese case control populations 

(Kakiuchi et a l, 2007). Another study actually found lower expression levels o f the 

regulator o f  G-protein signalling 4 gene (RGS4) correlated with the presence o f the 

catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) Val/Val genotype in a combined collection of 

post-mortem brain tissue from schizophrenic and healthy control individuals (Lipska et 

al., 2006). As with all such studies there have also been negative results. The tryptophan 

hydroxylase 2 gene (TPH2) is expressed at high levels in the brain and is a possible 

candidate gene for BPAD in our family collection (Roche and McKeon 2008; in press). A 

RT-qPCR study determined that this gene is differentially expressed in bipolar, 

schizophrenic and control brain tissue in the Stanley array collection. However the same
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study failed to identify any correlations between the rs41313475 and r s l l  178997 TPH2 

promoter SNPs, or haplotypes, and mRNA levels (De Luca et a l, 2005).

There are another methods used to try to assess specific phenotype-genotype 

correlations and allelic effects. The iuciferase assay can be used to ascertain if specific 

alleles have any effect on promoter activity, thereby providing a link between a particular 

polymorphism and gene expression levels. One such experiment found a microsatellite 

repeat in the promoter o f the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor subunit 2A 

(Grin2A) which suppressed transcriptional activity (Itokawa et al., 2003). Measuring the 

allele specific expression o f mRNA is an additional method to identify functional 

polymorphisms. This method was used successfully to identify cw-acting polymorphisms 

that differentially affect THP2 mRNA expression in the dorsal and median raphe nuclei 

from human brain tissue (Lim et al., 2007).

Genotype: phenotype correlations have also been performed very successfully on 

a genome-wide scale (Dixon et al., 2007; Goring et al., 2007; Kwan et al., 2008; Morley 

et al., 2004; Myers et al., 2007; Stranger et al., 2007a; Stranger et al., 2007b). Genome- 

wide screens o f gene variants, particularly SNPs but also copy number variation (CNV) 

(Stranger et al., 2007a), regulating gene expression are available. Some o f these 

expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) contribute to clinical traits, such as heart 

disease (Goring et al., 2007) and childhood asthma (Dixon et al., 2007), but more often 

the real value o f the study is simply the evaluation o f the role o f common variation on 

regulatory events. LCLs have been the most common source material (6 studies) but a 

study of neuropathologically normal brain tissue (Myers et al., 2007) has also been 

published. There was little overlap between this and previous LCL studies, which is not 

surprising given the different source material and platforms used. However, this data will 

be particularly important to predict relative mRNA expression levels at any potential 

psychiatric disease loci, and as discussed earlier, expression analysis in a “normal” 

population is particularly important.

The overwhelming significant evidence has been seen for cis acting elements but, 

as discussed in Stranger et al, 2007a, this may be due to the fact that tram  regulation is 

intrinsically harder to study. There is generally no evidence to support localised regions 

of transcriptional regulation controlling multiple expression phenotypes (or “master
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regulators”), but interactions between SNPs regulating gene expression were 

demonstrated (Dixon et al., 2007). The most recent study (Kwan et al., 2008) evaluated 

the effect o f genetic variation on differential expression o f transcript isoforms using an 

exon tiling microarray. 55% of the genes with significant associations between transcript 

levels and flanking SNPs specifically reflected transcript isoform changes such as 

splicing variants, and differential 3’ and 5’ UTR use. This illustrates the huge complexity 

o f regulatory effects that can take place as a result o f genetic variation and also the 

importance o f genetic effects from non-coding regions o f the genome. This may be 

particularly important in the study o f complex disorders where functional variant 

associations are rare. There is a high level o f concordance between all o f these eQTL 

studies, and also across multiple populations (Stranger et al., 2007b), prompting a 

measure o f confidence in these studies. Individual SNPs can be investigated in this freely 

available data, using the http:/A\~v\'\v.sph.umich.edu/csg/liang/asthma browser or 

supplementary online data for instance, but, as with all microarray experiments, these 

results must be validated.

The premise for this experiment was simple. Do the levels o f GCHl mRNA vary 

between bipolar, schizophrenic and control individuals? And, is there any correlation 

between GCHl expression levels and the rs2149482 SNP genotype? In summary, there is 

no evidence for a biological alteration in GCHl expression levels correlated with a 

diagnosis o f BPAD. There was however, a very slight trend towards reduced transcript 

levels in individuals with SZP, compared to bipolar and control individuals, and also 

those individuals carrying the A allele o f the rs2149482 SNP, but this was not statistically 

significant, possibly due to the limited number o f samples available for this analysis.
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4.2 GALNTLl

4.2.1 Introduction

The results of the whole genome linkage scan (section 3.1) suggested the presence of 

a susceptibility gene for BP AD within a very large region of chromosome 14 (14q21- 

32). We selected the UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine: polypeptide N- 

acetylgalacto-saminyltransferase-like 1 (GALNTLl) gene as a candidate 

susceptibility gene to test for association with bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) in 

our families for the following reasons: First, information from a whole genome 

expression array study o f bipolar, schizophrenic and control brain-derived RNA 

samples from the Stanley Medical Research Institute was consulted (Torrey et al., 

2000). GALNTLl demonstrated a 1.4 fold up-regulation in post-mortem brain 

samples obtained from patients with BPAD compared to control individuals, with a 

highly significant corresponding corrected P-value o f 0.005 (S. Dobrin, personal 

communication). This was the most significant differentially expressed gene on 

chromosome 14 from this study, and is located in the region o f peak linkage. For this 

reasons, GALNTLl was selected for a family-based association analysis.

The exact function of GALNTLl is unknown making it difficult to 

hypothesise about the potential role o f this gene in the aetiology of BPAD. Analysis 

of the protein sequence of the GALNTLl product suggests that the protein is localised 

to the membrane of the golgi apparatus and that it is involved in glycosylation. More 

specifically, GALNTLl is a member of a family o f galactosyl-transferases with at 

least 15 members that catalyze the first step in 0-glycan biosynthesis in which a 

UDP-N-acetyl-D-galactosamine (UDP-GalNAc) is attached to serine or threonine 

residues exposed on the surface of the protein that is modified (Ten Hagen et al., 

2003). The product of this reaction is pivotal to the production of the 8 core structures 

of the mucin 0-glycans, the most abundant of the 7 different types o f 0-linked 

glycans, and is also involved in keratan sulfate biosynthesis (Brockhausen 1999). This 

process occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum and golgi compartments, which form the 

secretory pathway, and mucin 0-glycans are both secreted and plasma membrane 

proteins (Wells and Hart 2003).

4.2.2 Materials and Methods
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Association analyses were performed using a collection o f 125 trio families 

containing a BPI probcind and both parents. A single SNP was re-genotyped in both 

the original collection and an additional 26 trios (151 trios in total). 42 SNFs 

spanning the entire gene were chosen by Dr. Seth Dobrin to test GALNTLl for 

association with BPAD. SNP polymorphisms were genotyped at the Marshfield Clinic 

Research Foundation (Marshfield, Wisconsin, USA) using validated, inventoried 

Applied Biosystems (ABI, Foster City, California, USA) Taqman™ assays in 

combination with high-throughput array tape technology developed at Marshfield 

(The Marshfield Clinic, Wisconsin, USA) (Astle 1999). Available, validated, 

inventoried AB Taqman™ assays for GALNTLl were the selection criteria for this 

project.

All DNA samples were extracted from whole blood using either proteinase 

K/sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) digestion or the QiaAmp DNA Blood Mini Kit 

(Qiagen, West Sussex, United Kingdom, # 51106). The DNA was then amplified 

using the GenomiPhi™ DNA Amplification Kit from Amersham Biosciences 

(Amersham Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom, #25-6600-02). lul o f a 

1:50 dilution of the stock DNA was used for each amplification reaction which was 

performed according to the manufacturer’s directions. Positive controls for each of the 

three possible genotypes and also negative water controls were included. Markers 

were scored using Platescanner (programme developed in-house at Marshfield).

The most significantly associated SNP was re-genotyped by the KBiosciences 

genotyping service (http://w’ww'.kbioscience.co.uk/index.htm') in an extended 

collection of 151 trios using their own novel form of competitive allele specific PCR 

system (KASPar). GALNTLl SNPs were tested for association with BPAD using the 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test, implemented in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). 

Significantly associated haplotypes were tested for global significance using 

TRANSMIT (Claj^on 1999). Statistical correction for multiple testing was performed 

using two approaches: permutation analysis implemented in Haploview (10,000 

permutations) and the SNPSpD programme (Nyholt 2004). Blocks of Linkage 

Disequilibrium (LD) were determined using the Gabriel et al., 2002 algorithm 

(Gabriel et al., 2002) implemented in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). Additional 

information on material and methods used is available in chapter 2.

4.2.3 Results
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Thirty-three of the 42 SNP markers genotyped had sufficient data to be scored and a 

single SNP was out o f HWE. The remaining 32 SNPs were tested for association with 

BPAD using the TDT (Table 4.2.1). There were 5 SNPs significantly associated with 

BPAD: rs2185490, rs2296726, rs2296725, rsl455053 and hCV25962456 (Table 

4.2.1). There was a significant association between BPAD and rs2296726 {P = 0.004). 

This SNP did not retain significance after a permutation analysis (P = 0.09) but the P- 

value was close to the experiment-wide significance threshold required to keep type I 

error rate at 5% obtained from SNPSpD {P = 0.0028). rs2296726 was re-genotyped in 

an extended collection o f 151 trios. The significance of the association decreased (P = 

0.01). The change in P-value for rs2296276 in this extended collection of trios can be 

attributed to the additional families, and is not a result of different genotyping 

methods. The genotypic data for the original 125 trios were identical when the two 

data sources were compared (data not shown).

The LD pattern across the gene was visualized using Haploview (Barrett et al., 

2005) (Figure 4.2.1). There are predominantly two large blocks o f LD splitting the 

gene in half, (LD blocks A and B, Figure 4.2.1) but the Gabriel el al., 2002 algorithm 

(Gabriel et al., 2002) has subdivided these into 8 blocks (Figure 4.2.1). The most 

frequent 7-marker haplotype from block 8, which included 4 of the markers associated 

with BPAD in the TDT (rs2296726, rs2296725, rsl455053 and hCV25962456), was 

significantly associated with BPAD (x2=5.25, P = 0.022) (Table 4.2.2). This 7-marker 

haplotype was not significant at the global level (Data not shown). When haplotypes 

containing just the 4 significantly associated SNPs (Alternative Block 8: M27-M30, 

Table 4.2.2) were tested for association with BPAD, the two most frequent haplotypes 

were significant (x2=4.819, P = 0.028 and x2=4.367, P =0.037) (Table 4.2.2). These 

haplotypes only reached borderline significance at the global level {P = 0.07). A test 

for haplotypic association using marker alleles from LD blocks A and B revealed a 

significant single haplotype association in block B (%2=4.337, P=0.037) but the 

haplotype was rare with a frequency of 0.018, so was not tested for global association 

(data not shown). None o f the haplotypic associations are corrected for multiple 

testing.
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Table 4.2.1: Single marker association analysis of GALNTLl polymorphisms.

M# SNP Overtransmitted
Allele

T;U P value

1 rs43 89087 A 14:09 1.087 0.297
2 r s l1620883 T 14:09 1.087 0.297
3 rs7141424 A 40:35 0.333 0.564
4 rs2185490 C 48:30 4.154 0.042
5 rsl 890939 - 38:38 0.000 1.000
6 rs7150195 G 36:28 1.000 0.317
7 rs7160861 - 12:12 0.000 1.000
8 rs8005369 T 17:14 0.290 0.590
9 rs7140574 A 55:50 0.238 0.626
10 rs7143336 G 38:33 0.352 0.553
11 rs 1890941 T 30:25 0.455 0.500
12 rs867402 T 31:23 1.185 0.276
13 rs 1890942 A 38:36 0.054 0.816
15 rs4902713 T 43:35 0.821 0.365
16 rs897325 G 53:37 2.844 0.092
17 rsl 243 7400 T 20:18 0.105 0.746
18 rsl 016692 G 25:24 0.020 0.886
20 rsl 147461 C 60:52 0.571 0.450
21 rs2274440 A 17:16 0.030 0.862
22 rsl275677 A 57:53 0.145 0.703
23 rsl275685 G 58:52 0.327 0.567
24 rsl 1622064 - 19:19 0.000 1.000
25 rsl275689 A 49:41 0.711 0.399
26 rsl275691 G 43:41 0.048 0.827
27 hCV25962456 - 28:13 5.488 0.019
28 rs2296726 G 54:28 8.244 0.004
29 rs2296725 A 57:38 3.800 0.051
30 rsl455053 G 47:28 4.813 0.028
31 rs7144886 A 29:18 2.574 0.109
32 rs897330 T 30:20 2.000 0.157
33 rs8015425 G 42:33 1.080 0.299

Bold indicates P  <0.05. *T=transmitted U=untransmitted
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Table 4.2.2: Results o f the GALNTLl haplotypic association tests with BPAD

Block Haplotype
Frequency T:U X2 P value

Block 1 M1-M2
TC 0.94 9.0 : 16.0 1.960 0.162
AT 0.06 16.0 : 9.0 1.960 0.162
Block 2 M3-M5
GAC 0.35 42.1 58.5 2.662 0.103
GCC 0.32 56.8 44.3 1.540 0.215
AGO 0.30 46.1 39.0 0.608 0.436
Blocks M6-M12
TGCGCTT 0.35 46.5 53.9 0.555 0.456
GGCGGCT 0.23 43.8 36.7 0.627 0.428
GGCACTA 0.16 27.5 31.8 0.318 0.573
GGCACTT 0.14 26.4 23.4 0.184 0.668
GTTAGTT 0.08 18.0 14.0 0.500 0.480
GGGGGTT 0.02 4.2 3.1 0.174 0.677
Block4 M15-M17
CAT 0.32 40,7 58.1 3.030 0.082
TGT 0.29 48.3 39.7 0.844 0.358
GGT 0.26 50.1 43.8 0.420 0.517
GGC 0.12 25.4 23.9 0.045 0.833
Block5M21-M23
GAC 0.45 58.1 59.5 0,015 0.903
GGG 0.41 64.7 61.4 0,086 0.770
AAG 0.07 17.0 14.9 0,138 0.710
GAG 0.06 13.1 14,9 0,121 0.728
Block 6 M25-M26
AA 0.45 56.1 55.4 0,004 0.949
GG 0.42 56.7 60,7 0,138 0,710
AG 0.13 31.2 26,7 0,341 0,560
Block 7 M27-M33
GGAGATG 0.61 62.0 39.0 5,250 0.022
AAGAAGA 0.13 17.0 29.7 3,446 0,063
GGGGAGA 0.12 22.0 21.8 0.001 0,971
GAGAGGA 0.11 20.0 27.0 1.042 0,307
Alternative Block 7
M27-M30
GGAG 0.61 63.9 41,4 4.819 0.028
AAGA 0.13 17.0 31,6 4.367 0.037
GGGG 0.13 24.9 24,4 0.005 0.945
GAGA 0.12 21.0 28,4 1.110 0.292
Block B M20-M33
TGGGGGGGGAGATG 0.18 42.0 24,9 4.337 0.037
Bold indicates P <0.05. *T=transmitted U=untransmitted. M numbers refer to the SNP

numbers in Table 4.2.1
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I t l M l r S

Figure 4.2.1: Graphical view of the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) pattern across GALNTLl using Haploview. Red boxes indicate high LD 

between markers. The Gabriel et al, 2002 default program in Haploview divided this region into 7 blocks of high LD (numbered 1-7). This 

pattern could also be seen as two large blocks o f high LD, as indicated by LD Blocks A and B.



4.2.4 Discussion

The initial hypothesis that GALNTLl may be a susceptibility gene for BPAD arose 

from two pieces o f information. First, the gene is located within 0.6cM of the most 

tightly linked marker (D14S588) on chromosome 14 from our whole genome linkage 

scan (Cassidy et al., 2007), and second, this gene was the most significantly 

differentially expressed gene on chromosome 14 from a whole gene expression array 

study (S. Dobrin, personal communication). This discussion will consider the 

possible role o f GALNTLl in the development o f BPAD, firstly focusing on the 

protein function and secondly, reviewing additional reports of altered gene expression 

profiles from the literature.

As discussed in section 4.2.1, the exact function of GALNTLl is unknown 

making it difficult to hypothesise about the potential role of this gene in the aetiology 

of BPAD. GALNTLl is known to be a galactosyl-transferases from a family o f at 

least 15 members that catalyze the first step in 0-glycan biosynthesis in which a 

UDP-N-acetyl-D-galactosamine (UDP-GalNAc) is attached to serine or threonine 

residues exposed on the surface of the protein that is modified (Ten Hagen et al., 

2003). This reaction is pivotal to the production of mucin 0-glycans and is also 

involved in keratan sulfate biosynthesis (Brockhausen 1999). Mucin 0-glycans are 

both secreted and plasma membrane proteins (Wells and Hart 2003).

0-linked glycans have many different functions ranging from control o f the 

overall structure, stability or activity o f a protein to regulation of intra-cellular 

signalling (Raman et al., 2005). Many of these functions are absolutely vital for the 

development, growth, function or survival of an organism. Therefore, 0-glycan 

biosynthesis is tightly regulated. Even the slightest change in this pathway may have 

unknown detrimental consequences (Wopereis et al., 2006).

The clinical phenotypes that result from problems with 0-glycan metabolism 

are many and varied. Some mutations in genes involved in this pathway can have no 

visible physical effects or, at the other end o f the spectrum, can be fatal (Wopereis et 

al., 2006). The disorders of 0-glycan metabolism described to date are most likely 

just a fraction o f those that do occur, and further research is required to catalogue all 

the disorders. One example o f such a disorder is the premature-aging phenotype that 

occurs due to a mutation in the B4GalT7 gene, which belongs to the same transferase 

family as GALNTLl (Okajima et al., 1999). This disorder is characterized by 

symptoms such as loose elastic skin, failure to thrive, joint slackness, psychomotor
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retardation, hypotomia, and macrocephaly (Okajima et al., 1999). The far-reaching 

consequences of a mutation in this type of gene are extremely revealing. At this point 

it is not unreasonable to speculate that a functional variant in the GALNTLl gene 

affecting 0-linked glycosylation may be responsible for some aspect of BPAD 

pathophysiology, such as the psychomotor retardation observed in the premature- 

aging phenotype.

As mentioned previously, one o f the reasons for choosing GALNTLl as a 

candidate gene for BPAD was the highly significant differential expression in bipolar 

tissue compared to controls reported for this gene (S. Dobrin, personal 

communication). Obviously, as this result is from an array study, a real-time PCR 

validation experiment is required before this differential expression can be considered 

a confirmed result. However, an investigation of the literature found that this is not 

the only report of members o f this transferase enzyme family being differentially 

expressed in bipolar samples.

A study by Nakatani et al., 2006 revealed that the B3GALT2 gene was up- 

regulated in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of bipolar I individuals compared with 

controls (Nakatani et al., 2006). An independent study reported decreased 

hippocampal B3GNT1 gene expression in hippocampus of bipolar versus control 

individuals (Konradi et al., 2004). Both of these enzymes have similar transferase 

activities to GALNTLl. In addition, a study of differential gene expression in 

peripheral blood leucocytes o f discordant sib pairs with BPAD revealed decreased 

expression of genes functionally required for “0-linked glycosylation” in affected 

compared to unaffected sibs (Middleton et al., 2005).

In summary, there are multiple SNPs and haplotypes with evidence for 

transmission distortion in our trio sample, although, results would not be significant 

after correction for multiple testing. While there is a limited amount o f information 

for GALNTLl making it difficult to hypothesise what relationship may exist between 

the gene and the onset of BPAD, we can speculate on the potential role o f the gene in 

the disorder using the information available. The role o f GALNTLl in the 0-glycan 

biosynthetic pathway and reports from the literature that this family o f enzymes 

exhibits altered expression levels in post-mortem brain samples obtained from 

patients with BPAD are good indications that GALNTLl has a potentially important 

link with BPAD.
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It is possible that analysis o f SNPs in more highly powered sample collections 

may provide more support for GALNTLl as a BPAD susceptibility gene. Markers 

from GALNTLl are significant at the / ’<0.05 level in the Wellcome Trust Case 

Control Consortium and Baum et al., 2007 (NIMH analysis) BPAD whole genome 

association studies (Baum et a l, 2007; WTCCC 2007). However, these associations 

do not meet the stringent levels o f significance required for WGA studies, 

consequently, replication of these results in independent populations are also required 

before we can draw any further conclusions.
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4.3 SIPAILI

4.3.1 Introduction

The most significant Unkage peak from the whole genome linkage scan performed in 

our collection of 60 bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) affected sib pair (ASP) 

families was at 14q21-32 (section 3.1.3.1). The first stage o f a SNP fine mapping 

linkage study o f this region revealed a SNP from the signal-induced proliferation- 

associated 1 like 1 gene (SIPA ILI), rs4904924, was significantly associated with 

BPAD in both the Transmission Disequilibrium (TDT) and Family Based Association 

Tests (FBAT) (section 5.1.3.2). This was only one of two SNPs significantly 

associated with BPAD in both tests of association from that study. As this only 

represented a single marker association, further investigation was required.

The biological function o f this gene product was another reason to investigate 

further. SIPAILI encodes a brain-expressed protein containing post-synaptic density 

(PSD)-95/Discs large/ZO-1 (PDZ) and RAP-GAP domains. The protein associates 

with Neurexin 1 (NRXNl) (Nakayama et a l, 2002), a cell adhesion molecule required 

for formation and maintenance o f synaptic junctions (Chubykin et al., 2005). Mutant 

NRXNl mice exhibits defects in glutamate neurotransmission (Missler et al., 2003) 

and expression of the human NRXN1 gene is down-regulated in the Stanley Medical 

Research Institute consortium collection of brain tissue from BPAD individuals 

(P=0.0516) (see section 4 .1.2.1 for details of this online resource). The rat homolog of 

SIPA ILI, SPAR, is a RAP-specific GTPase that is a component o f the N-methyl-D- 

aspartate (NMDA) receptor/Post Synaptic Density 95 (PSD-95) complex and 

regulates dendritic spine morphology (Wendholt et al., 2006). Significantly, altered 

dendritic spine morphology occurs in both BPAD and schizophrenia (Law et al., 

2004).

As mentioned previously the SIPAILI rat homolog, SPAR, interacts directly 

with PSD95, a small 29kb gene which forms a complex with the NMDA receptor, 

specifically binding to the NMDA receptor 2A subunit (GRIN2A). PSD-95 also binds 

to citron kinase (Citron), a protein that interacts with Disrupted in Schizophrenia 1 

(DISCI) (Ozeki et al., 2003), at glutamatergic synapses (Zhang et al., 1999). The 

functioning and plasticity o f synapses has been proposed as a possible model for the 

common effect o f possible susceptibility genes in SZP, and NMDA-receptor-mediated
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glutamate transmission is a key factor linking these SZP susceptibility genes 

(Harrison and Weinberger 2005).

Significantly, DISCI, Citron and GRIN2A are all located within linkage peaks 

produced by our original whole genome linkage scan at lq32 (DISCI), 12q24 

(Citron), and 16pl3 (GRIN2A) (see section 3.1.3.1). DISCI, Citron and GRIN2A are 

also all possible candidate genes for BPAD reported in the literature (Itokawa et a l, 

2003; Lyons-Warren et al., 2005; Porteous et al., 2006) and variants from all 3 genes 

were significantly associated with BPAD in our trio collection (unpublished data, 

genotyping carried out by collaborators at Marshfield).

Before the second stage o f the fine mapping association study on chromosome 

14 was performed (section 5.2), we followed up this significant association in 

SIPAILI with a gene-centred study to test this gene for association with BPAD. 16 

additional SNPs were genotyped in 147 trios and 59 ASPs.

4.3.2 Materials and Methods

59 affected sib pair (ASP) families (see section 5.1 for details) and 147 trios were 

included in the analysis. The rs4902942 SNP polymorphism was originally genotyped 

in 125 trios and 59 ASP’s at the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation. All other 

SNPs were genotyped by KBiosciences (http://w\\Av.kbioscience.co.uk') in both the 

trio and ASP families. SNPs for this study were chosen from the Hapmap database in 

order to assay the genetic variation across the gene as completely as possible. In order 

to maintain consistency, rs4902942 was re-genotyped in all ASPs and trios by 

KBiosciences, extending the number o f trios to 147. Association analyses were 

performed using both the Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT), implemented in 

Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005) and the Family Based Association Test (FBAT) 

(Horvath et al., 2004), using the “fbat - e ” command which allows for a test of 

association in the presence of linkage. Inter-marker linkage-disequilibrium (LD) was 

estimated using Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). To correct for multiple testing the 

SNP spectral decomposition (SNPSpD) program was used to identify the / ’-value 

required to keep the type I error at 5%. A permutation analysis (10,000 permutations) 

was also performed using Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). Additional information on 

materials or methods is available in chapter 2.
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4.3.3 Results

4.3.3.1 SIPAILI Results

In phase I of the chromosome 14 fine mapping study the rs4902942 SNP was 

significantly associated with BPAD in both the TDT (P=0.007) and FBAT (P=0.02) 

(see Table 5.1.1). A follow up study was conducted with an additional 16 SNFs from 

SIPAILI genotyped in 147 trios and 59 ASPs. A second SNP, rsl2880188, was also 

significantly associated with BPAD in the TDT (trios only) (P=0.033) but only 

reached borderline significance in the FBAT (all families) (P=0.091) (Table 4.3.1). 

An additional SNP, rs2286136, also reached borderline significance in the TDT 

(P=0.071) but not the FBAT (P=0.235). Upon re-genotyping of rs4902942 the results 

were altered and only retained borderline significance [TDT: (P=0.080), FBAT 

(F=0.095)] (Table 4.3.1). None of these SNPs remained significant after correcting for 

multiple testing (permutated P-value = 0.299 for rsl2880188). The SNPSpD program 

revealed that a threshold of / ’=0.006 is required to keep the type I error at 5%.

The phase II fine mapping study (section 5.2), in which a SNP was genotyped 

every 5kb across a 15Mb region o f chromosome 14, included markers from SIPAILI. 

These results are discussed further in section 5.2. Haplotype analysis revealed two 

blocks o f high LD, block 1 is composed o f markers M1-M8 and block 2 is composed 

o f M12-17 (marker numbers from Table 4.3.1) (Figure 4.3.1). There was a single 

haplotype from block 1 composed of alleles A.C.A.A.A.G.T.C. significantly 

associated with BPAD (uncorrected x^=4.206, P=0.040) (Table 4.3.2).

4.3.3.2 DISCI, GRIN2A, Citron and Gene: Gene Interactions

As mentioned previously, DISCI, GRIN2A, and Citron interact with SIPAILI and 

are also all associated with BPAD in our family sample. To determine if any 

significant gene: gene interactions were evident a modified Multifactor

Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) method that includes a genotype Pedigree 

Disequilibrium Test (gPDT, tests for over-transmission of genotypes to affected 

individuals) (MDR-PDT) was performed by Dr. Marylyn Ritchie and colleagues at 

Vanderbilt University. MDR-PDT is a within-family measure o f association between 

genotype and disease status (Martin et a l, 2006). MDR-PDT has been used 

successfully to identify two- and three-marker models associated with Alzheimer’s 

disease (Edwards et al., 2007). A preliminary analysis o f SIPAILI, DISCI, and
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Citron revealed the best model o f  interaction was a three-locus model consisting o f 2 

SNPs from citron and a single marker from SIPA ILI (P-0.063)  (data not shown).
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Table 4.3.1: Association analyses of SIPAILI SNPs.

TDT

Marker
Name

Distance
between 

SNPs (kb)
T:U Z2 P-value

1 rs 17767680 65:49 2.25 0.134
2 rsl2880188 12.15 64:42 4.57 0.033
3 rsl2897977 4.80 80:62 2.28 0.131
4 rs9323561 17.02 62:49 1.52 0.217
5 rsl 029570 11.64 63:48 2.03 0.155
6 rsl0147863 20.90 59:57 0.03 0.853
7 rs3784062 26.41 69:49 1.99 0.158
8 rs8017465 26.65 25:23 0.08 0.773
9 r s l7092070 5.85 29:22 0.96 0.327
10 rs4902942 17.65 64:44 3.06 0.080
11 rs8013708 18.32 88:70 2.05 0.152
12 rs2286136 5.72 85:63 3.27 0.071
13 rs4140799 1.21 86:67 2.36 0.125
14 rs6574017 5.97 68:56 1.16 0.281
15 rs8007783 5.41 20:17 0.24 0.622
16 rs2301918 7.81 68:56 1.16 0.281
17 rs l204992 8.36 81:63 2.25 0.134

S is the statistic accounting for linkage. T;U=Transferred:Untransferred.

FBAT

Families S* E(S) Var (S) Z P-value

95 188 179.4 52.1 1.20 0.231
89 184 172.4 47.6 1.69 0.091
106 128 118.2 52.2 1.36 0.174
89 176 169.4 47.1 0.97 0.333
92 182 174.0 50.0 1.13 0.259
101 191 186.6 47.6 0.64 0.522
93 75 84.6 50.2 1.35 0.176
52 40 36.7 24.5 0.66 0.509
52 39 39.3 17.7 0.07 0.943
88 166 154.2 50.1 1.67 0.095
118 165 156.7 59.5 1.08 0.279
115 146 155.4 62.9 1.19 0.235
111 148 156.5 60.8 1.09 0.275
106 181 189.9 60.5 1.14 0.254
39 77 78.3 11.2 0.40 0.690
108 182 191.0 63.7 1.13 0.258
113 190 183.6 58.9 0.84 0.403

P <0.05 highlighted in BOLD
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Table 4.3.2: Haplotype analysis o f SIPAILI SNPs.

Haplotype Block Haplotype Haplotype Frequency T:U Z2

Block 1 (M1-M8) G.G.G.C.G.G.G.C. 0.433 79.0 :62.7 1.862
G.G.A.C.G.A.G.C. 0.259 58.2 : 59.8 0.022
A.C.A.A.A.G.T.C. 0.154 29.5 :47.5 4.206
A.C.A.A.A.G.T.T. 0.088 24.5 : 22.5 0.085
G.G.A.C.G.G.G.C. 0.061 17.0: 14.6 0.178

Block2(M 12-M 17) G.G.G.T.G.A. 0.449 65.0 : 85.9 2.906
A.A.A.T.A.G. 0.332 68.0 : 56.0 1.162
A.A.G.T.G.G. 0.114 28.0 :29.0 0.018
A.A.G.A.G.G. 0.075 24.0 : 17.0 1.195
A.G.G.T.G.G. 0.026 9.0 : 6.1 0.576

P-vaiue

0.172
0.883
0.040
0.771
0.674

0.088
0.281
0.895
0.274
0.448

T:U=Transferred:Untransferred. P <0.05 highlighted in BOLD. M numbers refer to markers from Table 4.3.1



Figure 4.3.1: Pattern o f LD across the SIPAILI gene. Haplotype blocks are defined 

by the Gabriel et al, 2002 algorithm as implemented in Haploview. Markers are 

number 1-17 (details in Table 4.3.1).

4.3.4 Discussion

SIPIA ILI was the most promising candidate gene containing an associated variant 

from the first stage of the chromosome 14 fine mapping study. The SNP marker in 

this gene was significantly associated with BPAD in both the TDT and FBAT tests of 

association. This anlaysis has extended the association with BPAD to an additional 

SNP (rsl2880188) and single haplotype but rejected the initial SNP association. 

While markers from the phase II chromosome 14 fine mapping located close to 

SIPAILI also revealed significant P-values, none o f the reported associations from 

any of these studies survives correction for multiple testing.

SIPAILI is also supported as a possible BPAD candidate gene by both the 

Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) (WTCCC 2007) and German 

portion o f the Baum et al., 2007 BPAD whole genome association (WGA) studies 

(Baum et al., 2007) (Table 9.1). It should be noted though that this overlap only
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applies when nominally significant P-values (<0.05) are considered and SIPAILI was 

not among any o f the top findings in any of the BPAD WGA studies.

This gene was also of significant interest due to the interactions evident at the 

glutamate synapse with DISCI, GRIN2A, and Citron, also significantly associated 

with BPAD in our trio collection. All four genes converge on this single pathway at 

the glutamate synapse. Potential gene: gene interactions were identified for SIPAILI 

and Citron, a result that is regarded as quite promising. The highly specific molecular 

interaction between SIPA ILI, DISCI, GRIN2A, and Citron, along with the results of 

the association analyses, makes this gene a possible candidate susceptibility gene for 

BPAD.

All four genes converge on a single pathway at the glutamate synapse. DISCI 

is directly linked to glutamatergic neurotransmission as it is localised to the PSD of 

glutamatergic synapses (Kirkpatrick et a l, 2006). The identification o f Citron as a 

DISCI interacting partner further supported this link (Ozeki et al., 2003). Citron is a 

RhoA-activated kinase that regulates cytokinesis and neurogenesis (Di Cunto et al., 

2003), including post-natal neurogenesis in the hippocampus, similar to DISCI 

(Ackman et al., 2007). Citron is also a component of the NMDA receptor (NMDAR)- 

complex which binds glutamate and regulates post-synaptic signalling of 

glutamatergic nerve impulses (Furuyashiki et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). As an 

NMDA receptor subunit, GRIN2A is intrinsically associated with glutamate 

neurotransmission and this pathway.

DISCI and G72 are two of the most promising candidate susceptibility genes 

for both BPAD and schizophrenia (SZP), and both modulate glutamate-mediated 

neurotransmission (Carter 2007). A report o f schizophreniform-like psychosis in non- 

mentally ill individuals as a result of phencyclidine, a high affinity NMDAR 

antagonist, implicated glutamatergic neurotransmission dysfunction as a basis for 

schizophrenia. Alterations in glutamate receptor transcript levels (Beneyto et al., 

2007; Clinton et al., 2006; Clinton and Meador-Woodruff 2004) and binding sites in 

patients (Pilowsky et al., 2006) supported this theory.

This glutamate dysfunction may also contribute to the aetiology of BPAD. 

Antidepressants and mood stabilizers used to treat BPAD, such as lithium and 

lamotrigine, are low affinity NMDAR antagonists, and are known to ease 

glutamatergic dysfunction (Krystal et al., 2002). Transcript levels o f NMDAR 

subunits, and various downstream glutamate signalling molecules are similarly altered
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in both BP AD and schizophrenia (Beneyto et al., 2007; Clinton and Meador- 

Woodruff 2004; Kristiansen and Meador-Woodruff 2005; McCullumsmith et al., 

2007). Altered levels o f glutamate or the NMDAR co-agonist, glycine, have been 

observed in CSF (Frye et al., 2007a), plasma (Palomino et al., 2007) or brain tissue 

(Frye et al., 2007b; Hashimoto et al., 2007) from patients in various mood states. 

Similarly, decreased glutamine and/or glutamate levels in the anterior cingulate cortex 

o f un-medicated patients with BPAD has been described by neuro-imaging studies 

(Moore et al., 2007a; Moore et al., 2007b), indicating that medication does not impact 

directly on these neurotransmitter alterations observed. Finally, variants in additional 

genes involved in glutamate signalling, such as GRIK4 (Pickard et al., 2006), GRM7 

(Baum et al., 2007; WTCCC 2007), GRMl (Baum et al., 2007), GRIN2B (Fallin et 

al., 2005; Martucci et al., 2006), DTNBPI (Breen et al., 2006; Pae et al., 2007; 

Raybould et al., 2005), and NRGl (Green et al., 2005; Thomson et al., 2007) may 

confer susceptibility to BPAD.

Additional chromosome 13 fine mapping association analysis revealed 

significant association o f a SNP located within the 3’ UTR of the ephrin-B2 gene 

(EFNB2) and BPAD (Table 6.2). This suggests EFNB2 may contain a risk variant for 

BPAD, but this finding requires further investigation. In a further link with glutamate 

neurotransmission, increased tyrosine phosphorylation of NMDA receptor 2B 

(Grin2B) has been demonstrated by western blot analysis after treating embryonic rat 

cortical neurons with Efnb2, suggesting a role for EFNB2 in glutamate 

neurotransmission (Henderson et al., 2001).

A candidate gene analysis o f chromosome 21 following the results o f our 

whole genome linkage scan also revealed the S I00 calcium binding protein B gene 

(SIOOB) as a potential BPAD or psychosis-specific candidate gene (Roche et al., 

2007). Glutamatergic transmission is affected by astrocytic glial cells. These cells 

function to regulate extracellular glutamate levels and protect against excitotoxic 

damage. An astrocytic calcium binding protein, such as SIOOB, may be required for 

this process as glutamate uptake by astrocytes is stimulated by extracellular SIOOB 

(Tramontina et a l, 2006b), and conversely, astrocyte secretion of SIOOB is inhibited 

by high glutamate levels (Tramontina et al., 2006a).

A highly positive outcome from this general investigation into the glutamate 

theory o f SZP has materialized. Results from a phase II clinical trial o f an mGlu2/3 

glutamate receptor agonist, LY2140023, have provided preliminary support for this
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drug in the treatment o f schizophrenia (Patil et al,  2007). LY2140023 was developed 

based on strong evidence for impairment o f glutamate signalling in patients with 

schizophrenia, animal model studies and the identification o f the mGlu3 receptor as a 

schizophrenia susceptibility gene. LY2140023 treatment reduced both positive and 

negative symptoms of schizophrenia without the typical side-effects associated with 

anti-psychotic treatment, such as tremors and weight gain.

In conclusion, while there are a number o f ways to link SIPAILI with BPAD, 

genetically, biologically, and through the glutamate pathway, these links are quite 

tenuous. The genetic association results from this study and also those markers from 

the chromosome 14 phase II fine mapping study are only nominally significant, and 

taking into account the necessary corrections for multiple testing, this line of evidence 

is weak. However, the sample size used in this study is limited, and an increase in the 

number of families available for analysis may strengthen these findings. There are 

some biologically relevant functional features of the protein product, most notably in 

the regulation o f dendritic spine morphology, but without functional studies we 

cannot be sure SIPAILI actually plays any part in the aetiology of BPAD. Perhaps 

the most significant contribution of SIPAILI to the onset o f BPAD is in combination 

with other genes, also associated with BPAD, in an epistatic manner. The preliminary 

analysis o f this gene together with DISCI, Citron, and GRIN2A does suggest some 

role for SIPAILI as a possible susceptibility gene for BPAD, and further 

investigation could be justified.
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4.4 Chromosome 14 WTCCC SNP Analysis

4.4.1 Introduction

The highly anticipated first whole genome association (WGA) studies in bipolar 

affective disorder (BPAD) were published in the last year (Baum et a l, 2007; Sklar et 

a l, 2008; WTCCC 2007). The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) 

genotyped over 500,000 SNFs simultaneously on an Affymetrix platform in 2,000 

BPAD cases and 3,000 controls, the largest case control collection ever assembled. 

Six other common diseases were also included in this study. In contrast, the Baum et 

al., 2007 study adopted a two stage approach with the most significant results from 

the pooled Caucasian case control National Institute o f Mental Health (NIMH) sample 

followed up in a German case control sample. This study used a different genotyping 

platform (Illumina) with a comparable number o f SNPs tested and a smaller sample, 

with approximately 1200 cases and 1400 controls in the com.bined sam.ple.

The Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP- 

BD) and University College London (UCL) (STEP-BD/UCL) case control sample 

collection contained 1461 BPl individuals and 2008 controls and genotyped 372,193 

SNPs, also using an Affymetrix 500K Array Set (Sklar et al., 2008). This study also 

attempted to replicate the most significant results by re-genotyping 304 SNPs in two 

independent samples, the NIMH trio collection (n=409) and a case (n=365) control 

(n=351) collection from the University of Edinburgh.

The most significant result from the WTCCC study was with rs420259 at
Q

16pl2 {P = 6.29 X 10' ), there were also 13 other regions of the genome with a 

number of SNPs showing moderate evidence for association with BPAD. P-values < 

5 X 10'^ were regarded as the genome-wide threshold for significance while P-values 

(1 X 10'^ < P  < 5 X 10'^) indicated moderate evidence. Two o f the regions with 

moderate evidence for association with BPAD were on chromosome 14 at 57.17- 

57.24Mb (14q22) and 103.43-103.62Mb (14q32). The region at 14q22 was within the 

most significant linkage peak from our whole genome linkage scan o f 60 affected sib 

pairs (section 3.1). Furthermore, the supplementary data showed there were 6 

additional SNPs with P-values between 1 X lO"'̂  and 1X10'^ on chromosome 14.

Due to the overlap of the WTCCC results with our whole genome linkage scan 

data (Cassidy et al., 2007), we attempted to replicate the significant association 

reported for these SNPs in our collection o f 151 BPAD trios. These 8 SNPs were
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rsl0134944, rsl 1622475, rs221703, rsl7108400, rs l7 1 13911, rsl0146912,

rs3784005, and rsl0438244; rsl0134944 and rsl 1622475 were the most significant 

SNPs from the 14q22 and 14q32 regions.

4.4.2 Materials and Methods

Association analyses were performed on a collection o f 151 trio families containing a 

BPI proband and both parents. SNPs were genotyped by KBiosciences 

rhttp://wA\w.kbioscience.co.uk) using their own novel form of competitive allele 

specific PCR system (KASPar) and Taqman’̂ '  ̂ chemistries. SNPs were tested for 

association with BPAD using the Transmission Disequilibrium Test (Spielman et al, 

1993), implemented in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). Statistical correction for 

multiple testing was performed using permutation analysis implemented in Haploview 

(10,000 permutations). Additional information on materials or methods is available in 

chapter 2.

4.4.3 Results

From the WTCCC WGA study there were 8 SNPs on chromosome 14 that merited 

testing for association with BPAD in our family sample. Two o f these SNPs, 

rsl0134944 and rsl 1622475, were from a region of chromosome 14 with moderate 

significance. Bioinformatics analysis of the sequence surrounding rs221703, 

r s l7108400, r s l0146912, rs 10438244, and rsl 1622475 confirmed that these SNPs 

were suitable for genotyping. However, the sequence for SNPs rs 17113911 and 

rslO l34944 was problematic. There is another SNP located just three bases away 

from rs l7 1 13911 and rsl0134944 is located within a region of repeated sequence 

which may result in non-specific DNA amplification during the genotyping process. 

In the case of rs l7 1 13911, this SNP could be replaced by rs2807790 as these SNPs 

are in very high linkage disequilibrium (LD) (r^>0.9). The rs7152247 SNP is in 100% 

LD with r s l0134944 so was used to replace this SNP. Unfortunately, the minor allele 

frequency for rs3784005 was only 0.01, so would have been uninformative in our trio 

sample. As there was no replacement for this SNP, it was omitted from the analysis.

Primers and probes for the rs2807790 SNP could not be designed by 

KBiosciences. The remaining 6 SNPs were successfully genotyped in our 151 trio 

families. The rs7152247 SNP was significantly associated with BPAD in our sample
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(P = 0.008) (Table 4.4.1). After the permutation analysis, performed to take into 

account multiple testing, this SNP retained borderline significance (P =  0.058). There 

were no other significant results from this SNP analysis (Table 4.4.1) and due to the 

large distances between SNPs, haplotype analysis was not performed.
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Table 4.4.1: Results of the analysis of the WTCCC chromosome 14 SNPs.

SNP
Details

Position
(Mb)

HW E
P-value MAF Alleles Overtransmitted

Allele T: U P -

value
Permutation® Permutation®

P-value
rs221703 23.20 1.000 0.067 G:C C 21:15 1.000 0.317 1.000 0.910
rsl 7108400 38.38 1.000 0.128 A:C C 33:29 0.258 0.612 0.258 0.998
rsl0146912 49.23 0.980 0.319 C:A A 34:32 0.061 0.806 0.061 1.000
rs7152247 57.19 1.000 0.098 A:C A 32:14 7.043 0.008 7.043 0.058
rsl 0438244 103.42 0.868 0.476 T;G - 68:68 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000
rsl 1622475 103.58 0.420 0.249 T:G T 61:49 1.309 0.253 1.309 0.849
HWE=Hardy Weinberg equilibrium MAF=minor allele frequency T: U=Transmitted: Untransmitted. “10, 000 permutations used in the 
analysis.



4.4.4 Discussion

The results of our whole genome scan point very strongly towards a susceptibility 

gene for BP AD on chromosome 14 (Cassidy et al., 2007). The most significant 

linkage peak in the narrow analysis extended from 37Mb to 97Mb, with peak linkage 

at 68.21Mb. We have now replicated one o f the moderately significant associations 

reported by the WTCCC BPAD WGA study at 57.2Mb on chromosome 14. In 

addition to this analysis another SNP and also a 2-marker haplotype from this region 

were significantly associated with BPAD in the Phase II fine mapping study (see 

section 5.2), further strengthening the evidence for a BPAD candidate gene in this 

region. The additional whole genome linkage scan results from independent studies 

that support chromosome 14 as a BPAD locus are discussed in detail in section 3.1.1.

Unfortunately, the results from the second WGA study (Baum et al., 

2007)were not significant in the same regions o f chromosome 14. Four SNPs located 

at 34.55Mb, 88.86Mb, 89.41Mb, and 89.49Mb were significantly associated with 

BPAD in both the NIMH and German case control populations, but these regions do 

not overlap with those from the WTCCC study. Chromosome 14 did not feature at all 

in the Top 20 most significant SNP P-values in the STEP-BD/UCL WGA study 

(Sklar et al., 2008). rs946065 at 55.002Mb and rsl950177 at 85.087Mb on 

chromosome 14 were ranked 83’̂'* and 54*'̂ , respectively, in the Top 200 SNP P-values. 

However, these SNPs were not confirmed in the replication analysis. It is interesting 

that rs946065 is situated within linkage peak 2 from the Phase I fine mapping analysis 

(see section 5.1), representing a further link between a BPAD WGA study and this 

region o f chromosome 14.

The WTCCC study reported significant results extending from 57.18 to 

57.22Mb on chromosome 14, represented by a peak P-value from rsl0134944. In our 

analysis, the r s l0134944 SNP proved difficult to genotype so was substituted by 

rs7152247. This SNP was in 100% LD with r s l0134944, ensuring the genetic data 

encoded by both SNPs was identical. rs7152247 was significantly associated with 

BPAD in our trios, and thus replicated the result reported by the WTCCC. This SNP 

is located 20.2kb downstream of LOC401777, which is a pseudogene of the fusion 

interacting protein (serine-arginine rich) 1 (MIM *605221). There is a single cDNA 

clone for this hypothetical gene suggesting that it is expressed at a low level.

rs7152247 is also 50kb away from the solute carrier family 35, member F4 

gene (SLC35F4) and may actually be located within a 5’ extension of this gene.
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according to the transcript information available in the ensemble database 

Cw-w-w.ensembl.org). The exact function o f this gene is unknown but it is expressed in 

the brain. The gene contains a conserved region, similar to the L-rhamnose-proton 

symport protein, called RhaT. RhaT is found in permeases of the drug/metabolite 

transporter superfamily, responsible for carbohydrate and amino acid transport and 

metabolism. There are no other genes within 350kb o f this SNP. These genes are not 

obvious susceptibility genes for BPAD, but as there is very little information 

regarding the potential functions o f these gene products available it is impossible to 

draw any definite conclusions.

As rs7152247 was in very close proximity to the phase II fine mapping region 

(section 5.2), additional SNPs from this region of chromosome 14 were incorporated 

into the fine mapping association analysis to assay the genomic variation between 

rs7152247 and the beginning of the fine mapping region. An additional SNP, 

rs 12897429, and also a 2-marker haplotype, were significantly associated with BPAD 

in that analysis (P=0.0095, section 5.2.3). This SNP and haplotype are located 12kb 

downstream of rs7152247, and are also located within the predicted SLC35F4 gene 

transcript. This presents further support for a BPAD susceptibility gene in this region, 

and possibly points to SLC35F4 as the gene of interest rather than LOC401777, but 

further investigation is required to confirm this result.

Due to their extremely high resolution WGA studies had been heralded as the 

salvation for psychiatric genetics, leading to more conclusive results, and ultimately, 

revealing the genetic risk factors for these disorders. To date, this has not been the 

case. There is very little overlap between the published BPAD studies, the most 

significant P-values do not reach the levels achieved in studies of other complex 

disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis and type 1 diabetes (WTCCC 2007), and some 

of the most replicated candidate genes for BPAD, such as DISCI, are not supported 

by these studies.

It is possible that the design difference between the WTCCC and Baum et al., 

2007 WGA studies has contributed to the lack of overlap; however, the STEP- 

BD/UCL WGA study was also performed using an Affymetrix platform. A specific 

comparison between the WTCCC and STEP-BD/UCL studies did not reveal extensive 

overlap but SNP markers from the voltage-dependent calcium channel, L-type, a -1C 

subunit (CACNAIC) gene were significant in both studies (Sklar et a l, 2008). The 

samples from the Baum et al., 2007 and STEP-BD/UCL studies did actually overlap.
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but when control individuals common to both studies were removed the STEP- 

BD/UCL study failed to report any evidence to support the most significant gene 

(diacyglycerol kinase t], DGKH) from the Baum et al., 2007 study. However, a more 

in-depth investigation o f the WTCCC and Baum et al., 2007 studies did actually 

reveal more points o f comparison between the two studies than initially recognised 

(Baum et al., 2008). This analysis did not focus on the “top hits” of both studies but 

considered the wider distribution o f association signals instead. However, this is a 

preliminary report and we await the complete results of this analysis.

Crohn’s Disease (CD) is a complex genetic disorder, similar to BPAD, which 

was one of the seven disorders included in the WTCCC WGA study. The account o f 

the results for this disorder is extremely different to that for BPAD. There have been 

six WGA studies using European samples and one Japanese study performed to date 

in CD (Mathew 2008). Among the European studies, the overlap in results has been 

exceptionally consistent. Previously established associations in N 0D 2 and at the 

IBD5 locus at 5q31 were confirmed by the WGA studies (Mathew 2008). In addition, 

there were three novel genes or gene regions firmly established as CD susceptibility 

loci, IL23R, ATG16L1, and the gene desert on 5pl3.1 (Mathew 2008). These results 

are in direct contrast to the problems presented by the BPAD WGA studies published 

to date.

Combining datasets may help to overcome these problems. Some preliminary 

meta-analysis results have indicated that this may indeed be the case (Baum et al., 

2008). The WGA studies of type 2 diabetes (T2D) showed similarly weak results 

(Salonen et al., 2007; Saxena et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2007; Sladek et al., 2007; 

Steinthorsdottir et al., 2007; Zeggini et al., 2007), until all the data was combined 

(Zeggini et al., 2008). It is also possible that the three BPAD WGA studies are 

insufficient; the success of the T2D and CD studies may be partly due to a greater 

number of studies. An investigation into association with haplotypes, gene-gene 

interactions, copy number variations, and subphenotype hypotheses may also improve 

the overlap in results between the studies and the ultimate significance of the overall 

results. But, it has also been suggested that the case control samples need to be 

extended significantly. However, it is encouraging to find one of the regions of 

chromosome 14 with moderate significance could be replicated in a family-based test 

of association, although it is still unclear whether these SNPs actually account for the 

linkage finding in this region.
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Chapter 5:
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F ine-Mapping 
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5.1 Phase I Fine Mapping Data

5.1.1 Introduction

The whole genome scan for linkage to bipolar affective disorder (BPAD), performed in 

our collection o f 60 affected sib-pairs (ASPs), produced a potential susceptibility locus at 

14q21-32 (Cassidy et a i, 2007). There is support for a BPAD susceptibility gene at this 

locus from a number o f sources (discussed in detail in section 3.1.1). The linkage region 

extended from 37Mb to 97Mb, with peak linkage at 68.21Mb. There are over 500 genes 

located in this 60Mb region. In order to reduce the region o f linkage, with the ultimate 

goal o f locating a susceptibility gene, fine-mapping o f 14q21-32 region was undertaken.

A set o f validated inventoried SNP assays (ABl) were selected for a fine mapping 

linkage study o f this region. These SNPs were also genotyped in our trio families in order 

to include these markers in an association study.

5.1.2 Materials and Methods

Linkage analysis was performed using a collection o f 88 ASPs consisting o f a BPAD 

type I (BPl) proband and a sib affected with BPl, BPAD type 11 (BPll) or recurrent major 

depression. Association analyses were performed using an overlapping collection o f 125 

trio families containing a BPl proband and both parents. 29 families belonged to both sib 

pair and trio samples. 219 SNP and insertion/deletion (Indel) markers, with an average 

inter-marker spacing o f 279Kb, were selected to span the region o f linkage for the fine 

mapping analysis. SNPs were chosen purely to satisfy a target inter-marker spacing o f 

250kb. Only markers with a minor allele frequency o f at least 0.05 were selected. SNP 

polymorphisms were genotyped at the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation using 

validated, inventoried Applied Biosystems (ABl) Taqman assays in combination with 

high-throughput array tape technology developed at Marshfield. Genotyping o f INDEL 

polymorphisms was also based on Taqman chemistry using in-house assays 

(http://research.marshfieldclinic.ore''genetics/GeneticResearch/DlDP.a$p).

Markers were scored using Platescanner, a programme also developed in-house at 

Marshfield. A demonstration of a scored plate is shown in Figure 5.1.1 Positive and
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negative controls were included for each assay; there were positive controls for each o f 

the three possible genotypes to guide correct selection o f the genotype clusters. The 

presence o f negative controls in any o f the genotype clusters indicated questionable 

genotyping for that marker and it was discarded. As the family information was available 

during the scoring process, an excess o f Mendelian errors also indicated problems with 

the genotyping, resulting in a marker being removed from further analysis (see section 

2.3.4 for further details).

For the fine mapping analysis, multipoint non-parametric linkage analysis was 

performed using Genehunter Plus v l.2  (Kong and Cox 1997) under broad (all affected) 

and narrow (BPI only) models. The analysis was carried out using estimated centimorgan 

distances for the SNP markers, but the results are reported using the SNP Mb positions, 

as this was the simplest option to relate the SNP positions to the original whole genome 

scan peak. Association analysis for the fine mapping SNPs was performed using the 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test, implemented in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005), and 

also the Family Based Association Test (FBAT) (Horvath et al., 2004), which allows for 

a test o f association in the presence o f linkage, on the 125 trios and 59 ASP’s. Additional 

information on materials or methods is available in chapter 2.
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Figure 5.1.1: Example o f the cluster plot produced by the Platescanner programme. Red 

and yellow dots represent homozygous genotypes and green dots are heterozygous 

genotypes. The positive and negative controls are coloured purple and blue, respectively. 

Grey dots represent those samples that could not be scored. The numbers on the x- and y- 

axes are a measure o f the fluorescence from the FAM and JOE fluorescent dyes used in 

the assays.

5.1.3 Results

5.1.3.1 Fine Mapping Linkage Analysis
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O f the 219 assays genotyped, on ly  154 could  be scored. There w as a high failure rate 

am ong the 30 IN D EL m arkers, and an assay w as only repeated  once before being 

discarded. Som e other possib le  exp lanations for this high failure rate are discussed 

further in section 2.3.4. Ten o f  the  154 m arkers scored had sign ificant H W  P-values 

(below  the 0.05 level) so w ere not included in the final linkage analysis. T he final 

average in ter-m arker spacing  w as 400K b, including  the m icrosate llite  m arkers that were 

located w ith in  the fine m apping  reg ion  and used in the  original w hole genom e scan.

Fine m apping  resolved the  original linkage peak  into 4 d iscrete peaks under :he 

narrow  m odel o f  affection (num bered  1-4, F igure 5.1.2). T he peak N PL  score  o f  2.71 was 

obtained  at 67 .8M b (Peak 4). T here w ere also  peaks at 44M b (N PL =2.51), 55M b 

CNPL=2.54) and 58.4M b (N P L =2.28), indicated  by 1-3 on Figure 5.1.2. T he pattern 

under the broad analysis is s im ilar but w ith reduced N PL  scores (peak N P L  score is 181 

at 44M b). H ow ever, peak  3 at 58 .4M b, from  the narrow  analysis w as not rep licated  in the 

broad analysis. Som e rem arkable consistency  rem ains betw een the fine m apping  an a ljs is  

and the  original w hole genom e scan. The m ost sign ifican t N PL  score from  the narrow  

analysis, peak  4 at 67.8M b, is in very  close p rox im ity  to the original peak  at 68.21M b 

(~75cM ). This suggests that th is m ay in fact be the true linkage peak  resolved from  the 

extrem ely  broad original w hole genom e scan linkage peak. G C H l (see section  4 .1 .1) and 

G A L N T L l (see section 4.2), w hich  have been investigated  as B PA D  suscep tib ility  genes 

in our trio sam ple, are located w ith in  peak 2 and peak  4 respectively  (F igure 5.1.2).

5 .1 .3 .2  Fine M apping  A ssocia tion  A nalysis

All b iallelic m arkers w ere also  tested  for assoc ia tion  using either the T D T  (125 trios) or 

FB A T  (125 trios +  59 A SPs) tests. T able 5.1.1 reports the results for m arkers w ith  a P -  

value <0.05 in e ither test. In the  T D T , four m arkers located across the en tire  region o f  

linkage exhibited  ev idence o f  associa tion  w ith B PA D  (i.e. P<0.05) (T able 5 .1 .1). In the 

FB A T  analysis the num ber o f  m arkers associa ted  w ith B PA D  increased to  ten  (Table 

5.1.1). Tw o o f  these m arkers, r s 2 4 16076 and rs4902942, exhib ited  sign ifican t P -values 

w ith both tests (h ighlighted in pink on T able 5.1.1). T he genes c losest to  the most 

significant m arkers are indicated  in F igure 5.1.2. rs 2 4 16076 is located at 46 .97M b, lOkb 

aw ay from  the R PS15A P3 gene, w ith in  peak  I. T he S lP A IL l gene, located  at 71.21 Mb
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on the outer edge o f  peak 4, contains the rs4902942 SNP marker. A t 93.14M b the 

r s 2 148564 SNP falls outside any o f  the linkage peaks in the fine m apping analysis. This 

m arker is located within the KIAA1409 gene.

Whole Genome Scan and Fine Mapping Linkage Data
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F ig u re  5.1.2: W hole Genom e Scan and Fine-M apping Data under Broad and N arrow  

M odels. SNFs significantly associated with BRAD in either the TDT or FBAT test are 

m arked with an “X” (See Table 5.1.1). The ♦  represents 2 individual SNPs in very close 

proximity. For the m arkers with significant association in both tests, the genes closest to 

these markers are also indicated (See Table 5.1.1 for complete results). The 4 linkage 

peaks resolved under the FM N arrow  analysis are num bered 1-4. WGS: W hole Genom e 

Scan, FM: Fine M apping.
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Table 5.1.1: Association analysis o f the SNPs with / ’-value <0.05 selected for the fine mapping study.

M arker
Name

Position
(Mb) T:U

TDT

Z2 P-value Families S*

FBAT 

E(S) V ar (S) Z P-value

Marker Locations

re2416076 46.97 26:12 5.16 0.023 44 96 863 18.9 2.22 0.026 10Kb awiS from RPS15AP3

rs 1057737 56.93 26:21 0.53 0.466 48 28 36.1 15.2 2.08 0.038 NAT 12

rs 125 5 873 63.49 24:16 1.60 0.206 41 36 44.5 19.4 1.93 0.053 SYNE2

rs229646 64.26 49:32 3.57 0.059 76 176 163.2 40.5 2.01 0.044 PLEKGH3

rs4902942 71.21 31:13 7.36 0.007 50 44 S7.0 31.4 232 0 ^ SIPAILI

1058 71.40 52:38 2.18 0.140 85 110 96.1 50.6 1.95 0.051 Between SIPAILI and RGS6

1319 75.36 25:12 4.57 0.033 39 39 34.3 13.3 1.31 0.192 TTLL5

rs 1026454 81.80 59:48 1.13 0.288 97 138 153.8 42.0 2.44 0.015 350Kb to nearest gene
rs 1891547 86.20 37:25 2.32 0.128 74 163 151.9 29.4 2.04 0.041 240Kb to nearest gene

rs 1631092 87.72 44:37 0.61 0.437 66 71 83.8 41.8 1.98 0.047 3'ofKCNKlO

rs2148564 93.14 54:30 6.86 0.009 82 75 83.8 34.2 1.50 0.133 KIAA1409

rs3748333 93.44 56:39 3.04 0.081 84 146 131.4 49.3 2.08 0.038 1.3Kb away from C14orfl52
Cells highlighted in pink indicates a P-value <0.05 in both tests. Marker names without an “rs” number are Insertion/Deletions from 

Marshfield (see Materials and Methods). *S is the statistic accounting for linkage.



5.1.4 Discussion

5.1.4.1 Fine Mapping Linkage Analysis

The fine mapping analysis has resolved the original region o f linkage from the narrow 

model (WGS narrow, Figure 5.1.2) into 4 discrete peaks (1-4, FM narrow. Figure 5.1.2). 

A similar pattern is observed for both the broad and narrow models, with the exception of 

peak 3, which is missing from the broad analysis. It is possible that this peak is BPl 

specific or a false positive result. More significant NPL scores were obtained for the 

narrow model, consistent with the results from the original whole genome scan. Peak 4, at 

67.8Mb, displays the most significant NPL score (2.71) in the fine mapping analysis and 

is positioned very close to the original peak at 68.21Mb. This fine mapping analysis has 

narrowed the region for candidate gene searches considerably.

Very few polymorphisms have been identified in the coding regions o f 

potential BPAD candidate genes, which suggest more subtle genetic effects taking place. 

SNPs in intronic sequences and synonymous SNPs that do not affect the protein sequence 

may still have an effect on transcription, splicing mRNA transport or translation. Any of 

these effects could alter the phenotype. For this reason reports from the Stanley Medical 

Research Institute (SMRI) online genomics database, which provides information on 

differentially expressed genes in bipolar groups (see section 4.1.2), were considered when 

assessing potential candidate genes from the linkage peaks.

Peak 1 extends from 37-50Mb and contains 78 genes, including RPS15AP3 which 

is only lOkb away from a SNP associated with BPAD at the / ’-value <0.05 level. 

CTAGE5, P0LE2, ATP5S, RPLIO, LRFN5, PNN, SIPl, and SEC23A are all 

differentially expressed genes in this region according to results from the SMRI database. 

In Peak 2, at 50-57Mb, there are 72 genes. There is one gene which contains a SNP with 

a jP-value <0.05; NAT12 (Table 5.1.1) and 7 genes differentially expressed in the SMRI 

database; DDHDl, S0CS4, GMFB, C14orf32, LGALS3, DLG7, and KIAA0831. The 

prostaglandin D2 receptor, associated with susceptibility to asthma (Oguma et a l, 2004), 

is located at 51.8Mb within this peak and may also be a good possible candidate gene for 

BPAD due to the link between asthma and BPAD (discussed in detail in section 3.1.4). 

Peak 3 extends from 58-63Mb. There are a total o f 45 genes in this region, but none of
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the genes actually tested for association with BPAD in this study were significant at the 

P-value <0.05 level. Four genes from this peak (C14orfl49, C14orfl00, RTN l, and 

PPMIA) with different expression levels in bipolar individuals versus controls were 

identified.

At first glance a number o f these genes may be interesting as possible candidates 

to contribute susceptibility to BPAD. ATP5S is an ATP Synthase in the mitochondrial FO 

complex. Mitochondrial genes have been previously implicated in the etiology o f BPAD 

(Konradi et a l, 2004). GMFB is a glia maturation factor (Kaplan et a l, 1991), while 

reticulon 1 (RTN l) interacts with the spastin (SPG4) gene (Mannan et al., 2006) that is 

mutated in hereditary spastic paraplegia (SPG) (Fonknechten et al., 2000). Complicated 

SPG can include features such as optic neuropathy, retinopathy, extrapyramidal 

disturbance, dementia, ataxia, ichthyosis, mental retardation, and deafness (Fink 2006). 

The major neuropathological feature o f autosomal dominant, uncomplicated SPG is 

axonal degeneration leading to paralysis in the lower body (Salinas et al., 2007). These 

are just a small sample of the many genes located in these linkage peaks and further 

investigation would be required before genes could be chosen for additional association 

analysis with BPAD.

Finally, peak 4 extends from 65-72Mb and contains 68 genes. Fourteen genes are 

reported as having differential expression levels by the SMRI database including MPP5, 

PLEK2, SLC8A3, TTC9, C 14orfll2 , SFRS5, ZFYVE26, R D H ll, V TllB , ARG2, 

C14orf83, EIF2S1, ATP6V1D, and GPHN). This region contains the Signal-Induced 

Proliferation-Associated 1 Like 1 gene (SIPA ILI) gene. A SNP from this gene is 

associated with BPAD in our trio sample in two separate tests at the P-value <0.05 level. 

Another marker, located between SIPAILI and RGS6, is also associated with BPAD at 

the P-value <0.05 level in the FBAT test.

All o f these genes are valid candidate genes for BPAD. O f the 263 genes from 

these linkage peaks, 98 are either expressed in the brain, contain variants significant at 

the P-value <0.1 level from either association test or are reported as differentially 

expressed in bipolar individuals. This leaves an enormous amount o f work still to be done 

to pinpoint the gene or genes contributing to the linkage signal in these peaks.
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5.1.4.2 Fine Mapping Association Analysis

The association analysis has pointed to a number o f possible candidate genes for BPAD 

(Table 5.1.1). There is an associated SNP located within RPS15AP3, which is a 

processed pseudogene which may not be expressed in the brain. Another possible 

candidate gene is KIAA1409, which encodes a novel, brain-expressed protein. SIPIAILI  

is probably the most promising candidate gene containing an associated variant. The SNP 

marker in this gene was significantly associated with BPAD in both tests o f association. 

However, none o f these associations withstood correction for multiple testing and 

following more in-depth analysis, the evidence for SIPAILI as a susceptibility gene for 

BPAD was essentially weak (see section 4.3 for further analysis and discussion of 

SIPAILI) .

5.1.4.3 Further Discussion

The inter-marker spacing at ~400kb is still quite high for linkage disequilibrium studies. 

A recent paper proposed that a marker is required every 2kb to efficiently assay a gene 

for association in a fine mapping study using case control data (North et al., 2004; North 

et a l, 2006). Therefore, we could still be missing important candidates. A study was 

conducted to compare the efficiency o f NPL analysis using microsatellites and SNPs to 

detect a simulated gene at a known position (Nsengimana et al., 2005). The peak NPL 

score for the microsatellite analysis was 8.89cM away from the true locus, and the one z- 

score interval around the linkage peak did not include the actual simulated position. It is 

important to note that it is standard practice to investigate the one z-score interval around 

the peak NPL score for potential candidate genes once a whole genome linkage scan is 

completed. Genes outside o f this region would usually not be considered for further 

investigation. Therefore, in the microsatellite analysis, the true simulated locus would 

most likely have been missed.

The SNP data were analysed at 4 different densities: 1 SNP every 2cM, IcM, 

0.5cM or 0.2cM. The peak z-scores for the 1 SNP/0.5cM and 0.2cM densities were 

observed at the exact position o f the simulated gene. Most importantly though, the one z- 

score interval for all 4 SNP densities contained the actual simulated position o f the gene. 

Interestingly, the linkage analysis with the 2 highest SNP densities (0.2cM and 0.5cM)
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produced spurious peaks which did not contain the simulated gene. The authors 

concluded that higher densities may actually produce some confusing results if  the 

linkage analysis resulted in more than one peak. One possible explanation for the 

additional peaks was the presence o f  6 blocks o f  high LD under the 1 SNP/0.2cM  density 

compared to the 1 SNP/cM  density, which did not have any blocks o f  LD. Our study was 

conducted at a density o f  ~1 SNP/0.4cM , and there were no blocks o f  high LD in the 

region, suggesting the resulting NFL peak scores are not additional spurious peaks and 

are within one z-score interval o f  the true susceptibility locus. It may be interesting to 

reduce the SNP density in the region to 1 SNP/cM to see if  this dram atically changes the 

results o f  the analysis.

The results o f  the association analysis have been useful in singling out the most 

prom ising candidates with an associated variant located w ithin the gene. A Bonferroni 

correction would rem ove any significant P-values from the analysis but as discussed 

previously (see section 1.7.1.2), this is a severely conservative test. It is possible that 

there was no SNP genotyped in the actual susceptibility gene contributing to the linkage 

signal. With an inter-m arker spacing o f  400kb there is very little LD between markers, 

leaving big gaps across the linkage peaks, that may actually contain the gene contributing 

to these linkage signals. Even with the original linkage peak reduced and refined, there 

are still a large amount o f  possible candidate genes in these peaks. Further fine m apping 

is required to determine the gene or genes contributing to the linkage signal in this region, 

described in detail in section 5.2.
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5.2 Phase II Fine Mapping Data

5.2.1 Introduction

Phase I o f the chromosome 14 fine mapping linkage study resolved the lOcM linkage 

peak into four possible linkage peaks (see section 5.1), suggesting that there could be 

more than one bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) susceptibility gene in this region. 

While this study was useful in delineating the original extremely large linkage peak 

on chromosome 14, each peak was still quite large with a significant number of 

possible candidate genes. Therefore, we designed a phase II fine mapping association 

project to systematically test SNP markers every 5kb within linkage peaks 3 and 4. 

The region o f chromosome 14 that corresponds to peaks 3 and 4 is 14.79Mb in size, 

extending from 57.38Mb to 72.2Mb. These co-ordinates are equivalent to 63.3cM- 

79.7cM.

Peaks 3 and 4 were chosen for phase II fine mapping analysis for a number of 

reasons. First, peak 4 achieved the most significant linkage under the narrow model of 

affection (BPI siblings only) (67.8Mb, NPL=2.71) (section 5.1), with peak linkage 

remarkably close to the original whole genome scan linkage peak (68.7Mb, 

NPL=3.27) (section 3.1). Second, additional published studies have reported BPAD 

linkage peaks in this specific region. Suggestive evidence o f linkage to chromosome 

14 was obtained from US (Mclnnis et a l, 2003) and German (Cichon et a l, 2001) 

populations, with peak linkage at 67cM and 65.4cM respectively. Significantly, a 

meta-analysis of 18 BPAD datasets also reported linkage to the 74.96-105cM region 

o f chromosome 14 (Segurado et al., 2003). Third, disorders co-morbid with BPAD 

such as anxiety, asthma, alcoholism, and other substance abuse disorders have been 

linked to this region. Figure 5.2.1 illustrates the positions o f all the additional linkage 

peaks and loci discussed in the following sections.

Anxiety is a general term that describes the wariness experienced when a 

threatening situation arises. This is a protective trait in most settings but when 

excessive anxiety is generated it can cause extreme difficulties in everyday life, 

leading to the development of anxiety disorders. Social and simple phobia, panic 

(PD), obsessive compulsive (OCD), generalized anxiety (GAD), and post traumatic 

stress disorders all fall under the general heading of anxiety disorders. There is an 

elevated incidence o f anxiety disorders among BPAD patients, with co-morbidity 

estimates as high as 32% and 62% for GAD and PD, respectively (Simon et al.,
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2004). Co-occurrence rates o f 60% have also been reported in depressive disorders 

(Leonardo and Hen 2006). One third of the BPI probands in our ASP families have 

some form of anxiety disorder, and when probands from just the narrow model of 

affection are considered this rate increases to 50%.

As discussed in section 3.1.4, a genome scan o f linkage to anxiety and panic 

disorders in a collection of 19 extended pedigrees obtained suggestive evidence for 

linkage at 63.3cM on chromosome 14 (Kaabi et a l, 2006). A linkage scan of PD 

reported a LOD score of 1.0 at 79.8cM, just at the edge of peak 4 (Crowe et al., 

2001). In addition to this, suggestive evidence for linkage to a specific 

panic/agoraphobia phenotype was reported at 73cM (Gelemter et al., 2001) and 

simple phobia was also linked to chromosome 14 within a region extending from 17- 

76cM (Gelemter et al., 2003). The most recent whole genome linkage scan for 

anxiety also reported highly significant LOD scores on chromosome 14 but with peak 

linkage at 105cM, 25cM outside our region of interest (Middeldorp et a i, 2008).

A genome-wide genetic association study o f complex traits in heterogeneous 

stock mice produced a quantitative trait locus (QTL) on chromosome 12 of the mouse 

genome (Valdar et al., 2006). This QTL was a measurement of time spent in the 

centre of an arena during an Open Field Test, which is a model of anxiety. This QTL 

achieved a bootstrap posterior probability (BPP) o f 0.3629 which indicates it is likely 

to be a real locus as a QTL that exceeds a threshold BPP of 0.25 is true in 70% of 

cases. The anxiety QTL is located at 74-78Mb on chromosome 12 which corresponds 

to 66-68Mb on human chromosome 14, within the region o f linkage peak 4.

There is evidence that OCD is also specifically co-morbid with BPAD (Maina 

et al., 2007). In BPAD patients the rate o f OCD is 3.2-35%, while in individuals with 

OCD there is 3.5-21.5% co-morbidity with BPAD. These rates can increase up to 

50% when soft bipolar spectrum criteria are applied (Maina et al., 2007). Hoarding 

symptoms in OCD are often accompanied by a more severe form of the illness with an 

increased incidence of anxiety and personality disorders (Samuels et al., 2007). In a 

fiirther link with chromosome 14, the most significant result from a linkage study of 

compulsive hoarding behaviour in OCD families was at 76cM (Samuels et al., 2007). 

Overall the connection between anxiety, BPAD and this specific region of 

chromosome 14 is particularly robust.

The link between an impaired immune system and affective disorders has long 

been suspected (Herbert and Cohen 1993). Severe asthma is co-morbid with both
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BPAD and anxiety disorders (Goodwin et al, 2003) and also linked to this region of 

peaks 3 and 4. Highly significant evidence for linkage of asthma to 76cM was 

obtained in a collection of 175 extended Icelandic families (Hakonarson et al, 2002). 

Immunoglobulin E (IgE) phenotypes are related to allergic responses such as those 

experienced by asthma sufferers. Asthmatic families were investigated to identify loci 

modulating IgE phenotypes and suggestive linkage to log total serum IgE was 

recorded at 69cM (Mansur et al., 1999) This result was further confirmed when 

significant association was observed between locus D14S63 (69cM) and log total 

serum IgE (P = 0.017) in 69 asthmatic families (Mansur et al, 2004).

Substance use disorders (SUDs) such as alcoholism and illicit drug use are 

often diagnosed alongside BPAD (Frye and Salloum 2006), and both alcoholism and 

opioid addiction have been linked to chromosome 14 (Buyske et al, 2006; Lachman 

et al, 2007). SUDs represent the most common co-morbidities of BPAD with 60% of 

BPI individuals developing a SUD of some description during their lifetime (Frank et 

al, 2007). BPAD individuals with SUDs have higher rates of hospitalization, lower 

rates of remission during hospitalization, are more likely to experience rapid mood 

cycling, mixed episodes, and residual symptoms during remission, and are poor 

responders to treatment with Lithium. Therefore, BPAD patients with this dual 

diagnosis exhibit an especially poor illness course and treatment response.

A linkage analysis by Buyske et al, 2006 of 219 families from the 

Collaborative Study on Genetics of Alcoholism used the Digit Symbol Substitution 

Test to assess sustained visual attention, visual-motor coordination and executive 

functions in these families and reported suggestive linkage to 14q24.2 (76.5-81.7cM). 

Polysubstance abuse, mainly cocaine addiction (73% of probands), was also linked to 

this region of chromosome 14 at 73.6-75.6cM achieving a genome-wide significant 

NPL score of 3.22 (Lachman et al, 2007).

All of these combined factors led us to believe peaks 3 and 4 from the first 

stage of the chromosome 14 fine mapping analysis represented the genomic region 

most likely to contain a BPAD candidate gene or genes, or possibly a susceptibility 

gene underlying the pathophysiology of all these interconnected disorders. Therefore, 

a custom marker set of 3072 SNPs, evenly spaced across this region in an unbiased 

manner, was chosen to test for association with BPAD in our collection of trio 

families in order to identify variants associated with BPAD.
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Figure 5.2.1: Whole genome scan (pink line, section 3.1) and fine mapping (yellow 

line, section 5.1) linkage data from chromosome 14 under the narrow model of 

affection. Linkage peaks for asthma, opioid addiction, OCD, and alcoholism are 

indicated with green stars. Two BPAD loci are indicated by blue stars. The orange 

(anxiety) and purple (panic) boxes indicate the positions of loci for these traits. The 

position of the WTCCC SNP significantly associated with BPAD in our sample is 

indicated by a grey star. The yellow box indicates the area covered in the SNP chip 

study.

5.2.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.2.1 Patient Sample

All families were diagnosed using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and 

Schizophrenia (Lifetime version: SADS-LB) or Structured Clinical Interview for 

DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID). Association analyses were performed using a 

collection of 151 trio families containing a BPI proband and both parents. 2|ig o f 

DNA in a 40|il volume was required for each sample. All trio samples were quantified 

using the Nanodrop (ND) Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies), any samples 

that did not meet the DNA concentration requirements were re-extracted from whole 

blood using the SDS/Protease K method (see section 2.2.2.1). Four trio families could
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not be included in this study due to insufficient quantities of DNA, resulting in a final 

study sample of 147 trios.

5.2.2.2 Genotyping

The Illumina™ GoldenGate assay was used for this study. Genotyping was performed 

by Genizon Biosciences SNP genotyping service

('http:/Avww’.genizon.com/html/index.asp) using Illumina™ BeadArray Readers. 

Custom SNP pools for the Golden Gate assay can be created in panels ranging in size 

from 96 to 1,536 SNPs. Two chips were used for each sample, resulting in a final 

number o f 3,072 SNPs chosen for the project.

The custom SNP marker set was chosen using the Illumina'^'^ Assay Design 

Tool (ADT). ADT uses an assay design algorithm to choose SNPs from a specified 

chromosomal region. SNPs are chosen from the most up-to-date Human Genome and 

dbSNP builds, with design score, design rank, minor allele frequency (MAF), and 

validation status taken into consideration. Human Genome Build 36 and dbSNP 

version 127 were the most current versions available at that time.

Design score and design rank are scales that reflect the ability to design a 

successful assay. Low scores are produced when there is insufficient or low sequence 

complexity of available flanking sequence, a duplicated/repetitive region in the assay 

design sequence, a primer melting temperature outside assay limits, or an additional 

SNP within 60 nucleotides of the SNP of interest present in the assay design region. 

The presence o f any of these criteria is cause for design failure.

SNPs with a MAF >0.05, as determined by Caucasian studies from the Human 

Genome and reviewed studies in dbSNP version 127, were included. Only 32 o f the 

3072 (0.01%) selected SNPs had a MAF <0.05. Validation status was also taken into 

account when selecting SNPs. Each SNP was designated either GoldenGate, 2-hit, or 

non-validated as a validation status. A GoldenGate-validated SNP had been 

previously designed and successfully generated polymorphic results on the Illumina™ 

platform, 2-hit validated refers to SNPs where both alleles o f the SNP have been seen 

in two independent methods and populations, and non-validated is a SNP seen in only 

one method or population. Only 0.09% of selected SNPs were non-validated.

5.2.2.3 Statistics
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Association analysis was performed using the Transmission Disequilibrium Test 

(TDT) (Spielman et a l, 1993), implemented in Haploview (Barrett et a l, 2005). 

Haploview was also used to test for overtransmission of haplotypes from parents to 

probands. Statistical correction for multiple testing was performed using two 

approaches: permutation analysis implemented in Haploview (10,000 permutations) 

and the SNPSpDLite programme, which estimates the effective number of 

independent markers based on a spectral decomposition of matrices o f pair-wise 

Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs (Nyholt 2004). Calculations were 

performed using all fully genotyped founders. Blocks o f LD were determined using 

the Gabriel et al algorithm (Gabriel et al., 2002)implemented in Haploview (Barrett et 

al., 2005).

5.2.3 Results

The selected SNPs spanned the 57.38Mb to 72.17 Mb region of chromosome 14 

comprising linkage peaks 3 and 4, a total distance of 14.79Mb. With 3072 selected 

SNPs, the average spacing across this region was 4.82kb. The minimum and 

maximum gaps were 0.67kb and 16.71kb, respectively. Ten SNPs, spaced ~20kb 

apart were selected to span the 57.19Mb to 57.38Mb region located prior to peak 3. 

This was because the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) associated 

SNP, rs7152247, located at 57.19Mb was also significantly associated with BPAD in 

our trio sample (see section 4.4). Therefore, we attempted to assay the genomic 

variation between this SNP and our selected fine mapping region, without increasing 

the average inter-marker spacing within the fine mapping region. These distances 

were not included in the average inter-marker distances calculations as they are 

outside the fine mapping region.

Once genotyping was completed, individual DNA samples that did not reach an 

overall call rate >98% were removed. A quality control protocol was implemented to 

remove SNPs that did not meet appropriate quality levels using the following:

• Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

• Mendelian errors

• An overall call rate >98%

• Good clustering

Once these procedures were completed 209 SNPs and 41 samples that did not satisfy 

quality control criteria were removed from the analysis. There were 119 families
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available for the association analysis, reduced to 118 trios in the final analysis as an 

additional family was removed due to the presence o f an extremely high number o f 

Mendelian errors. Haploview removed a further 137 SNPs as they had a MAP <0.01 

or more than 1 Mendelian error. In the final analysis the average inter-marker spacing 

was 5.44kb with smallest and largest gaps 0.67kb and 29.4kb respectively.

5.2.3.1 Fine Mapping Association Analysis

SNP alleles transmitted from parents to probands were tested for significant 

association with BPAD using the TDT as implemented in Haploview. The most 

significant association was with rs 17805820 ( / ’=0.0004) which is not located within a 

gene sequence but does map to the predicted promoter region o f the Protein Kinase C, 

T] (PRKCH) gene (Table 5.2.1). Altogether there were 90 SNPs with reported P- 

values <0.05, including 11 SNPs with P-values <0.01, in this analysis (Table 5.2.1).
■y

However, 23 o f these SNPs are in very strong LD (r > 0.9) with other reported SNPs, 

and therefore, do not represent independent associations. The SNPSpDlite program 

reported the experiment-wide significance threshold required to keep type I error rate 

at 5% is P=4.65 X 10'^. This indicates that even the most significant single marker 

association does not survive multiple testing, and this is confirmed by the permutation 

analysis performed in Haploview ( / ’=0.4).

There are 27 genes that are located close to or contain at least one SNP 

significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level (Table 5.2.1). There were five 

genes, PRKCH, Rad51, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, homolog of, B (RAD51L1), 

Regulator o f G-protein Signaling 6 (RGS6), PLEKSTRIN homology domain 

containing, family H member 1 (PLEKHHl), and WD repeat domain 89 (WDR89), 

that had at least 3 markers significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level 

(Table 5.2.1). At least one of the SNPs from each of these genes, with the exception 

of RGS6, was significant at the P<0.01 level (Table 5.2.1).

Haplotype analysis revealed 339 blocks of high LD across the entire 14.79Mb 

fine mapping region, as determined by the Gabriel et al., 2003 algorithm implemented 

in Haploview (data not shown). There were 26 single haplotypes significantly 

associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level, including 6 at the P<0.01 level (Table 

5.2.2). Haplotypes with a frequency less than 0.10 were not included in the analysis. 

The most significant single haplotype was from block 236, located within the 

RAD51L1 gene (SNPs 2073, 2074; P=0.0032) (Table 5.2.2). SNP numbers are used
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as identifiers in Table 5.2.2. The corresponding SNP names, base pair positions, and 

gene locations can be found in Table 5.2.3. Global P-values for the haplotypes have 

not been calculated and the permutation analysis performed by Haploview determined 

the corrected P-value for the most significant haplotype was 0.88. Therefore, the 

haplotype associations do not survive correction for multiple testing.

There were 13 genes located close to or containing at least one haplotype 

significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level (Table 5.2.2). Only 2 genes, 

RAD51L1 and RGS6, had > 3 haplotypes significantly associated with BPAD, both of 

these genes also contained haplotypes significant at the P<0.01 level (Table 5.2.2). 

There were no haplotypes from the WDR89 gene significantly associated with BPAD.

Due to the extremely large region of interest in this analysis (14.79Mb) it was 

impossible to directly compare the LD pattern produced from our genotype data and 

that produced by the HapMap data (wAvw.hapmap.orgV The pattern o f LD for the 

genes with the most significant single marker and haplotypic associations, RAD51L1, 

RGS6, PRKCH, and PLEKHHl, are shown in Figure 5.2.2A-D. The relevant SNPs 

and haploypes are also indicated. We have compared the LD for these genes from our 

data and also the LD produced by the HapMap data, and largely equivalent patterns 

are observed (data not shown).

One o f the 27 genes located close to or containing at least one SNP 

significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level is the signal-induced 

proliferation-associated 1 like 1 gene (SIPAILI). This gene was previously associated 

with BPAD in our trio collection (see section 4.3). There are 4 SNPs independently 

associated with BPAD from this study that are located close to SIPAILI (rs 1954692 

P=0.0359; rsl2100650 P=0.0175; rsl0147309 P=0.0140; rsl343922 P=0.0071) 

(Table 5.2.1). One of the 13 genes located close to or containing at least one 

haplotype significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level is UDP-N-acetyl- 

alpha-D-galactosamine: polypeptide N-acetylgalacto-saminyltransferase-like 1

(GALNTLl). This gene was also previously associated with BPAD in our trio 

collection (see section 4.2). This haplotype is composed o f markers 2241-2245 (see 

Table 5.2.3 for SNP names) from block 267 with the A.T.C.G.C alleles marginally 

associated with BPAD (P=0.0499).

As discussed earlier, ten o f the SNPs genotyped in this analysis were actually 

selected to assay the genomic variation between the WTCCC SNP significantly 

associated with BPAD in our trio collections (rs7152247, see section 4.4) and our
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selected fine mapping region. Remarkably, there was an additional marker, 

rs 12897429, also from this region o f chromosome 14 highlighted by the WTCCC 

WGA study, significantly associated with BPAD in this analysis (P=0.0095, Table 

5.2.1). In addition, a 2-marker haplotype composed o f the G allele from rsl2897429 

and the A allele from rsl2436211, was also significantly associated with BPAD in 

this analysis (/*=0.0095, Table 5.2.2). These SNPs are in high LD (D’=1.0) but not 

100% LD (r^=0.113). This haplotype is located just 12.8kb downstream of rs7152247 

and extends for 17.72kb across the -lOOkb region o f chromosome 14 containing 

numerous SNPs significantly associated with BPAD from the WTCCC dataset. This 

result is discussed further in section 4.4.
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Table 5.2,1: SNPs with P<0.05 in the TDT from Phase II fine mapping analysis.

SNP
#

SNP Name Position
(Mb)

MAF Overtransmitted
Allele

T:U value

1 rsl 2897429 57.20 0.11 C 30:13 6.721 0.0095 SLC35F4*
19 rs808220 57.42 0.16 G 40:24 4.000 0.0455 C14or07*
26 rs808229 57.47 0.30 A 61:37 5.878 0.0153 C14orf37*
39 rs727203 57.54 0.36 T 58:37 4.642 0.0312 C14orf37
160 rs221327 58.19 0.22 G 51:32 4.349 0.0370 DACTl
247 rsl 7095711 58.65 0.06 A 17:07 4.167 0.0412 DAAMl*
305 rsl271511 58.93 0.06 C 20:07 6.259 0.0124 DAAMl*
364 rsl 1624351 59.24 0.07 G 21:10 3.903 0.0482 RTNl
414 rs219320 59.51 0.11 A 32:18 3.920 0.0477 RTNl*
640 rsl 7805820 60.72 0.10 T 30:08 12.737 1 0.0004 PRKCH*
680 rs4902049 60.91 0.21 A 49:30 4.570 0.0325 PRKCH
684 rs3742633 60.93 0.18 A 44:25 5.232 0.0222 PRKCH
711 rs l2432237 61.06 0.05 T 15:06 3.857 0.0495 PRKCH
721 rs2255146 61.11 0.14 A 39:19 6.897 i 0.0086 PRKCH*
723 rs2245718 61.13 0.12 G 30:15 5.000 0.0253 PRKCH*
725 rs2249472 61.14 0.12 A 30:15 5.000 0.0253 PRKCH*
801 rs2610534 61.50 0.09 C 23:11 4.235 0.0396 SYT16*
802 rs2784505 61.50 0.08 A 23:10 5.121 0.0236 SYT16*
1067 rs2012961 62.83 0.30 C 61:41 3.922 0.0477 RHOJ
1069 rsl0139597 62.84 0.08 A 24:12 4.000 0.0455 RHOJ
1088 rsl475038 62.94 0.07 A 21:10 3.903 0.0482 PPP2R5E
1089 rs7144210 62.94 0.17 G 44:25 5.232 0.0222 PPP2R5E
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1090 r s l1158490 62.95 0.17 T
1091 rs7141605 62.95 0.16 C
1124 rs2036272 63.11 0.08 C
1129 rs28633552 63.13 0.03 G
1134 rs28373566 63.15 0.03 C
1136 rs28707240 63.16 0.03 A
1138 rs28575623 63.18 0.05 C
1228 rsl 7225625 63.65 0.05 T
1363 rs229672 64.35 0.25 C
1381 rsl2881353 64.43 0.19 A
1383 rsl951488 64.44 0.19 T
1384 rs7154406 64.45 0.18 G
1385 rsl0143017 64.45 0.18 A
1387 rsl0141986 64.46 0.18 G
1388 rs4902343 64.47 0.18 G
1389 rsl 064108 64.47 0.27 T
1390 rsl0133290 64.47 0.18 C
1396 r s l1846925 64.51 0.43 A
1402 rs4902355 64.53 0.44 A
1439 rs2275011 64.74 0.04 C
1599 rsl 147443 65.54 0.26 C
1615 rs8004091 65.63 0.37 A
1617 rsl 7827554 65.64 0.30 A
1618 rs975231 65.65 0.34 C
1619 rs4128 65.66 0.31 G
1620 rs943419 65.66 0.31 T

45:26 5.085 0.0241 PPP2R5E
43:25 4.765 0.0290 PPP2R5E
29:12 7.049 0.0079 PPP2R5E*, WDR89*
11:02 6.231 0.0126 WDR89
12:02 7.143 0.0075 WDR89
12:01 9.308 0.0023 WDR89
15:06 3.857 0.0495 WDR89
16:06 4.545 0.0330 SYNE2
53:34 4.149 0.0416 SPTB
48:28 5.263 0.0218 CHURCl*
48:28 5.263 0.0218 CHURCl
45:25 5.714 0.0168 CHURCl
45:25 5.714 0.0168 CHURCl
46:24 6.914 0.0086 CHURCl
45:25 5.714 0.0168 CHURCl, GPX2
53:33 4.651 0.0310 CHURCl, GPX2
45:25 5.714 0.0168 CHURCl, GPX2, RAB15
70:47 4.521 0.0335 RAB15
65:44 4.046 0.0443 FNTB, MAX
14:04 5.556 0.0184 MAX*
57:36 4.742 0.0294 FUT8*
67:45 4.321 0.0376 FUT8*
60:39 4.455 0.0348 FUT8*
65:43 4.481 0.0343 FUT8*
62:41 4.282 0.0385 FUT8*
62:41 4.282 0.0385 FUT8*



1623 rsl0132312 65.67 0.31
1825 rs8021798 66.78 0.03
1884 rs7150000 67.09 0.08
1887 rsl 0139749 67.10 0.33
1888 rsl0138094 67.11 0.27
1893 rs2038490 67.13 0.21
1894 rs2319844 67.13 0.20
2042 rsl2890360 67.89 0.10
2046 rs927221 67.91 0.13
2052 rsl2889770 67.94 0.13
2062 rs3784122 67.99 0.10
2069 rsl2888301 68.02 0.10
2081 rs2525527 68.08 0.25
2100 rsl0873215 68.18 0.25
2102 rs4902626 68.19 0.25
2144 rsl2586937 68.40 0.05
2242 rs897330 68.91 0.40
2243 rsl0083335 68.91 0.39
2245 rs959242 68.92 0.39
2247 rs2124191 68.93 0.39
2252 rsl0138313 68.95 0.39
2257 rs7145944 68.98 0.39
2258 rs8012954 68.99 0.39
2262 rsl466255 69.01 0.41
2342 rs4528503 69.44 0.11
2364 rsl7175109 69.54 0.11 >
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61:41 3.922 0.0477 FUT8*
08:01 5.444 0.0196 MPP5
22:09 5.452 0.0196 PLEKHHl
67:40 6.813 0.0090 PLEKHHl
57:30 8.379 0.0038 PLEKHHl
47:26 6.041 0.0140 PLEKHHl, PIGH
46:25 6.211 0.0127 PLEKHHl, PIGH
33:14 7.681 0.0056 RAD51L1
38:19 6.333 0.0118 RAD51L1
32:18 3.920 0.0477 RAD51L1
31:14 6.422 0.0113 RAD51L1
29:13 6.095 0.0136 RAD51L1
54:35 4.056 0.0440 RAD51L1
54:32 5.628 0.0177 RAD51L1*
54:33 5.069 0.0244 RAD51L1*
16:06 4.545 0.0330 ACTNl*
62:42 3.846 0.0499 ERH*
62:41 4.282 0.0385 ERH
62:41 4.282 0.0385 ERH
62:41 4.282 0.0385 ERH, SLC39A9
61:41 3.922 0.0477 SLC39A9
62:42 3.846 0.0499 SLC39A9
62:42 3.846 0.0499 SLC39A9
66:43 4.853 0.0276 SLC39A9*
31:17 4.083 0.0433 SMOCl
31:16 4.787 0.0287 SMOCl



2405 rs2332272 69.73 0.17 C 37:20 5.070 0.0243 SLC8A3
2433 rsl 1623369 69.89 0.18 A 40:24 4.000 0.0455 C 14orfll2
2694 rsl 954692 71.30 0.41 G 66:44 4.400 0.0359 SIPAILI*
2695 rs8017068 71.31 0.40 A 65:41 5.434 0.0197 SIPAILI*
2696 rsl2100650 71.31 0.38 G 63:39 5.647 0.0175 SIPAILI*
2697 rsl0147309 71.32 0.39 G 69:43 6.036 0.0140 SIPAILI*
2701 rsl 343922 71.34 0.43 A 77:47 7.258 ! 0.0071 SIPAILI*
2711 rs36457 71.40 0.17 G 41:25 3.879 0.0489 RGS6*
2719 rs36380 71.44 0.15 T 35:19 4.741 0.0295 RGS6*
2720 rs36369 71.45 0.14 T 33:18 4.412 0.0357 RGS6*
2757 rsl2883161 71.62 0.47 A 69:46 4.600 0.0320 RGS6
2779 rs847297 71.74 0.36 G 61:41 3.922 0.0477 RGS6
2785 rs6574054 71.77 0.38 C 64:42 4.566 0.0326 RGS6
2803 rs6574066 71.86 0.13 C 36:18 6.000 0.0143 RGS6
2806 rs2239247 71.87 0.18 A 44:23 6.582 0.0103 RGS6
2815 rs2239221 71.92 0.39 G 66:45 3.973 0.0462 RGS6

* indicates SNP is not located within the gene, but this gene is closest to the SNP. P-values < 0.01 highlighted in pink. P-values of SNPs in very 
high LD with SNPs already reported in this table are faded. Genes with > 3 independent (i.e. not faded) single marker associations highlighted in 
bold (does not take into account those SNPs located close to genes, only within genes).
T:U=Transmitted: Untransmitted, MAF=Minor Allele Frequency
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Table 5.2.2: Haplotypes with P<0.05 from Phase II fine mapping analysis.

Haplotype
Block

SNPs # within Block SNP Alleles from Block

Block 1 1 2 GA
Block 5 25-26 GA
Block 5 25-26 GC
Block 87 723 725 726 CGG
Block 99 801-802 CA
Block 143 1064 1067 TC
Block 146 1079-1089 TCAGTGCAGAG
Block 179 1380-1390 1392 GGCCTCTACCAG
Block 201 1599-1601 TAG
Block 205 1618-1620 1622-23 CGTGT
Block 221 1889-1895 ACAACCG
Block 221 1889-1895 ACAATTG
Block 225 1927-1941 1944 ATATCATCATGTGGCA
Block 231 2043-2051 AGAGAGTAC
Block 234 2062-69 CAAGAAGG
Block 236 2073-74 GT
Block 241 2099-2103 CGATG
Block 267 2241-2245 ATCGC
Block 278 2342-43 GA
Block 282 2360-65 GCCCGT
Block 309 2693-97 CGAGG
Block 310 2700-01 GA

Freq T:U P-
value

Gene

0.11 13.0 : 30.0 6.721 0.0095 SLC35F4*
0.30 61.0 : 37.0 5.878 0.0153 C14orf37*
0.57 45.0 ; 69.0 5.053 0.0246 C14orf37*
0.88 15.0 : 31.0 5.565 0.0183 PRKCH*
0.91 23.0 : 11.0 4.235 0.0396 SYT16*
0.71 62.0 : 39.9 4.766 0.0290 RHOJ
0.82 45.0 :25.9 5.145 0.0233 PPP2R5E
0.73 33.0 : 54.0 5.069 0.0244 CHURCl
0.25 34.0 : 54.0 4.545 0.0330 FUT8*
0.66 66.0 : 43.0 4.854 0.0276 FUT8*
0.19 44.7 :26.0 4.986 0.0256 PLEKHHl
0.33 41.3 : 63.0 4.539 0.0331 PLEKHHl
0.21 30.0 : 51.0 5.444 0.0196 RAD51L1
0.10 32.0 : 14.0 7.043 1 0.0080 RAD51L1
0.10 30.0 : 13.0 6.721 ! 0.0095 RAD51L1
0.10 29.8 ; 11.0 8.673 0.0032 RAD51L1
0.26 54.0 : 32.0 5.628 0.0177 RAD51L1*
0.61 62.0 : 42.0 3.846 0.0499 GALNTLl
0.11 31.0 : 17.0 4.083 0.0433 SMOCl
0.11 15.0:31.0 5.565 0.0183 SMOCl
0.38 70.4 :45.0 5.577 0.0182 SIPAILI*
0.44 77.0 : 47.0 7.258 1 0.0071 SIPAILI*



Block 325 2775-77
Block 326 2778-86
Block 329 2802-05
Block 330 2807 2809-2810 2812-2814

AGT
GGCTTTCCC
TCCA
AGAATG

0.37
0.36
0.13
0.13

38.0 : 58.0
60.0 : 40.0
36.0 : 16.0
34.0 ; 18.0

4.167 0.0412 RGS6 
4 0.0455 RGS6

7.692 0.0055
4.923 0.0265

RGS6
RGS6

* indicates haplotype is not located within the gene, but this gene is closest to the haplotype. values < 0.01 highlighted in pink. Genes with > 3 
haplotype associations highlighted in bold. T:U=Transmitted: Untransmitted, Freq=Haplotype Frequency. SNP names can be identified by the 
SN P# i n  Table 5.2.3.
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Table 5.2.3: Names, base pair positions, and gene locations (where indicated) of SNPs presented in Tables 5.2.1 or 5.2.2.

SNP
#

SNP
Name Position Gene SNP

# SNP Name Position Gene SNP
#

SNP
Name Position Gene

1 rs 12897429 57201710 1599 rsl 147443 65538514 2101 rsl 0149893 68183228
2 rs 12436211 57219428 1600 rsl 959360 65542903 2102 rs4902626 68187994
19 rs808220 57424757 1601 rs894921 65546005 2103 rsl2895438 68192144
25 rsl7733216 57469828 1615 rs8004091 65627836 2144 rsl2586937 68397775
26 rs808229 57472287 1617 rsl 7827554 65640152 2241 rs8007612 68900727 GALNTLl
39 rs727203 57541452 C14or07 1618 rs975231 65647955 2242 rs897330 68906063
160 rs221327 58186871 DACTl 1619 rs4128 65655854 2243 rsl0083335 68909862 ERH
247 rs 17095711 58650064 1620 rs943419 65659803 2244 rsl 7836204 68913533 ERH
305 rsl271511 58931966 1622 rsl 7754686 65667738 2245 rs959242 68919881 ERH
364 rsl 1624351 59244262 RTNl 1623 rsl0132312 65674185 2247 rs2124191 68928455 ERH,
414 rs219320 59509817 1825 rs8021798 66782361 MPP5 2252 rsl0138313 68952145 SLC39A9
640 rsl 7805820 60722372 1884 rs7150000 67090515 PLEKHHl 2257 rs7145944 68979960 SLC39A9
680 rs49G2049 60905153 PRKCH 1887 rslOl 39749 67103995 PLEKHHl 2258 rs8012954 68987885 SLC39A9
684 rs3742633 60927722 PRKCH 1888 rslOl 38094 67107648 PLEKHHl 2262 rsl 466255 69008275
711 rsl 2432237 61059771 PRKCH 1889 rsl 1158685 67112327 PLEKHHl 2342 rs4528503 69436190 SMOCl
721 rs2255146 61114047 1890 rs6573782 67116355 PLEKHHl 2343 rsl 299600 69443060 SMOCl
723 rs2245718 61129710 1891 rs749271 67122902 PLEKHHl 2360 rsl7107547 69523432 SMOCl
725 rs2249472 61138626 1892 rs3742875 67125637 PLEKHHl 2361 rs227424 69526557 SMOCl
726 rsl 0133965 61148736 1893 rs2038490 67130128 PLEKHHl 2362 rs227418 69529465 SMOCl
801 rs2610534 61495969 1894 rs2319844 67134787 PLEKHHl 2363 rsl7107583 69535834 SMOCl
802 rs2784505 61501766 1895 rs7146307 67139336 PIGH 2364 rsl7175109 69540086 SMOCl
1064 rs7146249 62817387 RHOJ 1927 rsl 1158695 67311364 ZFYVE26 2365 rsl 0134965 69544419 SMOCl
1065 rs2179967 62819768 RHOJ 1928 rs2874132 67315476 ZFYVE26 2405 rs2332272 69728692 SLC8A3
1066 rsl 0149326 62824116 RHOJ 1929 rs7143496 67320267 ZFYVE26 2433 rsl 1623369 69890917 C14orfll2
1067 rs2012961 62828943 RHOJ 1930 rsl 0483805 67325404 ZFYVE26 2693 rsl 204974 71294225
1069 rsl 0139597 62837633 RHOJ 1931 rsl 040598 67328735 ZFYVE26 2694 rsl 954692 71299307
1079 rs8005319 62892274 1932 rsl2891164 67334620 ZFYVE26 2695 rs8017068 71305371
1080 rsl 0143004 62896438 1933 rs7142433 67339391 ZFYVE26 2696 rs 12100650 71313626
1081 rs2144965 62901040 1934 rsl81572 67343773 ZFYVE26 2697 rsl 0147309 71317055



1082 rsl0151995 62904561 PPP2R5E 1935 rsl 81565 67347168 ZFYVE26 2700 rsl 0873247 71330413

1083 rsl 2587233 62909623 PPP2R5E 1936 rsl 1847628 67353828 ZFYVE26 2701 rsl 343922 71335702
1084 rs2356515 62917974 PPP2R5E 1937 rs8003431 67358333 ZFYVE26 2711 rs36457 71400627
1085 rs7150819 62920473 PPP2R5E 1938 rs932555 67363537 RAD51L1 2719 rs36380 71441015
1086 rs7146445 62923005 PPP2R5E 1939 rsl 1626809 67368565 RADS 1 LI 2720 rs36369 71447196
1087 rs743221 62927561 PPP2R5E 1940 rsl 956346 67373327 RAD51L1 2757 rsl2883161 71622682 RGS6
1088 rsl 475038 62936243 PPP2R5E 1941 rsl0130919 67376540 RAD51L1 2775 rsl 77000 71715530 RGS6
1089 rs7144210 62940684 PPP2R5E 1944 rsl0141638 67388346 RADS 1 LI 2776 rsl 49637 71725276 RGS6
1090 rsl 1158490 62946923 PPP2R5E 2042 rsl 2890360 67889903 RADS 1 LI 2777 rs7161011 71730229 RGS6
1091 rs7141605 62950199 PPP2R5E 2043 rsl 1158732 67894944 RADS 1 LI 2778 rs2238244 71735184 RGS6
1124 rs2036272 63108360 2044 rs8013026 67901843 RADS 1 LI 2779 rs847297 71742850 RGS6
1129 rs28633552 63130307 C14orfl50 2045 rsl 0483809 67906122 RADS 1 LI 2780 rsl 7109092 71746253 RGS6
1134 rs28373566 63149512 C14orfl50 2046 rs927221 67911913 RADS 1 LI 2781 rsl7109194 71753636 RGS6
1136 rs28707240 63163280 C14orfl50 2047 rs3784115 67916575 RADS! LI 2782 rs2238237 71757560 RGS6
1138 rs28575623 63176155 C14orfl50 2048 rs3950069 67922628 RADS 1 LI 2783 rs2238229 71762419 RGS6
1228 rsl 7225625 63645080 SYNE2 2049 rs8021199 67927750 RADS 1 LI 2784 rs2238225 71767040 RGS6
1363 rs229672 64351931 SPTB 2050 rs8014025 67932517 RADS 1 LI 2785 rs6S740S4 71772178 RGS6
1380 rsl 1629410 64427339 2051 rsl 7828548 67937565 RADS 1 LI 2786 rs847261 71776916 RGS6
1381 rsl2881353 64433368 2052 rsl2889770 67941302 RADS 1 LI 2802 rs847352 71855191 RGS6
1382 rsl 957416 64439082 2062 rs3784122 67985286 RADS 1 LI 2803 rs65 74066 71860457 RGS6
1383 rsl 951488 64441966 CHURCl 2063 rsl2587397 67989848 RADS 1 LI 2804 rsl 996661 71865114 RGS6
1384 rs7154406 64446942 CHURCl 2064 rsl 468279 67994846 RADS 1 LI 2805 rs2239248 71869673 RGS6
1385 rsl0143017 64449371 CHURCl 2065 rs2107340 68000418 RADS 1 LI 2806 rs2239247 71871989 RGS6
1386 rsl 7102320 64454446 CHURCl 2066 rs2074563 68004865 RADS 1 LI 2807 rs2239238 71878601 RGS6
1387 rsl0141986 64459156 CHURCl 2067 rs2842320 68013826 RADS 1 LI 2809 rs2139596 71892397 RGS6
1388 rs4902343 64465933 CHURCl 2068 rs2717217 68017085 RADS 1 LI 2810 rs847333 71897873 RGS6
1389 rsl 064108 64470018 CHURCl 2069 rsl2888301 68020105 RADS 1 LI 2812 rs2239224 71907554 RGS6

1390 rsl 0133290 64474195 CHURCl 2073 rs737387 68037135 RADS 1 LI 2813 rs2283385 71911604 RGS6
1392 rsl 7752452 64488228 GPX2 2074 rs2842347 68041529 RADS 1 LI 2814 rsl0138180 71916559 RGS6
1396 rsl 1846925 64505628 RAB15 2081 rs2525527 68079492 RADS 1 LI 2815 rs2239221 71921862 RGS6
1402 rs4902355 64534793 FNTB 2099 rsl2890882 68170371
1439 rs2275011 64735129 2100 rsl0873215 68179656
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Figure 5.2.2: Pattern of LD across the RADS 1 LI (A), RGS6 (B), PRKCH (C), and 

PLEKHHl (D) reference gene sequences. LD pattern determined by the Gabriel et a l, 

2002 algorithm as implemented in Haploview (ref). Pink arrows and pink boxes 

indicate the position o f SNPs and haplotypes, respectively, significantly associated 

with BPAD at the P^O.OS level. Only independent SNPs are presented, and the 

presence of a jagged edge on a pink box (225 in A and 221 in D) indicates that the 

haplotype extends beyond the end of the reference gene sequence. The block numbers 

for the haplotypes are also indicated. Markers and haplotypes can be identified from 

Tables 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The pattern of LD produced from our data is comparable to the 

patterns observed from the HapMap data from European populations (data not 

shown).

5.2.4 Discussion

Converging data from our whole genome linkage scan (Cassidy et a l, 2007), first 

phase fine mapping linkage and association analysis (section 5.1), and evidence from 

linkage studies in related disorders pointed to a BPAD susceptibility gene(s) within 

the region 57.38Mb to 72.17 Mb on chromosome 14, corresponding to linkage peaks 

3 and 4 (see section 5.1). This study attempted to locate this gene(s) by testing SNP 

markers, located approximately every 5kb across this region, for significant 

association with BPAD. This SNP density covered every gene from peaks 3 and 4 in 

an unbiased fashion. While there was no single marker association that survived 

correction for multiple testing, it is worth discussing the relevance of SNPs and genes 

with nominally significant P-values, and in particular the overlap of these findings 

with published BPAD whole genome association (WGA) studies (Baum et al., 2007; 

Sklar et al., 2008; WTCCC 2007).

The most significant single marker association was from r s l7805820 

(P=0.0004), located 2kb upstream of a 5’ extended transcript of PRKCH, suggesting 

this SNP may be located within an alternative promoter of the gene. However, a 

Tfsitescan bioinformatics analysis did not reveal any known transcription factor 

binding sites in the region of this SNP nittp://www.ifti.org/cgi-bin/ifti/Tfsitescan.pn. 

Nevertheless, we should not rule out potential regulatory functions of this SNP. Three 

additional SNPs from within the gene (rs4902049, rs3742633, rsl2432237) and three 

SNPs located downstream of the PRKCH gene sequence (rs2255146, rs2245718, 

rs2249472) are also significantly associated with BPAD in this study (Table 5.2.1).
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rs2255146 is significant at the P<0.01 level (Table 5.2.1). A single 3-marker 

haplotype that includes the rs2245718 and rs2249472 SNPs is also significantly 

associated with BPAD (P=0.0183) (Table 5.2.2).

In an attempt to identify any replication o f this result in independent 

populations we consulted the data from the BPAD WGA studies. The WTCCC, Baum 

et al, 2007 (including both the National Institute o f Mental Health [NIMH] and 

German parts o f the analysis), and also the most recent Sklar et al, 2008 study (Sklar) 

were all available for investigation. A summary of the results of the WGA BPAD 

studies, in relation to the genes discussed in this section, is presented in Table 5.2.4. 

We also consulted the Stanley online genomics database to determine if this gene is 

differentially expressed between bipolar, schizophrenic, depressive or control 

individuals at the mRNA level (see section 4.1.2.1 for further details on this database).

PRKCH is significantly associated with BPAD at the P<0.05 level in the 

Sklar, WTCCC, NIMH, and German WGA studies (Table 5.2.4). However, there is 

no direct replication evident for any individual SNPs. This is a remarkable pattern of 

common association seen in all 4 BPAD WGA studies and our study. According to 

the data from the Stanley database, there is no change in expression of this gene 

correlated with diagnosis of BPAD, SZP or RUP.

PRKCH is one of the closely related subspecies of Protein Kinase C (PKC), 

from the family of PKC proteins. PKC is a major phorbol ester receptor which is 

thought to play a central role in the initiation and regulation o f cellular responses in 

response to various ligands and other external influences (Parker et al., 1986). 

Calcium ions and the second messenger, diacylglycerol, are believed to be essential 

for activation of PKC (Parker et a i, 1986). Interestingly, the most significant finding 

reported by the Baum et al., 2007 WGA study was from diacyglycerol kinase t| 

(DGKH) (Baum et al., 2007). PKC is found in high concentrations in presynaptic 

nerve terminals and performs an important functional role in the regulation of 

neuronal excitability, neurotransmitter release, and long-term alterations in gene 

expression and plasticity (Manji and Lenox 1999).

The protein is also specifically linked with BPAD. PKC activity, and also the 

expression of specific PKC isozymes, is significantly reduced in platelets from 

medication-free paediatric BPAD individuals compared to normal controls (Pandey et 

al., 2008) and also bipolar patients when compared to unipolar disorder and control 

groups (Pandey et a l, 2002). An additional study, also related to this observation.
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demonstrated that Lithium and Valproate can alleviate the increased PKC activation 

found in BP AD manic patients (Hahn et a l, 2005).

In a further link between PKC and BPAD, a number of studies have reported 

alterations in the regulation and activity o f PKC following the administration of mood 

stabilizers to bipolar individuals, animals, or cultured cells, and also following the use 

of chronic Lithium treatment in a rat brains (Hahn and Friedman 1999). Increased 

PKC activity may be a mania-specific marker o f illness. Post-mortem studies of the 

frontal cortex of bipolar patients also found increased membrane-associated PKC 

(Hahn and Friedman 1999). Lithium and Valproate indirectly regulate additional 

intracellular signalling mechanisms and cell survival pathways such as G protein 

activation, phosphatidylinositol signalling, cyclic AMP formation, mitogen-activated 

protein kinases, and intracellular calcium homoeostasis. Alterations in these pathways 

have been suggested as possible affected pathways in BPAD pathology (Hahn and 

Friedman 1999; Manji and Chen 2002). Due to the interactions between these 

signalling mechanisms and PKC activity, the effects on these pathways observed in 

BPAD individuals may actually be due to the PKC activity (Hahn and Friedman 

1999).

PKC has also been put forward as a potential novel target for the development 

of medication to treat BPAD (Mathew et al., 2008). One study demonstrated the 

inhibition o f PKC by tamoxifen reduces the amphetamine-induced hyperactivity and 

risk-taking behaviours observed in an animal model of mania (Einat et al., 2007). A 

single-blind clinical trial to investigate tamoxifen as a possible BPAD treatment was 

initiated due to the anti-manic properties observed in this animal model (Bebchuk et 

a l, 2000). That initial success has now been replicated in larger double-blind placebo- 

controlled studies and the anti-manic effects o f tamoxifen have now been confirmed 

(Zarate et al., 2007). This is an extremely strong connection between a PKC inhibitor 

and the treatment of BPAD mania.

Alternative pharmacological inhibitors of PKC can also influence behavioural 

changes similar to those observed with mood stabilizers (Einat and Manji 2006). 

Injection o f a specific PKC inhibitor into the nucleus accumbens inhibited 

amphetamine hyperactivity and in the ventral tegmental area cocaine hyperactivity 

was reduced and sensitization to cocaine was disrupted using a PKC inhibitor (Einat 

and Manji 2006). The co-morbidity o f drug abuse with BPAD has been discussed 

previously. This increased hedonistic drive and tendency to abuse drugs present in
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BPAD patients can be replicated using consumption of reward and conditioned place 

preference (CPP) as models. A number o f studies have reported that the development 

o f cocaine, morphine, and amphetamine CPP was blocked by PKC inhibitors (Einat 

and Manji 2006). This is a particularly interesting connection as drug addiction has 

also been linked to this region o f chromosome 14.

The evidence for a direct relationship between PRXCH and BPAD is not as 

robust as that presented for PKC, but it does exist. To clarify, PRKCH is an isozyme 

o f PKC, is expressed in neuronal cells o f the cerebral cortex and hippocampus in 

addition to other tissues, and also has a protein kinase activity. This protein is 

involved in various kinase cascades such as the ERX/Elk-1 (Uht et a l, 2007), p42/p44 

MAPK, JNK, and p38/ERK/JNK cellular pathways (Brandlin et al., 2002). A PRKCH 

isoform from Caenorhabditis elegans (PCK-1) was shown to regulate the exocytosis 

o f dense core vesicles (DCV) in motor neurons, but synaptic vesicle (SV) release was 

normal in the PKC-1 mutants. SV and DC Vs mediate the secretion of 

neurotransmitters and neuropeptides, respectively. This suggests PKC-1 selectively 

regulates DCV release from neurons and plays a major part in the secretion o f 

neuropeptides (Sieburth et al., 2007). This function may be highly relevant in the 

etiology of BPAD.

PRKCH is also associated with cerebral infarction (an acute neurological 

event leading to death of neural tissue of the brain and resulting in loss o f motor, 

sensory and/or cognitive function) but this may be an Asian-specific effect as it has 

only been tested in Japanese populations (Kubo et al., 2007; Serizawa et al., 2007). 

An increase in expression and/or activation o f different members of the PKC family 

can lead to subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) (Zhang 2000), which is the cause of up 

to 10% of all strokes (Sobey and Faraci 1998). A very significant increase in 

expression o f S100 calcium-binding protein, beta (S 1OOB) was seen in a rat model of 

SAH (Lefranc et al., 2005). The expression and location o f SI OOB correlated with 

those o f PRKCH in endothelial cells, indicating the PKC signalling pathway, in 

addition to the S I00 proteins, is active during cerebral infarction (Lefranc et al., 

2005). SI OOB can actually block the phosphorylation of PKC target proteins in a 

calcium-dependent manner, through the regulatory domain o f PKC (Lefranc et al., 

2005). This is an extremely interesting result as SI OOB is also associated with BPAD 

in our trio collection (Roche et al., 2007).
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In rats 7-31 days after pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus (where the brain 

is in a state of persistent seizure) (APISE), PRKCH-induced positive astrocytes were 

found all over the hippocampus, suggesting they may be involved in hypertrophy and 

proliferation o f astrocytes or gliosis (the most important histopathological sign of 

CNS injury) (Tang et a l, 2004). Gliosis and neuronal loss in certain brain regions are 

findings seen in various neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's disease 

(AD) and Parkinson's disease (PD), which as discussed previously (see sections 3.2.4 

and 4.1.1.4), are both linked to BPAD.

In addition to this, multiple PRKCH single marker significant associations 

with Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) have been reported in a Japanese population (Takata 

et al., 2007). Conversely, when 3 markers were tested in a French Caucasian 

population there was no significant association with RA but there were lower mRNA 

expression levels in the peripheral blood of patients compared to controls in the same 

study, suggesting some association with the patho-physiologic mechanism of RA 

(Teixeira et al., 2008). The link between autoimmune disorders such as RA and 

asthma and BPAD has already been discussed.

To summarize, PRKCH is significantly associated with BPAD in this study, 

with the most significant SNP located within the putative promoter region of the gene. 

PRKCH belongs to the family o f PKC proteins, which are linked to the 

pathophysiology of BPAD on numerous levels. PKC is involved in neuronal 

excitability and neurotransmitter release, and altered PKC activity has been observed 

in BPAD patients and as a result o f mood stabilizers. This protein has proven to be an 

excellent target for drugs effective in the treatment of BPAD, and has also been linked 

with drug addiction models. A connection has been established between PRKCH and 

neuropeptide secretion, cerebral infarction, subarachnoid haemorrhage, hypertrophy, 

astrocyte proliferation, and gliosis. PRKCH is also biologically connected to the 

SIOOB gene previously associated with BPAD in our trio collection, and also AD, PD, 

and RA, all disorders related to BPAD. Overall, the cumulative evidence to support 

PRKCH as a BPAD susceptibility gene is quite convincing but further investigation is 

required.

Apart from PRKCH there were some additional promising results from the 

four other genes with three or more SNPs significantly associated with BPAD in the 

single marker analysis: RAD51L1, RGS6, PLEKHHl, and WDR89 (Table 5.2.1). 

Also, all of these genes, apart from WDR89, contain at least one haplotype
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significantly associated with BPAD (Table 5.2.2). In a further link with an anxiety 

phenotype RAD51L1 and PLEKHHl are also located within the mouse anxiety QTL 

region on chromosome 14 (Valdar et a l, 2006).

RADS 1 LI has the greatest number of independent single markers, specifically 

located within the gene sequence, significantly associated with BPAD (SNPs 2042, 

2046, 2052, 2062, 2069, 2081 see Table 5.2.3) and also an additional marker located 

within 38.3kb o f the 3’ end of the gene (SNP 2100). Most o f the significant SNPs and 

haplotypes from this gene, with the exception of the haplotype from block 225, are 

actually located within the 3’ end of the gene (Figure 5.2.2A). Markers from 

RAD51L1 with ^<0.05 were present in the WTCCC and NIMH WGA studies (Table 

5.2.4). There is no evidence for a change in gene expression from the Stanley array 

and consortium collections overall, but in 2 studies o f BPAD and a single study of 

SZP RAD51L1 was significantly up regulated (P<0.05).

Human RAD51 family members are highly similar to bacterial RecA and 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad51, which are known to be involved in the homologous 

recombination and repair of DNA. RAD51L1 is a member o f this RAD51 family. 

This protein forms a complex with several other members o f the RAD51 family, 

including RAD51L2, RAD51L3, and XRCC2 (Lio et al., 2003), and is thought to play 

a role in the early stage of mitotic and meiotic homologous recombinational repair 

(Albala et al., 1997) and also participates in the repair of double-stranded breaks in 

DNA (Cartwright er a/., 1998).

Recombination is a fundamental process essential to all living cells, as is the 

repair o f DNA damage; we would expect that any disruption to this process would 

have serious consequences. An example o f this is the RADS 1A animal model 

(Tsuzuki et al., 1996). No RadST'^' pups were identified among 148 neonates 

examined; however, a few RadSl'^' embryos were identified when examined during 

the early stages of embryonic development. This suggests RadSl protein plays an 

essential role in the proliferation o f cells and a basic molecular defect present in the 

R a d S l e m b r y o s  interferes with cell viability, leading to pre-implantation lethality. 

Mice heterozygous for the mutation were viable and fertile with no visible 

abnormality in outer appearance. Western blot analysis demonstrated 50% protein in 

mutant mice compared to controls but there were no behavioural observations 

(Tsuzuki e/a/., 1996).
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An absence o f DNA repair leads to oxidative stress in cells. Oxidative stress is 

involved in neurodegenerative disorders (Kulkami and Wilson 2008) also linked with 

BPAD (see section 3.2.4). Incorrect folding of P-amyloid and Tau proteins is believed 

to be the cause o f Alzheimer’s disease (AD), as these malformed proteins are known 

to accumulate and deposit as plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in AD brains. 

Redox cycling and the generation of damaging free radicals often occurs at the site of 

these NFTs and plaques, and oxidative damage and increased levels o f oxidative- 

stress markers are evident within the NFTs and plaques in brains o f AD patients 

(Kulkami and Wilson 2008).

DNA damage and oxidative stress is evident in BPAD patients compared to 

controls and is correlated with severity o f manic and depressed symptoms (Andreazza 

et a i, 2007; Frey et a l,  2007). Inefficient repair or misrepair of DNA damage can 

cause genome instability and defects in DNA-repair genes lead to rare human cancer- 

prone disorders. One such disorder is Ataxia telangiectasia, characterised by 

progressive neuronal degeneration with loss of cerebellar function, immunodefiency, 

sterility, cancer predisposition, and clinical radiation sensitivity (Thompson and 

Schild 2002).

RGS6 is significantly associated with BPAD in the current study (Tables 5.2.1 

5.2.2). While none of the single marker associations reach the / ’<0.01 level, there are 

4 haplotypes, all from separate blocks o f high LD, significantly associated with 

BPAD, one of which has a / ’-value of 0.0055 (Table 5.2.2). Furthermore, there is an 

overlap between two significant RGS6 markers from our study (rs2239221 and 

rs6574054) and also the WTCCC WGA study where the same marker was 

significantly or marginally associated with BPAD ( /’=0.011, P=0.06). There is also 

evidence that RGS6 is associated with BPAD in the German and Sklar WGA studies 

(Table 5.2.4). There is no significant change in RGS6 expression in BPAD, SZP or 

depression overall from the Stanley database. However, two individual studies in 

BPAD and one study in SZP showed significant RGS6 down regulation ( / ’<0.01).

RGS6 functions to negatively regulate heterotrimeric G protein signaling 

(Ross and Wilkie 2000). Members o f the RGS family have been shown to modulate 

the functioning o f G proteins by activating the intrinsic GTPase activity o f the G 

protein a-subunits (guanine nucleotide-binding), which is why they are known as 

GTPase-activator proteins (GAPs) (Ross and Wilkie 2000). RGS6 is part o f the R7 

subfamily which also includes RGS7, RGS9, and RGS 11 (Ross and Wilkie 2000).
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Through their role as GAPs, RGS proteins change the duration and quality of 

neurotransmission as a result o f activation of metabotropic G-protein-coupled 

receptors by monoamines, acetylcholine, glutamate, GABA, neuropeptides, and 

opiates (Ross and Wilkie 2000). Experimental models have reported altered 

expression of multiple members o f the RGS family in drug addiction and direct brain 

injury (Gold and Zachariou 2004). The family o f R7 proteins play a critical role in 

agonist tachyphylaxis, a medical term describing a rapidly decreasing response to a 

drug following administration of the initial doses, and also modulates acute tolerance 

at iJ.-opioid receptors, responsible for the analgesic and physical dependence 

properties o f opioids (Garzon et a l, 2003). This is a particularly interesting 

characteristic of RGS6 as linkage to opioid addiction has been reported within this 

fine mapping region of 14q24 (Lachman et al., 2007).

RGS6 also interacts with Superior Cervical Ganglion-10, a neuronal growth- 

associated protein, suggesting that RGS6 induces neuronal differentiation by a novel 

mechanism independent of RGS6 interactions with G proteins (Liu et al., 2002). 

RGS6 undergoes unique subcellular trafficking in response to specific forms of 

cellular stress and this implicates the RGS family of proteins in cellular stress 

signaling pathways (Chatterjee and Fisher 2003). 36 splice variant forms of RGS6 

exist, with 2 alternative transcription start sites within the gene (Chatterjee et al, 

2003). A complex system of alternative splicing o f the 2 main RGS6 mRNAs 

provides the 36 variants. These variants exhibit differences in their subcellular 

localisation patterns and additional interactions with the G protein pS subunit which 

indicates the complexity of function attributable to RGS6 (Chatterjee et al., 2003).

Another member of the RGS family, RGS4, has received much greater 

attention in the field o f BPAD and SZP genetics. Like RGS6, RGS4 serves as a GAP, 

particularly for 6- and |i-opiate, muscarinic acetylcholine M l-3, metabotropic 

glutamate 1, 5, and serotonin lA , 2A receptors (Traynor and Neubig 2005). 

Disruption of dopamine (DA) neurotransmission can alter levels o f RGS4 expression 

but direct modulation o f DA D2-like receptors by RGS4 has not been determined 

(Cabrera-Vera et al., 2004; Geurts et al., 2003). SNPs in the 5’ region o f RGS4 are 

associated with SZP in several populations [see (Talkowski et al., 2006) for a review], 

but there have also been failures to replicate these associations (Sobell et al., 2005; 

Vilella et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2005). RGS4 SNPs are also associated with 

differences in the grey matter volumes in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex among a
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subset of dmg naive, first episode SZP patients (Prasad et al, 2005) and there is a 

single SNP association with non-deficit SZP reported in the Dutch population (Bakker 

et al., 2007). However, an RGS4 meta-analysis in SZP is essentially negative (Guo et 

al., 2006). Specifically for BPAD, there have been two independent studies which 

reported significant association with RGS4 (Chowdari et al., 2002; Cordeiro et al., 

2005) but other others have failed to replicate this finding (Fallin et al., 2005; Prata et 

al., 2006).

RGS2 is has also been implicated in highly relevant psychiatric disorders. This 

gene is a candidate gene from the well replicated chromosome 1 anxiety QTL (Yalcin 

et al., 2004). In addition, down regulation of this gene has been verified by RT-PCR 

in rat brain treated with olanzapine (Fatemi et al, 2006). This change in expression 

has also been confirmed by protein analysis using the western immunoblot technique 

(Fatemi et al., 2006). The connection between anxiety and BPAD, especially within 

this region of chromosome 14, is extremely significant and provides another link 

between the RGS family and BPAD.

There were 4 independent single markers all located within the PLEKHHl 

gene associated with BPAD (1884, 1887, 1888, and 1893). Two of these SNPs (1887 

and 1888) recorded P-values <0.01 (Table 5.2.1). In addition to the single marker 

associations, there were also 2 haplotypes, both from block 221 (alleles 

A.C.A.A.C.C.G and A.C.A.A.T.T.G from markers 1889-1895 inclusive) significantly 

associated with BPAD (Table 5.2.2). SNPs from PLEKHHl with P-values <0.05 are 

also present in the NIMH and WTCCC datasets (Table 5.2.4) and the expression of 

this gene is significantly up-regulated in the BPAD consortium collection (P=0.0039) 

from the Stanley database. The BPAD combined collection also reached borderline 

significance (P=0.07), but there were no significant changes in gene expression with a 

diagnosis of SZP or depression.

Very little is known about the specific function of this gene but we do know it 

has a plekstrin homology (PH) domain. The first protein identified with the PH 

domain was called plekstrin because it is a platelet and leukocyte C kinase substrate, 

and because the KSTR string of amino acids is in the predicted phosphorylation site 

sequence KFARKSTRRSIR of the PH domain (Tyers et al., 1989; Tyers et al., 1988). 

Agonists that stimulate phosphoinositide turnover in platelets cause the rapid 

phosphorylation of the plekstrin protein by PKC. Basically, plekstrin is a major
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substrate o f PKC in platelets. This reveals a potentially very interesting connection 

between the PKC family (discussed earlier) with both this gene and also PRKCH.

The PH domain is found in hundreds o f proteins, including proteins with 

diverse enzymatic or regulatory functions such as phospholipases, GTPase-regulating 

proteins and protein kinases, in addition to cytoskeletal proteins (Blomberg et al, 

1999). Most o f the PH domains investigated to date bind to phosphatidylinositol 

phosphates or their inositol phosphate head groups (Blomberg et a l, 1999). With such 

diverse functions related to the PH domain and very little specific information 

available for PLEKHHl, it is difficult to hypothesise a role for this protein in the 

etiology of BPAD.

Five SNPs from WDR89, 4 o f which represent independent associations, were 

significantly associated with BPAD (Table 5.2.1). However, this association did not 

extend to the haplotype analysis (Table 5.2.2). Low MAFs (0.03-0.05) were found for 

3 of the markers located within WDR89 significantly associated with BPAD (1129, 

1134, and 1138). Therefore, the number o f transmissions is also low and the statistical 

analysis of this data may be unreliable. There is no overlap between markers from this 

gene and any of the WGA datasets (Table 5.2.4). There are also no significant 

changes in gene expression in BPAD or SZP, and no information for depression, from 

the Stanley genomic database. Overall, the support for this gene is weak and we 

would require a larger sample collection to be sure of these SNP associations with 

BPAD.

There is also very little known about the specific function of this gene. As the 

name suggests, WDR89 contains a WD repeat domain. The WD-repeat family of 

proteins have numerous and assorted roles including cytoskeleton organisation, signal 

transduction, transcriptional regulation, RNA processing, vesicular trafficking, and 

cell division (Neer et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1999). To summarize, this family of 

proteins mostly regulates a wide variety of protein: protein interactions (Neer and 

Smith 2000). With so little specific information and so many possible functional roles, 

it is difficult to gauge exactly how this gene might ultimately contribute to the onset 

of BPAD.

Four of the five genes described in this discussion have numerous lines of 

evidence to link them with BPAD, and other related psychiatric and 

neurodegenerative disorders. The WDR89 gene, despite numerous single marker 

associations with BPAD, does not stand up to scrutiny and lacks the overall pattern of
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evidence demonstrated for the other genes. The single marker associations may be 

unreliable and, unlike the other genes, there are no haplotype associations from this 

gene. There is no overlap with this gene in any of the BPAD WGA studies, or gene 

expression differences evident in the Stanley database. The numerous significantly 

associated SNPs from our study are just a fraction of the evidence supporting 

PRKCH, RADS 1 LI, RGS6, and PLEKHHl as BPAD susceptibility genes. Additional 

overlapping evidence from the WGA and gene expression studies and copious 

possible biological connections with the pathophysiology o f affective disorders also 

exist.

Along with these novel candidate genes, GALNTLl AND SIPAILI are also 

associated with BPAD in this analysis (Tables 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). Both of these genes 

had previously been positively associated with BPAD in separate gene-centred studies 

performed after Phase I of the fine mapping analysis prior to this study (see sections 

4.2 and 4.3), although the evidence for SIPAILI was not as strong. There was some 

additional weak association evident between GALNTLl and BPAD at the haplotypic 

level from this study (Table 5.2.2).

In the case o f SIPAILI there were 4 SNPs, located within 51.2kb of the 3 ’ end 

of the gene, significantly associated with BPAD in this analysis (Table 5.2.1). This 

result was strengthened further in the haplotype analysis (Table 5.2.2). However, 

strong LD and the predicted SIPAILI transcript do not extend from SIPAILI to these 

SNPs so we cannot be sure that these results reflect a significant association between 

SIPAILI and BPAD. There are a number o f unclassified regulatory features across 

the region of these assoc SNPs reported in Ensembl (www.ensembl.org). but we 

cannot be certain o f their exact function or if they are related to SIPAILI. Overall this 

might be considered further suggestive evidence to connect SIPAILI and BPAD but 

additional investigation is required before SIPAILI could be considered a potential 

BPAD candidate gene.

As expected, some limitations do apply to this study. The sample size o f I I 8 

trios is not particularly large and may not have sufficient power to detect the BPAD 

candidate gene with absolute certainty. However, these samples have originated from 

an extremely homogeneous population and the final diagnosis for every affected 

individual has come from a single research team. Phenotype definition is the single 

most important factor for success in this type o f study as it is widely believed that a
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misclassification o f phenotype will completely fail to identify the gene rather than 

produce a false positive result in the analysis (Schulze and McMahon 2004).

While the issue of multiple testing is not resolved, and recent stringent 

recommendations from the WGA studies set the bar for significant P-values at 

1X10'^, it is difficult to completely disregard the significant associations with BP AD 

demonstrated with these genes. It is hard to know what a nominal significant P-value 

does mean in the context o f a WGA study but the pattern o f support that has 

amalgamated for these five genes is difficult to ignore and leads us to believe that 

these results are highly promising. However, it would seem unlikely that all o f the 

genes reported here are actual BPAD susceptibility genes.

5.2.5 Conclusion

As we have seen from the WGA studies published to date, BPAD is a particularly 

difficult disorder when it comes to identifying a definitive susceptibility gene. Even 

with large study sizes and a huge number of genotyped markers there is only modest 

agreement between these WGA studies and scant evidence to support candidate genes 

previously associated with BPAD, such as DISCI. In light o f this, it is not surprising 

that our study was unable to identify the BPAD susceptibility gene from this region 

with absolute certainty. Overall, huge progress has been made in the investigation of 

chromosome 14 as a BPAD locus. An extremely large linkage region has been refined 

into four separate peaks, possibly indicating the presence of at least 4 BPAD 

susceptibility genes. The detailed association analysis o f 2 o f these linkage peaks has 

now revealed that 4 genes, PRKCH, RADS 1 LI, RGS6, and PLEKHHl, warrant 

thorough further investigation as potential BPAD susceptibility genes.
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Chapter 6:

Chromosome 13 
Fine-Mapping 
Linkage and 

Association Analysis



6.1 Introduction

The whole genome scan for linkage to bipolar affective disorder (BPAD), performed 

in our collection of 60 affected sib-pairs, produced a potential susceptibility locus on 

chromosome 13 at 13q32 (Cassidy et al, 2007). Under the broad model o f affection, 

which defined BPAD type I (BPI), BPAD type II (BPII), schizoaffective disorder 

(SA), and major recurrent depression (RUP) as affected, a peak NPL score o f 2.16 

with a nominal P-value of 0.015 was recorded in the single point analysis at 83cM 

(see section 3.1.3). The linkage peak on this chromosome in the broad multipoint 

analysis extended over 7cM from 76cM to 83cM, with the most tightly linked marker 

at 83cM (NPL=1.76, P = 0.039) (see section 3.1.3). A narrow analysis, which only 

included BPI-affected individuals, was also performed but the results were not as 

significant.

While the linkage peak on chromosome 13 from our whole genome linkage 

scan was not among the most significant results, it warranted further exploration for 

several reasons. The most prominent linkage peak on chromosome 13 reported in the 

literature is located at 13q32, with a large number o f studies in both BPAD and 

schizophrenia (SZP) highlighting linkage to this region (see section 1.6.1.1.2). In 

addition, one of the most replicated candidate genes for BPAD, G72/G30, is located at 

13q32 (see section 1.5.2.4).

We attempted to refine our linkage region using a SNP fine-mapping 

approach. SNPs were selected every 250kb across the peak linkage region and 

genotyped in sib pair and trio families. We also tested G72/G30 and an additional 

candidate gene from 13q32, dedicator of cytokinesis 9 (D0CK9), for association with 

BPAD in our trio sample.

6.2 Materials and Methods

Fine mapping association analyses were performed using a collection o f 125 trio 

families containing a BPI proband and both parents. G72/G30 and D0CK9 were 

tested for association in the same collection o f 125 trio families and an additional 26 

trios (151 trios altogether). There were 101 trios included in the subset o f trios with 

psychosis (see section 3.3 for psychosis criteria). The fine mapping linkage analysis 

used 88 ASP families, which included the original 60 ASPs used in the whole genome
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linkage study (Cassidy et a l, 2007). Details o f the additional 28 ASPs are in Table 

6.1. 29 of these ASP families were also part of the 125 trios. 86 SNPs spanning the 

7cM (26.97 Mb) linkage peak on chromosome 13 were chosen to refine the region of 

positive linkage and reduce the number of possible susceptibility genes for testing. 

Fine mapping SNPs were genotyped at the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation 

using validated, inventoried Applied Biosystems (ABI) Taqman™ assays in 

combination with high-throughput array tape technology developed at Marshfield 

(Astle 1999). The G72 and D0CK9 SNPs were genotyped by the KBiosciences 

genotyping service (http://w'W'w.kbioscience.co.uk/index.htm) in an extended 

collection of 151 trios using their own novel form of competitive allele specific PCR 

system (KASPar). G72/G30 and D0CK9 were tested for association with BPAD 

using the Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT), implemented in Haploview 

(Barrett et al., 2005). Significantly associated haplotypes were tested for global 

significance using TRANSMIT (Clayton 1999). Fine mapping SNPs from ASP and 

trio families were tested for association with BPAD using both Haploview (trios only) 

and FBAT (Horvath et al., 2001) (all families), which accounts for the presence of 

linkage. Fine mapping linkage analysis was carried out using Genehunter Plus vl.2 

(Kong and Cox 1997). For this program cM positions of SNPs were estimated using 

the closest microsatellite marker as a guide. Statistical correction for multiple testing 

was performed by permutation analysis in Haploview (10,000 permutations). For 

G72/G30 and D0CK9 blocks of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) were determined using 

the Gabriel et al (2002) algorithm (Gabriel et al., 2002) implemented in Haploview 

(Barrett et al., 2005). Additional information on materials or methods is available in 

chapter 2.
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Table 6.1: Details o f affected sib pair families

WGS* Extra families
Broad (60) Narrow (32) Broad (28) Narrow (14)

Number of families
With 2 affected sibs 50 29 23 12
With 3 affected sibs 7 3 5 2
With 4 affected sibs 2 0 0 0
With 5 affected sibs 0 0 0 0
With 6 affected sibs 1 0 0 0
Number of families
With both parents 25 14 10 7
With one parent 30 15 8 3
With no parents 5 3 10 4
Diagnostic details
Total number of affected individuals 160 67 61 30
Bipolar 1 (BPI) 107 67 40 29
Bipolar II (BPIl) 30 0 5 0
Recurrent Unipolar Depression 21 0 15 0
Schizoaffective disorder 2 0 0 0
Schizophrenia 0 0 1 1
*WGS: whole genome linkage scan '

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Fine Mapping Linkage

The original whole genome scan for linkage in our collection of 60 ASPs recorded a 

peak NPL score of 1.75 at 83cM under the broad model o f affection. The region of 

significant linkage on chromosome 13 extended for 7cM (26.97Mb). Only 38 of the 

86 genotyping assays were successful, resulting in a final average inter-marker 

spacing o f 600kb. The average spacing is inflated as a result of 6 unavoidable gaps 

greater than 1 Mb within this region; therefore it is worth reporting that the median 

spacing is actually only 286kb.

The fine mapping produced a rather different profile o f linkage in this region. 

Under the original linkage peak which extended from 76cM to 83cM, 2 individual 

peaks at 80.89cM (NPL=1.66, P = 0.049) and 83.0cM (NPL=1.71, P = 0.045) (Figure 

6.1) were observed. These regions were classed as “linkage peaks” as the P-value was 

nominally significant at the /*<0.05 level but more likely represent just one peak. 

There was also a new region at 89.35cM with suggestive evidence for linkage 

(NPL=2.26, P = 0.012) (Figure 6.1). This region is most likely the true region of 

linkage as the SNP markers have filled in the information missing in the whole 

genome scan.
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Figure 6.1: The NPL score for chromosome 13 from the whole genome scan (WGS) 

(blue dots) and the fine mapping SNP analysis (pink squares) under the broad 

analysis. The narrow analysis from the WGS has been omitted for clarity. The peak 

multipoint NPL score from the WGS is at 83cM (NPL=1.76, P = 0.039). The fine 

mapping study has revealed 3 possible peaks at 80.89cM (NPL=1.66, P = 0.049), 

SS.OcM (NPL=1.71, Z’ = 0.045), and 89.35cM (NPL=2.26, P = 0.012).

6.3.2 Fine Mapping Association

The 38 SNPs used in the linkage analysis were also tested for association with BPAD 

using both the TDT and FBAT tests (Table 6.2). The rs 1289389 SNP was 

significantly associated with BPAD in both tests (TDT P = 0.02, FBAT P = 0.007). 

There were an additional 3 SNPs with significant P-values in the TDT; rs9517637 {P 

= 0.039), rs892670 {P = 0.037), and rs3011468 (P = 0.021). In the FBAT test, which 

includes all families genotyped, there was an additional significant SNP (rs9301143 P 

= 0.037) and a further two SNPs with borderline significance (rs684215 P = 0.055, 

rsl571628 P = 0.058) (Table 6.2). However, these results were no longer significant 

after correction for multiple testing by permutation (rs3011468 P = 0.548 after 10,000 

permutations)
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The combined resuhs o f the fine mapping Hnkage and association suggests 

there may be at least two candidate susceptibility genes on chromosome 13 

contributing to the individual linkage peaks observed (Figure 6.2). The rsl289389 

SNP is associated with BPAD in two tests, and is located within the first original 

linkage peak at 80.89cM (Table 6.2). Furthermore, rsl571628 and rs9301143 are 

located within the new linkage peak at 89.35cM identified by the fine mapping 

linkage study (Table 6.2). However, many genes within this region remain untested.

Chromosome 13 Linkage and Association
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Figure 6.2: Linkage and association o f  chromosome 13 SNPs. The location o f the 3 

fine-mapping linkage peaks and also the inverse natural log o f  the P-values (-In P -  

value) from the TDT and FBAT analyses are presented. Linkage peaks and points of 

positive association are co-localised in the vicinity o f  2 genes: G72/G30 and D 0CK 9. 

Note: - In  / ’-value=2.9 is equivalent to a P-value o f  0.05.
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Table 6.2: Results of the association analysis of the 38 13q32 fine-mapping SNPs.

FBAT TDT

SNP Z P-value Overtransmitted
Allele T:U* P-value

rs1330469 0.48 0.634 A 59:45 1.89 0.170
rs1330978 0.20 0.840 A 26:23 0.18 0.668
rs1887660 0.04 0.965 A 27:24 0.18 0.674
rs9302001 1.34 0.181 A 45:36 1.00 0.317
rs1151471 1.32 0.188 C 25:20 0.56 0.456
rs3901894 0.84 0.401 C 50:44 0.38 0.536
rs729174 0.74 0.460 A 45:42 0.10 0.748
rs3864 0.45 0.655 C 34:31 0.14 0.710
rs 1467693 0.43 0.670 C 22:17 0.64 0.423
rs 1890147 1.09 0.274 C 54:42 1.50 0.221
rs3742141 1.68 0.094 A 39:35 0.22 0.642
rs1289389 2.66 0.008 A 44:25 5.23 0.022
rs1028910 1.22 0.224 - 34:34 0.00 1.000
rs9517637 1.46 0.144 A 47:29 4.26 0.039
rs684215 1.92 0.055 C 46:35 1.49 0.222
rsl 323881 0.03 0.978 - 25:25 0.00 1.000
rs565574 0.34 0.733 A 40:39 0.01 0.910
rsl 335594 1.01 0.313 C 37:34 0.13 0.722
rs9557785 0.37 0.710 - 21:21 0.00 1.000
0009^ 0.73 0.465 C 27:22 0.51 0.475
rs1019893 0.79 0.429 A 36:30 0.55 0.460
rs1571628 1.90 0.058 C 12:08 0.80 0.371
rs1018617 0.50 0.619 A 34:32 0.06 0.806
rs9301143 2.09 0.037 A 23:16 1.26 0.262
rsl 022876 0.46 0.647 A 34:33 0.02 0.903
rs719185 0.11 0.910 A 38:37 0.01 0.908
rs868284 0.75 0.456 C 23:13 2.78 0.096
rs7988666 0.44 0.659 C 18:16 0.12 0.732
rs9520974 1.75 0.080 C 46:33 2.14 0.144
rs12021271 0.13 0.894 A 34:33 0.02 0.903
rs1411765 1.49 0.137 A 34:21 3.07 0.080
rs892670 1.72 0.085 A 26:13 4.33 0.037
rs997702 0.36 0.719 A 28:25 0.17 0.680
rs6577061 0.14 0.886 A 13:11 0.17 0.683
rsl 756076 0.84 0.399 C 27:22 0.51 0.475
rs3011468 1.75 0.080 A 32:16 5.33 0.021
rs2259599 0.76 0.448 C 14:11 0.36 0.549
rs7490083 0.34 0.736 A 27:25 0.08 0.782

P-values in BOLD are <0.05 *T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted tInsertion/Deletion

6.3.3 G72/G30 and D0CK9 Association

Investigation of the genes located within these linkage peaks revealed some very 

interesting possible candidates for further study. The G72/G30 gene is located at
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approximately 90cM on chromosome 13 and has been repeatedly associated with 

BPAD in numerous independent populations, and was therefore an obvious candidate 

gene from this peak (see section 1.5.2.4). Within the linkage peak at 80.89cM the 

DOCK9 gene was another obvious candidate as it had also been reported with 

significant association with BPAD (Detera-Wadleigh et al, 2007).

22 SNPs were selected across the G72/G30 locus, a combination o f SNPs 

associated with BPAD in other populations and tag SNPs from Hapmap, to be tested 

for association with BPAD in 151 trio families. There were no single markers (Table 

6.3) or haplotypes (Table 6.4) associated with BPAD. As G72/G30 is associated with 

both BPAD and SZP, and the presence o f psychotic episodes is an overlapping trait 

between these two disorders, it seemed appropriate to test these SNPs in a subset of 

trios with psychosis. However, a refined analysis on trios with psychosis also failed to 

identify a positive association (Tables 6.3, 6.4).

As the D0CK9 gene is extremely large, 19 SNPs that were previously 

associated with BPAD in a US trio sample were selected for this study. 11 of these 

SNPs were associated with BPAD in multiple sets of the National Institute of Mental 

Health (NIMH) trios. 18 of the chosen SNPs could be genotyped. As with G72/G30, 

there was no positive association o f single markers (Table 6.5) or haplotypes (Table 

6.6) with BPAD in all bipolar families or a subset with psychotic episodes (Tables V, 

VI).
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Table 6.3: Results o f the association analysis of G72/G30 SNPs.

N am e A lleles
H W E

P -va lu e

A L L  T R IO S

O vertran sm itted  „  . . .
1 !U

A llele
P -value

H W E
/•-value

P S Y C H O S IS  S U B S E T  O F  T R IO S

O vertran sm itted  2 

A llele
P -value

rs3916965 T:G 0.1506 - 57:57 0.000 1.000 0.016 T 34:32 0.061 0.806
rs3916966 C:T 0.2175 T 62:59 0.074 0.785 0.063 - 38:38 0.000 1.000
rs 1341402 G:T 0.6115 T 48:45 0.097 0.756 0.412 T 33:28 0.410 0.522
rs3916967 G:T 0.1417 T 59:58 0.009 0.926 0.058 G 39:37 0.053 0.819
rs2391191 A:C 0.1647 - 56:56 0.000 1.000 0.040 A 37:35 0.056 0.814
rs 12874006 A:G 0.9002 G 31:29 0.067 0.796 1.000 G 21:19 0.100 0.752
rs 1539070 T:A 0.3097 A 40:39 0.013 0.910 0.856 A 29:33 0.692 0.405
rs9301030 T:G 0.0064 T 49:44 0.269 0.604 0.009 G 34:30 0.250 0.617
rsl935062 C:T 0.8955 C 64:62 0.032 0.859 0.276 C 44:35 1.025 0.311
rs7986339 A:C 0.7243 A 65:62 0.071 0.790 0.825 - 42:42 0.000 1.000
rs 11069595 T:C 0.0236 T 47:44 0.099 0.753 0.018 C 29:27 0.071 0.789
rs7998530 T:C 0.8007 T 57:52 0.229 0.632 0.301 T 40:32 0.889 0.346
rs947267 G:A 0.0001 - - - - 0.001 - - - -

rs4598771 A:C 0.7512 C 36:35 0.014 0.906 0.837 A 26:24 0.080 0.777
rs701567 G:T 0.0002 - - - - 0.001 - - - -

rs 12864685 T;G 0.3852 - 35:35 0.000 1.000 0.075 T 21:19 0.100 0.752
rs9558574 A;C 0.8427 A 71:62 0.609 0.435 1.000 A 52:39 1.857 0.173
rs778326 C:G 0.0249 C 50:46 0.167 0.683 0.027 G 33:30 0.143 0.706
rs 16966707 A:C 0.5726 - 41:41 0.000 1.000 1.000 C 29:22 0.961 0.327
rs954580 G:T 0.0115 T 69:66 0.067 0.796 0.055 T 48:42 0.400 0.527
rs7331364 G:T 0.1714 G 62:55 0.419 0,518 0.532 T 44:41 0.106 0.745
rs3918342 G:T 0.4774 G 62:60 0.033 0.856 1.000 T 46:45 0.011 0.917

*T=Transm itted U=U ntransm itted H W E=H ardy-W einberg equilibrium



Table 6.4: Results o f the G72/G30 haplotype association analysis.

Block Haplotype

ALL

Frequency

TRIOS

T:U* X2 /*-Value Haplotype

PSYCHOTIC SUBSET OF TRIOS 

Frequency T:U* P-Value

Block 1 TCGGA 0.388 69.2 : 72.6 0.082 0.775 TCGGA 0.406 46.1 : 52.6 0.427 0.513

GTGTC 0.368 60.0 : 59.0 0.008 0.927 GTGTC 0.354 38.0 : 39.0 0.013 0.909

TCTGA 0.230 48.3 :44.8 0.131 0.717 TCTGA 0.232 35.0 :28.4 0.678 0.410

Block 2 ATGCA 0.345 52.0 : 53.9 0.031 0.861 ATGCA 0.356 39.0 : 34.0 0.343 0.558

ATTTA 0.314 62.0 : 57.9 0.138 0.710 ATTTA 0.319 35.0 :41.0 0.468 0.494

ATTCC 0.137 32.7 : 35.6 0.123 0.726 ATTCC 0.133 21.0 :24.9 0.336 0.562

GATCC 0.103 28.9 :24.9 0.298 0.585 GATCC 0.100 19.0 : 14.0 0.759 0.384

AATCC 0.065 17.3 : 18.3 0.026 0.871 AATCC 0.060 12.0 : 10.0 0.181 0.671

GTTCC 0.012 2.1 : 3.1 0.194 0.659 GTTCC 0.015 1.0 : 3.0 1.000 0.317

Block 3 TCATCCAG 0.318 59.3 : 58.8 0.002 0.963 TCAGTCCAG 0.318 34 .0 :42 .8 1.008 0.316

TTATACCT 0.167 4 1 .0 :40 .0 0.012 0.912 TTCTTACAT 0.163 26.0 :24.0 0.080 0.777

CTAGAGAG 0.157 35.0 : 36.0 0.014 0.906 TTAGTACCT 0.153 30.0 : 21.0 1.588 0.208

TTCTACAT 0.152 38.0 : 32.0 0.514 0.473 CTATTAGAG 0.148 25.0 : 19.5 0.679 0.410

CTATAGAG 0.137 32.0 : 31.0 0.016 0.900 CTATGAGAG 0.146 19.0 : 22.5 0.294 0.587

TTATCCAG 0.059 12.0 : 15.4 0.425 0.514 TTAGTCCAG 0.066 10.0 : 13.2 0.434 0.510

*T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted
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Table 6.5: Results of the D0CK9 SNP association analysis.

Name Alleles HWE
P-value

ALL TRIOS

Overtransmitted T:U* 
Allele

P - \a lu e HWE
P-value

PSYCHOTIC SUBSET OF TRIOS

Overtransmitted T:U*
Allele

P-value

rs2296983 G:C 0.741 G 76:70 0.247 0.620 0.998 G 50:44 0.383 0.536

rs733l595 C:A 1.000 A 69:68 0.007 0.932 0.913 A 48:44 0.174 0.677

rs8002389 A:G 1.000 A 66:65 0.008 0.930 0.846 G 45:41 0.186 0.666

rs2390129 A;G 1.000 A 48:45 0.097 0.756 0.211 G 29:28 0.018 0.895
rsl359427 A;C 0.359 C 82:77 0.157 0.692 0.581 C 53:52 0.010 0.922
rs 1886553 C:G 0.455 G 77:75 0.026 0.871 0.680 - 50:50 0.000 1.000

rs 1041093 G:C 0.446 C 49:48 0.010 0.919 0.248 C 33:30 0.143 0.706
rs 1886554 C:T 0.435 C 52:50 0.039 0.843 0.236 - 34:34 0.000 1.000

rs4772168 C:T 0.719 T 71:63 0.478 0.490 0.925 T 48:42 0.400 0.527
rs9517549 A:T 0.265 T 79:73 0.237 0.627 0.437 T 51:49 0.040 0.842

rs2000342 T;C 0.168 - 75:75 0.000 1.000 0.411 T 50:49 0.010 0.920

rs 10492574 G:T 0.289 G 63:60 0.073 0.787 0.929 G 40:37 0.117 0.732

rs9517575 T:C 0.321 T 64:63 0.008 0.929 0.882 T 41:39 0.050 0.823
rs9554547 C:T 0.318 T 78:74 0.105 0.746 0.524 T 52:50 0.039 0.843
rs9557134 C:T 0.343 C 60:57 0.077 0.782 0.793 C 37:34 0.127 0.722

rs9557137 C:T 0.343 C 61:56 0.214 0.644 0.872 C 39:33 0.500 0.480
rs 1927568 T:C 0.579 T 60:59 0.008 0.927 0.690 T 37:36 0.014 0.907

rsl340 T:A 0.627 T 58:57 0.009 0.926 0.262 A 39:37 0.053 0.819

*T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted HWE=Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium



Table 6.6: Results o f the D0CK9 haplotype association analysis.

Block Haplotype

ALL TRIOS 

Frequency T:U* Z2 P-Value Haplotype

PSYCHOTIC SUBSET OF TRIOS 

Frequency T:U* Value
Block 1 CAACGGCTT 0.411 76.0 : 65.7 0.750 0.386 CAACGGCTT 0.409 52.0 :44.7 0.549 0.459

AGGACCTCA 0.202 47.5 :49.3 0.034 0.853 AGGACCTCA 0.206 30.0 : 29.0 0.018 0.893

CAAACGCCA 0.151 37.0 :44.9 0.751 0.386 CAAACGCCA 0.146 23.0 : 31.0 1.172 0.279

AGAACGCCA 0.125 31.0 :29.0 0.065 0.799 AGAACGCCA 0.128 23.0 ; 20.0 0.208 0.648

CAACGGCCT 0.044 11.0 : 15.3 0.714 0.398 CAACGGCCT 0.038 6.0 : 9.3 0.711 0.399

AGAACCTCA 0.035 10.5 : 9.6 0.036 0.849 AGAACCTCA 0.033 7.0 : 6.0 0.077 0.782

CAAACCTCA 0.014 4.0 :4.1 0.001 0.976 CAAACCTCA 0.016 2.0 :4 .0 0.666 0.414

Block 2 TGTTCCT 0.468 79.2 : 77.0 0.032 0.859 TGTTCCTT 0.460 53.1 : 52.0 0.0 n 0.918

CTCCTTC 0.276 62.0 ; 62.0 0.000 1.000 CTCCTTCA 0.291 38.0 :41.0 0.114 0.736

CGTCCCT 0.213 51.0 : 52.5 0.021 0,886 CGTCCCTT 0.208 33.0 : 33.7 0.008 0.929

TGTCCCT 0.038 11.0 : 10.8 0.003 0.960 TGTCCCTT 0.030 5.7 : 5.3 0.012 0.913

*T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted
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6.4 Discussion

A fine mapping study on chromosome 13 at 13q32 seems to have resolved a single 

BPAD linkage peak from a whole genome linkage scan to a more specific linkage 

peak location at 89.35cM. The accompanying association study has also revealed a 

number o f markers significantly associated with BPAD. However, two specific 

association studies, investigafing G72/G30 and D0CK9 as possible BPAD candidate 

genes, have found no evidence for any associations between these two genes and 

BPAD in our family sample.

This region at 13q32 is a highly replicated linkage peak in both BPAD and 

SZP linkage scans. There have been 4 separate studies in BPAD which obtained 

linkage to 13q32 (Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1999; Kelsoe et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; 

Stine et al., 1997). The most significant finding was in the Badenhop et al (2001) 

study with an NPL of 4.09 (P=0.008) (Badenhop et al., 2001). However, the linkage 

region extended from 13ql4-q32. The first whole genome scan in SZP to produce 

suggestive evidence o f linkage to 13q32 was reported in 1997 (Lin et al., 1997). Since 

then there have been numerous confirmations of this finding (Blouin et al., 1998; 

Brzustowicz et al., 1999; Camp et al., 2001; Cardno et al., 2001). Significantly, 13q32 

has also been linked to SZP by a meta-analysis (Badner and Gershon 2002).

The G72/G30 gene complex was an obvious candidate gene to test for 

association with BPAD in our family collection. G72/G30 was originally presented as 

a possible susceptibility gene for BPAD as a result of posifional cloning at 13q31-33. 

Chumakov et al., 2002 initially performed systematic linkage disequilibrium mapping 

across a 5Mb region o f 13q33 in a sample o f schizophrenic cases o f French-Canadian 

descent. Associated markers were genotyped in a separate case control SZP sample of 

Russian descent, and significant association was found for the same markers in both 

samples (Chumakov et al., 2002). There have been five association studies completed 

in 6 independent populations, which all found G72/G30 to be associated with BPAD 

(Chen et al., 2004; Fallin et al., 2005; Hattori et al., 2003; Prata et al., 2007; 

Schumacher et al., 2004). These results prompted a number of replication studies in 

SZP (Addington et al., 2004; Fallin et al., 2005; Goldberg et al., 2006; Hall et al., 

2004; Korostishevsky et al., 2004; Korostishevsky et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006; Mulle 

et al., 2005; Schumacher et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006; Zou et 

al., 2005). Only one study, in 159 trios o f European American descent, failed to
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identify a positive association between the genetic markers tested and the disease state 

(Mulle et a l, 2005).

A recent review of the genetics of BPAD confirms G72/G30 as a replicated 

susceptibility gene for BPAD (Hayden and Numberger 2006) but the question o f how 

exactly the gene leads to pathology is still unknown. G72/G30 is also known as the D- 

serine amino acid oxidase (DAO) activator (DAOA), as there is evidence for an 

interaction between G72 and D-serine amino acid oxidase (DAO) (Kawazoe et al., 

2007). DAO degrades the gliotransmitter D-Serine, a potent activator of N-methyl-D- 

aspartate-type (NMDA) glutamate receptors (Mothet et a l, 2000). Glutamate has been 

proposed as a key neurotransmitter in the pathology of BPAD and SZP. In fact very 

recently, the glutamate hypothesis has resulted in development o f an mGlu2/3 

receptor agonistic drug that effectively treated symptoms of SZP in a phase II clinical 

trial (Patil et a i, 2007) (discussed in more detail in section 4.3.4). On a purely 

physical level, one study identified an over-expression o f G72/G30 in brains o f SZP 

patients compared to controls (Korostishevsky et al., 2004).

Additionally on 13q32, D0CK9 is located 6.37Mb away from G72/G30 and 

has also been implicated in the pathophysiology of BPAD. Detera-Wadleigh et al 

(2007) identified at least 19 SNPs significantly associated with BPAD in at least one 

o f four NIMH trio collections used in this study (Detera-Wadleigh et al., 2007). 11 of 

these SNPs were significant in all 4 collections, making it a very logical candidate to 

test for association with BPAD in our sample. Very little is known about D0CK9 

function, making it difficult to hypothesise a biological relationship between the 

protein and BPAD. The mouse protein interacts specifically with nucleotide-depleted 

Cdc42, and can induce microspikes in fibroblast filopodia when over-expressed, 

increasing filopodia activity. In humans, it is expressed at the highest levels in ovary, 

and brain, specifically the corpus callosum and caudate nucleus.

The association analysis o f the SNPs selected for fine linkage mapping 

produced some interesting results, rs 1289389 was significantly associated with BPAD 

in two separate, but non-independent, statistical tests (TDT: P = 0.022, FBAT P  = 

0.008) (Table 6.2). It is worth noting that FBAT is a more stringent test of association 

and has produced the more significant results. The SNP is located within the 

SLC15A1 gene, which encodes a solute carrier from family 15. This family are 

oligopeptide transporters. In the mammalian small intestine, this proton-coupled 

peptide transporter is responsible for the absorption o f small peptides arising from
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digestion of dietary proteins. It transports dipeptides and tripeptides but not free 

amino acids. The importance o f the transporter in nutritional and pharmacologic 

therapies is well known (Adibi 1997).

The subgroup o f solute carriers that function as neurotransmitter transporters, 

especially the SLCl family which mediates the uptake of glutamate and the SLC6 

family responsible for the uptake of serotonin, norepinephrine, glycine, and GABA, 

have been associated with the onset o f psychiatric disorders in numerous studies. 

These transporters are equally important as drug targets for both anti-depressants and 

anti-psychotics (Gether et a l, 2006). SLC15A1 is expressed in the brain, and its role 

in transporting dipeptides and tripeptides may have some as yet undetermined part to 

play in BPAD pathogenesis considering the critical function of the solute carriers in 

general. However, this BPAD association with SLC15A1 is only supported by a 

single marker and more genetic analyses are required before this gene can be 

considered a novel BPAD susceptibility gene.

A second SNP significantly associated with BPAD in our sample is rs9301143 

(FBAT P = 0.037) (Table 6.2). This SNP is located approximately 3.8kb away from 

ephrin-B2 (EFNB2), indicating another possible novel candidate gene for BPAD. 

EFNB2 is part of the ephrin (EPH) and EPH-related family of receptors; which 

comprise the largest subfamily of receptor protein-tyrosine kinases. Eph B receptors 

are transmembrane proteins. They have been implicated in mediating developmental 

events, particularly in the nervous system (Aoto and Chen 2007). After treating 

embryonic rat cortical neurons with Efnb2, western blot analysis showed increased 

tyrosine phosphorylation o f NMDA receptor 2B (Grin2B) (Takasu et al., 2002). 

Takasu et al (2002) reported that the EFNB2-NMDA receptor interaction may 

represent an early step in the initiation of synapse formation or maturation. Grunwald 

et al (2001) and Henderson et al (2001) have also reported that mice lacking Ephb2, 

the ligand for Eph B receptors, have defective synaptic plasticity, possibly due to a 

lack of proper clustering of NMDA receptors at the synapse (Grunwald et al., 2001; 

Henderson et al., 2001). These functions o f EFNB2 are interesting considering the 

potential contribution of developmental dysfunction to the onset of psychiatric 

disorders. Again, while these putative biological roles of EFNB2 may be relevant to 

the etiology of BPAD, this gene is only supported by a single marker and requires 

further investigation.
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While these two genes could potentially be very interesting lines of 

investigation for BPAD, there are some limitations to this study that should not be 

overlooked. None o f the associated marker remains significant after correction for 

multiple testing; the re-analysis in a psychosis phenotype must also be taken into 

account when judging these positive results. O f the 86 SNP markers genotyped for 

this project, only 38 could be scored and analysed properly, leaving unavoidable large 

gaps in the fine mapping linkage analysis. This region of chromosome 13 is 

notoriously hard to genotype due to repeated sequences, which probably contributed 

to the low success rate. Also, the genotyping for each marker was only attempted 

once, probably contributing to the low success rate. Additionally, it is possible that 

our 151 trios do not have enough power to replicate the associations identified in 

independent populations. The extent o f positive replication in the literature, especially 

for G72/G30, suggests that this indeed might be the case. We have attempted to 

replicate the markers previously associated with these genes, and in the case of 

G72/G30 we extended our analysis to include additional SNPs in an attempt to cover 

the genetic variation of this gene. However, G72/G30 and D0CK9 are both extremely 

large genes so it may also be that we have not assayed the genes sufficiently to 

identify any potential variants associated with BPAD.

This study attempted to refine the region o f linkage at 13q32 to narrow the 

number of possible candidate genes for BPAD located within this region. Two 

obvious candidates were tested in specific association studies, G72/G30 and DOCK9, 

but neither yielded any positive associations with this disorder. The limitations o f this 

study suggest we cannot fully exclude these genes as BPAD susceptibility genes in 

our collection. The SNPs which did yield significant associations with BPAD in this 

study may have revealed potential novel candidate genes for BPAD within 13q31-32, 

but much more extensive investigation o f these genes is required before we can draw 

any conclusions.
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Chapter 7:

Chromosome 7 Fine- 
Mapping Linkage 
and Association 

Analysis



7.1 Introduction

Chromosome 7 was highlighted as a possible bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) locus by 

our whole genome linkage scan (Cassidy et a l, 2007). Under both the broad and narrow 

models o f affection, a non-parametric linkage (NPL) score greater than 2.0 was achieved 

for the same marker, D7S3070, at 7q36 (see section 3.1.3.1). This consistency also 

remained under both the singlepoint and multipoint analyses, with the most significant 

linkage peak at 150.96Mb (163cM) under multipoint analysis (NPL=2.11, P=0.018). 

These consistent results combined with additional reports from the literature o f a BPAD 

linkage peak in this region (see section 3.1.4.1), made 7q36 an ideal candidate for a 

further fine mapping study.

SNPs were selected every lOOkb across the peak linkage region and genotyped in 

affected sib pair (ASP) and trio families. The results o f the narrow fine mapping analysis 

revealed a previously unidentified linkage peak at the far telomeric end o f the 

chromosome. The engrailed 2 (EN2) and serotonin 5A receptor (HTR5A) genes are 

located in this region, and were tested for association in our trio sample. A number of 

SNPs from this region were nominally significant in the Welcome Trust Case Control 

Consortium (WTCCC) (WTCCC 2007), Baum et al., 2007 (Baum et al., 2007) and Sklar 

et al., 2008 (Sklar et al., 2008) BPAD whole genome association (WGA) studies. 

Therefore, we also attempted to replicate these results in our family collection as these 

studies may have revealed the actual susceptibility gene in this region. Figure 7.1 

illustrates the position o f these genes and SNPs in relation to our whole genome scan and 

fine mapping data on chromosome 7.

7.2 Materials and Methods

Fine mapping association analyses were performed using a collection o f 125 trio families. 

EN2, HTR5A, and the SNPs from the WGA studies were tested for association in an 

extended collection o f 151 trios. There were 101 trios included in the subset o f trios with 

psychosis (see section 3.3 for psychosis criteria). The fine mapping linkage analysis used 

88 ASP families, including the original 60 ASPs from the whole genome linkage study. 

Details o f the additional 28 ASPs are in section 6.2.1. 29 o f these ASP families were also
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included in the 125 trios collection. 35 SNPs extending from the beginning o f the linkage 

peak to the end of chromosome 7 were chosen to refine the region o f positive linkage and 

reduce the number o f possible susceptibility genes for testing. Fine mapping SNPs were 

genotyped at the Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation using validated, inventoried 

Applied Biosystems (ABI) Taqman™ assays in combination with high-throughput array 

tape technology developed at Marshfield (see section 2.3.4 for further details). EN2, 

HTR5A, and WGA SNPs were genotyped by KBiosciences 

(http://ww'w.kbioscience.co.uk) using their own novel form o f competitive allele specific 

PCR system (KASPar) and T a q m a n c h e m is tr ie s . All available validated SNPs from 

EN2 and HTR5A with a minor allele frequency > 0 .1 0  were chosen for this study. All 

SNPs were tested for association with BPAD using the Transmission Disequilibrium Test 

(Spielman et a l, 1993), implemented in Haploview (Barrett et a l, 2005). Significantly 

associated haplotypes were tested for global significance using TRANSMIT (Clayton 

1999). Global significance corrects for the multiple testing of many haplotypes. Fine 

mapping SNPs from ASP and trio families were tested for association with BPAD using 

both Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005) (trios only) and also the Family Based Association 

Test (FBAT) program (Horvath et al., 2004) (all families), which accounts for the 

presence o f linkage. Fine mapping linkage analysis was carried out using Genehunter 

Plus v l.2  (Kong and Cox 1997). For this program cM positions of SNPs were estimated 

using the closest microsatellite marker as a guide. Statistical correction for multiple 

testing was performed using two approaches: permutation analysis implemented in 

Haploview (10,000 permutafions) and the SNPSpD programme (Nyholt 2004). Blocks o f 

LD were determined using the Gabriel et al algorithm (Gabriel et al., 2002) implemented 

in Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005). Additional information on materials or methods is 

available in chapter 2.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Fine Mapping linkage

The original whole genome scan results for chromosome 7 were very similar under both 

the broad and narrow analysis, with the most tightly linked marker at 150.96Mb (163cM)
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in both analyses (NPL= 2.11, P=0.0\8) (see section 3.1.3.1). Eighteen o f the 35 fine 

mapping SNP markers could be genotyped. The SNPs covered the region between 

150.17Mb and 155.41Mb, extending from the beginning o f  the linkage peak to the end o f 

the chromosome, w ith a mean spacing o f 260kb. Under the broad fine mapping analysis, 

the linkage peak increased slightly in significance (NPL=2.18, P=0.015), and remained 

approximately in the same position as the original result at 151.8Mb (Figure 7.1). The 

narrow fine mapping analysis was not as significant at this position (NPL=2.02, 

P=0.022), and peak linkage actually shifted slightly to 154.2Mb (NPL=2.17, P= 0.016), 

changing the position o f the linkage peak in the narrow analysis (Figure 7.1).

Chromosome 7
2.5

oo
(/)
_ l
Q.
Z

0.5

156145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155144

0 =  WGA SNPs
Distance from Centromere (Mb) ☆= HTR5A

★  =EN2FM Broad— WGS Broad FM Narrow WGS Narrow

Figure 7.1: Fine mapping (FM) linkage analyses on chromosome 7. For clarity, only the 

telomeric end o f the chromosome is shown. For comparison, the WGS results are shown 

by the blue (broad) and green (narrow) lines. FM results are shown in turquoise (broad) 

and pink (narrow). The WGA SNPs genotyped in this study are indicated by green 

circles. The HTR5A (purple) and EN2 (red) gene positions are indicated by stars. The x- 

axis represents the physical position (in Mb) on chromosome 7; the y-axis is the non 

parametric linkage (NPL) score from the linkage analysis.
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7.3.2 Fine Mapping Association

The 18 SNPs used for the fine mapping linkage analysis were also genotyped in 125 trio 

families. In the FBAT tests, using both trio and sib pair families, there were no SNPs 

significantly associated with BRAD so the results have been omitted. One o f the 18 SNPs 

had a very low genotyping success rate (62%) and was omitted from further analysis. 

Two o f the remaining SNPs were significantly associated with BPAD in the 

Transmission Disequilibrium Test (Table 7.1). These SNPs do not survive correction for 

multiple testing, using either permutation testing or the SNPSpD program. The 

experiment-wide significance threshold required to keep the type 1 error rate at 5% was 

P<0.003.

Table 7.1: Results o f the TDT analysis for the chromosome 7 fine mapping SNPs.

SNP
Details

Position
(Mb)

H W E
P-value MAF Overtransmitted

Allele T: U P -

value
rs2303923 150.2 0.1617 0.346 - 52:52 0.000 1.000
rs717775 150.6 0.3523 0.337 A 50:40 1.111 0.292
rs8961 150.7 0.1586 0.333 C 43:26 4.188 0.041
rs 1860735 150.8 0.4357 0.109 A 23:21 0.091 0.763
rs868624 150.9 0.2721 0.418 C 58:38 4.167 0.041
rsl881638 150.9 0.5114 0.282 T 45:39 0.429 0.513
rs7799325 151.1 0.0862 0.324 C 51:39 1.600 0.206
rs7781309 151.5 0.2556 0.177 T 25:23 0.083 0.773
rs 10282008 151.6 0.7573 0.308 C 42:34 0.842 0.359
rs869337 151.7 0.6395 0.462 T 59:43 2.510 0.113
rs3218408 151.8 0.8181 0.218 T 41:30 1.704 0.192
rs 1029956 153.0 0.1259 0.424 T 43:42 0.012 0.914
rs6969351 153.7 0.5825 0.48 G 50:42 0.696 0.404
rs6963988 154.0 0.562 , 0.14 G 31:25 0.643 , 0.423
rs 1047064 154.1 0.8399 0.247 C 46:33 2.139 0.144
rs30628I 154.2 0.4629 0.405 T 52:47 0.253 1 0.615
rs2007922 155.1 0.0867 0.484 A 49:38 1.391 0.238

HW E=Hardy Weinberg equilibrium M AF=minor allele frequency T: U=Transmitted; 

Untransmitted.

7.3.3 Candidate Gene Association Analysis: HTR5A, EN2, WGA SNPs
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All available SNPs in the EN2 and HTR5A genes that were suitable for genotyping were 

tested for association with BPAD in our 151 trios. There were 19 W GA SNPs located 

w ithin this fine m apping region with nom inally significant P-values, but many were not 

included in this study. A low m inor allele frequency, problem s with the sequence 

surrounding the SNPs, or multiple SNPs in 100% LD with each other ruled out 11 o f 

these SNPs. Three SNPs that could not be genotyped were replaced by other SNPs in 

high LD (r^ > 0.9); rs4726385 was replaced with rsl2703320, rs923711 with rsl552734, 

and rs6975262 with rs 1488926. A ltogether, 6 W GA SNPs were genotyped.

There were no single m arkers (Tables 7.2, 7.3) or haplotypes (data not shown) 

from HTR5A or the W GA SNPs associated w ith BPAD in our sample. From the EN2 

gene, 3 SNPs were significantly associated with BPAD (0.009 < P-values > 0.011) and an 

additional m arker was o f  borderline significance (P=0.069) (Table 7.4). Two o f  these 

SNPs, rs 10235922 and rs3824067, retained borderline significant / ’-values after 

perm utation analysis to correct for m ultiple testing (Table 7.4). The experim ent-w ide 

significance threshold required to keep the type I error rate at 5% reported by SNPSpD 

was P<0.008.

Analysis o f  the LD structure o f  EN2 using the Gabriel et al., 2002 algorithm  

implem ented in Haploview identified a single block o f  LD across SNPs 1,2 (see Table 

7.5, SNPs numbered 1-8) (Figure 7.2) However, upon closer inspection D ’ and r^ values 

greater than 0.93 and 0.6, respectively, were noted. This led us to believe that under less 

stringent criteria for haplotype block selection additional haplotype blocks m ay be 

present. In fact, when the alternative “ Four Gam ete Rule” definition o f  haplotype blocks 

was used two blocks o f  LD resulted, block 1 contained SNPs 1,2 and block 2 contained 

SNPs 4,5,6. The haplotype blocks changed again when the “Solid Spine o f  LD” rule was 

used, block 1 now contained SNPs 1,2,3,4 and block 2 contained SNPs 5,6. (See section 

2.7.3.1 for a description o f  haplotype block definition methods). As there were a num ber 

o f alternative haplotype blocks possible, various haplotypes were tested for association 

with BPAD in this analysis.

Tw o-m arker haplotypes were analysed across the gene in a sliding w indow 

fashion and significant association extended across the first seven SNPs at the haplotype 

level, while SNPs 2-6 were also significant at the global level. There were also additional
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multimarker haplotypes significantly associated with BPAD in our sample (Table 7.5), 

with a global P-value reaching 0.0025 for the 3-marker haplotypes consisting of the 

rs2885339, rsl0235922, and rsl0949805 SNPs.

Table 7.2: Results of the TDT analysis for the HTR5A SNPs

SNP
Details

HWE
P-

value
MAF Overtransmitted „  

Allele T: U
P-

value

1 rs1440455 0.05 0.34 A 71:69 0.029 0.866
2 rs2873379 0.07 0.29 C 68:61 0.380 0.538
3 rsl 800883 0.12 0.30 C 49:48 0.010 0.919
4 rs6320 0.12 0.31 A 70:61 0.618 0.432
5 rs2241859 0.89 0.29 G 59:58 0.009 0.926
6 rs2581841 0.76 0.28 C 64:54 0.847 0.357
7 rs1079515 0.67 0.31 T 67:58 0.648 0.421
8 rs732050 0.96 0.28 G 61:51 0.893 0.345
9 rs2698512 0.62 0.04 G 11:06 1.471 0.225
10 rsl 657268 1.00 0.33 T 62:57 0.210 0.647
11 rsl 657269 0.61 0.26 T 58:54 0.143 0.706
12 rsl 440449 0.80 0.30 C 60:58 0.034 0.854
13 rs893112 0.62 0.27 C 62:55 0.419 0.518

E=Hardy Weinberg equilibrium MAF=minor allele frequency T: U=Transmitte(

Untransmitted.

Table 7.3: Results of the TDT analysis for the WGA SNPs

SNP
Details

HWE
P-value MAF Overtransmitted

Allele T:U P-value

1 rsl 2703320 0.37 0.20 C 53:48 0.248 0.619

2 rsl0257714 0.92 0.07 - 18:18 0.000 1.000

3 rs l0224486 0.92 0.34 T 67:58 0.648 0.421

4 rs6464429 0.75 0.50 G 75:66 0.574 0.449

5 r s l552734 1.00 0.42 T 76:68 0.444 0.505

6 rsl488926 0.21 0.39 _ 75:75 0.000 1.000
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Table 7.4: Results o f the TDT analysis for the EN2 SNPs

SNP
Details

HWE
P-

value
MAF Overtransmitted

Allele T :U P-
value

Permuted Permute(
P-value

1 rs2885339 0.38 0.16 T 45:38 0.590 0.442 0.590 0.973

2 rsl0235922 0.80 0.11 C 33:15 6.750 0.009 6.750 0.056

3 rs 10949805 0.61 0.42 G 85:55 6.429 0.011 6.429 0.073

4 rs6460013 0.80 0.06 T 20:11 2.613 0.106 2.613 0.492

5 rs3 824067 0.14 0.19 T 60:35 6.579 0.010 6.579 0.062

6 rs3808331 0.28 0.08 C 26:20 0.783 0.376 0.783 0.947

7 rs 1861958 0.32 0.12 G 32:19 3.314 0.069 3.314 0.351

8 rs4716599 0.13 0.31 T 70:59 0.938 0.333 0.938 0.909
HWE=Hardy Weinberg equilibrium MAF=minor allele frequency T: U=Transmitted:

Untransmitted. P < 0.05 indicated in bold.

Figure 7.2: Graphical view of the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) pattern across EN2.
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Table 7.5: Results o f the haplotype analysis for the EN2 SNPs

1 - rs2885339
2 - rsl0235922
3 - rsl0949805
4 - rs6460013
5 - rs3824067
6 - rs3808331
7 - rsl861958
8 - rs4716599
Global P-value 0.0634 0.0007 0.0126 0.0154 0.0227 0.1126 0.0890
Haplotype P-value 0.0415 0.0009
123-marker haplotype
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value 
345-marker haplotype 
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value 
1234-marker haplotype 
Global P-value 
Haplotype P-value______

0.0085

0.0025

0.0075 0.0075 0.0517 0.0993

0.0040

0.0212
0.0046

0.0058
0.0043

7.4 Discussion

A fine mapping study was designed across the telomeric end o f chromosome 7 to further 

investigate the linkage peak revealed by our whole genome linkage scan (Cassidy et a l, 

2007). The results o f this fine mapping were in agreement with the original results, but 

under the narrow analysis the most significant peak moved 3Mb downstream. This 

represented a new region o f the chromosome 7 linkage peak to contain a possible BPAD 

susceptibility gene. This region o f 7q36 had been reported previously as a BPAD locus. 

A whole genome linkage study o f BPAD with an early-onset phenotype described 

significant linkage to 7q36 (Etain et al., 2006). This was a particularly interesting result 

as 14 o f the families from this study were included in our collection o f 60 ASP families. 

Linkage peaks have also been reported at 7q36 by two additional BPAD studies (Cichon 

et al., 2001; Detera-Wadleigh et al., 1997) and a study o f Alzheimer’s disease 

(Rademakers et a l, 2005).
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Two SNPs, rs8961 and rs868624, from the protein kinase, AMP-activated, 

noncatalytic, y-2 gene (PRKAG2) were marginally significantly associated with BPAD in 

the tine mapping association tests (Table 7.1). PRKAG2 is a member o f  the AMP- 

activated protein kinase gamma subunit family, important energy-sensing enzymes that 

monitor cellular energy status and functions by inactivating key enzymes involved in 

regulating de novo biosynthesis o f fatty acid and cholesterol. Mutations in this gene have 

been associated with Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome (a pre-excitation syndrome) 

(Gollob et al., 2001), lethal congenital glycogen storage disease o f the heart (Burwinkel 

et al., 2005) and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Blair et al., 2001). Metabolic syndromes, 

especially cardiovascular problems, are often found in patients with major mental 

disorders (Newcomer 2007).

In a family-based study, two PRKAG2 SNPs were also significantly associated 

with the quantitative trait locus (QTL) associated with language delay in autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD) (Alarcon et al., 2008). Family studies have found strong links between 

autism and familial major mood disorders (DeLong 2004; Stahlberg et al., 2004). There 

is also support from all o f the BPAD whole genome association (WGA) analyses for 

PRKAG2 as a BPAD susceptibility gene. The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium 

(WTCCC) (WTCCC 2007), Baum et al., 2007 (Baum) (Baum et al., 2007), and Sklar et 

al., 2008 (Sklar) (Sklar et al., 2008) WGA studies all reported SNPs from PRKAG2 with 

/ ’-values <0.05, although, this overlap was limited to the German part o f the Baum study. 

This connection between BPAD, ASD, and certain metabolic risk factors makes 

PRKAG2 a possible novel candidate for all o f these disorders.

The narrow fine mapping analysis refined the region of interest on this 

chromosome to a very specific area between 154Mb and 155Mb. Two genes, HTR5A and 

EN2, located at 154.5Mb and 154.9Mb respectively, were the most biologically relevant 

candidate genes in this region. Both warranted further exploration in a detailed family- 

based association test with BPAD. The 6 nominally significant SNPs from the BPAD 

WGA studies were located at 153Mb just upstream o f the narrow fine mapping linkage 

peak, within the broad fine mapping linkage peak. The candidate gene analysis revealed 

EN2 is significantly associated with BPAD at both the single marker (Table 7.4) and
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haplotype (Table 7.5) level but the results of both the HTR5A and WGA SNP analysis 

were negative (Tables 7.2, 7.3).

The WGA SNPs are all located within the dipeptidyl peptidase VI (DPP6) gene. 

The SNPs were all chosen for analysis based purely on their location within the fine 

mapping region and the results o f  the WGA studies. The fact they are all located in the 

same gene is coincidental. Interestingly, the most tightly linked marker from the original 

whole genome linkage scan is also located in this gene (Cassidy et a l, 2007). DPP6 is an 

extremely large gene (954kb), with multiple splice variants. It encodes a dipeptidyl- 

peptidase-like protein expressed predominantly in the brain. The protein binds specific 

voltage-gated potassium channels, changing their expression and biophysical properties. 

DPP6 is associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, a progressive degenerative 

disorder characterized by the deterioration o f motor neurons in the brain, spinal cord and 

brain stem (van Es et al., 2008). The relationship between neurodegenerative disorders 

such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease and BPAD is well documented (see sections 

4.1.1.4 and 3.2.4), and DPP6 could be a candidate gene for BPAD, but this study did not 

find any association between this gene and the disorder.

While the biological role o f HTR5A makes it a good functional candidate gene for 

BPAD, the genetic analyses do not offer any support for this hypothesis. The HTR5A 

gene encodes a multi-pass membrane protein that functions as a receptor for serotonin 

and couples to G-proteins. This protein has been shown to function in part through the 

regulation of intracellular Câ "̂  mobilization. HTR5A knockout mice show increased 

exploratory behaviour in novel environments (Grailhe et al., 1999). The drug, LSD, 

which binds with high affinity to the HTR5A receptor and typically provokes an increase 

in exploratory activity, has less effect in the knockout mice. Serotonin has long been 

suspected of involvement in the onset of BPAD (Mahmood and Silverstone 2001), and by 

extension, serotonin transporters have been extensively investigated for association with 

BPAD.

Support for the serotonin transporter (SERT), an obvious candidate for BPAD, 

has been mixed. There was no overall evidence of association o f the SERT promoter 

length polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) in a meta-analysis (Craddock et al., 2001), yet 

evidence for a positive association was obtained by 2 independent studies (Cho et al..
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2005; Lasky-Su et a l, 2005) and a trend towards significance was also observed (Lotrich 

and Pollock 2004). In the case o f HTR5A, there have not been any family-based 

association studies reported to date. A case-control study examining two SNPs and 

clozapine response in schizophrenia and a separate study o f suicide completers versus 

controls subjects did not find any significant associations (Birkett et al., 2000).

On the other hand there is extensive evidence, both biological and genetic, for a 

putative role for EN2 in the onset o f BPAD. EN2 is a relatively small gene (8.085kb), 

with 3 exons measuring 2.34kb, 1.65kb, and 0.78bk. rsl0235922 and rsl0949805 are 

located in the promoter and 5’UTR of the gene, while rs3824067 is located in the first 

intron. The location o f the most significantly associated SNP in the promoter region of 

the gene suggests it may produce a causative effect through a role in gene expression. 

Examination o f the sequence surrounding this SNP does not reveal any known 

transcription factor binding sites but it is located within an evolutionary conserved region 

(ECR). The presence o f an ECR may indicate an as yet unrecognized important function 

for this region o f the gene.

The engrailed (En) protein plays an important role in segmentation during the 

development o f the fruit fly, where it is required for the formation o f posterior 

compartments (Morgan 2006). En belongs to the homeodomain-containing family of 

transcription factors that play key roles in development (Morgan 2006). En homologues 

are present across numerous animal groups. Two En genes exist in humans (ENl and 

EN2), but only the EN2 gene is expressed in the cerebellum (Logan et al., 1992). The 

interaction between EN2 and the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E also suggests 

some regulatory role in translation. These genes have multiple roles at different stages of 

development; determining the midbrain/hindbrain (MH) border, ensuring the survival of 

the mesencephalic dopaminergic (mesDA) neurons that arise from the MH, axon 

guidance, target recognition, and synaptogenesis (Gherbassi and Simon 2006; Morgan 

2006). The mesDA neurons express high levels o f EN2 well into adulthood, indicating 

the importance o f this protein for cell survival. The potential importance o f dopamine in 

the pathophysiology o f BPAD is well known (Berk et al., 2007).

Two mouse mutants exist for EN2; both cause developmental misexpression o f 

the gene. The cerebellum is hypoplastic in these animals, with reduced Purkinje cells.
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indicating that the misregulation o f EN2 impacts negatively on cerebellar development 

(Benayed et al., 2005). Mutant mice, heterozygous null for Enl and homozygous null for 

En2 (Enl^'^' and En2'^'), showed an adult phenotype that resembled key pathologic 

features o f Parkinson’s disease. These mice showed progressive degeneration o f 

dopaminergic neurons, which led to diminished storage and release o f dopamine, motor 

deficits, and lower body weight (Sgado et al., 2006).

Most interesting, though, is the relationship between this gene and the 

development o f ASD, also linked with PRKAG2. Two intronic EN2 SNPs, rs 1861972 

and rs 1861973, were significantly associated with autism in a family sample from the US 

(Gharani et al., 2004), a result that was replicated in 2 independent family samples 

totaling 518 families altogether (Benayed et al., 2005). 7q36 is also a susceptibility locus 

for ASD, consistently reported from whole genome linkage scans in ASD (Alarcon et al., 

2002; Auranen et a l, 2002; Liu et al., 2001). There is a very clear overlap between ASD 

and BPAD (DeLong 2004), and combined with the neurological role o f the protein, EN2 

would seem a good candidate gene for BPAD. Markers from this gene were also 

significantly associated with BPAD (P<0.05) in the German portion of the Baum WGA 

study (Baum et al., 2007). Due to the small size of this gene there are only 2 SNPs from 

EN2 on the Affymetrix chips used in the WTCCC and Sklar WGA studies. This may 

explain the lack o f overlap for EN2 in these studies.

In summary, the fine-mapping o f 7q36 has proved an exceptionally worthy 

investigation. Two possible novel candidate genes for BPAD have been revealed, 

PRKAG2 and EN2, and in the process further strengthened the link between childhood 

psychiatric disorders and affective disorders. BPAD and autism have been previously 

linked to this region, pointing to a possible common susceptibility gene or genes in this 

region. Both PRKAG2 and EN2 are associated with BPAD in this study but further 

investigation is required to confirm these results, especially in the case of PRKAG2 as the 

results are more suggestive than significant.

The reported association between EN2 and BPAD would seem slightly more 

secure considering the number of significant associations, both at the single marker and 

haplotype level, and borderline significance is retained in one marker following 

permutation analysis to correct for multiple testing. The EN2 SNPs significantly
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associated with autism, rs 1861972 and rs 1861973, were not tested for association in our 

study as the predicted low m inor allele frequency in European populations would have 

made them uninform ative in our trio sample. As these SNPs have not been genotyped in 

the Hapmap populations we cannot determine if  there is any predicted LD between our 

associated SNPs and the autism SNPs.

As this is the first report o f  an association between these two genes and BPAD, 

replication in an independent sample is required to confirm  this finding. Further study is 

also required to identify the exact relationship between the polym orphism s identified and 

the onset o f  BPAD.
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Chapter 8:

Schizophrenia 
Candidate Genes/the 
Psychosis Overlap



8.1 Introduction to Chapter 8

As discussed in section 1.6, the traditional diagnostic dichotomy previously imposed on 

overlapping psychotic disorders, particularly bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) and 

schizophrenia (SZP), has now been called into question (Craddock et al, 2005). There is 

increasing evidence that these disorders are related, predominantly at the genetic level. Linkage 

regions and significant genetic associations have been reported for both disorders in independent 

studies, and crucially, these results have also been replicated (Craddock et al., 2006). While 

some obvious differences between the two disorders exist, for instance neurocognitive function 

in SZP patients is often consistently worse than in BPAD patients (Goldberg 1999), we 

concluded that the genetic similarities between the two disorders were worth investigating 

further.

The current evidence supports the G72/G30, DISCI, DTNBPl, and NRGl genes as the 

most promising candidate susceptibility genes for both BPAD and SZP (Craddock et al, 2006). 

These genes are often called psychosis candidate genes due to the presence of this clinical trait 

in both disorders and the fact that some of these significant associations for these genes have 

been restricted to psychotic BPAD sample collections. In the course of the fine mapping studies 

of chromosome 13 and 14, G72/G30 (chapter 6) and DISCI (analysis performed by other 

members of our research group), have been tested for association with BPAD in our sample 

collection. While there was no evidence to support G72/G30 from this study (section 6.3.3), 

DISCI was significantly associated with BPAD in our families. We continued this investigation 

of the psychosis candidate genes with studies of NRGl and DTNBPl, described in the next 

sections.

8.2 First Family-Based Test for Association of Neureguiin with Bipolar Affective Disorder

The neureguiin gene (NRGl) has generated a great amount of interest in recent years as a highly 

replicated susceptibility gene for schizophrenia (Tosato et al., 2005). As a result of the genetic 

overlap between schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) that has been revealed by 

linkage studies (Maier et al., 2005) and the location of NRGl within one such overlapping 

linkage region (8p21), variants within this gene were tested for association with BPAD in a 

case-control sample of English/Welsh origin (Green et al, 2005). A three-marker haplotype 

comprised of the alleles from the core makers of the schizophrenia-associated haplotype,
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H A P i c e ,  exhibited a marginal association with BPAD, an effect which became more highly 

significant when the analysis was restricted to cases with mood incongruent psychotic episodes.

Here, we report the results o f the first family-based association analysis o f NRG 1 with 

BPAD. The three core markers from HAPice (SNP8NRG221533, 478B 14-878, 420M9-1395) 

and two additional markers (SNP8NRG243177 and D8S1810) were genotyped, using standard 

methods, in a collection o f 92 BPAD type 1 trios from the Irish population. All families were 

interviewed using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (Lifetime version: 

SADS-LB) and diagnoses met DSM-IV criteria. Association analyses were performed using the 

TDT (Spielman et a l, 1993), ETDT (Sham and Curtis 1995) and Transmit (Clayton 1999) 

programmes.

From the single marker association analysis, there was no evidence o f association o f 

NRGl with BPAD in our sample (Table 8.2). D8S1810 did exhibit a significant over 

transmission o f allele 5 to bipolar probands (uncorrected / ’=0.04) but the global P value for this 

marker was not significant (Table 8.2: P=0.2\2). Interestingly, this marker was selected based 

on its presence within an Irish schizophrenia-associated haplotype, HapBiRc (Corvin et al., 

2004). A range o f two to three marker haplotypes, including HAPice and HapBiRE, also failed to 

exhibit any evidence of association with BPAD (Table 8.2). A haplotype comprised o f alleles 

from the three microsatellite markers (M3-M4-M5) did exhibit a marginal association (Table 

8.2, haplotype 1 3 5, uncorrected /*=0.04) which was not significant at the global haplotype 

level (Table 8.1: /*=0.31). We hypothesised that if NRGl is principally a gene for 

schizophrenia, a stratified analysis restricted to trios with probands that have experienced at 

least one psychotic episode may reveal an association with BPAD, similar to the findings o f 

Green et al., 2005 (Green et al., 2005). However, restriction o f the association analysis to the 

subset of 59 trios with psychosis did not reveal any evidence for association o f NRGl with 

BPAD (data not shown).

To conclude, we have failed to replicate the findings o f Green et al., 2005 in a family- 

based collection which is not subject to the population substructure effects o f case-control 

association studies. These findings suggest that NRGl is not a susceptibility gene for BPAD in 

the Irish population. Interestingly, despite a plethora o f positive associations o f NRGl with 

schizophrenia in diverse populations, the two Irish schizophrenia investigations have also been 

negative (Thiselton et al., 2004) Although a two-marker NRGl haplotype (HapBiRE) was
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initially reported to be associated with schizophrenia in an Irish case-control sample (Corvin et 

al., 2004), the association was no longer evident after further investigation within an extended 

sample (Morris D 2004). We cannot rule out the possibility that our collection had insufficient 

power to replicate the association o f NRG 1 with BPAD. Indeed, there are moderate differences 

in the allele frequencies for SNPs surrounding the core haplotype in European populations, 

which would impact the power o f replication studies, particularly for rarer alleles/haplotypes 

(Gardner et al., 2006). However, geographical variation is unlikely to be an issue in this case as 

the estimated frequency o f the core haplotype in our samples (7.7%) was very similar to that 

reported by Green et al. (7.8% in controls) (Green et al., 2005). To elucidate whether NRGl is 

truly a susceptibility gene for BPAD, additional studies in family-based collections are required.
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Table 8.2: Results o f  association analysis o f  NRG 1 polymorphisms

M arker Allele T/NT x ' P-value -Global x \ i
"GlGbal
P-value

SNP8NRG221533 (M1:C/T) C (2) 42:39 0.115 0.735

SNP8NRG243177 (M2:G/A) 0 ( 1 ) 41:39 0.05 0.823

478B14-848 (M3) 1 20:12 2.0 0.157
*allele 0 of HapicE 2* 31:41 1.389 0.239

3 23:24 0.021 0.884
4 34:36 0.057 0.811
5 26:23 0.184 0.668
6 0:1 - -
7 3:0 - - 8.408 0.210

420M9-1395 (M4) 1 7:2 - _

2 35:33 0.006 0.809
*allele 0 o f HapicE 3* 51:46 0.258 0.612

4 32:41 1.11 0.292
5 1:5 - -
6 0:1 - -
7 9:8 0.059 0.808
8 1:0 - - 10.41 0.167

D8S1810 (M5) 1 2:3 . -

2 30:41 1.704 0.192
3 0:3 - -
4 11:17 1.286 0.257
5 49:31 4.05 0.044

*allele 18 ofHapBiRE 6* 34:30 0.25 0.617
7 2:4 - -
8 14:13 0.037 0.844 9.618 0.212

Haolotvoes
M l-M2 2 2 0.01 0.91 0.232 0.89
M2-M3 1 2 1.90 0.17 4.76g 0.78
M3-M4 1 3 2.13 0.14 5.07s 0.53
M4-M5 [HapBiRE] 3 6 0.014 0.90 3.916 0.69
M3-M4-M5 1 3 5 4.23 0.04 7.156 0.31
M1-M3-M4 [HapicE] 2 2 3 0.074 0.79 5.4366 0.49
M1-M2-M3-M4 1 1 2 3 2.71 0.10 5.526 0.48

T=Transmitted, NT=Not Transmitted. '̂Calculated from haplotypes with frequency >5%. (df) = degrees o f
freedom. P-values <0.05 are indicated in bold.
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8.3 DTNBPl and Chromosome 6 Psychosis Analysis

8.3.1 Introduction

Bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) and schizophrenia (SZP) overlap on clinical and 

genetic levels, with shared susceptibility genes, such as neuregulin (N RG l) and disrupted 

in schizophrenia 1 (DISCI) identified in numerous independent populations (see sections 

8.1, 1.5.2.5 and 1.6.1.2.1). A long-running debate contesting a complete trait dichotomy 

in favour o f a bipolar-schizophrenic continuum is still ongoing.

A whole genome scan for linkage to BPAD in our collection o f 60 affected sib- 

pairs (ASPs) identified a potential susceptibility locus at 6p23 (Cassidy et a l, 2007). 

Evidence from the published literature has established 6p23 as a linkage peak for both 

BPAD and SZP (Ginns et al., 1996; Kohn and Lerer 2002; Marcheco-Teruel et a l, 2006; 

Polymeropoulos and Schaffer 1996). This region o f chromosome 6 also achieved 

suggestive significance in a rank-based genome scan meta-analysis o f 20 SZP datasets 

(Lewis et al., 2003). As the psychosis phenotype overlaps both disorders, we re-analyzed 

our linkage data in a subset of sib pair families with at least one bipolar disorder type I 

(BPl) individual with a history o f psychosis (see section 3.2).

The dysbindin gene (DTNBPl) is located within this linkage peak and has also 

been associated with both BPAD and SZP from both case control and family studies (see 

section 1.6.1.2.2). Furthermore, association o f DTNBPl with BPAD in one o f two UK 

studies was restricted to cases with predominantly psychotic episodes o f mood 

disturbance (Raybould et al., 2005). Therefore, we tested DTNBPl for association with 

BPAD in a collection o f 134 trios, and also in a subset o f 82 psychotic trios.

8.3.2 Materials and Methods

Association analyses were performed on a collection o f 134 trio families. The whole 

genome linkage scan and psychotic linkage scan details are described in sections 3.1.2.1 

and 3.2.2. 14 SNPs were genotyped by KBiosciences (http://www.kbioscience.co.uk) 

using their own novel form o f competitive allele specific PCR system (KASPar) and 

Taqman™ chemistries. SNPs were chosen based on reports o f significant association
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with either BPAD or SZP in independent studies. Microsatellite markers for the linkage 

analysis were genotyped as described in section 3.1.2.3. SNPs were tested for association 

with BPAD using the Transmission Disequilibrium Test, implemented in Haploview 

(Barrett et a i, 2005). Significantly associated haplotypes were tested for global 

significance using TRANSMIT (Clayton 1999). Statistical correction for multiple testing 

was performed using two approaches: permutation analysis implemented in Haploview 

(10,000 permutations) and the SNP Spectral Decomposition (SNPSpDLite) programme 

(Nyholt 2004). Blocks o f Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) were determined using the 

Gabriel et a l, 2002 algorithm (Gabriel et a l, 2002) implemented in Haploview. Linkage 

statistics are described elsewhere (section 3.1.2.4). Additional information on materials or 

methods is available in chapter 2.

8.3.3 Results

8.3.3.1 Psychotic Linkage Analysis

The whole genome linkage scan produced a linkage peak at 25.1cM (NPL=2.11, 

P=0.019) under the narrow model (Figure 8.3.1). In a separate analysis, affected sib pairs 

were classified as psychotic if a BPI individual had any history o f a psychotic episode. 

The genome scan data was then re-analyzed with the psychotic families, resulting in a 

more significant linkage peak at 34cM (NPL=2.81, P=0.003) (Figure 8.3.1). The 

DTTMBPl gene is located at ~29cM, directly beneath this psychosis-specific linkage peak, 

so it was tested for association with BPAD in our trio collection.
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Figure 8.3.1: Whole genome linkage scan data under broad, narrow, and psychotic 

models o f affection on chromosome 6. The position o f the DTNBPl gene is indicated.

8.3.3.2 DTNBPl Association Analysis

There were no single markers or haplotypes significantly associated with BPAD in our 

family sample (Table 8.3.1). As the linkage peak was most significant in psychosis- 

specific analysis, trios were then separated into a psychotic subset o f 82 trios. In the 

psychotic subset there was excess transmission o f the A allele o f rs 12203173 from 

parents to probands (P=0.02) (Table 8.3.1). According to the SNPSpDlite program, the 

experiment-wide significance threshold required to keep type I error rate at 5% is 

P=0.006, indicating this single marker association does not survive multiple testing. This 

was also confirmed by the permutation analysis performed in Haploview (Barrett et a l, 

2005) (P-0.18).

There was also significant under-transmission o f a 2-marker haplotype comprised 

o f alleles from both rsl2203173 and rs760666 (P=0.016, Global P=0.069) (Table 8.3.2). 

Additionally, an extremely rare 4-marker haplotype, comprised o f alleles from SZP-
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associated SNPs (rs2619522 [P I763], rsl018381 [P I578], rs 1474605 [P I792]), was 

significantly under-transmitted to probands (P=0.046, Global / ’= 0 .1 19) (Table 8.3.2).

8.3.3.3 D TN BPl Linkage Disequilibrium  (LD) Analysis

There are 3 blocks o f  high LD in the analysis including all trios (Figure 8.3.2). Block 1 is 

comprised o f  SNPs 1 and 2 (see Table 8.3.1) and extends for 3 kb. Block 2 is 

considerably larger, extending for 94 kb, but includes SNPs 3-8. The last block o f  high 

LD is 4 kb in size and SNPs 10-13 are included. With ju st the psychotic trios subset the 

second block is now split into 2 separate blocks, composed o f  SNPs 4-5 and SNPs 7-8. 

Block 2 in the psychotic trio analysis is only 8 kb, and block 3 is 7 kb. In addition, the 

final block o f  high LD now includes an extra marker, SNP 10, and extends for 7 kb. It is 

interesting that the change in LD pattern occurs within the region o f  the associated SNP.
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Table 8.3.1: Association analysis o f DTNBPl SNPs

ALL TRIOS
O vertransm itted  „  

Allele

l.rsl047631  A 29:26 0.164

2. rs4712253 C 51:50 0.010

3. rs4236167 C 53:52 0.010

4. rs760666 C 47:36 1.458

5.rsl2203173 A 26:22 0.333

6. rs7752070 - 17:17 0.000

7. rs2619539 G 45:36 1.000

8. rs3213207 G 20:16 0.444

9. rsl011313 T 21:19 0.100

10. rs2743857 C 39:34 0.342

11. rs2619522 G 31:27 0.276

12. rsl018381 C 16:15 0.032

13. rs 1474605 A 25:23 0.083

14. rs909706 G 55:54 0.009

T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted. Bold indicates P value <0.05

value

PSYCHOSIS SUBSET OF TRIOS
O vertransm itted  „  2 

All 1 T : U  Y Allele P v a lu e

0.686 - 20:20 0.000 1.000

0.921 C 37:27 1.562 0.211

0.922 - 32:32 0.000 1.000

0.227 T 28:27 0.018 0.893

0.564 A 22:09 5.452 0 .0 2 0

1.000 - 09:09 0.000 1.000

0.317 G 28:20 1.333 0.248

0.505 G 17:10 1.815 0.178

0.752 T 12:09 0.429 0.513

0.558 C 26:19 1.089 0.297

0.599 G 20:16 0.444 0.505

0.858 - 09:09 0.000 1.000

0.773 A 17:12 0.862 0.353

0.924 33:33 0.000 1.000
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Table 8.3.2: Association analysis of DTNBPl haplotypes

ALL TRIOS

Block Hapiotype
Frequency T:U P  value Block

Block 1 M l-M2 J Block 1
AC 0.610 59.9 : 60.1 0.000 0.985 AC

[A T J 0.252 43.8 :41.5 0.058 0.810 AT
GT 0.135 28.0 : 28.9 0.015 0.903 GT
Block 2 M3-M8 i ¥ i Block 2
TCAAGA 0.331 54.9 : 49.6 0.269 0.604 CA
CTAACA 0.233 43.9 :43.9 0.000 0.997 TA
CCGACA 0.115 23.8 : 24.3 0.007 0.935 CG
TCAAGG 0.115 27.0 :23.1 0.293 0.588 Block 3
CCAGCA 0.080 18.0 : 17.8 0.001 0.975 CA
CCAACA 0.075 16.9 : 16.7 0.002 0.967 GA
TCAACA 0.032 6.9 : 7.9 0.078 0.780 GG
Block 3 M ll-13 Block 4
TCA 0.793 40.0:40.1 0.000 0.990 TTCA
GCG 0.096 25.3 :22.2 0.203 0.653 CGCG
GTG 0.077 16.0 : 18.2 0.140 0.708 CGTG
TCG J 0 .0 3 4 H r 8 : l  :8.9 0.037 0.847 TTCG

CTCG
T=Transmitted U=Untransmitted. Bold indicates P  value <0.05 “Global test P 
SNPsfrom Table 8.3.1.

PSYCHOTIC SUBSET OF TRIOS 
Haplotype
Frequency 

M l-M2
0.589 42.4 : 34.6 0.796 0.372
0.253 21.2:30.1 1.518 0.218
0.153 21.0 : 18.9 0.105 0.746

M4-M5
0.633 44.4 : 32.5 1.843 0.175
0.244 31.7:28.8 0.138 0.711
0.118 9.4 : 23.1 5.808 0 .016*

M7-M8
0.531 22.1 : 32.0 1.806 0.179
0.314 26.4:24.1 0.097 0.755
0.155 18.0 : 10.3 2.077 0.150

MlO-13
0.781 24.3 : 25.8 0.045 0.831
0.112 19.0 : 14.0 0.757 0.384
0.056 9.0 : 8.6 0.010 0.919
0.025 1.0: 6.5 3.976 0 .046‘’

0.024 4.0 : 1.4 1.226 0.268
0.119 ’̂Global test P = 0.069. M numbers refer to
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Figure 8.3.2: Linkage Disequilibrium for A) all trios and B) psychotic subset of trios 

from Haploview.

8.3.4 Discussion
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DTNBPl has been repeatedly associated with SZP in both European and Asian 

populations. Straub et a l, 2002 first reported an association with DTNBPl after mapping 

the 6p22 linkage peak (Straub et al., 2002). A German sample (Schwab et al., 2003), a 

large case control sample from the UK and Ireland (Williams et al., 2004), a trio cohort 

from Bulgaria (Kirov et al., 2004) and a US sample (Funke et al., 2004) have all since 

added support to the finding. There is also evidence that DTNBPl is associated with SZP 

in Han Chinese (Li et al., 2005) and Japanese (Tochigi et al., 2006) populations, although 

not all reports for DTNBPl have been positive (Morris et al., 2003; Van Den Bogaert et 

al., 2003). Recently, a case control study found there was a significant association 

between DTNBPl and methamphetamine psychosis, which has very similar features to 

schizophrenic psychosis (Kishimoto et al., 2008).

Although the evidence to support DTNBPl as a potential candidate gene for SZP 

is considerable, there has been a huge amount o f diversity in the reported associated 

markers, alleles, and haplotypes between studies. Investigations into the biological role o f 

the gene have suggested that the disease mechanism may be altered gene expression. This 

theory emerged when post mortem brain tissue from schizophrenic patients showed 

reduced expression o f DTNBPl mRNA (Weickert et al., 2004) and protein (Talbot et al., 

2004). The function o f the protein is not known for certain, but there is some evidence 

that it affects pre-synaptic glutamate function (Numakawa et al., 2004; Talbot et al., 

2004).

There have been five studies investigating association o f DTNBPl with BPAD, in 

both case control and family studies. The first tested a specific 3-marker haplotype, 

previously found to be associated with SZP, in a large UK bipolar case control sample. 

There was no association in the bipolar sample as a whole, but association was observed 

in a subset o f the cases with predominantly psychotic episodes of mood disturbance 

(Raybould et al., 2005). Fallin et al., 2005 considered 64 possible candidate genes for 

association with either BPAD or SZP in 323 Ashkenazi Jewish trios. DTNBPl showed 

suggestive association to both BPAD and SZP (Fallin et al., 2005). Significant single 

marker and haplotype associations with DTNBPl were also reported in an independent 

bipolar case control sample from the UK (Breen et al., 2006).
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Most recently, two separate case control studies from the Korean population have 

revealed significant genotypic associations between BPAD and DTNBPl (Joo et al., 

2007; Pae et al., 2007). One o f these studies (Joo et al., 2007) found that the results were 

most significant when only bipolar disorder type 1 patients were included in the analysis. 

Subgroup analysis using the psychosis, age at onset and family history categories had no 

effect on the reported associations (Pae et al., 2007). From this evidence, DTNBPl would 

appear to be a good candidate for both SZP and BPAD, although the association in 

BPAD needs further verification.

We have found that DTNBPl is not associated with BPAD in our family sample. 

However, considering the overlap with SZP and the increase in significance in the 

linkage peak in a psychosis-specific analysis, it is interesting that a single marker and two 

haplotypes were significantly associated with BPAD in the psychosis subset. One 

haplotype also achieved borderline significance at the global level. While this evidence is 

weak overall, and does not withstand correction for multiple testing, there is some 

suggestion that DTNBPl may contribute to the specific psychosis trait that intersects 

BPAD and SZP, consistent with the findings o f Raybould et al., 2005. Additional 

analyses in more highly powered samples are required to confirm this potential 

psychosis-specific association.
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Chapter 9:

Discussion and 
Future Work



9.1 The Aims and Findings of this Thesis

Simply put, the focus of this research was to identify a gene or genes, which when 

altered in some way, increases an individual’s chances of developing bipolar affective 

disorder (BPAD). The overwhelming focus of this study has been on chromosome 14. 

Our group had previously reported evidence for linkage on this chromosome, and the 

whole genome linkage scan performed in this study on an extended group of affected 

sib pair families seemed to strengthen that result. Linkage analysis using 

microsatellite markers often has a degree o f ambiguity, as the gene or genes 

contributing to a linkage peak can actually be located up to 20cM away. With 

suggestive evidence for linkage covering a large portion of this chromosome, we 

initiated a fine mapping analysis of this linkage peak with the ultimate goal of 

identifying a BPAD candidate gene for further analysis.

The phase I fine mapping results were enlightening, and a possible BPAD 

candidate gene was uncovered (SIPAILI), but extra investigation was required before 

we could draw any final conclusions. However, in the final anlaysis the evidence for 

SIPAILI as a BPAD susceptibility gene was weak. Before the fine mapping analysis 

was complete an additional possible candidate gene, GALNTLl, was identified and 

tested for association with BPAD in a specific gene association study. Evidence for 

this gene remained suggestive. The phase II fine mapping study o f chromosome 14 

concentrated on a very specific 15Mb region with evidence for linkage to BPAD and 

other related psychiatric disorders. In the concluding analysis, four genes (PRKCH, 

RADS 1 LI, RGS6 and PLEKHHl) are worth following up as possible susceptibility 

genes for BPAD but the most compelling evidence established PRKCH as the focus 

for further work.

The actual process of identifying a BPAD susceptibility gene began with a 

continued investigation into GCHl. GCHl is located in a linkage peak on 

chromosome 14, and was also previously associated with BPAD in our trio families. 

As this evidence was limited to a single marker association we genotyped 8 additional 

SNPs and a microsatellite marker in this gene. With suggestive evidence indicating a 

role for GCHl in the onset of BPAD localised specifically to the promoter and first 

intron o f the gene, we then investigated the level of GCHl gene expression in the 

brains of affected and unaffected individuals and also if one of the variants associated 

with BPAD had any functional effect on the expression levels o f this gene. Although
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these resuhs were negative, this method may still be useful in future explorations of 

possible candidate genes.

There was added interest in the SIPAILI gene, not only because o f the 

significant association between SIPAILI markers and BPAD in the chromosome 14 

phase I fine mapping study, but also because of the possible gene: gene interactions 

between this gene and 3 other genes positively associated with BPAD in our 

collection. DISCI, Citron, and Grin2A are all also located within BPAD linkage 

peaks suggested by our whole genome linkage scan. To investigate any possible 

epistatic interactions between these genes the multifactor dimensionality reduction 

(MDR) method combined with the genotype-Pedigree Disequilibrium Test (PDT) 

(MDR-PDT) was used (see section 4.3). Unfortunately, there was no significant 

interaction apparent from this data, but this method may prove extremely usefiil in 

future analyses of BPAD-associated genes.

Some obvious questions remain: why have the results from chromosome 14 

been so strong in our sample. What are the features of the individuals participating in 

our study that leads to such striking results on chromosome 14? Unfortunately we can 

only speculate on the possible answers to these questions. It’s likely this is a 

population-specific result, although another linkage scan using Irish families failed to 

produce the same results on this chromosome. The fact that nearly every individual in 

this study has been consistently diagnosed by the same individual may be a factor. It’s 

also possible that the recruitment process was biased in some way and families from 

our study share some specific feature that is not immediately obvious.

We attempted to differentiate between the linked and unlinked families from 

our sample by analysing the binary data available, but failed to find a statistical 

relationship that could explain these results. It’s possible the traits selected for this 

study did not include this “specific feature”, there was not enough information 

available, or the rudimentary method used to assign arbitrary yes/no categories to 

entire families oversimplified the matter. As BPAD is a heterogeneous disorder, 

particularly when the soft bipolar spectrum is considered, we also attempted to refine 

our phenotype using a more homogeneous subgroup. The data was re-analysed to 

include only families with psychosis and this produced a most unexpected result, with 

linkage shifting 48cM upstream of the original peak on chromosome 14. This analysis 

also produced some interesting results for chromosomes 6 and 19.
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The follow up from the whole genome linkage scan was not limited to 

chromosome 14. The linkage peak at 13q32 was chosen for a fine mapping linkage 

and association study due to the level of support apparent in the literature for this 

region. Two genes located within this linkage peak, G72/G30 and D0CK9, were also 

tested for association with BPAD in our sample. Fine mapping did not increase the 

level of significance for this region or narrow the region of interest. We did not 

uncover any evidence to support G72/G30 or D0CK9 as BPAD candidate genes, but 

due to the overwhelming evidence to the contrary in the literature we expect our 

analysis was not sufficiently well powered or extensive enough to be able to reject 

these genes as BPAD candidate genes. Two possible novel candidate genes were 

revealed from the fine mapping association analysis, but require further investigation 

as they are only supported by single marker associations.

The linkage peak on chromosome 7 was perhaps better known for its 

connection with childhood psychiatric disorders such as ADHD and autism, but was 

selected for fine mapping linkage and association analysis due to the consistency of 

the results at 7q36 in our whole genome linkage scan. We have now demonstrated a 

clear link between ADHD, autism, and BPAD at a specific gene (EN2). An additional 

gene (PRKAG2) was also proposed as a potential BPAD candidate gene from this 

study but, once again, this gene requires further investigation before deriving any final 

conclusions.

There are always limitations in these types of studies of complex genetic 

disorders and one of the methods used to overcome the especially problematic 

statistical limitations is to reproduce positive associations in independent populations. 

In the absence of any other clear path to circumvent these problems, replication has 

become the all important tool for identifying linkage regions and candidate genes with 

some degree o f certainty. We have played our part in this process, with the whole 

genome linkage scan and also studies of possible candidate genes with numerous 

sources of evidence from the literature.

While the whole genome scan for linkage identified numerous regions of the 

genome that had previously been linked to BPAD adding further support to these loci, 

we were, unfortunately, less successfijl in our attempts to support the proposed BPAD 

candidate genes NRGl, DTNBPl, and G72/G30. Consulting the four BPAD whole 

genome association (WGA) datasets (Baum et a i, 2007; Sklar et a l, 2008; WTCCC 

2007) (Baum et al., 2007 is split into the German and NIMH sections) is another
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possible method to identify possible genetic replications from independent studies. All 

of the genes discussed as possible BPAD candidate genes from this thesis have been 

investigated for any potential overlap (i.e. any marker from the gene significant at the 

P<0.05 level) with the BPAD WGA studies (Table 9.1).

Overall there is a lack of support for these genes across the BPAD WGA 

studies. Support from at least 2 of the WGA studies is observed for 17 o f the genes 

listed, while only 6 genes are supported by 3 or more of the studies. Markers from 

NPAS3, PRKCH, DPP6, and NRGl are significant at the P<0.05 level in all 4 of the 

BPAD WGA studies. RGS6 and PRKAG2 are supported by 3 of the WGA studies. 

The greatest level of overlap between the genes discussed in this thesis and any one 

WGA study was reported in the WTCCC datasets. Markers from 16 out of 23 genes 

were significant at the P<0.05 level in the WTCCC study. It should be noted, 

however, that some of the lack of overlap may be due the small size of some of these 

genes. CBRl, GCHFR, HTR5A, PTPS, SPR, and EN2 are all less than 26kb in size 

and have very little support from the WGA studies.

To some extent we have been successful in our aim. Possible BPAD 

susceptibility genes have been identified, but we are still unable to present a gene with 

the evidence required to state categorically that it is a BPAD susceptibility gene. 

However, this is true o f every research scientist in the field of BPAD genetics, 

although the evidence for DISCI looks extremely promising.
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Table 9.1: Comparison of BPAD WGA studies with genes highhghted as possible BPAD candidate genes in this thesis.

Baum et al., 2007

Thesis
Section Gene Position 

Chromosome: bp (start-end) NIMH German WTCCC Sklar

3.2 NPAS3 14ql2: 32478200-33340702 / / / /

3.2 SLC1A6 19pl3: 14921991-14944730 X / X X

4.1.1 GCHl 14q22: 54378473-54439292 X X / X

4.1.1 CBRl 21q22:36364155-36367332 X X X X

4.1.1 PTPS Hq23; 111602309-111609903 X X y X

4.1.1 SPR 2pl4; 72968056-72972794 X X y X

4.1.1 DHPR 4pl5: 17097121-17122811 / X X

4.1.1 GCHFR 15ql5: 38843577-38847203 X X X X

4.2 GALNTLl 14q24: 68796668-68890936 / X / X

4.3 SIPAILI 14q24: 71065795-71275875 X / / X

5.2 PRKCH 14q22: 60858268-61087451 / / / /

5.2 RGS6 14q24: 71469539-72102991 X / / /

5.2 RAD51L1 14q23: 67356262-68132367 / X / X

5.2 PLEKHHl 14q24: 67069785-67126004 / X / X

5.2 WDR89 14q23: 63133511-63177878 X X X X
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6.4 SLC15A1 13q33: 98134058-98202909 X X / X

6.4 EFNB2 13q33; 105940099-105985338 X X X X

7.1 HTR5A 7q36: 154493479-154508392 X X X X

7.1 EN2 7q36: 154943585-154950287 X / X X

7.4 DPP6 7q36: 153380710-153894933 / / / /

7.4 PRKAG2 7q36: 150884133-151205249 / X y /

8.1 N RG l 8pl2: 31616810-32741615 / / y y

8.2 1 DTN BPl 6 p 2 2 :15631018-15771250 X X / X

The tick mark ( V )  indicates at least one marker with /*<0.05 from specified gene in the relevant WGA study, x indicates absence o f  any marker 

with P<0.05 from specified gene in the relevant WGA study but could also indicate that a marker from the gene was not actually included in the 

study, this is especially relevant for small genes such as C B R l, PTPS, and HTR5A. Full gene names can be identified in the thesis sections 

indicated.



9.2 The Strengths and Limitations of this Study

Multiple factors including the cost, time, and availability and accessibility o f 

necessary resources are of major importance for any scientific study, and a lack of 

control over these factors leads to inherent weaknesses. This analysis is not without its 

strengths: 1) our sample was collected from a relatively homogeneous population, 2) 

stringent and consistent diagnostic criteria were applied during recruitment (e.g. all 

probands from trio families are BPI), and 3) a family based rather than case/control 

study design was used. There are of course also limitations to this study: 1) the size 

(and therefore the power) of this sample to detect genes o f moderate effect compared 

to other family samples and huge collaborative case/control collections, 2) multiple 

testing, 3) restriction to common variant testing i.e. variants with a minor allele 

frequency (MAP) <0.05.

9.2.1 The Clinical Sample

One clear limitation o f our patient sample is the size, which is inextricably linked to 

the power, leading to an inability to draw conclusive arguments in the event of 

negative results. Time and money are major contributory factors to this problem. 

Recruiting families, carrying out interviews, taking biological specimens, and 

extracting DNA takes a phenomenal amount o f time and effort, requiring specialised 

personnel and a huge amount of funding, especially when considering trio families 

require two more individuals than a single case, and control samples can often be 

obtained with far less effort.

Our sample has been recruited from a homogeneous population, Ireland has 

seen very little genetic flux up until the last decade, and all probands from these 

studies had 4 Irish grandparents. Tag SNPs (i.e. those SNPs that can capture large 

amounts of genetic variation) from the Hapmap database can be confidently applied to 

the Irish population and very little population substructure has been identified in the 

Irish population although it cannot be classed as a population isolate (except maybe in 

some very isolated rural areas or islands off the mainland) (O'Dushlaine et a l, 2008). 

In addition, recruitment was from a hospital setting with the same psychiatrist making 

the final diagnosis in the majority o f cases. Therefore, we can be extremely confident 

our sample is as phenotypically and genetically heterogeneous as possible. Overall we 

have weighed up our options and decided on “quality” over quantity, but further 

recruitment is o f course imperative.
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9.2.2 The Design and Analysis o f  the Sample

As discussed in section 1.4, the design of these genetic studies is crucial and must be 

carefully considered. Linkage analyses are not as powerful as traditional association 

tests in detecting a susceptibility gene for a complex illness, but do circumvent the 

problem of allelic heterogeneity and allow us to “scan” the entire genome in an 

unbiased fashion. However, with the advent of WGA studies the entire genome can 

now be “scanned” in an unbiased fashion using association tests. Family-based tests 

of association do offer protection against the problem of population stratification 

found with case control samples, but the issue of resources does lead to smaller sizes 

in family based samples compared to cases.

The lack o f power also affects our ability to test rare variants for association 

with BPAD as we are unlikely to have enough allele transmissions in our trio families 

to draw any sound statistical conclusions. However, a common disorder, common 

variant (CD/CV) theory prevails in the area of genetic disorders with high population 

prevalence, such as BPAD, although there are arguments for and against this theory 

(Hirschhom et a l, 2001; Terwilliger and Weiss 2003; Wright and Hastie 2001). The 

multiplicative model of many genes of small effect also seems reasonable when 

behavioural traits in “simpler” organisms such as Drosophila and mice follow this 

pattern (Kendler and Greenspan 2006), but this also contributes to the problems 

associated with a small sample as genes o f small effect will be more difficult to find.

9.2.3 Multiple Testing

The issue of multiple testing has been discussed at length in the introduction chapter 

(section 1.7.1.2). The basic issue is that with every statistical test performed, the 

chances o f finding a positive result increases. Traditional methods of correction (e.g. 

Bonferroni correction) are overly conservative, especially when tests are not 

completely independent. In this thesis we have presented raw /*-values alongside 

corrected /*-values using permutation analysis and also the SNPSpD program (section 

2.8.4), which takes into account the non-independence o f individual tests. Subset 

analysis has only been performed in the event of good a priori reasoning, and 

replication has been sought where possible. The problem with replication though is 

what arises in the literature i.e. different associated variants and alleles, the opposite 

direction of association, and inconsistent haplotype combinations. Meta-analysis has 

been offered as a solution but that comes with its own problems (time, cost, potential
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phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity, and publication bias). In short, there is no easy 

solution to the problem o f multiple testing and no way o f telling what the real value o f  

an uncorrected P-value is. A genome-wide significance threshold o f P<1X10'^ has 

been proposed as the level o f significance required for an association test. However, 

this may also be overly stringent, with the result that true findings are overlooked. We 

must try to strike an uneasy balance between accepting false positive result as true and 

not ignoring genuine true associations.

9,3 General Conclusions and Directions for the Future

9.3.1 General Conclusions

We can be pretty sure that debilitating psychiatric disorders are not likely to go away 

any time soon so continued research into this subject is fully justified. It would be 

unwise to make any sweeping judgements on the results o f this thesis. Both positive 

and negative results must be viewed with some caution and in context. Positive results 

may be very specific to our population and must be backed up by independent studies. 

This applies even more in the case o f negative results as our sample, although 

valuable, is small which is an extremely limiting factor.

There is only suggestive genetic evidence and no functional evidence to 

support GCHl as a BPAD susceptibility gene. Despite the biological relevance o f  

BH4 in numerous mood disorders, genes required for this pathway are not associated 

with BPAD in our sample. The whole genome scan for linkage did not produce 

genome-wide significant results, but did report suggestive evidence for 4q21, 7q36, 

9p2I, 12q24, I4q24, and 16pl3. There is a significant amount o f  overlap between our 

results and those from the literature, suggesting the veracity o f our results.

The evidence for a BPAD susceptibility gene or genes on chromosome 14 is 

extensive but further work is required to confirm which gene(s), if  any, is the true 

finding. The investigation o f  chromosome 14 has also led to the identification o f  

genetic links between BPAD and co-morbid psychiatric and neurodegenerative 

disorders. Although, apart from a further insight into the nature o f  this disorder, this 

may also serve to confuse and complicate the issue further. The assumption that 

linkage peaks are the result o f a single susceptibility gene is likely to be incorrect for a 

substantial number o f such peaks (Kendler and Greenspan 2006), further supporting 

our results o f  more than one susceptibility gene in this region.
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We have strengthened the connection between BPAD and autism and also 

failed to find strong support for N RG l, G72/G30, or DTNBPl in our sample, but 

again this must be considered in the context of our sample size and the extent of 

genetic variation tested in these genes. The one thing that can be concluded from this 

work with absolute certainty is that we need more families for our sample, but we also 

need it to remain homogeneous at both the phenotypic and genotypic levels.

9.3.2 Future Directions fo r this Study

The main future directions of this work would seem to rest with chromosomes 7 and 

14. There are a number of genes within a very narrow region of chromosome 14 with 

multiple lines o f evidence linking them to BPAD. In the not too distant past, future 

studies would have begun with screening every available genetic variant and testing 

the associated markers in an independent sample collection. In the era o f WGA 

studies we have access to data from at least 3 different sample populations, which 

have essentially already done that for us. As these studies represent genetic testing at 

the level o f a SNP every ~l-2kb there is a very good chance that at least one marker 

from a particular gene of interest has been genotyped in these datasets. There is 

evidence from the BPAD WGA studies to support PRKCH, RGS6, RADS I LI, and 

PLEKHHl, but particularly PRKCH and RGS6, as potential BPAD susceptibility 

genes (Table 9.1).

Too often researchers have waited for more and more genetic evidence for a 

“real” risk variant before embarking on functional studies. This is not surprising given 

the time, effort, and money involved in these studies. Associated variants very often 

have no obvious functional consequences, especially as they are usually found outside 

the non-coding or regulatory sequences. It is now more readily accepted that variants 

from intronic sequences or located outside putative gene regions can have unforeseen 

functional roles. Interruption of alternative splice sites, regulatory regions, or 

transcription factor binding sites are possible reasons for the subtle effects o f these 

variants. As effect sizes for individual genes are expected to be relatively small (OR’s 

~1.5) it makes sense that the associated variants exert their effects in a more subtle 

manner than, for example, a rather obvious effect such as an amino acid substitution. 

We must proceed with functional studies for the genes identified in this study. Gene 

expression analyses using the Stanley array collection seems an obvious place to start.
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A BPAD risk variant from the promoter region o f the SIOOB gene is located in 

a transcription factor binding site and it is predicted that a change in the associated 

allele will disrupt this binding site. Studies in our lab are already underway to 

determine which, if  any, allele affects the promoter activity o f  this gene. It is o f  course 

more difficult to develop a hypothesis if  you are unaware o f  a possible functional 

effect, but experimental studies such as this could be one avenue o f future research for 

this thesis. Gene: gene and gene: environment interactions are also worth following 

up. While our only investigation into a possible gene: gene interaction was negative, 

we should still explore alternative gene: gene interactions particularly with the BH4 

pathway genes and also chromosome 14 candidate genes that share biological 

connections. Gene: environment interactions are also something that could be 

examined as we have detailed clinical data available for all our families.

The EN2 gene on chromosome 7 was significantly associated with BPAD in 

our family sample, with a trend towards significant association remaining after 

correction for multiple testing. This gene should be studied in further detail, especially 

in light o f the connections between BPAD, autism and ADHD. The DPP6 gene was 

also investigated in this study but failed to produce any significant association with 

BPAD. However, only 6 variants were tested, which does not cover the genetic 

variation across this extremely large gene. DPP6 warrants further investigation in 

light o f  the nominally significant associations reported by the WGA studies, the fact 

that the peak linkage marker from chromosome 7 is located in this gene, and the 

potential biological role o f this gene in BPAD. In the course o f  this thesis we have 

also speculated on the role o f  numerous genes in the aetiology o f BPAD such as 

NPAS3, SLC15A1, EFNB2, and PRKAG2, and these genes also have a good case for 

further investigation.

9.3.3 The General Future o f  BPAD Research

The change in the field o f BPAD genetics in last 4 years has been one o f the most 

exciting and startling aspects o f  this research. There have been incredible advances in 

technology to allow rapid, high throughput genotyping o f up to half a million, or 

possibly even a million, SNP variants at once. We have seen a huge increase in the 

sample sizes available to researchers since collaboration became the rule rather than 

the exception. In addition, a complete re-think o f many o f  the traditional diagnostic
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boundaries, especially those broken down between BPAD and schizophrenia, has 

been acknowledged.

Whole genome association studies can now gather together data that virtually 

covers the genetic variation from the entire genome in sample sizes as big as 2,000 

cases and 3,000 controls. In theory these studies were going to solve the complex 

disorder conundrum once and for all, but in practice they have not achieved this 

target. One thing these studies do represent is an independent population to determine 

if a particular association discovered in a smaller study can be replicated. We have 

used WGA studies to look for extra support for our positive results (Table 9.1), 

support that is very much required given the possible lack o f power in our sample.

WGA studies have also helped to foster a new environment o f collaboration. 

With the results from these studies falling short of the target, it is even more 

imperative now that larger study samples are gathered together. Collections of up to

20.000 cases have been put forward as the sample size that will be required to 

ultimately find a risk variant for BPAD, but whether this is feasible is another 

question. The issue of heterogeneity in sample sizes of this size is also sure to arise. 

As discussed in section 4.4.4, it is possible that once the current studies are analysed 

together then the results will suddenly become clear but it is also possible there is no 

easy solution and WGA studies will have to contend with the same problems as 

everyone else. However, there is also the possibility that rare family-specific single 

mutations may actually play a greater part in the genetics o f common psychiatric 

disorders than originally anticipated. If this is the case then even sample sizes of

20.000 cases won’t provide the solution to these problems experienced by the WGA 

studies.

Other advances in technology such as RNA interference (RNAi) and a 

reduction in the cost of whole genome sequencing may have some profound affects on 

the future o f BPAD research. RNAi is a mechanism conserved throughout evolution, 

induced by a double stranded RNA (dsRNA) trigger, which serves to silence genes in 

a sequence-specific manner (Hoyer 2007). The whole area o f RNAi has exploded in 

the last 5 years, culminating in 2006 with the award of the Nobel Prize in Physiology 

or Medicine to the authors o f the seminal paper describing RNAi.

The main benefit to neurological disorders has been the development o f 

animal models in which targeting specific genes or gene systems related to psychiatric 

disorders is possible (Thakker et a l,  2006). The traditional “knockout” models
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suffered from problems with neonatal mortality and obscure and unobservable 

changes in development as a result of complete withdrawal of a gene from 

conception, but RNAi offers the opportunity to study knockout effects in adults 

without these complications. The potential for RNAi as a therapeutic mechanism is 

mostly seen for diseases caused by dominant gain-of-function type gene mutations, so 

it is not really suitable for complex disorders such as BPAD. The real value o f RNAi 

in psychiatric disorders will be the identification of new pathways and drug targets, as 

seen already in animal models of Huntington’s (Harper et a l, 2005; Machida et al, 

2006; Rodriguez-Lebron et al., 2005) and Alzheimer’s Diseases (Feng et al., 2006; 

Hong et al., 2006; Singer et al., 2005).

The possibility that whole genome sequencing may become affordable enough 

to allow screening of every base in the genome o f a sizeable number of individuals 

leads to problems associated with “personal genomics” and ethical implications. It 

will be important to address questions regarding the delivery, interpretation, and 

disclosure o f results to patients and at-risk relatives following personal genomics 

tests. As we get closer to unravelling the genetic component of a psychiatric disease 

the question of ethics, and specifically the issues of prenatal testing and “genetic 

discrimination” must arise (Bombard et al., 2008; McGuire et al., 2008).

The announcement that a company has been established to genetically test for 

the diagnosis and response to antidepressants in BPAD has been met with some 

disbelief and also harsh criticism. A leading psychiatrist and respected psychiatric 

geneticist has engineered a genetic test based on variants from two genes, with plans 

to add a further five genes to this test soon (Couzin 2008). Considering there are no 

genes for BPAD on the list of accepted genes for common diseases, to offer a test of 

this kind seems quite inappropriate. However, this company is not alone, a fact that is 

even more worrying. Genetic tests for the risk o f suicidality from antidepressants in 

major depression and risk o f psychosis and response to antipsychotics in 

schizophrenia are scheduled to become available by mid-2008 and mid-2009, 

respectively (Couzin 2008). Researchers in the field o f psychiatric genetics need to be 

vigilant and prepared to face the potential issues, especially ethical issues, arising 

from these commercial activities.

Research into human diseases has been fundamental in moving modem 

medicine forward. Understanding the pathology of diseases is the key to prevention 

and cure. The time, money, and effort invested in research into psychiatric disorders
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have been substantial in the last 20 years and, considering the burden caused by these 

disorders, this is not surprising. BPAD research in general has a clear aim; to identify 

risk factors for this disorder. The implications of actually finding such a thing are 

threefold: better understanding of the pathology of the disorder, improvements in 

diagnostic procedures and tools, and discovery of novel drug targets in order to 

expand and enhance the medication on offer to patients.

At the moment there are still major unanswered questions regarding the 

pathology of BPAD, and any insight into the true mechanism of disease onset, 

however slight, would be hugely welcome. Related to this is the identification of 

novel drug targets. It seems obvious that any improvement in the knowledge o f the 

breakdown of normal processes in the individual BPAD brain will naturally lead to 

the development of more successful drugs. More specific targets will also hopefully 

lead to fewer side effects normally experienced by patients taking the medication 

available at the moment. One of the most serious consequences o f these side effects is 

the non-compliance observed in patients, leading to a more severe illness.

Improvements in diagnostic procedures and tools may also be extremely 

helpful in assessing the presence or absence of a particular disorder and also with 

choosing the initial drug regimen that will be most effective. One study of the drug 

transporter gene (ABCBI) has reported that polymorphisms in this gene can predict 

antidepressant response in depressed individuals (Uhr et al, 2008). While this type of 

study may be quite limited in its overall usefulness, new information like this could 

significantly improve the lives of sufferers. However, the question “how do we know 

when we have found a risk variant?” may actually be impossible to answer, we can 

only hope that this breakthrough will actually happen.

9.4 The Final Word

I would love to conclude on a positive note but unfortunately I am compelled to stick 

to the facts. While this thesis has made lots of positive contributions to the field of 

psychiatric genetics, we have fallen far short o f aim to identify a BPAD susceptibility 

gene. However, this is not something that only applies to this work, it is a 

fundamental problem associated with all types of research into complex disorders. 

The complex nature o f the disease dictates a long and complicated process to achieve 

that aim, and we have gone some way in putting in the ground work required for this 

to happen. I personally see this work as a building block, one of many required to
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accomplish that task, and while the massive amounts o f data generated by WGA 

studies should help increase the pace o f this process, it will take much more time than 

the course of this research to fully understand the contribution this work has made. I 

also personally believe the true value of this work and all the research being 

conducted at this time will only be fully appreciated with the gift of hindsight. Many 

of the most important medical discoveries in our lifetime have needed a little bit of 

luck and I’m sure this area o f research is no exception. The destructive nature of this 

disease, the devastating effects on sufferers and their families, the economic and 

social consequences, and the sheer loss of life that can be attributed to psychiatric 

disorders, and BPAD in particular, is why we strive for success and continue to battle 

against the odds stacked against us. To improve the lives o f BPAD individuals and 

their families is the ultimate goal, and with enough time and effort I believe that can 

be achieved, someday.
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APPENDIX A

Buffer A:
IM  Tris 10ml
IM MgCb 5ml
100% Triton-XlOO 10ml
0.32M Sucrose 109.5g
Water up to 1000ml

Buffer B:
0.5M NaCl 30ml
0.5M EDTA 7.5ml
Water up to 200ml

SOX TAE:
Tris base 242g
EDTA 14.6g
Glacial acetic acid 57.1ml
Water up to 1000ml
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